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1. Introduction 

‘I will not conceal from you, dear Sir, that the position of placemajor would 
suit me better than any other, and I would be delighted to be called to fill it 
as soon as it becomes vacant.’1 These words were written by Peter Petersen, 
merchant of St Barthélemy, to the head of Sweden’s Colonial Department, 
Olof Erik Bergius, on October 2, 1830. Petersen, born in St Eustatius, had 
been a naturalized Swedish subject since 1804, a fact he stressed in his letter 
to Bergius. During the intervening 26 years, he had been involved in the 
local politics of St Barthélemy in several ways. He had served for many 
years as an elected member of the local council, signed numerous petitions 
and had been appointed major of the island’s militia in 1829. Bergius had 
served as a justitiarie, a judicial administrator, in St Barthélemy and most 
definitely knew him personally. Petersen was 50 years old and believed that 
the position of military commander of the island’s fort was a suitable one, in 
view of his lengthy service in the colony. As a placemajor, he would be 
awarded a position on the local council and would serve as vice-governor. 
However, the position of placemajor never was allocated to Petersen. In-
stead, in 1833, the position of governor and placemajor were combined in 
the title of kommendant and awarded to the previous placemajor James H. 
Haasum (1833–1858).2 

When Petersen became a Swedish subject in 1804, it was no doubt 
in order to act as a neutral trader between the warring nations of the Napole-
onic Wars. Yet, by living on the island, he involved himself in local politics 
and stayed long after St Barthélemy had ceased to serve as an island benefi-
cial to neutral trade. He was evidently interested in involving himself further 
in the Swedish colonial administration. What possibilities were there for him 
and other merchants to act as political subjects within this colony? How did 
they relate to their new Swedish subjecthood and how was he, and other 
merchants and mariners, viewed by the Swedish officials, both locally and in 
                                                        
1 Letter from Peter Petersen to Olof Erik Bergius, October 2, 1830, vol. 10:B, S:t Barthele-
mysamlingen, Swedish National Archives. This archive will be referred to as SBS from now 
on. Original quote: ‘Je ne vous cache pas Mon cher Monsieur que la place de PlaceMajor me 
conviendrait plus qu’aucune autre, et que je serai charmé d'en être appeler aussitot qu'elle se 
trouvera vacante.’ 
2 Jan Arvid Hellström, ”...åt alla christliga förvanter...”: En undersökning av kolonialförvalt-
ning, religionsvård och samfundsliv på S:t Barthélemy under den svenska perioden 1784–
1878 (Uppsala: Erene, 1987), 191. 
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Stockholm? What political position did he, and other parts of the population, 
hold in the eyes of the Swedish state? 

In recent years, the topic of St Barthélemy has gained exposure in 
Swedish media. An often-overlooked part of Swedish history, interest in 
Sweden’s colonial past in the Caribbean has grown significantly as part of a 
wider discussion on race and racism in Sweden. A national report on af-
rophobia, released in 2014 by the multicultural foundation Mångkulturellt 
Centrum, determined that Swedish ownership of St Barthélemy formed part 
of a Swedish history of exploitation of African people.3 In an effort to 
acknowledge this history there have been attempts to establish a day of 
commemoration for the abolition of Swedish slavery and to raise awareness 
of it through, for example, city tours in Stockholm which demonstrate links 
to Swedish colonial history.4 Similarly, many newspaper articles have been 
published on St Barthélemy, discussing the commemorations of the Swedish 
colonial past on the island as well as reflecting on Sweden’s involvement in 
slavery. The Caribbean island’s Swedish history is also a selling point for 
attracting Swedish tourism to St Barthélemy.5  

St Barthélemy was long regarded as parenthetical to Swedish histo-
ry and could have been forgotten entirely. Instead, the small Caribbean colo-
ny is now being contextualized within wider Swedish history, connected to 
the outside world and broader trends of research on European colonial ex-
pansion. However, while there is an abundance of implications and reflec-
tions on the history of St Barthélemy, there is a drought of research. To say 
that Swedish-Caribbean history has been ignored is a slight exaggeration, but 
only slight. While there has never been total silence, discussions about St 
Barthélemy’s history have not penetrated the wider historical narrative of a 
Swedish history devoid of colonialism. 

To gain a fuller understanding of Sweden’s colonial past, we have 
to place it within the context of not only Swedish, but also Caribbean and 
Atlantic history. The political, economic, social, religious, military, ideolog-
ical, and environmental aspects of St Barthélemy were so different from 
Sweden at that time that unless these aspects are explored fully, faulty con-
ceptions regarding how Swedish colonialism in the Caribbean functioned are 
                                                        
3 Mångkulturellt centrum, Afrofobi: En kunskapsöversikt över afrosvenskars situation i 
dagens Sverige (Tumba: Mångkulturellt centrum, 2014), 19–23. 
4 ‘Minnesdag för avskaffandet av Sveriges transatlantiska slavhandel’, Diskrimineringsom-
budsmannens, October 9, 2014, http://www.do.se/om-do/pressrum/aktuellt/aktuellt-under-
2014/minnesdag-for-avskaffandet-av-sveriges-transatlantiska-slavhandel/; Arvsfonden, ‘I 
slavhandelns fotspår’, http://www.arvsfonden.se/projekt/inlagg/i-slavhandelns-fotspar. 
5 For some recent examples of articles in Swedish newspapers: Jörgen Jonasson, ‘En svensk 
historia’, Dagens Nyheter, October 13, 2014, http://www.dn.se/resor/frankrike/en-svensk-
historia/; Cenneth Sparby, ‘Ett karibiskt Sverige’, Svenska Dagbladet, November 8, 2013, 
http://www.svd.se/resor/dromresor/ett-karibiskt-sverige_8707204.svd; Karl Dalén, ‘Därför får 
vi inte glömma slaveriets offer’, Dagens Nyheter, October 17, 2012, http://www.dn.se/kultur-
noje/kulturdebatt/darfor-far-vi-inte-glomma-slaveriets-offer/.  
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likely to be reproduced. Similarly, St Barthélemy has a specific place in Car-
ibbean history, not only because of its Swedish past, but also because of the 
town of Gustavia’s status as a free port and its economy. Gustavia, the main 
town and harbour of St Barthélemy, was founded by Swedes in 1785 and 
named after the Swedish king Gustav III. Primarily engaged in transit trade, 
and comprising a diverse population in terms of place of birth, even by Car-
ibbean standards, by 1800 St Barthélemy was home to a population of vari-
ous cultural and political backgrounds. We cannot assume that what hap-
pened in Jamaica, Saint-Domingue, Guadeloupe, Cuba, Puerto Rico, the 
Bahamas, or any of the other larger islands also occurred in St Barthélemy. 
Even if we compare it to other free ports, such as St Eustatius or St Thomas, 
with similar economies, environments, and political systems, the acquisition 
of St Barthélemy in the turbulent environment of the late eighteenth century 
and the inexperience of the Swedish colonial administration resulted in a 
history where very little can be taken for granted. 

In terms of its political environment, St Barthélemy can almost be 
seen as an experiment: a commercial society created on an island of little 
previous importance, with religious, ethnic, political, and economic policies 
which often directly contradicted Swedish jurisdiction and law; some inno-
vative and liberal, some highly oppressive. This development occurred with-
in the context of massive social and political upheavals across the Atlantic 
World in what many have regarded as the border, although crudely drawn, 
between the early modern and the modern world. The French, American, 
Haitian, and South American revolutions were most definitely present within 
the context of St Barthélemy’s political discussions, as both ideological and 
practical factors that affected local political interactions. Therefore, a study 
of St Barthélemy’s political culture has to be simultaneously a study of a 
changing world and of local politics. 

Discussions and conflicts are situated within global, local, and re-
gional contexts of political communication and struggle directly related to 
unprecedented political shifts in the Atlantic world. In short, St Barthélemy 
was highly responsive to the outside world, yet this responsiveness created a 
unique space, different in some way from each of the other contexts it re-
sponded to. If we are to thoroughly understand Swedish Caribbean history, 
we must examine how the inhabitants of St Barthélemy related to each other, 
as well as to the events happening around them within the Caribbean region 
and across the Atlantic. In order to do so, we must examine the political cul-
ture and the possible avenues for political action available to the inhabitants 
of St Barthélemy. 

A significant feature of St Barthélemy’s political environment was 
the fact that comparatively few native Swedes lived in the colony. In discus-
sions regarding St Barthélemy, the high number of foreigners who became 
Swedish citizens still instills doubt as to which degree it can truly be regard-
ed as a Swedish colony. One of the main works on St Barthélemy, ‘...åt alla 
christliga förvanter...’ [...to all Christian subjects...] (1987) written by Jan 
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Arvid Hellström, states: ‘Documents and reports from temporary visitors 
sometimes give an impression that the island was an American rather than a 
Swedish colony.’6 Gösta Franzén similarly wrote in Svenskstad i Västindien 
[Swedish town in the West Indies] (1974): ‘When the blue and yellow flag in 
1878 was replaced by the tricolor, it was in no real sense a Swedish colony 
that was lost.’7 Similar comments have been made regarding the Danish 
West Indies, by historian Neville Hall: 

 
If all it took to be Danish was the flag and the judicial system, then 
St. Croix was Danish. But colonization implied more than territorial 
claim and a body of laws. It called for a sufficient number of one’s 
nationals, sharing one’s customs and values and, above all, lan-
guage.8 
 

The purpose of this study is, however, to examine what political position the 
population of St Barthélemy held in relation to the Swedish state, as well as 
how their Swedish citizenship functioned within the Caribbean. While a man 
born in Baltimore could swear loyalty to the Swedish crown and present 
naturalization papers to prove it, opinions on whether this gave him the right 
to be considered a neutral Swedish captain differed along predictable lines. 
The population and administration of St Barthélemy thus participated in 
unprecedented discussions about non-native Swedishness.  

Many naturalized Swedes were also faced with defending their po-
litical rights as assumed under Swedish governance, from both local gov-
ernment authorities in Gustavia and in Stockholm, who did not always look 
upon the actions of naturalized Swedes favourably. Statements of St 
Barthélemy’s non-Swedishness say as much about the suspicions towards 
the naturalized population by local government as it does about early modern 
political discussions and trends. The heterogeneity also created a clash of 
political cultures between the population of Gustavia and the government 
officials, not only in relation to Swedishness, but also in terms of questions 
regarding representation, rights, and political influence, as well as the divi-
sion of political power between government officials and the free population. 

Questions regarding political culture are central to our understand-
ing of Sweden’s colonial past. By understanding how naturalized Swedes 
from all over the Atlantic World, including people of colour and women, 
expressed themselves politically, we can understand forms of political ex-
pression, political attitudes, and reactions to radical changes in the Atlantic 
political landscape. This also allows us to examine the flows of not just peo-

                                                        
6 Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 106.  
7 Gösta Franzén, Svenskstad i Västindien: Gustavia på Saint Barthélemy i språk- och kul-
turhistorisk belysning (Uppsala: Almquist & Wiksell, 1974), 92.  
8 Neville A. T. Hall, Slave Society in the Danish West Indies: St. Thomas, St. John, and St. 
Croix (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1992), 19. 
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ple and goods through the colony, but also flows of information and ideas. It 
allows us to see the relations of the Swedish colonial subjects not only with 
their own political community, but with the Caribbean and the wider Atlan-
tic world. 

Research purpose 
I will examine the political culture of the free population of St Barthélemy 
from 1800 to 1825. Political culture is a broad field of study, not only be-
cause of the varied meanings of the concept of culture, but also the broad 
spectrum of political behaviour. I will discuss the term political culture fur-
ther, but for the purpose of this thesis I use the definition offered by Nils 
Jacobsen and Cristóbal Aljovín de Losada: 
 

[A] perspective on processes of change and continuity in any human 
polity or its component parts which privileges symbols, discourses, 
rituals, customs, norms, values and attitudes of individuals or groups 
for understanding the construction, consolidation and dismantling of 
power constellations and institutions.9 

 
More specifically, I focus my study of St Barthélemy’s political culture on 
four research questions: 
 
1. How did the free population of St Barthélemy participate in political dis-
cussions and actions? 
2. What were the boundaries for political participation? 
3. How did the free population of St Barthélemy relate to officials in Gusta-
via and in Stockholm? 
4. How was Swedish subjecthood perceived and utilized by the free popula-
tion of St Barthélemy? 
 
In answering these questions, I will attempt to contextualize St Barthélemy’s 
political culture within local, regional and Atlantic levels. When social and 
economic perspectives are relevant to understanding St Barthélemy’s histo-
ry, they will be included. 

I discuss political culture from a popular perspective; that is, pri-
marily from the actions, beliefs, and norms of the naturalized and non-native 
population. As St Barthélemy was a society with significant social stratifica-
tion, it may seem problematic to discuss the merchants of Gustavia as a rep-
resentative part of society. Still, a clear political division can be seen be-

                                                        
9 Nils Jacobsen and Cristóbal Aljovín de Losada, eds., Political Culture in the Andes, 1750–
1950 (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2005), 58. 
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tween the local Swedish officials and the non-native Swedish subjects. I 
hesitate to call my perspective ‘bottom-up’ history, given the material and 
social privileges of some of my study objects who could hardly be interpret-
ed as belonging to the lower classes of society. Perhaps more accurately, I 
study the political beliefs and behaviour of the population who came to St 
Barthélemy for trade and maritime business, rather than the Swedish offi-
cials selected by the Swedish administration. This includes the free black as 
well as the white population, although the latter is better represented in the 
sources. 

Some readers will note that my discussion and analysis does not 
concern the enslaved population of St Barthélemy. This is a consequence of 
the sources chosen, which primarily reflect the political actions of the white 
male political elite. St Barthélemy did not have a history of slave uprisings 
which would have depicted personal political struggle. The white male popu-
lation dominated the discourse, although free black voices can be heard, as 
well as that of white women. Whenever given an opportunity, I attempt to 
highlight discussion and debate that includes diverse participants of the pop-
ulation. 

The choice of time period, 1800–1825, is largely motivated by pre-
vious research. Historians Ingegerd Hildebrand and Sture Waller have stud-
ied the acquisition and initial colonization of St Barthélemy up until 1801. 
Jan Arvid Hellström’s study from 1784 to 1878 does include the period 
1800–1825, but glosses over important aspects, primarily due to his lack of 
focus on the naturalized citizens of St Barthélemy. In connecting the narra-
tive to Swedish religious policy, the highlighted political activity becomes 
that between native Swedish officials, where conflicts between Lutheran 
priests and the governor was common. I intend to focus on the conflicts and 
communication between officials and the naturalized population, which 
Hellström only briefly mentions and did not thoroughly explore. The early 
eighteenth century was a time of commercial boom, political developments 
and extraordinary events in St Barthélemy. I continue my study beyond 
1815, when the economic situation of the island deteriorated, as this provides 
a more multifaceted view of St Barthélemy’s political history. As is often the 
case, economic crisis intensified political discussions. By continuing up to 
1825, I can include the reform of voting rights for free men of colour in 
council elections in the early 1820s, as well as interactions between St 
Barthélemy and the South American Wars of Independence. However, as the 
financial and population decline continued, the colony changed. St 
Barthélemy’s political discussions after 1825 were very different compared 
to that of 1809. 
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Methodology and sources 
In order to examine the political culture of a colony such as St Barthélemy, a 
variety of sources are needed. Many of them, in and of themselves, are not 
sufficient for a viable study of this scale. Seen from a different perspective, 
archival material on St Barthélemy comprises many different sources and 
areas of inquiry, which taken individually are quite limited, but when viewed 
in relation to each other provide a richer result. I am not simply referring to 
different sources that verify each other and corroborate a common factual 
result, but different sources, containing forms or genres of political expres-
sion that ought to be analysed in their own right and together can create a 
larger picture of the variations within the local political culture. The differ-
ence is subtle, but important. For example, the collective petitions written 
and signed by people in St Barthélemy to various officials have their own 
political form and language. The newspaper of St Barthélemy does as well. 
If we compare a petition with an issue of the local newspaper, we may find 
that the language and tone of the two are very different. The petition would 
most likely be diplomatic and clear in its intentions, while the newspaper 
would probably use coded political language. If compared without the con-
text of their difference in form, they might suggest a contradictory political 
language. However, if we examine each from the premises of their own gen-
res, we increase our understanding of their differences and similarities. This 
is not to suggest that genres do not intersect analytically. Petitions are print-
ed in the newspaper, the newspaper is discussed in the council, the makeup 
of the council is changed because of violent actions, and these actions are 
addressed in petitions. 

Genres of political expression will form the basis of the later em-
pirical chapters in this study. These are petitions, printed media, and violent 
protests. At the start of each of these three chapters, methodological and 
theoretical discussions will introduce a larger context in which these genres 
and actions may be understood. This approach is similar to the one taken by 
Janet Polasky in Revolutions without Borders: The Call to Liberty in the 
Atlantic World (2015). Polasky divides her narrative of the spread of revolu-
tionary messages across imperial borders into the different genres of the 
documents, making the sources and the questions associated with them a 
central part of the book. The spread of revolution by rumours is thus treated 
separately from that of pamphlets, even though they are interrelated. When 
analysis is genre-focused in this way, new perspectives can thus be gained 
from not just the sources analysed, but how they are analysed.10 Genres of 
political expressions differed in their capacity to move across colonial bor-

                                                        
10 Janet Polasky, Revolutions without Borders: The Call to Liberty in the Atlantic World (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2015), 13–16. 
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ders, making the mobility of political expression a critical component for 
several of the political genres examined. 

The majority of the archival material for my study can be divided 
into three categories: the Saint Barthélemy collection in the Swedish Nation-
al Archives in Stockholm, the Fonds Suédois de Saint-Barthélemy in Ar-
chives nationales d’outre mer in Aix-en-Provence, France, and the newspa-
per The Report of Saint Bartholomew. All three of these sources are used in 
all upcoming chapters, as they complement each other in a variety of ways. 

The Saint Barthélemy collection in the Swedish National Archives 
is primarily based on correspondence between Swedish officials in Gustavia 
and Stockholm. It contains reports sent by governors to Stockholm, usually 
on a monthly basis, with attached documents such as excerpts from court 
protocols, communications with merchants and other governors, and similar 
documents. The archive also contains, for example, maps, population sur-
veys, trade statistics, newspapers, reports on defences and printed forms of 
government. The archive mainly concerns documents of interest to authori-
ties in Stockholm. A major benefit of this collection is that using the gover-
nor’s reports and other official letters to contextualize attached documents, 
the motivations and perceptions of the Swedish officials become easily dis-
cernible. These reports must be understood from the position of the officials 
and the political position of power they held. 

The Fonds Suédois de Saint-Barthélemy in Archives nationales 
d’outre mer in Aix-en-Provence is based on administrative documentation 
from within the colony. Large parts of this material concerning the colony 
remained in St Barthélemy after the colony was ceded to France in 1878. As 
a result, it was not stored in Sweden but in St Barthélemy. In 1932 it was 
moved to Guadeloupe and in 1951, came to lie in the Archives Départe-
mentales de la Guadeloupe. Two Swedish journalists Rolf and Florence 
Lamborn, who were travelling to Surinam, discovered the archival material 
in 1961. After coming to St Barthélemy and learning of the island’s Swedish 
colonial history, and finding that the archives from the Swedish period were 
in Guadeloupe, they took it upon themselves to uncover and identify the 
archival material. Discussions emerged between Swedish and French archi-
vists regarding microfilming and their further conservation. The volumes in 
Guadeloupe were moved in 1971 to Archives nationales de l’outre mer in 
Aix-en-Provence, France. Some volumes were microfilmed in the 1960–70s 
and can be found today in the Swedish National Archives, but much is still 
only available in French archives. Because of their fragility, the documents 
are inaccessible to the public.11 Additionally, many of the microfilmed doc-
uments, especially the judicial material, were very hard, if not impossible, to 

                                                        
11 For more information on the St Barthélemy archives, see Anne Lebel, ‘Saint Barthélemy et 
ses archives: une connaissance historique éclatée’, Bulletin de la Société d’histoire de la 
Guadeloupe 159 (2011): 91–102. 
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read. Thanks to the tremendous work of Fredrik Thomasson, with the assis-
tance of Victor Wilson, in recovering, photographing, and digitizing many of 
the documents in Aix-en-Provence, many previously unexamined documents 
have become available. This has given rise to completely new avenues of 
research and a much fuller picture of Swedish colonialism. 

While also documented by the Swedish officials, many documents 
in Fonds Suédois de Saint-Barthélemy provide counter-narratives to that of 
the Swedish officials and show the arguments otherwise not presented to 
Stockholm. Court documents in particular, but also council protocols, belong 
to this category. Other documents provide statistical information and give 
insight into the lives of the population, such as naturalization protocols and 
inventories of the households of deceased inhabitants. Lists of all proclama-
tions made by the governor present a more accurate description of the colo-
ny’s political environment. This archive is still largely unexplored and con-
tains vast amounts of information, and has proven to be an essential part of 
this study. Both of these archival collections are administrative collections 
that primarily concern the functions of the Swedish administration. Gaining 
clarity into the lives and perspectives of the naturalized population is easier 
using the Fonds Suédois de Saint-Barthélemy. Still, the presence of the Swe-
dish officials must be recognized in these documents as well. 

The Report of Saint Bartholomew was the sole newspaper of the 
Swedish colony from 1804 to 1819. While a complete collection of all issues 
does not exist, surviving copies of the newspaper are currently primarily 
located in the Swedish National Library and Uppsala University Library. 
There are also issues not found in these two locations in the American Anti-
quarian Society in Massachussets and in the Fonds Suédois de Saint-
Barthélemy. I will discuss the complicated relationship of editors, printing 
and its relationship to the Swedish officials more thoroughly in Chapter 6, 
but would like to state that the newspaper contains official government proc-
lamations, as well as opinion columns, news, satire, jokes and similar mate-
rial. Here the beliefs of the naturalized population becomes more apparent, 
as the everyday reflections of not just St Barthélemy and the Caribbean, but 
events in North and South America, as well as Europe, are narrated and dis-
cussed. The contents of the newspaper are however often coloured by irony, 
metaphor, satire and anonymity, making it difficult to gauge the intentions 
and sincerity of the statements within it. 

I have also examined original documents in Pommerska Expeditio-
nen och Kolonialdepartementet (the Colonial Department) in the Swedish 
National Archives. The governmental office was originally meant to manage 
Swedish Pomerania, but French occupation and the subsequent loss of the 
province during the Napoleonic Wars meant that attention turned towards St 
Barthélemy and Guadeloupe, the latter of which was viewed as a potential 
Swedish colony in 1814. I have also analysed documents from the Royal 
Swedish Academy of Sciences, the Bernadotte Family Archives, and the 
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Military Archives of Sweden regarding the Mutiny of 1810 and its after-
math. 

Since much of the original research involves never before exam-
ined archival material, especially concerning naturalization documents, the 
presentation of new information has given parts of the thesis an empirical 
focus. In practice, this means that some chapters are primarily meant to pre-
sent new empirical data, in order to create a more complete picture of St 
Barthélemy than the one previously held. As a result, previously micro-
filmed material, such as inventory lists and council proceedings, become 
recontextualized in light of new information from volumes previously not 
filmed or in too poor condition to read. 

All non-English quotes are translated into modern English, with the 
original quotes in the footnotes. All English quotes are as close to the origi-
nal text as possible, which includes several misspellings. Given the varied 
language abilities of the Swedish officials, some of the quotes are in poor 
English or French.  

Terminology and historical clarifications 
The standard money of the Caribbean at this time was the Spanish silver 
dollar, also commonly known as the piaster, the piece of eight, and by many 
other colloquial names. While other currencies also circulated, in addition to 
the practice of cutting the dollars in pieces, the Spanish dollar was the given 
standard for book-keeping, as well as administration and taxation (fines and 
fees). In order to keep silver dollars available on the island, the price of sil-
ver currency was raised in St Barthélemy. While usually divided into 11 
‘bits’, from 1797 in St Barthélemy it was worth 12 ‘bits’. 

Since the administrative positions justitiarie and placemajor are 
mentioned repeatedly in this thesis, some clarification is necessary. 
Justitiarie refers to a judicial position that is the same as a judge. While it is 
often translated as ‘judge’, it should rather be considered an administrator 
with responsibility for judicial matters. The president of the court was in fact 
the governor. Placemajor means a commanding officer of a fort or garrison 
and in St Barthélemy was the second highest military commander in the 
colony, the highest being the governor. Polisgevaldiger refers to an officer 
tasked with duties to maintain the peace and police the community. In 1814, 
Sweden and Norway formed a union, from which point onwards it would be 
proper to refer to Sweden–Norway instead of Sweden. However, seeing as 
the two kingdoms had largely separate administrations and St Barthélemy 
communicated exclusively with authorities in Stockholm, I will refer to the 
communication between the two as between St Barthélemy and the Swedish 
metropole. 

During the period of 1792–1825, Sweden underwent changes of 
monarchs and dynasties. Gustav III was assassinated in 1792 and was suc-
ceeded by his son Gustav IV Adolf, who reigned until 1809. At this time, a 
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coup ousted Gustav IV Adolf and instead the brother of Gustav III, Karl 
XIII, was installed. This coup ended Gustavian absolutism, transforming 
Sweden into a constitutional monarchy. Karl XIII was formally the king 
until his death in 1818. However, he was not the de facto ruler and did not 
participate in politics, partially due to health problems. Instead, Jean Baptiste 
Bernadotte, one of Napoleon’s marshals, was elected crown prince of Swe-
den in 1810, given the name Karl XIV Johan and succeeded Karl XIII as 
king in 1818. He reigned until his death in 1844 and the Bernadotte dynasty 
continues to this day. As crown prince, he was in charge of political deci-
sions and diplomacy, although Karl XIII was the formal regent. I will refer 
to him as crown prince Charles Jean Bernadotte throughout the study for the 
sake of consistency. 

Although it is doubtful to which degree the population of St 
Barthélemy understood the power dynamics of the Swedish court, crown 
prince Charles Jean Bernadotte and king Karl XIII performed different func-
tions with regard to contacts between the colony and Stockholm. While offi-
cial communications and petitions were read and answered by the crown 
prince, oaths of loyalty and celebration of the Swedish monarchy were made 
to and on behalf of Karl XIII, while he was the official regent. 

Theoretical premises 
This thesis is not formulated around a fundamental theoretical axiom. In-
stead, it relies on the analysis of specific genres or forms of political culture, 
which require the application of different methodological approaches. Writ-
ten political expression requires certain methodological discussion, while 
militant political action requires another. However, certain theoretical prem-
ises must still be addressed in order for the empirical study to be understood. 
The central theoretical concepts are political culture, nationality, colonial 
mobility and the intersectionality of race and gender. 

Political culture 
The concept of political culture emerged in post-World War II America, 
most notably in the writings of political scientists Gabriel Almond and Sid-
ney Verba in The Civic Culture: Political Attitudes and Democracy in Five 
Nations, (1963). Their work compares the United States, Germany, Mexico, 
Italy, and the United Kingdom as regards citizens’ views on their democratic 
systems. It can be seen as an attempt to promote Anglo-Saxon democratic 
ideals, as the work framed the American political culture as the most suc-
cessful. In his article ‘Comparative Political Systems’ (1956), Gabriel Al-
mond states a desire to move political analysis away from ‘the exaggerations 
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and over-simplifications of the “national character” literature of recent 
years.’12 According to Almond and Verba, ‘[t]he political culture of a nation 
is the particular distribution of patterns of orientation toward political objects 
among the members of the nation.’13 

As the humanities began to focus more on meaning, symbols, and 
language instead of larger social and administrative structures, political cul-
ture moved away from a strict relationship between a subject and a political 
system. The personal became political, meaning politics came to be viewed 
not only as the relation between subjects and govnernment institutions, but 
equally as between different subjects themselves. Lynn Hunt’s Politics, Cul-
ture and Class in the French Revolution (1984) is a classic example of this 
new type of political history. In this work, the French Revolution is present-
ed as something larger than its extraordinary actors and events, or Marxist 
interpretations of class struggle, as a new political culture emerged as a re-
sult. The normative and cultural relationship between subject and ruler 
changed and a new kind of political subject, the ‘citizen’, was formed. While 
Hunt does not explicitly criticize Almond and Verba, instead placing her 
work as more of an answer to Marxist and Toquevillian interpretations of the 
French Revolution, Keith Michael Baker distanced himself from previous 
definitions of political culture more clearly. According to him, political cul-
ture should be viewed linguistically rather than sociologically, as the:  

 
set of discourses and symbolic practices by which [political] claims 
are made. It comprises the definitions of the relative subject-positions 
from which individuals and groups may (or may not) legitimately 
make claims one upon another, and therefore of the identity and 
boundaries of the community to which they belong.14 

 
In Swedish historiography, explaining political action within the framework 
of political culture is a well-established approach, especially in early modern 
studies. Eva Österberg was one of the pioneers in using political culture as a 
theoretical tool in Sweden, in the form of linguistic discourse analysis. She 
introduced a view of political culture as the combination of underlying val-
ues regarding political actions and the expression of these values within his-
torical dialogues. Political culture was studied in the form of cultural pat-
terns of collective political action, to be considered as separate from political 
tactics.15  
                                                        
12 Gabriel A. Almond, ‘Comparative Political Systems’, The Journal of Politics 18, no. 3 
(1956): 396. 
13 Gabriel A. Almond and Sidney Verba, The Civic Culture: Political Attitudes and Democra-
cy in Five Nations (Princeton: Princeton University Press 1963), 14–15. 
14 Keith Michael Baker, Inventing the French Revolution: Essays on French Political 
Culture in the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 4. 
15 Eva Österberg, ‘Bönder och centralmakt i det tidigmoderna Sverige. Konflikt – kompro-
miss – politisk kultur’, Scandia 55, no. 1 (1989): 76.  
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With this new type of political history, the lines between the cul-
tural, political, and social were blurred; this ambiguity can simultaneously 
work in this history’s favour and against it. One problem of blurring the line 
between political action and normative behaviour is how to account for ex-
ceptionality, contradictions, and compromise. As Judith Klinghoffer and 
Lois Elkis put it in their study of women’s and people of colour’s suffrage in 
the early American republic: 

 
This oversight [ignoring race and gender] may be due in part to the 
paucity of sources, but it may also be due to the difficulty of ex-
plaining the wide divergence in state suffrage laws and practices by 
always assuming that people mean what they say or that they all say 
the same thing. [...] [I]t is necessary to recapture the older historical 
art of penetrating behind the screen of rhetoric to the political reality 
as it is perceived by political decision makers not in order to under-
mine the significance of what people say, but in order to gain a bet-
ter understanding of the reasons they say it, and the reasons some of 
their words gain wider acceptance than others.16 
 

In this way, political decisions and participation must be understood through 
the norms and ideals of its contemporary society, but must not be reduced to 
mere examples of larger discourses. Linguistic interpretations of meaning 
and symbolism are crucial to understanding how members of a community 
related to each other. They form the larger framework of possible positions 
and actions. However, the variety of actions available was often quite large, 
and divergences in several directions from the perceived political norm are 
normal in societies and communities. Similarly, historians of Latin America 
Nils Jacobsen and Cristóbal Aljovín de Losada have argued for a ‘pragmatic 
perspective on political culture’, which seeks to avoid cultural determinism, 
instead considering a study of political culture to be: 
 

a perspective on processes of change and continuity in any human 
polity or its component parts which privileges symbols, discourses, 
rituals, customs, norms, values and attitudes of individuals or groups 
for understanding the construction, consolidation and dismantling of 
power constellations and institutions.17 
 

I believe this definition of political culture to be helpful for this study, in 
large part due to the acknowledgement of political institutions as arenas of 
cultural meetings, while only determined in part by those cultural norms. I 
acknowledge culture and language as determining factors of political frame-

                                                        
16 Judith Apter Klinghoffer and Lois Elkis, ‘”The Petticoat Electors”: Women’s Suffrage in 
New Jersey, 1776–1807’, Journal of the Early Republic 12, no. 2 (1992): 161–162. 
17 Jacobsen and Losada, Political Culture in the Andes, 58. 
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works, but believe a large variety of political actions to be conceivable with-
in institutions of power. 

Nationality and ethnicity 
The concept of ‘nation’, when researching the late eighteenth or early nine-
teenth century, requires clarification, especially when studying relations 
between non-native Swedes and the Swedish state. This is because of the 
changing nature of nations at this time. The belief in a unified popular sover-
eign state, in which, at least in theory, all members of the state share a com-
mon identity and history, emerged during the early modern period and was 
primarily consolidated in the nineteenth century. Nationalism as an ideology 
came in the aftermath of the American and French Revolutions, as the notion 
of a common ‘people’ outside of a feudal hierarchy became increasingly 
politicized and connected to ancient forms of republican and democratic 
rule, typically borrowed from Greco-Roman antiquity. The egalitarian power 
of nationalism should not be exaggerated, especially in consideration of the 
nineteenth-century context of racism, sexism and imperialism. Still, it did 
often move political legitimacy from the enlightened rule of the elite to the 
common rule of the population, their interests represented by middle-class 
men. In France and in the United States, the national community was centred 
on the Revolution, its participants, and the history of the civil order created 
from it, while in, for example, Germany and Sweden the common history 
and culture of the people (often exaggerated or fabricated) became the basis 
of the nation. 

Benedict Anderson has famously referred to this change as the cre-
ation of ‘imagined communities’. He relates this largely to the emergence of 
print culture, leading to a sense of simultaneity, which can be seen in, for 
example, anti-colonial nationalist fiction. Anderson’s description of national-
ism is quite reductionist, as it does not explain what causes one ‘imagined 
community’ to demand sovereignty and another one not. In a teleological 
explanation, the South American provinces of New Spain of the nineteenth 
century had to become independent, as their common geography created a 
community separated from those of the Spanish viceroys, travelling from 
area to area. Since the viceroys did not remain within the region they ruled, 
the imagined community that was created did not include Spanish leader-
ship.18 

The creation of nations has to be understood from their local con-
texts. In Britons: Forging the Nation 1707–1837 (1992), Linda Colley dis-
cusses the creation of Great Britain as a gradual process, where antagonistic 
groups of Scots and Englishmen were moulded together through their 
Protestant religion, trade, imperialism, and the common French enemy since 
                                                        
18 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities, rev. ed. (London: Verso, 2006), 49–68. 
First published in 1983. 
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1689. Colley claims by the end of the Napoleonic wars, the notion of Scot-
land, England, and Wales as separate entities gave way to a British identity, 
in which subjects identified themselves as part of the larger union.19 The 
concept behind the modern Swedish nation has often been ascribed to the 
damaged pride and trauma of losing Finland to Russia in 1809, encouraging 
cultural nationalism within the new ‘Sweden’. 

However, how do we relate to the widespread use of the word na-
tion prior to this? If ‘nation’ did not refer to a political community, as in an 
imagined sovereign community, then how should we relate to this concept? 
For example, Adrian Hastings claimed in The Construction of Nationhood 
(1997) that, at least within European culture, the idea of nations dated back 
as far as medieval Europe, claiming England as the original nation. This 
position was heavily criticized by Patrick Geary in The Myth of Nations: The 
Medieval Origins of Europe (2002). Phrases like ‘the Jewish Nation’ signal 
that this word was not as tied into territorial sovereignty as it is today. By the 
late eighteenth century, the idea of ‘nation’ referring to a people within a 
territory became, if not universal, at least a much more prevalent concept, 
even by those who did not consider their connection to territorial sovereignty 
as valid. The issue becomes even more complex if we consider Eric 
Hobsbawm’s point that not all nationalities were regarded as significant or 
civilised enough to be able to become a nation.20  

A crucial aspect when discussing nationality in this thesis is the 
role of identity, or rather, the lack thereof. As Frederick Cooper points out in 
Colonialism in Question (2005), we should be very clear about the use of 
identity as an analytical concept and what is instead identification, or as-
cribed identity. Regardless of what your own national identity may be, you 
may be identified as a different nationality, depending on borders, migration, 
or other political circumstances. What you identify as is not necessarily how 
the outside world identifies you. There is much to say about the identity of 
the population of St Barthélemy, but I argue for a more practical, restricted 
use of ‘nation’ as a concept in this thesis. This is especially crucial in a neu-
tral free port, an environment where suspicions of smuggling and opportun-
istic use of flags and naturalisation documents make any subject’s national 
identity a matter of differing opinions and interpretations.21  

In consideration of the vagueness inherent in the concept of the 
‘nation’, I have decided to instead consider ethnicity as the central concept 

                                                        
19 Linda Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation 1707–1837, rev. ed. (New Haven: Yale Univer-
sity Press, 2012), 381–383. 
20 Eric Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780: Programme, Myth, Reality (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 33–37. For further discussion on the historiog-
raphy of nationalism, see Umut Özkirimli, Theories of Nationalism: A Critical Introduction 
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010). 
21 Frederick Cooper, Colonialism in Question: Theory, Knowledge, History (Berkeley: Uni-
versity of California Press, 2005), 71–73. 
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concerning the belonging to a ‘nation’. The concept of ethnicity will be de-
fined as this: 

 
In a general definition, an ethnic group is a segment of a larger soci-
ety whose members are thought, by themselves or others, to have a 
common origin and to share important segments of a common cul-
ture and who, in addition, participate in shared activities in which 
the common origin and culture are significant ingredients.22 

 
Ethnicity as dependent on either personal identity or identification by outside 
parties is a crucial part of this definition, when considering the accusations 
of non-Swedishness that the naturalized population faced. This should not be 
confused with meaning that nationality and ethnicity were indistinguishable 
during this time period, but that when referring to a ‘nation’, it should be 
considered as an ethnic group, such as the Jewish or German nation. By thus 
removing ‘nation’ from territorial sovereignity, we reach a closer under-
standing of how this concept was understood. Contextual use of the word 
‘nation’ must however be understood on a case-by-case basis, requiring care-
ful consideration. 

Colonial mobility 
Much of colonial and postcolonial history has been a history of dichotomies. 
The colonizer stands in an opposite relation to the colonized; the white per-
son to the person of colour; Europe to the Third World; those seeking inde-
pendence to those protecting colonial interests, production and consumption; 
oppression and resistance. In the important work by early postcolonial schol-
ars such as Franz Fanon, Albert Memmi, and Edward Said, these dichoto-
mies occur frequently when discussing the discursive relations between the 
colonizer and the colonized. Similarly, since much early colonial history has 
focused on economic relations or administrative structures, colonies have 
been depicted as primarily relating to their colonizers and the metropole. 
Thus, global and colonial history is often reduced to a Wallersteinian para-
digm of core–periphery, where the core directs the movement of the periph-
ery’s goods, capital, and people in order to benefit the core. Periphery prod-
ucts are refined in the core and then sold back to the periphery for a profit, 
thus making the core richer and the periphery poorer.23 This paradigm has 
mostly been accepted as a rudimentary but functional way of describing 
colonial relations. The colony interacts with the metropole mainly through 
an exchange of products and capital that impoverishes the colony. Between 

                                                        
22 John Milton Yinger, Ethnicity: Source of Strength? Source of Conflict? (New York: State 
University of New York Press, 1994), 3. 
23 Emmanuel Wallerstein, World-Systems Analysis: An Introduction (Durham: Duke Universi-
ty Press, 2004). 
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these are semi-peripheries, which at times function as peripheries and at 
times as the core. 

In his excellent work on Bermuda, In the Eye of All Trade: Bermu-
da, Bermudians, and the Maritime Atlantic World, 1680–1783 (2010), Mi-
chael J. Jarvis has called for a new approach. Using an Atlantic perspective, 
rather than a core–periphery perspective, he puts Bermuda in the centre of a 
series of colonial networks, connected partially to Europe, but mainly to 
British America and the Caribbean. He urges colonial historians to ‘pay as 
much attention to economic, cultural, migratory cross-colonial contact be-
tween places on the periphery as we do to contact between periphery and 
core.’24 Much interesting research on Atlantic history has been done lately, 
where mobility takes a central position.25 Jeppe Mulich has expanded on this 
approach and constructed what he calls a ‘microregional framework of anal-
ysis’: 

 
In its ideal-typical form, an inter-imperial microregion is defined as 
a geographical area inhabited by multiple polities, with a particularly 
high density of relations and interactions between and across the 
formal boundaries of these polities. Such connections can include 
the movement of goods, information, and people; the transference, 
dissemination, and adoption of legal, commercial, and political prac-
tices; the formation of economic interests, or politics; and the shared 
internal and external threats to security and social order posed by 
slave uprisings, revolutions, and inter-imperial war, alongside local 
interpolity rivalries.26 
 

As an example of an inter-imperial microregion, he discusses the connec-
tions between the Danish West Indies and the surrounding Caribbean envi-
ronment, and the ‘porousness’ of Danish colonialism.27 While Mulich be-
lieves that this framework can be applied to a variety of colonial regions, the 
choice of the Danish West Indies in 1730–1830 is quite illustrative of the 
close ties between Scandinavian colonialism and inter-colonial mobility. The 
loose administrative and military grip on the colony, the need to establish 
networks with surrounding colonies, and the openness to migration and in-
formation flow are all indicative of the neutral trading policies of Sweden, 
the Dutch Republic, and Denmark in the late eighteenth century. Such per-

                                                        
24 Michael J. Jarvis, In the Eye of All Trade: Bermuda, Bermudians, and the Maritime Atlantic 
World, 1680–1783 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2010), 464. 
25 Two recent examples, besides Jarvis’ work, are Jane Landers, Atlantic Creoles in the Age of 
Revolutions (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 2010) and Rebecca J. Scott and Jean M. 
Hébrard, Freedom Papers: an Atlantic Odyssey in the Age of Emancipation (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 2012). 
26 Jeppe Mulich, ‘Microregionalism and intercolonial relations: the case of the Danish West 
Indies, 1730–1830,’ Journal of Global History 8 (2013): 73–74. 
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spectives of fluid colonial relations are especially important in examining 
Scandinavian colonialism. As historian Gunlög Fur has stated: ‘Scandinavi-
an colonial history reminds historians to go beyond colonies to the develop-
ment and movement of ideas, networks, groups and individuals.’28 

Jeppe Mulich and Lauren Benton have highlighted these microre-
gions as particularly prevalent in the maritime world of the early nineteenth 
century, for three reasons: increased maritime trade, British naval domina-
tion, and a fluidity of conceptions of sovereignty. Maritime traffic and com-
petition between Europe, America, Africa, and Asia had been steadily in-
creasing for a long period. Yet colonial competition had previously occurred 
primarily in the form of neighbouring European coastal colonies communi-
cating in parallel with indigenous societies. By the end of the eighteenth 
century, fewer colonial powers controlled larger areas. Colonial competition 
thus became less about outmanouvering opponents along coastal territories 
and more about controlling trade and the movement of goods across the 
oceans, which the British excelled at. Trade hubs that facilitated inter-
imperial movement thus became beneficial to many minor colonial powers, 
as well as independent traders and non-European powers, such as Arab or 
Armenian traders. The alternative forms of sovereignty and governance that 
emerged during the turn of the nineteenth century allowed these local trading 
areas to negotiate the inter-state system in order to benefit the ports as trad-
ing hubs. By the late nineteenth century, however, sovereign rules and trade 
regulations had become increasingly uniform, discouraging trade through 
microregions.29 

Mobility within colonial spaces, especially in maritime environ-
ments such as the Caribbean, was much more complex than previous colo-
ny–metropole systems, such as that of Wallerstein’s world system theory, 
have suggested. Yet it is crucial to remember that mobility was also heavily 
regulated and controlled by imperial powers, through mercantilist policies on 
trade as well as restrictions on travel, especially for marginalized people 
such as Afro-Caribbeans. Even within the inter-imperial microregions, mo-
bility was regularly negotiated, challenged, and denied depending on a num-
ber of factors, sometimes by the colonizer, but often by rivalling imperial 
powers. Uncontrolled movement of goods, information, and people was con-
sidered dangerous. When focusing our analysis on the colony and the neigh-
bouring colonial space, movement and mobility between different imperial 
spaces become visible. Yet more than that, the contexts and power relations 
that dictate these movements, and resistance to those dictations, become 
                                                        
28 Gunlög Fur, ‘Colonialism and Swedish History: Unthinkable Connections?’, in Scandina-
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visible as well. Mobility therefore cannot be separated from colonial power 
relations. 

Whether political power is viewed discursively or institutionally, 
movement between different colonies and colonies of different empires al-
lowed for ways to circumvent control. Mobility was, however, as a result, 
restricted for many underprivileged groups and institutions of different na-
tions could communicate in service of common colonial control. A person in 
St Barthélemy had to contend with not only the Swedish administration, but 
to the other colonial powers as well. Additionally, uprisings and revolts in 
one colony, as well as discursive shifts, reverberated to other colonies. 
Communications between governors of rivalling nations, alliances between 
sailors, maroons and Native Americans, opportunistic shifts in loyalty and 
the complicated hiearchies within creolized cultures are examples of how 
colonial spaces feature complex structures of power that cannot be reduced 
to a dichotomous relationship. Studying cultural views on power and politics 
cannot therefore be undertaken as if only the colony and the metropole exist-
ed, especially in areas of high mobility. Power relations and resistance were 
connected across formal boundaries just as goods, information, and people 
were. 

Besides placing discussions of colonial power within a larger 
framework of inter-colonial connections, we must also acknowledge the 
existence of various power structures related to the identity of the subject. 
Therefore, we must turn to an intersectional understanding of colonial sub-
jects, in which especially gender and race determines the subject’s relation-
ship with political power. 

Intersectionality 
When discussing political power, resistance, and culture, we must be careful 
not to assume that all members of a community can be regarded from the 
same standpoint. Because of social differentiations that existed all historical 
communities, people experienced politics differently depending on whether 
they had an influence on it and how it affected their existence. Race, gender, 
class, age, disability, and various other forms of classifications gave individ-
uals variable access to power at different historical moments. Both in the 
traditional historiography and new history from below, a certain class of 
political subjects provided the focus for historical narratives. Given the het-
erogeneity of political subjects in St Barthélemy, especially free people of 
colour, an intersectional approach to cultural and institutional access to pow-
er is critical to understanding the political landscape of the colony. 

In recent years, historical scholarship has become more aware of 
the intersections and interactions between these forms of identity and classi-
fication. In the 1980s female scholars of colour such as Kimberle Crenshaw 
and bell hooks called for intersectional analysis of different positions of 
power. A woman of colour is positioned in the intersection of several forms 
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of oppression. Her identity and relation to those systems of power and op-
pression cannot be reduced to one particular category. Neither can she be 
described as the sum of the oppressive parts. These forms of oppression in-
teract and result in a unique experience, from which the subject must be un-
derstood. Similarly, a white middle class man’s political power is not simply 
the sum of all his different forms of power, but an outcome of his specific 
political position.30 

When regarding historical communities, we must of course consid-
er contemporary forms of power, some of which may not be as relevant to-
day as they were historically. In Caribbean slave societies, the difference 
between being free and being enslaved was immense, which cannot be fairly 
judged as similar to the difference between being a man and a woman. The 
identity of free people of colour was thus also affected by their position as 
regards slavery, in some situations resulting in solidarity between the free 
and the enslaved, in other situations resulting in a clear distance from other 
slaves, in order to underscore one’s own freedom. 

While the following study focuses largely, though not entirely, on 
white men in the upper segments of society, we should not assume that inter-
sectionality becomes less relevant. In studying Creole political culture and 
identity in early nineteenth-century Barbados, David Lambert talks of the 
‘master subject’, who is positioned as ‘“white”, “enslaving”, “masculine” 
and “creole.”’31 Similarly, the white merchants of Gustavia must be under-
stood as master subjects, for whom social position and identity was not neu-
tral, but based on racial, gendered, and class-based power relations. Since 
whiteness, masculinity, and class positions are not passive, but actively 
demonstrated and reinforcing social categories, political culture was just as 
reinforced by what one was as by what one was not. Accusations of lack of 
masculinity, uncultured behaviour, and inappropriate association with free 
people of colour (or even worse, slaves) could undercut someone’s political 
position. Similarly, one’s own position within intersections of power was 
used in political rhetoric. Accentuating your masculinity, whiteness or class 
could provide you and your arguments with political legitimacy. The gen-
dered dimensions of politics, in particular, cannot be exaggerated. During the 
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early modern era, and much of the modern, women were largely seen as 
antithetical to political life, both symbolically and in practice.32 

Therefore, when we examine the political culture of St Barthélemy, 
meaning the norms and symbols regarding political activity, we must con-
sider members of St Barthélemy’s population as placed within several inter-
secting forms of political power and therefore at different positions within 
the framework of political actions and with variable access. Their position as 
legitimate political subjects thus depended on asserting their position within 
discourses of race, gender, class, and similar categories. Those outside of the 
position as master subject had to suffer intersectional oppression, which 
severely impacted on their chances of becoming legitimate political subjects. 
At times one’s position could be negotiated, for example by refocusing at-
tention on a position of power. A poor white man could perhaps emphasize 
his gender and race to overcompensate his class disadvantage in order to 
become politically legitimate. In order to gain a richer picture of St 
Barthélemy’s political culture, the various subjects and their political expres-
sions have to be considered in the light of intersectional racism and sexism 
and how they acted within these to become legitimate political subjects. The 
social stratification within the colony and the attempts to alter or maintain 
this stratification were reflected within St Barthélemy’s political culture. 

 
With all these theoretical components considered, we have the framework 
necessary to approach the study of political culture in St Barthélemy. The 
political actions of the inhabitants of St Barthélemy and their relations with 
the state, local government and their own Swedish statehood happened with-
in certain boundaries. These boundaries were shaped partially by institution-
al constraints, partially by cultural and normative views on political activity. 
These views were in themselves a result of a massive flow of information, 
goods and people to and from the colony, in accordance with Mulich’s and 
Benton’s microregional model. The culture arising from the convergence of 
all these influences did not directly determine the actions of the population, 
but set the stage for their possibilities to act according to their interests. 

One of the cultural aspects shaping political activity was the concept 
of the ‘nation’, which was highly relevant in consideration of St Barthéle-
my’s economy of transit trade. Because of the unformulated nature of na-
tionality at this time, especially in Sweden, it should be viewed as an aspect 
of ethnicity, in which identification of national belonging by others was a 
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more central issue than personal identity. Another cultural aspect was the 
view of political subjectivity according to the intersectionality of race and 
gender. Political rights and cultural access to political actions were divided 
according to all these categories in varying ways. How cultural norms, as 
influenced by Swedish, Caribbean and Atlantic discourse, granted or denied 
access to political actions within different genres of expression, and how, 
accordingly, the free population related to the Swedish state and their Swe-
dish subjecthood, is the central focus of this thesis. 

Previous research 

St Barthélemy 
Previous research on St Barthélemy has been scarce, although not as much 
as is sometimes portrayed. The Swedish colonial past has often been de-
scribed as forgotten, despite the existence of several historical studies of St 
Barthelemy. However, many of these works are short articles or book chap-
ters that have not thoroughly examined the social, political, or economic 
particularities of St Barthélemy and have failed to ask critical questions 
about the colony’s historical position in Sweden or the Caribbean. Much of 
the research has been done on the political history of the Swedish admin-
istration or the cultural history of the population, mainly regarding its lin-
guistic, religious, or cultural diversity. In general, despite St Barthélemy 
seeing the highest profit and having the highest population during a time of 
immense political movements across the Atlantic World, the history of St 
Barthélemy has not been analysed within the framework of the political be-
liefs of the non-native Swedish population. There are four works on St 
Barthélemy as a Swedish colony that stand out as significant. 

The earliest is Erik Olof Emanuel Högström’s dissertation S. 
Barthelemy under svenkt välde [St Barthélemy under Swedish rule] [sic] 
from 1888, published in Uppsala just ten years after the colony was returned 
to France. Högström’s study is thorough and describes much of the econom-
ic and political life in the colony, mainly from the perspective of the Swe-
dish administrators. The finances are well-described, as well as the often-
confusing conflicts among the officials. His description is clearly positioned 
in a nineteenth-century historiographical context, which leads to a compara-
tively nationalistic description, focused more on the personal qualities of the 
governor and administrative personnel than the socio-political status of the 
population. Still, the central role of wartime neutrality is explained and the 
major events of the island’s history are described with a clear understanding 
of Gustavia as a free port.  

The next substantial thesis to study St Barthélemy was Ingegerd 
Hildebrand’s Den svenska kolonin S:t Barthélemy och Västindiska kompa-
niet fram till 1796 [The Swedish colony of St Barthélemy and the West Indi-
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an Company until 1796], published in Lund in 1951. Hildebrand focuses in 
her study on the early years of the colony and diplomatic negotiations be-
tween Sweden, France, and the United States, as well as the creation of the 
Swedish West India Company. Her work discusses many of the colony’s 
early problems, as well as some of the political conflicts which occurred as a 
result of the French Revolution within the Caribbean. For example, by de-
scribing the migrants from the French colonies and the development of Eng-
lish and French ‘parties’ in Gustavia, the colony and the company are placed 
in an international political perspective, although the primary focus is still on 
the company and its attempts to create a commercially successful free port. 
The social makeup of the island is still only alluded to as heterogeneous and 
different from mainland Sweden and references to, for example, the slave 
trade are made primarily from an economic perspective. 

Hildebrand’s thesis was challenged in a shorter text by Sture Wal-
ler, who examined her thesis. He places the early history of St Barthélemy 
within a larger economic context, as well as more closely connected to the 
developments of the French Revolution and British naval dominance within 
the Caribbean. Thus, he moves the history forward to the British occupation 
of 1801, which he claims is, from a commercial perspective, a more appro-
priate cut-off point than 1796. He does not, however, analyse the early nine-
teenth century, even while conceding that 1799 is second to 1813 as the fi-
nancial high point for the colony. He also downplays the importance of the 
colony within larger political struggles. While he is not wrong that St 
Barthélemy was not a colony of major strategic value, he dismisses the ways 
in which revolutionary politics and discourse can be viewed through the 
island’s colonial society.33 

The third work, Jan Arvid Hellström’s ‘...åt alla christliga förvan-
ter...’: En undersökning av kolonialförvaltning, religionsvård och samfund-
sliv på S:t Barthélemy under den svenska perioden 1784–1878 [...to all 
Christian subject...: A study of colonial government, religious care and 
communion on St Barthélemy during the Swedish period 1784–1878], pub-
lished in 1987 in Uppsala, is perhaps the most thorough work on St 
Barthélemy from a mainly religious, as well as a socio-political, perspective. 
Hellström’s monograph is the result of ten years of research, primarily into 
the unique church history of St Barthélemy, where Catholics, Anglicans, 
Lutherans, Methodists, and Jews coexisted, with the Christian denominations 
at times sharing religious buildings. However, in order to understand this, he 
has investigated the economic, political, and social history of the island. His 
chapters follow roughly the economic cycles of expansion and recession, 
which he concludes had a major impact on the religious policies of the ad-
ministration. At times when a lot of trade and financial profit emerged from 
the colony, the Swedish state funded the church institutions of St Barthéle-
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my, not only for Lutherans but for Catholics and Anglicans as well. During 
recessions, however, the congregations had to fend for themselves.  

He also notes how the social divisions on the island were largely 
reflected in the different congregations, with the countryside being mainly 
inhabited by French-speaking Catholics, the merchants in Gustavia being 
primarly Anglican, the Swedish officials Lutheran, and many people of col-
our joining the Methodist churches. The non-Swedish population is much 
more visible here than in Högström’s and Hildebrand’s theses. 

‘...åt alla christliga förvanter...’ is an impressive piece of work, 
providing an excellent overview of the different periods of St Barthélemy’s 
history. Many interesting and complex issues, especially political conflicts 
between Swedish officials, are mentioned but not closely examined. Given 
the broad timeframe of Hellström’s study and the many different topics dis-
cussed, this is hardly surprising. I will mention where my interpretations 
from Hellström differ and when I believe a different perspective on political 
relations is needed. 

These works can also be divided into two categories: those describ-
ing St Barthélemy pre-1800 and those describing the entire time period from 
1784 to 1878. In the former group, Hildebrand (and arguably Waller) accu-
rately describes an interesting period in St Barthélemy’s history. However, 
the administrative structure of St Barthélemy changes both in 1805 and 
1811, with the Swedish crown rather than the Swedish West Indian Compa-
ny administering the colony after 1805. I believe these political changes had 
definite impacts on the colony’s relationship with Sweden and its officials 
which should not be ignored. In the second group, Högström and Hellström 
cover long periods of time, providing many references to political, econom-
ic, and social conditions in St Barthélemy around 1800–1825. Still, these 
works give only a generalized description of the colony’s political situation. 
Events such as the extension of rights for free people of colour, demands for 
new leadership and new forms of government, and complex political court 
cases are only mentioned in passing, without exploring what their implica-
tions might be for St Barthélemy’s inner dynamics or within a wider Carib-
bean context. 

Victor Wilson has very recently researched the commercial trends 
and movements of St Barthélemy in Commerce in Disguise: War and Trade 
in the Caribbean Free Port of Gustavia, 1793–1815 (2015). This dissertation 
has been undertaken in collaboration with Fredrik Thomasson and myself 
with a similar focus on the early nineteenth century. His study shows that the 
commercial importance of St Barthélemy has been underestimated in previ-
ous Swedish research and that there were close ties to St Eustatius, in partic-
ular, but also to the United States and the French Caribbean. He also exam-
ines the Swedish slave trade and accounts for over 7,000 transported slaves 
during Swedish ownership of the colony. My work on the political environ-
ment in St Barthélemy should not be seen as a challenge to Wilson’s work, 
but rather a complementary examination. 
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Beyond these four monographs, historical work on St Barthélemy 
is mostly presented through articles and book chapters. Yolanda Lavoie, 
Carolyn Fick, and Francine-M. Mayer’s article ‘A Particular Study of Slav-
ery in the Caribbean Island of Saint Barthelemy: 1648–1846’ (1995) is a 
demographic analysis of the island under both French and Swedish gover-
norship. Beyond a detailed study of the population of St Barthélemy, it dis-
cusses slave ownership, household structure and post-abolition coexistence 
between white and black inhabitants. Gösta Franzén’s Svenskstad i Väs-
tindien: Gustavia på Saint Barthélemy i språk- och kulturhistorisk belysning 
[A Swedish town in the West Indies: Gustavia on St Barthélemy in language 
and cultural historical perspectives], (1974) examines the colony’s cultural 
and linguistic history, giving a good description of the local newspaper, The 
Report of Saint Bartholomew, but analysis is often lacking. The work con-
sists largely of long quotes from travel descriptions and Franzén aims to 
provide a general description of the multilingual society rather than analysis 
and comparison. 

Many other short texts regarding St Barthélemy have been pub-
lished, such as Holger Weiss’ chapters in the edited volumes Global historia 
från periferin: Norden 1600–1850 [Global history from the periphery: The 
Nordic countries 1600–1850] (2010) and Sweden in the Eighteenth-Century 
World: Provincial Cosmopolitans (2013), where he discusses the Swedish 
and Danish slave trade, slavery on St Barthélemy, and the spatial division in 
the colony based on race and language. Holger Weiss has also recently pub-
lished a book on Swedish slavery called Slavhandel och slaveri under svensk 
flagg: Koloniala drömmar och verklighet i Afrika och Karibien 1770–1847 
[Slave trade and slavery under the Swedish flag: Colonial dreams and reali-
ty in Africa and the Caribbean 1770–1847] (2016). It provides much needed 
information on the Swedish slave trade, as well as the condition for many 
slaves within the St Barthélemy and the sentiment towards slavery within 
Sweden prior to and after the acquisition of the colony. The large scope of 
the book presents a nuanced overview of Swedish slavery, while still leaving 
room for further inquiries within the various areas it covers. 

 Rolf Sjöström’s article ‘The Swedish Model? Education in Saint-
Barthélemy during the nineteenth century’ in Education and Colonialism: 
Swedish Schooling Projects in Colonial Areas, 1638–1878 (2000) discusses 
the island’s educational history, how existing Anglican and Roman Catholic 
private schools delayed the establishment of a Swedish public school, as 
well as the functions of curriculum in a colonial environment. Carlos Vidales 
has discussed the trade with South American revolutionaries from St 
Barthélemy in several contributions.34 There have also been popular histori-
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cal works published, such as journalist Göran Skytte’s Det kungliga svenska 
slaveriet [The royal Swedish slavery] (1986), heavily condemning Swedish 
slavery, and the voluminous work of Per Tingbrand, partially in the exten-
sive biographical work Who was who in Saint-Barthélemy during the Swe-
dish epoch? (2001). Tingbrand collected information on thousands of St 
Barthélemy inhabitants who lived 1784–1878. 

In 1999 Rolf Sjöström addressed the Swedish slave trade by saying 
that ‘[t]he time seems right for a thorough examination of a hidden part of 
our nineteenth century history.’ While examinations have certainly been 
made, thoroughness has often been wanting.35 Furthermore, the particulari-
ties of a neutral free port such as Gustavia, as well as its location in the Car-
ibbean, require contextualization, both for Caribbeanists and Swedish schol-
ars. 

Early modern Swedish citizenship and naturalization 
Several studies exist on citizenship in early modern Sweden. Mikael Alm 
has investigated the political norms of circa 1800 in several works, both 
from the perspective of a shift in norms and symbolism in Gustavian Sweden 
as well as the establishment of new norms and royal authority under the Ber-
nadotte monarchy after 1809. Although Alm’s studies of Swedish court cul-
ture are mainly from a top down perspective, they shed light on the ways in 
which royal authority was established and challenged in a changing political 
landscape.36 Karin Sennefelt has studied the political culture within Stock-
holm during the Age of Liberty in eighteenth-century Sweden. She ties citi-
zenship and political activity to the city space, male sociability, social net-
works and the early modern body.37 Henrik Edgren has examined national 
identities emerging in Sweden post-1809 within Stockholm newspapers. 
Edgren identifies the debates as held between supporters of civic national-
ism, where citizenship united members of the Swedish nation, and those of 
cultural nationalism, where the cultural identity of Swedes was the primary 
point of connection within the nation state. By 1830, cultural nationalism 
had emerged as the stronger position of the two and would define Swedish 
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nationalist discourse for the remainder of the nineteenth century.38 The gen-
dered dimensions of early modern citizenship has also been studied by Ann 
Ighe, in examining guardianship of unmarried women, as well as by Åsa 
Karlsson Sjögren, in examining voting by women such as burgher widows.39 

However, studies on early modern naturalization and the citizen-
ship of non-native Swedes are surprisingly lacking. While previous studies 
do not claim that citizenship was exclusively acquired through birth, alterna-
tive ways to gain Swedish citizenship are rarely discussed. Notable excep-
tions are the works of Alexia Grosjean and Steve Murdoch, who have 
adressed the naturalization of Scots into Sweden through military and com-
mercial channels in the seventeenth century.40 That this research was done 
outside of Swedish academia is indicative of the lack of research on early 
modern naturalization. Carl Henrik Carlsson’s Medborgarskap och dis-
kriminering: Östjudar och andra invandrare i Sverige 1860–1920 (2004) 
discusses discrimination against East European Jews in Swedish naturaliza-
tion processes, demonstrating how this group received more rejections in its 
naturalization applications than other groups, as well as the connections this 
discrimination had to the nation’s economy, in which economic decline led 
to increased discrimination among that group. Local authorities were also 
found to be more positive towards naturalization of East European Jews than 
central authorities. However, as Carlsson’s study is based on the first modern 
citizenship law established in 1858, it depicts different conditions of natural-
ization from those of the early modern era. In discussing discrimination, 
Carlsson gauges whether certain groups become naturalized citizens, thereby 
gaining equal political rights to their native Swedish counterparts. Discrimi-
nation and exclusion by reduced political rights due to non-native citizenship 
therefore remains unexamined. 

In large parts of early modern Europe, naturalized subjects faced 
restrictions on taking public offices, for example. In Ett fattigt men fritt folk 
(2000) Jonas Nordin discusses the obstacles faced by non-native Swedes in 
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the different estates of the Swedish Diet to serving in public office.41 In his 
thesis, he claims that national consciousness was a ‘latent ideology’ in Swe-
den during the period of 1750–1800.42 Nordin’s application of the term ‘na-
tional identity’ to the early modern period has been critized as confusing 
ethnicity with nationality.43 However, he does present adult acquirement of 
citizenship, and the limitations placed on this citizenship, as a noteworthy 
aspect of the early modern state. Other studies of early modern citizenship 
discussing this aspect are nearly non-existent. For example, in his study on 
discourses surrounding the establishment of the form of government of 1809, 
Anders Sundin discusses whether it should be considered to be a Swedish or 
imported construction. Yet he does not address how the 1809 form of gov-
ernment excluded non-native Swedes from public office.44 While these are of 
course two separate issues, it is indicative of how the Swedish political cul-
ture of citizenship was assumed to be connected to larger European dis-
courses of national formation and political rights, albeit acting within an 
ethnically homogenous kingdom. Naturalization within St Barthélemy 
should not be viewed as identical to naturalization within Sweden, yet dis-
cussing political rights and privileges of non-native Swedes demonstrates the 
need to broaden the concept of early modern citizenship beyond that given 
through birth. 

Peter Sahlins’ Unnaturally French: Foreign Citizens in the Old 
Regime and After (2004) discusses the process of becoming a natural French 
citizen, both as a legal and a social practice. Inheritance was particularly 
connected to citizenship, where the property of deceased foreigners was 
confiscated by the French state. Sahlins discusses a shift he calls the ‘citizen-
ship revolution’ during the mid-eighteenth century, in which citizenship 
successively transformed from that of the ‘absolute citizen’, defined by 
property rights granted by the king, to the ‘postabsolute citizen’, defined by 
political rights within the French community. Naturalizations often con-
tained claims of ethnocultural attachment to France which Sahlins claimed 
was ‘what scholars consider to be modern notions of nationality’ but which 
were ‘firmly grounded not in an ideal of patriotism per se but in family ties 
and loyalty.’ Thus there existed a vernacular which recognized the family 
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ties and loyalty to France as ‘a de facto social affiliation and even a cultural 
identity.’45 Sahlins argues:  

 
From 1660 to 1790, grants of citizenship contained a tension, ex-
pressed by petitioners within the letter themselves, between a volun-
tary affiliation to the king and kingdom and a ‘natural’ condition – 
although hardly a biological or racial one – of citizenship. In a man-
ner similar to those seeking ennoblement, petitioners for naturaliza-
tion and declaration developed arguments about family ‘stock’ and 
French ‘nature.’46 

 
The tension between a royal transmogrification of nationality and an already 
natural belonging should not be confused with the ethnocultural nationalism 
of the nineteenth century, but Sahlins does tie ethnicity to early modern citi-
zenship, although in a largely unformulated and complicated fashion. Citi-
zenship became increasingly tied to political rights in France from the mid-
eighteenth century until the French Revolution. This also led to a masculini-
sation of naturalization, leaving women completely unable to become natu-
ralized citizens after 1803.47  

Sahlins’ study of naturalization and citizenship in France cannot be 
directly translated to Swedish conditions, nor does it give any definite an-
swers as to how citizenship in late eighteenth-century Sweden or Swedish 
territories and colonies should be approached. He also spends little attention 
on those with few or no ethnic ties to France and considers discussing them 
to be a part of the social history of naturalization, rather than a part of the 
analysis of the conception of citizenship. But it highlights the need to ana-
lyse naturalization and non-native citizenship before the birth of the modern 
nation state and the conceptual redefinition of the nation. There is plenty of 
room for more research on early modern naturalization and its ties to politi-
cal activity, especially for those with little to no ethnic ties to their new na-
tion. Within Swedish history, St Barthélemy serves as a unique opportunity 
to reexamine early modern citizenship and the limitations non-Swedish eth-
nicity could place on naturalized subjects. 

Early nineteenth-century Caribbean institutions 
During the early nineteenth century, the Caribbean was going through major 
political, economic, and social changes. The Haitian Revolution changed the 
dynamics of the Caribbean and was feared and detested by many white peo-
ple. Changing opinions in Europe regarding slavery, as well as the chaos 
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following the French Revolution in the Caribbean forged new relationships 
between the colonies and the metropoles compared to those of the eighteenth 
century. This period is famously described by Eric Williams in Capitalism 
and Slavery, who claimed that this transformation could primarily be ex-
plained by West Indian trade giving British merchants the capital to industri-
alize British capitalism. Trade in Caribbean sugar had created large amounts 
of capital in Great Britain. As the economy turned away from merchantilist 
colonial trade towards domestic industrialization and free trade, the West 
Indian colonies and its slave societies came to be seen as a burden rather 
than an asset.48 

The unstable political relationship between Europe and the Carib-
bean at this time has been studied through various perspectives, in for exam-
ple D. J. Murray’s The West Indies and the Development of Colonial Gov-
ernment 1801–1834 (1965) and Edward Kamau Brathwaite’s The Develop-
ment of Creole Society in Jamaica, 1770–1820 (1971). However, as cultural 
perspectives became more prominent in historical studies in the 1980s and 
90s, with many works of the role of slaves, women, and other underprivi-
leged groups, institutional political history became less prominent. Many 
Caribbean historians are now returning to studies of these areas dominated 
by white men, but with new understandings of the world they inhabited and 
controlled. As historian Trevor Burnard notes: 

 
The hegemony of cultural studies–so prominent in the last twenty 
years–and the dominance of the historical explorations of identity, 
be it racial, gendered or class-inflected, has been supplanted, if gen-
tly, by a renewed emphasis on institutions, especially those related 
to the making of empires and nations, and by an abiding concern 
with borders, boundaries and movement in, between and over such 
boundaries.49 

 

                                                        
48 Eric Williams, Capitalism & Slavery (London: Deutsch, 1964), originally published in 
1944. Eric Williams’ thesis that the British industrial revolution was financed by Caribbean 
slavery is widely discussed without any direct resolution. For a number of views on this topic, 
see Barbara L. Solow and Stanley L. Engerman, eds., British Capitalism and Caribbean 
Slavery: The Legacy of Eric Williams (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987) as well 
as Heather Cateau and S. H. H. Carrington, eds., Capitalism and Slavery Fifty Years Later: 
Eric Eustace Williams – A Reassessment of the Man and His Work (New York: Peter Lang 
Publishing, 2000). A somewhat revised interpretation can be noted in Joseph E. Inikori, Afri-
cans and the Industrial Revolution in England: A Study in International Trade and Develop-
ment (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002), where he claims that the trans-Atlantic 
slave- and sugar-trade between Africa, the Caribbean, and Europe stimulated British port 
economies, which in its turn created an infrastructure for industrial production. 
49 Trevor Burnard, ‘Late Slavery and Emancipation in the Greater Caribbean’, Caribbean 
Studies 41, no. 1 (2013): 181.  
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One of these works, which describes the schism between Creoles and Euro-
peans within the French Caribbean, is Sweet Liberty: The Final Days of 
Slavery in Martinique by Rebecca Hartkopf Schloss (2009). As the enforce-
ment of colonial policy became stricter in post-Revolutionary France and 
fear of the new Haitian Republic formed the opinions of many white planters 
in Martinique, the question of who should have control over the laws and 
politics of colonies arose. Specifically, racial politics became difficult to 
enforce satisfactorily, as the racist beliefs of planters in the colonies clashed 
with what Brathwaite calls ‘the humanitarian revolution’ in not only the 
metropole, but among free people of colour and Christian missionaries. It 
should be clear that in both these scenarios, armed struggle for independence 
was not pursued. Rather, it was a constant negotiation of the degree of con-
trol and the allocation of rights and duties between the centre and periphery. 
However, Schloss points out that contrary to Murray, this conflict took place 
within the colony as well. Conflicts within the colonial administration and 
between Creoles must also be taken into account. She also believes that 
‘scholars must look closely at the similarities and differences among the 
region’s many islands to gain a better understanding of the broader Caribbe-
an during this period.’50 

While many of the British and French-Caribbean islands were be-
ginning to decline economically in the early nineteenth century, Cuba, in 
contrast, was expanding. In Atlantic Creoles in the Age of Revolutions 
(2010), Jane Landers has studied Afro-Caribbeans in Florida, Cuba and Haiti 
who moved between imperial borders and aligned themselves with different 
powers in order to gain favour and political rights. In the quest for freedom, 
Afro-Caribbeans used militia service and petitions in particular to prove 
themselves as political subjects, yet could also resort to maroonage to escape 
enslavement. Landers skilfully depicts the movement and strategies of Afro-
Caribbeans, as well as their understanding and utilization of the political 
landscape of the Caribbean.  

However, we should consider which Caribbean colonies have been 
examined in terms of political movements, administration and culture. Ac-
cording to Schloss, ‘[t]he majority of recent studies on the early nineteenth-
century West Indies concern almost exclusively the British Caribbean.’51 
While this may be true, if slightly exaggerated, it is also true that compara-
tively larger islands and island groups have undergone more research than 
smaller ones. Island groups such as the Lesser Antilles, and especially small-
er islands within this group such as Saba, Nevis, Barbuda, or Anguilla, are 

                                                        
50 Rebecca Hartkopf Schloss, Sweet Liberty: The Final Days of Slavery in Martinique (Phila-
delphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2009), 4. 
51 Schloss, Sweet Liberty, 238, footnote 11. 
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often mentioned only in passing and rarely studied.52 The Dutch, Danish and 
Swedish West Indies are still largely in need of being researched, especially 
if one wishes to avoid assumptions being made of their similarity to the Brit-
ish, French and Spanish West Indies. Michael Jarvis’ In the Eye of All Trade, 
a study of the early modern history of Bermuda, has demonstrated that 
smaller islands can definitely play interesting roles in larger historical 
events. Yet despite the renewed emphasis on movement, as exemplified by 
Jane Landers’ research, political structures within free ports, filled to the 
brim with inter-colonial and inter-imperial movement have remained largely 
unexplored. 

In St Barthélemy, an example can be made of smaller and more lo-
cal power structures than those of larger islands. Considering that the colony 
had the same political structure as the Dutch colonies, this provides an op-
portunity to understand more about council structures in the Dutch and po-
tentially the Danish Caribbean colonies as well. While there have been stud-
ies of the multicultural environments of free ports, such as Curaçao, they 
have often not discussed the political environment of these islands. Smug-
glers and merchants have generally been considered homo economicus, not 
homo politicus and as such political activity has been largely unexamined. 

As an example, the multicultural environment in Caribbean free 
ports has been depicted excellently by Linda M. Rupert in Creolization and 
Contraband: Curaçao in the Early Modern Atlantic World (2012). Yet Ru-
pert’s discussion of the political environment in Curaçao does not go beyond 
the role of the Church and the colony’s connections with Venezuela. In Cu-
raçao and Guzmán Blanco: A case study of small power politics in the Car-
ibbean (1975), Cornelis Goslinga examines political conflicts between Cura-
çao and Venezuela in the late nineteenth century. The Raad, as well as peti-
tions and newspapers are discussed as political tools, although the focus is 
on the wider international diplomacy between the Netherlands and Venezue-
la. Goslinga shows the potential free ports had as political spaces, but does 
not explore the political dynamics and culture of the colony to its full extent. 

Curaçao in the Age of Revolutions, 1795–1800 (2011), an antholo-
gy edited by Wim Klooster and Gert Oostindie and to which Rupert is a con-
tributor, does discuss political movements and resistance, by slaves, free 
people of colour and the white population. This anthology demonstrates in a 
variety of ways how Curaçao related politically to primarily Venezuela, but 
also to wider Atlantic political movements. It is however mainly conflict 
focused, in that it discusses five years of intense political confrontation, in 
terms of slave revolts, a coup d’état and attacks by the French. Yet the short 
time period does not allow for a broader, structural view of political conduct 
within the free port, such as political discussions, influence of the population 

                                                        
52 Robert L. Paquette and Stanley L. Engerman, eds., The Lesser Antilles in the Age of Euro-
pean Expansion (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1996) stands out as an exception. 
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or printing presses. Similarly to Goslinga’s study, it is the confrontations 
which are predominantly discussed, rather than the political climate estab-
lishing the confrontations. 

By examining political culture in St Barthélemy, whose small size 
and relations with the islands around it make its political life both repre-
sentative of larger discourses and particular in their formulation and conclu-
sions, we can gain new insights into how information and ideas flowed and 
changed within the Caribbean. Free ports can be seen as political spaces and 
new understanding can be gained of the dynamic of the underresearched 
Raad-system, as well as political culture within early modern Caribbean 
cities. 

Disposition 
In analysing political culture in St Barthélemy, I investigate several forms of 
expression in order to view the political situation from different angles. As 
will become evident, examining the same questions yields different and 
seemingly contradictory conclusions. This is mainly because political ex-
pression changes with the cultural norms of the form through which it is 
expressed. My thesis also discusses other aspects of St Barthélemy not di-
rectly related to political culture and participation; however, these aspects 
will make political culture and participation in political processes more easi-
ly understood. In the beginning of each chapter from Chapter 3 and onwards, 
the opening quote is inserted to introduce the reader to the material at hand 
and the political issues connected to this genre. 

In Chapter 2, I provide a history of St Barthélemy. This is done 
from a wider Atlantic perspective, where the direct relations between Swe-
den and the colony is of course relevant, but Gustavia’s status as a Swedish 
neutral port within a larger geopolitical context is crucial. While the found-
ing of the colony in 1785, as well as the initial years of Swedish colonial 
government, will be discussed thoroughly, I also discuss the general history 
of St Barthélemy, including its return to France in 1878, in order to familiar-
ise readers with the largely unknown Swedish-Caribbean colony. 

In Chapter 3, I examine which members of the colony became 
Swedish citizens, by scrutinizing the Swedish naturalization process and 
those seeking naturalization, analysing the wealth, age, place of birth, and 
race of the naturalized Swedes, as well as other factors. I also review what 
we know of the women of St Barthélemy, based on a variety of sources, in 
order to have a corresponding view of the female population. Thus, I present 
the Atlantic connections of the new Swedish citizens and the political back-
grounds and experiences which they brought with them to St Barthélemy. 
An appreciation of the background of merchants and captains in Gustavia 
enables further recognition of the colony’s political, socioeconomic and cul-
tural dynamics. 
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In Chapter 4, I examine a crucial moment in the colony’s history, 
the Mutiny of 1810. This moment, as well as events leading up to it and the 
subsequent aftermath, is studied, with attention paid to the conflicting views 
on discipline and organization leading up to the mutiny. This is also related 
to a broader context of local armed political action, both in the Atlantic 
World and Sweden, with a focus on authority and legitimacy. I also investi-
gate the local council and the elections of representatives to the council, with 
a consideration of the administrative changes that occurred post-1810. Dif-
ferent perspectives towards the naturalized citizens’ political rights are pre-
sented within the emerging conflict and its aftermath, giving us knowledge 
of the breakdown of communication between the different political cultures. 

In Chapter 5, I examine collective petitions written by members of 
the community, both within and beyond official government structures. The 
ideological content, strategic use of the petition and the language help place 
the petitions within a local context. This chapter discuss petitions from 
across the studied time period, but primarily those submitted after 1810. The 
relation between the naturalized citizens, local government and authorities in 
Stockholm are therefore explored, giving us an understanding of local politi-
cal organization and the boundaries of official political communication. 

In Chapter 6, the editorial policies and content of the local newspa-
per The Report of Saint Bartholomew are analysed. This analysis is situated 
within a context of late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century print cul-
ture. I also discuss slanderous writings, both printed and non-printed, within 
the local political context of St Barthélemy, as well as the role of gender and 
race in Caribbean print. Thus, one of the primary ways of presenting politi-
cal information, mainly from the Swedish officials but also from the free 
population is presented and analysed, which gives us a further understanding 
of the political conversations occuring within the colony. 

In Chapter 7, I draw conclusions on the political culture of St 
Barthélemy and how it related to a larger cultural shift in political expression 
and norms and the intersectionality of ethnicity, race, and gender. 
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2. St Barthélemy 

St Barthélemy before Sweden 
The history of St 
Barthélemy can be 
quite easily summa-
rised by describing the 
official coat of arms of 
the island. First of all, 
the two pelicans place 
the island within the 
Caribbean. The pelican 
is a symbol of several 
Caribbean islands as 
well as parts of the 
greater Caribbean, such 
as New Orleans. Se-
cond, the name Oua-
nalao can be seen at 
the bottom. Ouanalao is 
the original name of the 

island used by the Arawak, one of the indigenous peoples of the Caribbean.53 
The name of St Barthélemy is believed to have originated with Christopher 
Columbus. While there are beliefs that he named the island after his younger 
brother, Bartholomew Columbus, Hellström points out that it was common 
for explorers to name islands after the religious holiday that corresponded 
with the day of the sighting. August 24 was the day of St Bartholomew. 
There are however no actual records of the island being discovered by Co-
lumbus and the first map reference to St Barthélemy dates from 1523.54 

On the top of the coat of arms we can see three fleurs-de-lis, signi-
fying the island’s French colonization in 1648 by Philippe de Lonvilliers de 

                                                        
53 Thierry L’Etang, ‘Du nom indignène des îles de l’archipel des Antilles’ for,Manoic, biblio-
thèque numérique Caraïbe, Amazonie, plateau des Guyanes, 2000. Source: 
www.manioc.org/gsdl/collect/lbirba-recherch/import/crillash/dunomindig.pdf. The name 
means ‘iguanas-on-top’ or ‘the island where one finds iguanas’. 
54 Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 41. 

Fig. 2.1, The coat of arms of St Barthélemy. Source: 
hello-stbarth.com/#/magazine/st-barts-coat-of-arms-
history-book/. Accessed on 22 April, 2015. Printed 
with permission from copyright holder. 
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Poincy. Just two years later, he sold the island, along with others, to the Mal-
tese Order, which is why a Maltese cross appears in the middle of the coat of 
arms. However, the settlers were attacked by Arawak; it would not be until a 
peace treaty was established in 1659 that new colonists arrived from neigh-
bouring St Christopher. Six years later, in 1665, the newly-founded Com-
pagnie française des Indes occidentales bought the island from the Maltese 
Order. When the company was dissolved in 1674, the colony came under the 
rule of the French crown.55 

The history of St Barthélemy cannot be understood without con-
sidering its small size and the impact this had on production. The island, one 
of the Leeward Islands, is 21 km2 (25 km2 counting nearby islets), which 
renders it a minor Caribbean island.56 For comparison, I noted the size of 
some neighbouring islands: St Eustatius is roughly the same size, Saba is 
only 13 km2, St Martin and Anguilla are both around 90 km2 each, St Kitts 
and Nevis are together 176 km2 and Guadeloupe is 1,628 km2. The largest 
Caribbean island, Cuba, is 109,884 km2. St Barthélemy is thus not the small-
est within the Leeward Islands, but still a minor one. Besides its size, the 
island’s mountainous terrain provides few sources of fresh water besides 
rainwater. This does not mean that the island is barren, but unsuitable for 
large-scale agriculture and plantations. 

As a result, the population of St Barthélemy has remained quite 
small and the economy differed from many larger islands. There were some 
cash crops grown, such as indigo, tobacco and cotton, but most of the agri-
culture was subsistence-based, together with keeping livestock, such as goats 
and sheep. The island’s population generally remained in the region of 300–
500 persons until the late 1700s. In 1784 it numbered 739 persons, whereof 
281 were slaves.57 Although the systematic overworking and malnourish-
ment seen in many Caribbean plantations did not occur in St Barthélemy to 
the same degree, slavery and its associated institutional conflicts were still a 
reality. From 1730, the enslaved population increased, and in December 
1736 a group of slaves killed eleven white men.58  

                                                        
55 Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 41; Julianne Maher, The Survival of People and 
Languages: Schooners, Goats and Cassava in St. Barthélemy, French West Indies (Leiden: 
Brill, 2013), 11–12; Bernadette and Philippe Rossignol, ‘L’orde de Malte dans la Caraïbe’, 
ed. Jaham, Champeaux and Monsterleet, La Caraïbe dans l’histoire militaire de la France: 
De la flibuste au service militaire adapté (Panazol: Lavauzelle, 2010), 69–84. 
56 Institut national de la statistique et des études économiques, 2008. Reference: 
http://www.insee.fr/fr/themes/document.asp?reg_id=26&ref_id=15245 
57 Yolande Lavoie, Carolyn Fick and Francine-M. Mayer, ‘A Particular Study of Slavery in 
the Caribbean Island of Saint Barthelemy: 1648–1846’, Caribbean Studies 28, no. 2 (1995): 
372–373. The exception is in 1700, when only 90 persons were present. This was because of 
hostilities connected to the Nine Years’ War (1688–97) between England and France. 
58 Lavoie, Fick and Mayer, ‘A Particular Study of Slavery’, 377–378. 
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Although the island was not as neglected as some contemporary 
reports would suggest, it was of little importance to France. By the middle of 
the eighteenth century, buildings had begun to fall apart, pirates and war-
ships periodically attacked the island, and reports described the colony as 
poor and inhospitable. Life on the island would, however, change rapidly 
when it became a Swedish colony, as shown in the bottom part of the coat of 
arms. The three crowns on St Barthélemy’s coat of arms represents Sweden, 
which in 1784 led the island into a unique historical period. 

Swedish colonialism and colonial plans 
Swedish colonialism outside of Scandinavia was not a success story.59 In 
1638, the colony of New Sweden was founded in North America on Lenape 
land, along the Delaware River. While relations with the indigenous people 
were largely positive, the colony was not supported financially and very few 
resources were sent from Sweden to North America. In 1655, the colony was 
taken over by the Dutch, who would later lose it to the English. Similarly, 
the Swedish slave-trade post of Cabo Corso, in today’s Ghana, was founded 
in 1650, with the intention of facilitating the shipment of gold to Sweden, as 
well as trade in slaves. However, the governor, Henrik Carloff, sold it to the 
Dutch, which caused the Dutch and Swedes to contest ownership until Cabo 
Corso was taken over by the English in 1664. Common to both these early 
colonial ventures was a preoccupation with European wars and a lack of 
investment from Sweden, which led to stagnation. Compared to the econom-
ic expansion into Sapmi lands at this time, overseas colonization was not 
deemed a priority by the Swedish government.60 

There were several projects presented by merchants, politicians, 
and other interested parties, both Swedish and foreign, to continue Swedish 
colonization in the eighteenth century in Tobago, Madagascar, Guyana, Mo-
rocco, and Guinea. None of these proposals were, however, seriously and 
sufficiently funded. It was not until Gustav III became the ruler of Sweden in 
1772 that plans for Swedish colonialism became focused and clear. Initially, 
the Spanish colony of Puerto Rico was viewed as a potential colony, but the 

                                                        
59 Swedish colonialism within the Baltic region is a complicated matter, as neither of Swe-
den’s relationships with the Baltic or Swedish Pomerania fits into a pattern of colonial rela-
tions while that with the Sapmi did, although they were not as fully integrated into the Swe-
dish realm as Finland. For more on Swedish Pomerania and other Baltic dominions, see Mi-
chael Roberts, The Swedish Imperial Experience, 1560–1718 (Cambridge, Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1984). 
60 For more on Swedish seventeenth-century colonialism, see Gunlög Fur, Colonialism in the 
Margins: Cultural Encounters in New Sweden and Lapland (Leiden: Brill, 2006); György 
Novaky, Handelskompanier och kompanihandel: Svenska Afrikakompaniet 1649–1663: en 
studie i feodal handel (Uppsala: Uppsala University, 1990). 
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Scottish merchant Andrew Orr, who presented the idea, was deemed un-
trustworthy by Swedish agents in Spain. Later negotiations for Puerto Rico 
would be held with Napoleonic France in 1801–1802, unsuccessfully.61 

Instead, negotiations began with France in 1779 for to open up the 
French Caribbean islands to Swedish trade, while France was at war with 
Great Britain over American independence. The Swedish ambassador to 
France, Gustaf Philip Creutz, suggested that, although Sweden could not 
enter into a war against Great Britain without breaking its neutrality, France 
should capture a British colony and grant it to Sweden after the war. This 
would strengthen the bond between the countries without compromising the 
French empire or Swedish neutrality. Creutz and the French foreign minister 
Vergennes discussed Tobago as a possible location for a Swedish colony.62 
Negotiations were put on hold until a peace treaty was signed between Great 
Britain and France, but Swedish hopes were high. According to the peace 
treaty of 1783, France would return all captured colonies except for Tobago 
to Great Britain in exchange for British-captured St Lucia. However, the 
French had by then changed their minds. They were unwilling to exchange 
Tobago, since the island had strategically important harbours. Most likely, 
the negotiations had always been empty promises to gain Swedish favour. 
Historian Sture M. Waller has put into doubt whether a Swedish colony was 
ever seriously considered by Vergennes, as well as whether Creutz was 
skilled as a diplomat and negotiator.63 

Creutz tried to negotiate Sweden’s acquisition of the French part of 
St Martin, but failed. Soon afterwards, Erik Magnus Staël von Holstein re-
placed him as ambassador.64 Negotiations now continued in a more realistic 
fashion, with Vergennes asking what Sweden was willing to offer in return 
for an island. Holstein proposed French trading rights in Gothenburg, for 
which France was willing to exchange St Barthélemy.65 On July 1, 1784, 
Holstein and Vergennes signed the treaty and Sweden formally gained a 
Caribbean colony. 

In December 1784, the frigate Sprengtporten left Gothenburg and 
sailed for the Caribbean under command of Johan Puke. The frigate’s pas-
sengers included the newly-appointed governor Salomon Rayalin, his adju-
tant Pehr Herman Rosén von Rosenstein, doctor Samuel Fahlberg, various 

                                                        
61 Carl Sprinchorn, ‘Sjuttonhundratalets planer och förslag till Svensk kolonisation i främ-
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officials, and a garrison of 50 Swedish soldiers. The settlers landed on St 
Barthélemy on March 7, 1785, thereby establishing the Swedish colony. 
Descriptions of the island had earlier been sent by the Swedish consul in 
Lorient, Bretagne, Simon Bérard, and were discussed in Stockholm on Au-
gust 23, 1784. It was clear that the colony could not grow sugar, at least not 
in worthwhile quantities. The Minister of Finance, Johan Liljencrantz, sug-
gested the island should be turned into a free port. While there were sugges-
tions of founding a company with exclusive trading rights in St Barthélemy, 
Liljencrantz insisted that the colony should be open to all trade. However, 
finding investors to establish trade without trading privileges would be diffi-
cult.66 Eventually, the Swedish West India Company was formed in 1786, 
which had trading privileges in the form of reduced toll fees, but did not hold 
monopoly rights.67  

The Swedish West India Company (SWIC) was a joint stock com-
pany, which in 1787 had slightly over 100 shareholders.68 The company was 
given trading rights under the Swedish flag and the freedom to establish 
colonial law and trade regulations, as long as they were deemed reasonable 
by the Swedish government. Although issued by the SWIC, these laws and 
regulations had formal royal Swedish authorisation.69 Company profit would 
depend on trade using Swedish-flagged company ships as well as tariffs and 
duty fees from visiting ships from other nations. 

 The SWIC governed the island locally through a council, consist-
ing of the governor and seven additional members. Out of these, three were 
to be representatives chosen by the Swedish West India Company: the super-
indentent of the SWIC, a justitiarie, and ‘the oldest assistant of the company 
on the island’. The remaining four were ‘skilled persons’ elected from the 
population.70 In order to vote for a representative on the council, one had to 
be a white man, either a native or naturalized Swedish subject, or the owner 
of property.71 White inhabitants 21 years of age and older who had worked 
                                                        
66 Hildebrand, Den svenska kolonin S:t Barthélemy, 55–61. 
67 Hildebrand, Den svenska kolonin S:t Barthélemy, 117–118. 
68 Hildebrand, Den svenska kolonin S:t Barthélemy, 312–314. 
69 Hildebrand, Den svenska kolonin S:t Barthélemy, 117–120. 
70 Kongl. maj:ts nådiga Reglemente, Angående Styrelsen å Ön St. Barthélemy i West–Indien, 
Gifwit Upsala Slott then 31 October 1786 (Stockholm: Kongl. Tryckeriet, 1786), § 2. See also 
Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 57. Original quote: ‘Then äldste af the på Ön wistande 
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on the island for at least seven years, excluding servants, apprentices, and 
day labourers, were also given voting rights.72 There was nothing established 
as to who could be elected, but we can assume that unless you could vote, 
you could not be voted for. As will be noted in future chapters, a major 
change to these rules was the right of free people of colour to vote in 1821. 
Members of the population could also serve as aldermen, assisting the coun-
cil in the observance of laws and ordinances and serving as the people’s 
voice on the council.73 As will be seen, many of these rules were only vague-
ly formulated and led to future debates within the colony. 

Caribbean governments 
St Barthélemy’s council must be placed within a regional context of local 
political structures of limited self-governance. Throughout the Caribbean, 
there were multiple forms of governance with varying kinds of input from 
the population. There was space for local variations of government struc-
tures, between and within empires, which the new Swedish colonists could 
gain inspiration from. In Jamaica, as well as many other British Caribbean 
islands, assemblies were created loosely based on British early modern par-
liaments. Around the end of the eighteenth century, Jamaica was ruled by the 
governor, a council of twelve appointed members and an assembly, consist-
ing of around 40–45 members, elected by white freeholders over the age of 
21.74 There were also within this structure six commissions and councils for 
different administrative tasks and outside the assembly an executive organi-
sation of clerks and secretaries appointed by the governor.75 All other British 
Caribbean colonies, except for Anguilla, had similar assemblies with some 
variations in organization and election. The assembly in Jamaica had over 40 
members, while Montserrat had only eight. Montserrat also had no estab-
lished duration of their assembly, while Barbados had annual elections for 
new members.76 

                                                                                                                                  
identified as being not in the world, but in the home.’ See Lucille Mathurin Mair, Hilary 
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In Martinique, a Sovereign Council existed prior to the French 
Revolution, but there were no assemblies similar to those of the British Car-
ibbean.77 In Spanish America, the eighteenth century saw changes in royal 
administration through the implementation of intendentes, expansion of au-
dencias, and increasing local political reliance on cabildos.78 Where main-
land Spanish colonies revolted, however, Cuba remained a Spanish colony. 
Cuba, Martinique, and Jamaica, as well as many other Caribbean islands, all 
had various degrees and forms of representation and self-rule, which were 
expanded around the beginning of the nineteenth century.79  

The system that the Swedish council in St Barthélemy was based 
on was the Second Dutch West India Company’s Raad-system. This system, 
which had existed all over the Dutch Caribbean since the initial colonization 
in the middle of the 1600s, consisted of a council with a governor, company 
officials, and members of the community in charge of judicial and legislative 
affairs. The number of council members varied, as well as the length of their 
mandate.80 Cornelis Goslinga has done great work on the Dutch West Indies 
and the Raad-system within them in The Dutch in the Caribbean and in the 
Guianas 1680–1791 (1985) and The Dutch in the Caribbean and in Surinam 
1791/5–1942 (1990). While originally the elected members from the popula-
tion held their positions for life, in 1738 the DWIC in the Netherlands decid-
ed that each year, one member would resign and a new member would be 
elected, thus ensuring a more varied representation of the population. In the 
case of a tied vote, the governor had a casting vote and the representatives 
generally went along with the decisions of the company officials.81 There 
were, however, occasional conflicts within the Raad, as for example when 
the number of citizen members increased or decreased in Curaçao82 or when 
Governor Johannes de Graaff in St Eustatius covered up corruption within 
the council.83 Gaining control over the Raad was the central objective during 
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the Coup d’état in Curaçao in 1796. As the new Batavian Republic was cre-
ated in Europe a power struggle emerged over political control in the colony 
between the conservative Orangists and the radical Curaçao Patriots.84 

The Bremen merchant Henrich Wilmans suggested that the Dutch 
system be introduced on St Barthélemy, along with, for example, freedom of 
religious expression. Wilmans’ suggestion was not based on an ideological 
belief in the representation of interests, but on the calm that would be en-
sured from this system. He compared Dutch St Eustatius to Danish St Thom-
as in this regard, where the government of St Eustatius received fewer mer-
chant complaints than that of St Thomas.85 The Danish West Indian Gov-
ernment, under its form of government of 1773, was placed in Christiansted, 
St Croix and consisted of a general governor, the commander of St Thomas 
and St John, a judge (justitieraad), a military lawyer (auditør), and a book 
keeper, all native Danes appointed from the metropole. Under this council 
was a subcouncil for St Thomas and St John with similar setups.86 It was also 
illegal for administrators to own plantations or conduct private trade, origi-
nally so as to not compete with the Danish West India Company, but this 
system continued under the Danish crown’s rule, after the DWIC went bank-
rupt in 1755.87 Some merchant and planter representation existed in local 
burgher councils and burghers could be promoted to local commissions and 
courts.88 Still, the Danish West Indies were strongly controlled by the crown 
when compared to other Caribbean colonies, such as St. Barthélemy. 

Constructing the colony 
The creation of the Swedish free port was based on prior experience. Johan 
Liljencrantz had knowledge of free ports and transit trade, gained through 
his travels to Amsterdam, Marseille, and Livorno during the 1750–60s. He 
had also previously worked towards greater freedom of trade by, for exam-
ple, making the Swedish west coast town Marstrand a free port with freedom 
of religious expression and liberal immigration policies, which attracted 
Jewish merchants to the port.89 Similarly, the intention was for St Barthéle-
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my to become a place where all religions and nations could freely meet and 
trade. This has to be understood against the background of Swedish neutrali-
ty policy. During the wars between Great Britain and France, neutral mari-
time powers such as Denmark, Sweden, the Dutch Republic and the United 
States had a clear trading advantage in their access to otherwise unavailable 
markets, rather than through available tonnage or low freight rates. The in-
tention was not for Swedish-owned ships to dominate trade, but for shipping 
in a Swedish port to become as attractive as possible for those unable to ac-
cess colonial markets. Immigration laws and religious policies, which could 
act as barriers to new traders, were therefore much more liberal than else-
where in Gustavian Sweden.90 

Under the Tolerance Edict of 1781, Catholics and Anglicans in 
Sweden were given freedom to practice their faiths, but were still not given 
full rights of movement and trade, in comparison to Lutheran Swedes. A 
similar edict for Jews was issued in 1782, which limited their political rights, 
their professions mostly to trade and luxury production, and prohibited them 
from living outside of Norrköping, Gothenburg, and Stockholm. Emigration 
laws were also heavily restrictive, as there was a fear of depopulation if or-
dinary subjects were given the option to leave. In Finland, rumours regarding 
the Swedish colonial acquisition of St Barthélemy gave the wrong impres-
sion that it would be possible to immigrate to the tropical island. About 20 
households from the parish of Hirvensalmi left their homes, heading to Hel-
sinki’s port to await the next ship to take them to America. Once the authori-
ties discovered their plans, and the emigrants claimed about 200 more people 
were coming, they were stopped and ordered to remain in Finland.91 

There were however many outside of Sweden who could come to 
St Barthélemy and the new port town named Gustavia. It was planned 
around a natural bay called Le Carenage and proved to be highly attractive 
to traders. The population of the island grew from 739 to 2,209 in only ten 
years.92 By 1800, St Barthélemy was said to have a population of over 5000, 
making Gustavia a relatively large Caribbean port. It had over 870 residen-
tial houses; more than 40 wholesale merchants; many taverns, bars, and bil-
liard halls; and bakers, butchers, and even a clockmaker and two hatters.93 

Gustavia was a planned town with streets in a grid-pattern along the bay. 
The city was built from nothing in a matter of 10–15 years, with newly cre-
ated infrastructure. Cisterns were constructed to provide the colony with 
fresh water. Three batteries were established to guard the harbour. They 
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were named after Swedish monarchs: Gustaf Adolf, Carl and Gustaf III. The 
Lutheran church served as the place of worship for Catholics and non-
Lutheran Protestants until they were able to construct their own churches. 
Materials and tools were sent from Sweden to build a harbour, as well as 
residences, warehouses, and official buildings around it.94 

From this point onwards, St Barthélemy was considered roughly 
divided into two cultural areas, the English-speaking city of Gustavia and the 
French-speaking countryside, with too few native Swedes to make it a pre-
dominent language on the island.95 This cultural division was a simplifica-
tion, especially when we consider the movement of anglophones and franco-
phones between the city and the countryside. Many people also spoke both 
languages as well at this time. However, this division was reflected in offi-
cial documentation and communication, which was often transmitted in one 
or both languages, depending on which areas were being addressed.96 

A cosmopolitan population from across the Atlantic World formed 
this new community. Much of this immigration came as a result of the Brit-
ish occupation of St Eustatius, a Dutch colony very similar to St Barthélemy, 
in 1781 and 1795.97 Not all of the population growth came from St Eustatius, 
of course. Refugees from nearby French Caribbean islands came in the wake 
of the French Revolution, as royalists and republicans clashed for control 
over the colonies and the British navy dominated the sea. Because of this, 
there were actions taken to ensure security on the island, not just against 
outward enemies, but also within the colony. A militia from the countryside 
population was therefore established.98  

The growing number of free people of colour in Gustavia was part 
of a wider Caribbean and North American development. Some slaves paid 
for their own freedom or were given their freedom by their owners, while 
others obtained their freedom through having a white parent.99  
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Fig. 2.2. Map of Gustavia, drawn in 1799 by Samuel Fahlberg. Point A is 
Fort Gustaf III. Point B is Fort Carl. Point C is Fort Gustaf Adolf. Point D is 
the Government House. Source: Swedish Military Archives, Stockholm. 
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Many free people of colour supported themselves by small-scale 
trading, service work such as washing or cooking, or working in the harbour 
as sailors, carpenters, and similar professions. In St Barthélemy, there was a 
clear tendency for free people of colour to live in Gustavia rather than in the 
countryside.100 This can partly be interpreted as a choice to live where there 
was work and partly as a lack of ability to buy the larger estates in the coun-
tryside. While they were rarely wealthy, under colonial laws they were given 
privileges denied to slaves. 

These laws were based on the French Code Noir, a collection of 
various slavery laws from the French-Caribbean islands.101 Swedish slave 
laws were first established in 1785 and were expanded from time to time. 
There was a clear legal distinction between slaves, free people of colour and 
whites, where slaves were not given many basic rights and tended to be sen-
tenced to corporal punishments for misdemeanours, rather than fines as most 
whites were. Many of the laws, such as forbidding slaves to wear masks on 
the streets, gathering in groups without permission, drinking and owning 
weapons or even dogs, were instated to prevent uprisings and rebellions. 
Free people of colour were also affected by many of these laws, restricting 
acts of violence, the selling of merchandise and gathering without permis-
sion. This was intended to prevent attacks and conspiracies. Free people of 
colour were given more freedom than slaves, but were clearly positioned as 
subordinate to whites in almost all aspects of life. White subjects were lim-
ited as to how much they could whip their slaves and what the allowed be-
haviour towards their slaves was. Although laws existed which were meant 
to protect slaves from mistreatment, it is hard to estimate to which degree 
these laws were followed. Slavery was common and most of the population, 
including the Swedish officials, owned slaves. In much of the building of the 
city and the upkeep of the road system, slave labour was used. The governor 
compensated slave owners for providing their slaves as day labourers when 
the roads were in need of renovation.102 
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Growth and change 
The economy of Gustavia was primarily based on the flow of ships and 
goods to the island. Merchants bought and sold goods as neutral Swedish 
subjects. Very soon after the free port was established, foreign goods began 
to enter and exit St Barthélemy. In June 1787 alone, 159 ships arrived and 
160 ships left Gustavia, out of an annual total of 1,033 and 1,082, respective-
ly. Of those 159 ships arriving, 78 came from the British West Indies, 26 
from the United States, 21 from St Eustatius, 9 from Guadeloupe and Marti-
nique, and 1 from the Danish West Indies. Of the 160 leaving Gustavia, 84 
headed to the British West Indies, 29 to St Eustatius, 14 to the United States, 
6 to Guadeloupe and Martinique, and 2 to the Danish West Indies.103 It is 
hard to generalize based on these figures, as trade shifted according to de-
velopments in the Caribbean. We can see, however, that trade was conducted 
across imperial borders, with strong links to the United States and basically 
no traffic to or from Europe. The only ships entering Gustavia from Europe 
in 1787 were three Swedish ships. 

The American-flagged ships were generally larger, carrying lum-
ber, tobacco, and food, while the local Caribbean ships were schooners and 
sloops carrying sugar, coffee, and rum.104 Most likely as a result of Sweden’s 
war with Russia and Denmark, the amount of ships coming to the island 
dropped for fear of attack from the Danish West Indies. After the war ended 
in 1790 and the French Revolutionary Wars broke out in 1792, there was a 
noticeable rise in trade. In 1791, 512 vessels entered Gustavia; in 1792, 511 
vessels. The amount of arriving vessels increased to 977 in 1793 and peaked 
at 1,739 vessels in 1796. In 1797, 1,568 vessels entered the port, while 1,109 
and 1,504 arrived in 1798 and 1799, respectively.105 Just a dozen years after 
its foundation, Gustavia was becoming a popular trading post in a turbulent 
Caribbean. 

As the wars between Britain and France showed no signs of stop-
ping, trade with the colonies of the two powers was done via neutral islands. 
The British Royal Navy, which dominated the Atlantic Ocean, relied on 
draconian contraband laws to justify capturing neutral ships. Not only were 
enemy vessels eligible for seizure, but so were vessels that supported the 
enemy. This meant that if there was any suspicion that a ship carried contra-
band of war, which was anything that aided the enemy in any way, it was an 
eligible prize. Furthermore, since traders not only shipped some goods to 
neutral harbours, then traded, and also carried it to French harbours, the 
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whole continuous voyage was taken into consideration in establishing a ves-
sel’s legality.106 Privateers and navy cruisers thus posed a constant threat to 
St Barthélemy’s trade. 

In 1780, Sweden had joined Denmark–Norway and Russia in the 
First League of Armed Neutrality, following the American War of Inde-
pendence. The league was a mutual assertion of trading rights for neutral 
nations. If their neutral rights were breached, the league’s nations were 
obliged to protect each other. This temporary cooperation ended in 1783, as 
peace was declared.107 The British did not appreciate this league. When Swe-
den entered the Second League of Armed Neutrality in 1800, the British 
occupied St Barthélemy the next year. This occupation was clearly intended 
as an attempt to stop the neutral trade of naturalized Swedish merchants. 
When Governor Hans Henrik Ankarheim (1801–1812) asked the occupying 
British commander that Swedes be granted permission to travel to and from 
the colony, it was granted. However, the very next day freedom of move-
ment was restricted and only applied to those who had become Swedes be-
fore 1794.108 

The British forces departed the Swedish colony in 1802, after the 
Treaty of Amiens between Britain and France. In 1803, Franco-British war 
began again, lasting until 1814. In the following years St Barthélemy went 
through periods of growth and decline. During the years 1804–1805, approx-
imately 1,800 vessels entered Gustavia annually, while 1,274 entered in 
1806.109 The period just before the British occupation, 1796–1801, and the 
later period of 1812–1815 proved to be the most profitable, highly dependent 
on the course of the French Revolutionary Wars, the Napoleonic Wars, and 
the Anglo-American War of 1812.  

The governance of the colony also changed. In 1797, the role of the 
Swedish governor altered slightly. In particular, he was given explicit com-
mand of the military forces of the island as well as responsibility for manag-
ing relations with foreign powers.110 Most likely, this was due to increasing 
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hostilities in the region, both because of the French Revolutionary Wars, but 
also the various slave rebellions and uprisings, especially in Saint-
Domingue. During this time, French privateering was very active, with many 
merchants turning to capturing prizes to compensate for the difficulty in 
trading with the French metropole.111 

It should be noted here that the council hierarchy was fundamental-
ly military in structure. The governor was always a military officer. The 
vice-governor was not the secretary or justitiarie, but the placemajor. The 
explicit military command by the governor should not be seen as a militari-
zation of the council, but a clarification of the chain of command in case of 
conflict. In September 1802, the commercial committee was also founded, 
consisting of six elected merchants who were tasked with providing sugges-
tions that ‘may be conceived proper, usefull or necessary for the commerce 
of the Colony.’112 Most likely, this committee was formed in an attempt to 
improve St Barthélemy’s trade hurt by the British occupation, which had 
ended just two months before the committee’s establishment. Three years 
later, this committee was abolished and would not be reinstated until 1811. 

On May 22, 1805, the Swedish West India Company was dis-
solved, together with its trading privileges.113 The Board of Commerce in 
Stockholm did not believe that the company had fulfilled its ambitions and 
thus did not renew its privileges.114 A new administrative structure was creat-
ed and signed in Sweden on October 15, 1805. All tariff incomes and ex-
penses were now under the control of the Swedish state instead of the SWIC 
and the governor reported directly to the Swedish authorities. In this form, 
administration and legislation were more closely tied to the governor, 
justitiarie, and government secretary. New laws and regulations had to be 
confirmed by authorities in Stockholm. 

The elected members could now only partake in decisions in judi-
cial matters. This court of justice consisted of the governor, the governor’s 
adjutant, a justitiarie, the government secretary, and three elected members 
from the population. The change from four to three members had previously 
been de facto enforced, but was now official. The governor was still ulti-
mately responsible for military and diplomatic operations. The governor, 
justitiarie, and secretary undertook all official transactions and the governor 
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had the casting vote.115 Compared to the previous form of government, there 
was no real loss of power for the representatives. However, they were now 
not given the opportunity to participate in deliberations on administrative 
and legislative matters. The council was streamlined to remove representa-
tives who had previously been unable to form a majority anyway. At the 
time of the new form of government, the three members of the council, John 
Joseph Cremony, William Cock, and Samuel Bonnet, declined to remain in 
the new court of justice. This was, according to the newspaper The Report of 
Saint Bartholomew, not an act of protest, but in consideration of their long 
service.116 Yet as will be seen in following chapters, many merchants did not 
approve of this change. 

The same year, Sweden lost its status as a neutral nation by declar-
ing war against France and becoming engulfed in the shifting allegiances of 
the Napoleonic Wars. The flow of ships to the colony increased and de-
creased as a result. While some trade was always maintained on St 
Barthélemy, the SWIC’s profit margin relied on the international situation, 
meaning primarily how relations between France, Britain, and the United 
States unfolded. At its prime, however, the colony was quite profitable for 
the Swedish state. In 1814, the expenses for the island were 31,784 Spanish 
dollars, while the amount returned to Sweden was 123,932 Spanish dollars. 
During this time, the number of American ships entering St Barthélemy was 
especially high due to the War of 1812, when Gustavia was the only non-
Spanish free port in the West Indies not controlled by the British. As a result, 
up to 20% of the United States’ exports in 1814 went through St Barthélemy 
in order to become neutral Swedish goods and later shipped elsewhere.117 

As an illustration of the island’s position in the greater Atlantic 
World, in 1812 the commander of British-occupied Martinique, Charles 
Wale, was consulted about the passport rights of two merchants. The mer-
chants had travelled between Martinique and the United States via France, 
thus making their return to the former French island a diplomatic issue. He 
felt that plans to send them to the United States were not a solution, howev-
er, ‘since too many individuals travelled ‘between [Martinique] and France 
by way of America and St. Bartholomew.’118 While not a key player, Gusta-
via served as an important node for inter-imperial movements, namely, 
movements across imperial borders. 
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After the Napoleonic Wars finally came to an end in 1815, St 
Barthélemy’s economy began to dwindle. Cuts were made to the colony’s 
salaries and expenses, which went from 44,151 Spanish dollars a year in 
1815 to 14,361 Spanish dollars in 1825.119 Some merchants on St Barthélemy 
turned from trading goods with the French, British, and Americans to selling 
Swedish arms to the South American revolutionaries.120 During the South 
American Wars of Independence, ships sailing under the Artiguan flag were 
increasingly found in Gustavia, and with them discussions of whether these 
were pirates or privateers sailing under a legitimate flag.121 A new period of 
profitability began when British harbours were closed to American ships in 
1826 because of diplomatic problems, but this did not see the same income 
and lasted only until 1830. From 1831 on, the Swedish colony’s incomes 
would never exceed its expenses, despite both of them being in decline.122 

The end of Swedish colonialism 
In the nineteenth century, with fewer wars between European nations, neutral 
free ports no longer enjoyed any economic advantages. The rise of the steam 
ships made direct trans-Atlantic travel easier and rendered small island ports 
insignificant. St Barthélemy declined both in terms of income and popula-
tion.123 It once again had to rely on its poor agricultural assets and the local 
trade that remained. Fires and hurricanes destroyed large parts of the town; 
famine in 1859–1860 left St Barthélemy relying on funds and charity from 
nearby islands.124 It is important to note that this downward trend was not 
unique to St Barthélemy and that the colony did not lose its connections with 
other Caribbean islands. In the 1830s and 40s it was a major destination for 
ships from St Eustatius and St Martin.125 Despite this, St Barthélemy was no 

                                                        
119 Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 130. 
120 Carlos Vidales, ‘S:t Barthélemy – svensk koloni i frihetskämparnas tjänst (1810–1830)’ 
25–34. 
121 ‘Artiguan flag’ refers to the flag of the Liga Federal, in today’s Uruguay and Argentine, 
led by the Revolutionary General José Gervasio Artigas. During the early nineteenth century, 
privateers used it frequently. For more on this resurgence of piracy in the post-Napoleonic 
period, see Peter Earle, The Pirate Wars (London: Methuen, 2003), 211–228. 
122 Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 157–159; Högström, S. Barthélemy under svenkt 
välde, 101–102. 
123 This decline can be seen in the Dutch free ports St Eustatius and Curaçao as well. See Gert 
Oostindie, ‘Dutch Atlantic Decline during “The Age of Revolutions”’, in Dutch Atlantic 
Connections, 1680–1800: Linking Empires, Bridging Borders, ed. Gert Oostindie and Jessica 
V. Roitman (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 309–335. 
124 Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 185. 
125 Cornelius Ch. Goslinga, The Dutch in the Caribbean and in Surinam 1791/5–1942 (Assen: 
Van Gorcum, 1990), 160–161. 
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longer profitable for Sweden, as Caribbean trade and plantation production 
in general slumped. 

Slavery in Swedish colonies was abolished in 1846–47, after dis-
cussions had been held in the Swedish Diet in 1844–45.126 The discussion 
had mainly concerned the question of whether the slaves should simply be 
declared free or bought free, compensating the previous slave owners. The 
latter option was chosen and slave owners were financially compensated, 
although not the slaves themselves. Even after abolition, distinctions were 
still made between whites, free people of colour, and ‘former slaves’ in offi-
cial documents.127 

Little attention was paid to the colony in Sweden, however. St 
Barthélemy was mainly discussed in terms of how to transfer it to another 
country, since it was no longer profitable for Sweden.128 Negotiations were 
made with Britain, the United States, and Italy who all rejected the small 
island. Usually, financial problems in Sweden led to renewed discussions in 
the Swedish Diet on how to transfer the colony to another colonial power. 
After the famine of 1866–68, the Diet again discussed St Barthélemy’s fu-
ture. It was then given back to France in 1878, with the only exchange being 
the pension of the retiring governor and a fund for a hospital on St 
Barthélemy. However, a vote was held on the island to ensure that the popu-
lation supported the exchange. This upset Member of Diet Frans Schartau, 
who believed that if given the choice, the ‘uncivilized’ population of St 
Barthélemy would cling to Sweden. In the event, of the 352 voters only one 
opposed the exchange.129 On March 20, 1878, the Swedish ship Vanadis 
departed Gustavia with the governor, his family, and most of the Swedish 
administrative personnel on board, leaving France in official control of St 
Barthélemy. 

Throughout its Swedish history, and especially in the early nine-
teenth century, St Barthélemy reflected the Greater Caribbean in its form of 
rule, economy, population, and social stratification. Yet it did not practice 
the monocultural agriculture or plantation slavery of many other larger Car-
ibbean islands. As we examine migration to St Barthélemy more closely, we 
will see the flows of people to and from St Barthélemy and its place as a hub 
of trade and information within a chaotic and evolving Caribbean. 

                                                        
126 Ale Pålsson, ‘En ofruktbar ö: Rasistiska och nationalistiska diskurser kring kolonin S:t 
Bartélemy 1840–1878’ (Master’s thesis, Lund University, 2011), 36–46. 
127 Lavoie, Fick and Mayer, ‘A Particular Study of Slavery’, 401. 
128 In fact, these discussions had been held on several occasions during Sweden’s ownership 
of St Barthélemy, the earliest suggestion being made by Gustav IV Adolf, who wanted to 
exchange the island for Puerto Rico. See Sprinchorn, ‘Sjuttonhundratalets planer och förslag’, 
156–162 and Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 79. 
129 See Pålsson, En ofruktbar ö. 
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3. Naturalization, citizenship, and the people 
of Gustavia 

The tragedies, which have struck St. Eustatius, Guadeloupe and St. Domingo, 
chased many of those islands’ settlers to St. Barthélemy, some with means, some 

barely provided with necessities. Americans and Europeans were lured here by the 
place’s increasing traffic, and some Swedes came as well to try their luck. Eventual-
ly they all became Swedish subjects, and the eclectic mass has moulded into a peo-
ple, whose social spirit does not resemble that of any other colony, and who do not 

wish to trade their new fatherland, as long as unexpected necessity does not demand 
it.130 

 
For those who sailed from St Barthélemy, Swedish citizenship was a crucial 
precondition for doing business. The concept of citizenship in the early nine-
teenth century is complicated, since it is often associated with the concept of 
the nation state and nationalism. Still, many burghers in Gustavia referred to 
themselves and their peers as citizens, and Gustav III had tried to appropriate 
and depoliticise the term ‘citizen’ to fit a royalist context. By 1809, medbor-
gare was standard Swedish political vocabulary, with connotations of both 
‘subject’ and ‘citizen’.131 Besides the political context of citizenship and 
subjecthood, however, there was a practical need for mariners in St 
Barthélemy, whether they were sailors, captains or shipowners, to display 
their allegiance to the Swedish state. Without naturalization papers and a 
Swedish flag, there was little legal defence for neutral shipping in British or 

                                                        
130 O. E. Bergius, Om Westindien (Stockholm: Gadelius, 1819), 198–199. Original quote: ‘De 
olyckor, som öfvergingo St. Eustache, Guadeloupe och St. Domingo, jagade många af dessa 
Öars inbyggare till St. Barthelemy, en del med förmögenhet, en del knappt försedde med det 
nödvändigaste. Americaner och Europeer hitlåckades af ställets tilltagande rörelse, och någre 
Svenskar kommo äfven att här försöka sin lycka. Alla slutade likväl med att blifva idoge 
Svenska undersåtare, och den brokiga massan har sammansmält till ett folk, som ej i sam-
hälls-anda efterger någon annan Colonie, och som ej önskar bortbyta det fädernesland de här 
skapat sig, så länge en oförmodad nödvändighet ej bjuder ett sådant steg.’ 
131 For more on the contested meaning of the concept of citizenship in Sweden at this time, 
see Mikael Alm, Kungsord i elfte timmen; Hugo Nordland, ‘Soldiers and Citizens: the concept 
of citizenship and the Anjala Covenant, 1788–1790’, Scandinavian Journal of History 39, no. 
2 (2014): 246–263; Pasi Ihalainen and Anders Sundin, ‘Continuity and Change in the Langu-
age of Politics at the Swedish Diet, 1769–1810’, in Scandinavia in the Age of Revolution, 
Nordic Political Cultures, 1740–1820, ed. Ihalainen et al. (Farnham: Ashgate, 2011), 182–
189. 
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French prize courts. As military occupations and naval supremacy tightened 
British control of the Caribbean, this defence became more and more im-
portant. Thus, the island attracted a wide variety of mariners, both rich and 
poor, Creole, European and North American. Many who were born in Swe-
den decided to apply for naturalizations, in order to receive documentation to 
prove their Swedish citizenship. 

Sailing under a neutral flag was the primary reason for naturaliza-
tion, but there were additional benefits. Being a naturalized Swedish citizen 
meant that one was entitled to reduced tolls when shipping goods. A tax 
ordinance of 1800 issued by Governor Georg af Trolle (1796–1801) decreed 
that ‘[a]ll Goods imported in Swedish Vessels from Sweden are subject to a 
duty of one perCent, in Swedish Vessels from foreign dominions in Europe 
two perCent, but in foreign vessels three perCent.’ Also, ‘European and East 
India Goods imported in foreign Vessels of any Nation from America or any 
of the West India Islands are subject to a duty of two perCent, but in Swe-
dish Vessels only one and a half perCent.’132 There were similar differences 
in duties according to the nationality of the ship when importing lumber as 
well as all exports. The only areas where Swedish colours were not relevant 
were in the importation of slaves, where the same fees were charged regard-
less of nation, as well as West Indian produce, provisions, and cattle, which 
were free of duty. Swedish ships also received discounts for costs connected 
to passes and weighing, and foreign cargo could only be sold to non-Swedish 
subjects 48 hours after it was put up for sale in the custom house to Swedish 
subjects. Additionally, merchants and storekeepers who were not naturalized 
paid an annual tax of 100 dollars.133 Becoming a naturalized Swedish citizen 
was in the interest of anyone who wanted to trade. Neutrality was the prima-
ry goal however, with reduced toll costs simply acting as a way to compete 
with, for example, Danish and Dutch neutrality. 

To apply for naturalization, a person had to send a request to the is-
land’s administration, usually giving details of one’s age, place of birth, pro-
fession, spouse, children and property. Upon having one’s request granted, 
one had to swear loyalty to the Swedish crown and to obey the laws of the 
colony, by signing a printed form. There were two types of naturalizations, 
the grand and the small. Both could be applied for after one year’s residence 
in St Barthélemy or sailing in the service of the colony. What ‘service’ re-
ferred to could differ, but usually meant service in the militia or the Swedish 
navy. The grand naturalization conferred the right to own ships under the 
Swedish flag and freedom from excise fees. The small gave the right to 
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133 ‘Ordinance of the Governor & Council on the Island of St. Bartholomew relative to certain 
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command a Swedish vessel and to be active in retail commerce.134 The cost 
was 100 dollars for a grand naturalization and 16 dollars for a small naturali-
zation.135 The Swedish colonial government could thus collect money partly 
from tolls and partly from merchants trying to reduce these tolls. 

Naturalization was primarily a way to gain economic rights within 
St Barthélemy, rights that were clearly stated. However, becoming a natural-
ized citizen did not give one the same political rights as a native Swede with-
in the colony. These political rights were often only vaguely stated or not 
explicitly stated at all. The struggle to obtain the political rights of citizen-
ship would, as such, become a point of contention between naturalized and 
native Swedes. For example, naturalized Swedes were not eligible to hold 
official positions in the local government, such as custom controller and 
placemajor. This was not explicitly stated, but became practice from the 
1786 form of government onwards, where these positions were exclusive to 
officials of the SWIC. As colonial administration was passed from the SWIC 
to the crown in 1805, these positions remained unavailable to naturalized 
Swedes. They could instead be elected to serve in the court or council. The 
consequences of this will be further explored in future chapters, but is worth 
noting as we examine the process and patterns of naturalization. 

By examining the patterns of naturalization during the period of 
1800–1825, we can find rough demographics of the traders of St Barthéle-
my. While naturalization documents were not political expressions in them-
selves, they can provide us with level grounds to understand questions of 
citizenship and political issues connected to maritime trade. Who were the 
new Swedish citizens? Where did they come from? What was their connec-
tion to the Atlantic World? How many of them were white male master sub-
jects? How many inhabitants of St Barthélemy were native Swedes? In es-
tablishing a more accurate picture of the naturalized citizens, in addition to 
further appreciation of the wider patterns of migration to the island, their 
political activity and their cultural background can be more accurately un-
derstood. Further examinations of political interactions within the colony 
require a prior understanding of the economic attraction of Swedish citizen-
ship during certain time periods, the process of acquiring citizenship in St 
Barthélemy and the background of naturalized Swedish citizens. 

                                                        
134 Bergius, Om Westindien, 200. 
135 ‘HIS MAJESTY’S Gracious Taxation Act, whereafter the below specified Public duties on 
the island of St. Bartholomew are provisionally to be paid. Given at the Palace of Carlsruhe 
the 26 March 1804’, The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 23, September 26, 1804. 
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Naturalization protocols 
I have gone through the naturalization letters from the Fonds Suedois de 
Saint-Barthélemy Archives nationales d'outre-mer in Aix-en-Provence. In 
studying these documents, I have collated the information of about 694 dif-
ferent persons applying for naturalization in a database, stretching from the 
years 1797 to 1863. 643 of these applications date from 1800–1825. Out of 
these 643 individuals, I have identified the place of birth of almost 80%, the 
ages of just over 65%, the marital status of around 55%, the property hold-
ings of almost 50%, and explicit references to race of 8.2%, as well as in-
formation about children, professions, and time spent on the island. Addi-
tionally, I have cross-examined the names and dates with government in-
come records in order to see how much each applicant paid for his naturali-
zation. Thus, I can conclude whether a given application was a small or a 
grand naturalization. Through this information, I have created a demographic 
image of those who traded in St Barthélemy, at least those trading under the 
Swedish flag.136 

Anne Lebel, who has done a survey of the St Barthélemy archives, 
believes that ‘the naturalization dossiers and its population accounts may 
allow a better understanding of the composition of a cosmopolitan popula-
tion and how the decisions of the government council reflected relations 
between Sweden and other countries.’137 It is not a complete list of all natu-
ralizations, but enough to provide an accurate picture of Gustavia as a multi-
cultural harbour. 

However, it is important to note that those who became naturalized 
Swedes were not necessarily representative of the population of St 
Barthélemy. Many were too poor to be able pay for naturalization, especially 
free people of colour. Very few women applied for naturalization. Also, 
naturalization statistics do not account for how active they were in trading, 
where they shipped their goods, what they shipped, how long they had resid-
ed in the Caribbean, their feelings towards Sweden, or other such factors. 
The data can of course be compared to other data in the future and to other 
demographic examinations, but only covers certain aspects of a segment of 
the population. Victor Wilson has done much to uncover new information on 
the trading patterns of Gustavia’s merchants, but potential remains for more 
research.138 Still, considering that the white population of St Barthélemy 
numbered around 2000 people in 1812, and that of the 643 naturalized citi-
zens between 1800–1825 the overwhelming majority were white and male, 
my naturalization statistics provide a highly representative sample of mer-
                                                        
136 I have created a database with naturalization documents from vol. 144–145, 147–148, 151, 
153, 161, 169–170, 172, 276–279, 298, 325, FSB. Unless otherwise stated, the discussions in 
this chapter refer to this database as a whole. 
137 Lebel, ‘Saint Barthélemy et ses archives’, 96.  
138 See Wilson, Commerce in Disguise. 
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chants and captains, even if we remember that many captains did not stay 
indefinitely. 

Due to gaps in the material covering the time before 1800, some 
data has been lost; for example, during the British occupation of 1801 and 
1802. As such, there were naturalized Swedes who made up the trading pop-
ulation of 1800–1825 but are not reflected in the sources. The archival mate-
rial is also poorly organized. While looking through the boxes for naturaliza-
tion documents, I found court protocols and a large number of protections. 
Protections, unlike naturalizations, were simply certificates that the person in 
question had immigrated to St Barthélemy and sworn loyalty to the Swedish 
crown, and thus became protected by Swedish law. There are also a signifi-
cant amount of naturalization protocols in other volumes of Fonds Suédois 
de Saint-Barthélemy in ANOM, especially court protocol volumes. 

The question of nationality should also be viewed critically, as 
place of birth does not necessarily correlate to that individual’s sense of be-
longing. That Richard Horton was born on St Eustatius does not necessarily 
identify him as Dutch or as British. Neither can his national identity, what-
ever it may be, be considered constant or monolithic. As Silvia Marzagalli 
states regarding American traders in Bordeaux: 

 
These movements [across different ports and countries] demonstrate 
the difficulty of grasping the nature of trade other than through ac-
cepting the idea of multiple identities, without restricting actors to an 
exclusive ‘nationality’ that forever determines them as neutrals or 
belligerents.139 

 
I want to make clear that establishing identity is not my primary concern, 
rather identification is. While the naturalization letters raise certain interest-
ing problems about nationality and identity, such as persons being identified 
as being born in Germany and Italy long before such nation states existed, I 
want to focus on naturalization as a way to understand migration, trading 
networks, and the politics of international economy. The maritime connec-
tions between Atlantic port cities in North America, the Caribbean and Eu-
rope become highly visible when considering the difference in origins 
among the naturalized Swedes, as well as the flows of naturalization accord-
ing to the shifts in the Napoleonic Wars and embargo laws. When looking at 
the theoretical implications of naturalization, I believe it should be viewed 
less as a question of identity and more as one of citizenship and rights within 
the Swedish colonial system. The documents are often referred to as ‘burgh-

                                                        
139 Silvia Marzagalli, ‘La navigation américaine pendant les French Wars (1793–1815): une 
simple reconfiguration des circuits commerciaux par neutres interposés?’, in Neutres et neu-
tralité dans l’espace atlantique durant le long XVIIIe siècle, ed. Eric Schnakenbourg (Bé-
cherel: Éditions Les Perséides, 2015), 146.  
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er letters’ and deal more with questions of economic than natural rights.140 
While the signing of a naturalization letter meant swearing allegiance to the 
Swedish king, this was an allegiance of economic convenience. This does 
not mean that the interests of the naturalized Swedes were limited to eco-
nomic rights, but that economic benefit was the initial attraction behind 
seeking naturalization and citizenship.  

Within the processes of identification, ethnicity became more im-
portant than place of birth or citizenship. It was prudent for the naturalized 
Swedes to appear as ‘Swedish’ as possible, in terms of language spoken and 
personnel on the ships. In order to reinforce the notion that the captains 
should be considered to be truly Swedish, native Swedish sailors were in 
very high demand in Gustavia.141 For those born in Sweden, documentation 
of their Swedishness was as crucial as for those born outside. In 1809, Ga-
briel Johanson, born in Västervik, Sweden, applied for a renewal of his natu-
ralization. The reason was that his naturalization letters had been lost: 

 
As the undersigned had in the month of February last year while 
sailing for Saint Domingue on the ship Sophia Magdalena, which he 
then commanded, been taken into Bermuda and all his papers, both 
for his ship and his naturalization letter dated May 27 1807, were 
taken away from him, he requests in all humility that the Governor 
grant him a duplicate of his previous naturalization letter142 
 

Johanson also requested that he be spared the expense of paying for this 
duplicate. In a maritime trading environment wrought with conflict and sus-
picions of smuggling, documentation of one’s status as a neutral trader was 
crucial. 

When describing the nationality and naturalization of British and 
American sailors during the early Republican period, as well as the legality 
of neutral trading, Dan Hicks has used the term ‘game’, in the sense of there 
being ‘informal, though tacitly recognized, rules [underlying] interactions 
among seafarers of various national identities when they entered the mari-

                                                        
140 ‘Borgarbrev’ in Swedish. 
141 ‘Sketches of a political and commercial review of St. Bartholomew’, in The Report of 
Saint Bartholomow, no. 138, July 20, 1811. See also Ale Pålsson, ‘Common Ground’, 356–
357. 
142 Naturalization application of Gabriel Johanson, May 1, 1809, images 20–21, vol. 277, 
Naturalisations (N), FSB. Original quote: ‘Som undertecknad i february månad förledet år 
under en resa till St. Domingo med Skeppet Sophia Magdalena, hvilket han då kommen-
derade, blef inbragt till Bermuda och alla dess papper, så väl för fartyget som dess eget natu-
ralisations bref daterat den 27 May 1807, honom fråntagne, anhåller han i ödmjukhet at Väl-
borne Herr Guvernören m.m. gunstigast behagade bevilja honom ett Duplicat af dess förra 
naturalisations bref’. 
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time world.’143 While there were certainly maritime laws governing prize 
courts and neutral trade, a letter of naturalization was not a guarantee of pro-
tection from capture, but a tool to use in the interactions with privateers and 
navy cruisers. 

Seasons of citizenship 
Even the formulation of the naturalization request reflects that an economic 
perspective is vital to the analysis of naturalized citizenship. In his 1809 
application, the Danish mariner Rasmus Hansenstere wrote: 
 

Being a resident of this Island with full intention there to settle and fix 
my Domicile in the Town of Gustavia for the purpose of pursuing the 
Occupation of a Mariner. I have the honour of praying, that it may 
please Your Honorable Court, on the Qualifications contained in the 
opposite statement, and taking the sacred oath of Allegiance to His 
Majesty the King of Sweden, which I have also the honour of offering 
to grant me Letters of Swedish Naturalization.144 
 

The majority of naturalization letters contained some variation on this word-
ing, which comprised the standard statement formulated by the Swedish 
government. Hansenstere himself, who signed with an ‘x’ and was therefore 
presumably illiterate, did not write this particular letter. There were also 
printed naturalization protocols comprising this statement, in which only the 
town and occupation were written by hand, together with a signature.145 As 
such we can assume that the wording ‘for the purpose of pursuing the Occu-
pation of a Mariner’ was exactly what the Swedish Government intended 
from its naturalized subjects seeking Swedish citizenship: to be active in 
maritime trade. Almost all those seeking naturalization stated that they in-
tended to work as either a mariner or merchant. Isaiah Cohoon from Rhode 
Island was blunter in his request: 
 

                                                        
143 Dan Hicks, True Born Columbians: The Promises and Perils of National Identity for 
American Seafarers of the Early Republican Period (Unpublished Master’s thesis, Pennsylva-
nia State University, 2007), 24. 
144 Naturalization application of Rasmus Hansenstere, August 15, 1809, images 195–196, vol. 
277, N, FSB. 
145 Naturalization application of Isaiah Lewis, October 30, 1806, images 118–119, vol. 151, 
Procès-verbaux de Justice (PJ), FSB. 
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That your Excellency’s Petitioner having become an Inhabitant of this 
place and wishing to Navigate under the Swedish Flag & Protection, 
Humbly request, your Excellency, may be pleased to grant him a 
Swedish Naturalization Brief in order to qualify him agreeable to the 
Laws of the Country to navigate, For which the Petitioner will ever 
pray - Isaiah Cohoon146 

 
It should be quite obvious from the above statement that the primary objec-
tive of becoming a Swedish subject of St Barthélemy was to benefit from the 
neutral Swedish flag. This is in line with previous research on St Barthélemy 
and not a controversial statement, but it is important to note exactly how 
strong the connection between economy and citizenship was in this setting.147 

Consequently, the time when a person applied for citizenship was 
more often than not related to how valuable Swedish neutrality was at that 
given point. If we examine years of naturalizations in Figure 3.1, we can see 
certain spikes where it was very popular to become a citizen of St Barthéle-
my. The clear peak is in 1809, which predominantly involved mariners born 
                                                        
146 Naturalization application of Isaiah Cohoon, August 22, 1809, images 193–194, vol. 277, 
N, FSB. 
147 Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 57; Leos Müller, Consuls, Corsairs and Commerce, 
177–180. 

Fig. 3.1. Letters of naturalizations in St Barthélemy 1800–1825. Source: FSB, 
vol. 144–145, 147–148, 151, 153, 161, 169–170, 172, 276–279, 298, 325. 
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in the United States. As Victor Wilson has recently shown, 1809–1815 was 
the apex of Gustavia’s maritime economy, which was heavily tied to North 
American trade. 82 out of 151 naturalizations in 1809, more than half, were 
of North Americans. 

Since one of the criteria for naturalization was residence in St 
Barthélemy for at least a year, we should remember that these mariners had 
arrived at least one year earlier. One of the reasons for this, as previously 
mentioned, was St Barthélemy’s status as a neutral island in the Napoleonic 
War. Sweden was formally at war with France from 1805–1810, but in reali-
ty experienced limited martial conflicts. The French and Swedish colonial 
governments maintained diplomatic relations in 1806; the French saw little 
reason to attack St Barthélemy, since it was neither dangerous nor without a 
certain function in the regional economy. However, as merchants began to 
trade with the new Haitian Republic, diplomatic relations worsened. France 
launched an attack on St Barthélemy on November 11, 1807, in a search for 
the American merchant William Israel who had traded with Haiti. However, 
he was not on the island. British warships were then deployed to protect the 
harbour.148 This protection may very well have sparked interest in Sweden’s 
neutral trade. The British occupations of Martinique, Guadeloupe, and the 
Danish and Dutch Leeward islands by 1810 made St Barthélemy’s position 
as a Caribbean free port even more exclusive. This also meant that Sweden’s 
formal war with France was of limited importance to Caribbean trade. A 
more important factor was, however, the American trading laws and the 
foreign politics of the United States. If we consider the large number of peo-
ple born in North America who became naturalized Swedish citizens in 
1807–1809, we can surmise that it was connected to the Embargo Act of 
1807. In response to British and French blockades, all ships under United 
States jurisdiction were forbidden from trading in any foreign port. Thomas 
Jefferson believed, erronously, it could be useful in negotiations for opening 
up European trade.149 Many seamen were as a result un- or underemployed 
and sought employment outside of the United States.150 

Becoming a Swedish citizen was an easy way to circumvent this 
law, as well as being able to trade under a neutral flag. The embargo was 
followed by the United States’ Non-Intercourse Act of 1809, which replaced 
the previous Embargo Act of 1807.151 This act was incredibly positive for St 
Barthélemy, since it ended the embargo and allowed merchants to trade in 
foreign ports, while simultaneously banning all trade of British and French 
                                                        
148 Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 103–105; Wilson, Commerce in Disguise, 208–211. 
149 Müller, Consuls, Corsairs and Commerce, 201; Anna Cornelia Clauder, American Com-
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150 Paul A. Gilje, Liberty on the Waterfront: American maritime culture in the Age of Revolut-
ion (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004), 146–147. 
151 Wilson, Commerce in Disguise, 214–217; Clauder, American Commerce, 148–149. 
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goods, colonial and domestic, as well as from occupied territories. There-
fore, trade with Sweden was now allowed and all trade with British and 
French colonies was banned. The act was introduced on March 1, 1809; in 
April, 20 Americans applied for and received Swedish naturalization. The 
War of 1812 would later lead to increasing trade between the United States 
and St Barthélemy, although the Americans who had become Swedish citi-
zens in 1809 did not need to apply for naturalization again, provided that 
they had not moved from the island during 1810–1811.152 

A gap can be seen in 1810–1811. This was a result of the Swedish–
British war, proclaimed as a consequence of Sweden’s peace treaty with 
France. Britain was not especially interested in worsening relations with 
Sweden, however, and the declaration of war was never followed by any 
attacks.153 British naval tactics had by this time changed in response to Napo-
leon’s Continental System and neutral trade was tolerated to a higher de-
gree.154 Customs revenues in St Barthélemy from 1810–1811 dropped, but 
they were still higher than they had been before 1809.155 However, even 
though this war resulted in no armed conflicts and relations between Sweden 
and Great Britain remained positive, a breach in Swedish neutrality towards 
Great Britain made Swedish citizenship clearly less popular. Here we can 
see what the difference a formal war against France and against Great Brit-
ain meant for neutral shipping. 

The naturalizations of 1812 and onwards were partially connected 
with the War of 1812 and partially with Sweden’s peace treaty with Great 
Britain. War between Great Britain and the United States was declared on 
June 18, 1812 and peace between Great Britain and Sweden was declared 
July 18. 89% of the naturalization letters of 1812 were signed after the for-
mer date and 70% were signed after the latter date. Some mariners, like Ed-
win E. Toney from Virginia, had lived in Gustavia since 1809, but had not 
applied for naturalization until 1812. Most likely, by the time he had lived 
for a year in St Barthélemy, war between Sweden and Great Britain had 
made naturalization less attractive, yet he had stayed and waited until neu-
trality had become more profitable.156 It is difficult to determine whether 
Swedish peace with Great Britain or the War of 1812 was the determining 
factor, as when combined they created an optimal trading opportunity. 

                                                        
152 Wilson, Commerce in Disguise, 223–229. 
153 Wilson, Commerce in Disguise, 220–222. For more on Swedish–British relations, see Tim 
Voelcker, ‘Admiral Sir James Saumarez – Sweden’s “Friendliest Enemy”, 1808–1812’, Fo-
rum Navale 63 (2007): 18–37. 
154 N. A. M. Rodger, The Command of the Ocean: A Naval History of Britain, 1649–1815 
(London: Penguin, 2004), 559. 
155 Wilson, Commerce in Disguise, 179. 
156 Naturalization application of Edwin E. Toney, November 12, 1812, images 316–317, vol. 
277, N, FSB. 
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After 1814, naturalizations dropped significantly and would never return to 
the same levels, as the colony’s economy declined. Although some trade 
continued, in part with the South American revolutionaries, neutral Swedish 
citizenship did not hold the same necessity as it previously had, since most 
trade with South American states was considered illicit regardless. The drop 
in naturalizations in Gustavia was not as dramatic as the difference between 
1814 and 1815 may imply, but it suggests that there was no longer an influx 
of merchants moving to Gustavia. Most trade in St Barthélemy from 1815 
and onwards was undertaken by already settled mariners using Gustavia as a 
base of operations.157 

Origin of the cosmopolites 
If we look at the place of birth of those naturalized, tabulated in Figure 3.2, 
three areas emerge where the majority of people who became naturalized 
Swedish citizens originated from: North America, the Caribbean, and Swe-
den (including Finland and Swedish Pomerania). The cities and areas where 
most naturalized people were born can be divided into two general areas: the 
islands surrounding St Barthélemy and the American East coast. Within the 
first group are firstly and foremost the Dutch islands: St Eustatius (28), but 
also Saba (19), St Martin (10) and Curaçao (6). Many also came from vari-
ous places in the Leeward and Windward Islands, especially Guadeloupe (9), 
but also St Kitts (8), Martinique (4), while Anguilla, Antigua, and Tortola 
accounted for 2 each, and others. Twelve also came from Bermuda. Within 
the second group, the naturalized subjects were born in New York (13), New 
Hampshire (10) Maryland (21), Massachusetts (29), Pennsylvania (12), and 
Connecticut (22). Most came from major trading ports, such as New York, 
Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Boston.  

Also, a tendency for people to move from islands under Dutch con-
trol, such as St Eustatius, Curaçao, and to a certain extent Saba and St Martin 
is noticeable. However, it would be misleading to see this as a sign of native 
Dutch involvement in St Barthélemy, since these ports had by this time be-
come highly anglicised.158 Everyone from Saba seeking naturalization had 
English-sounding names; about a third had the surname Simmons, suggest-
ing many from the island belonged to the same kinship group. Most im-
portantly, these colonies were frequently occupied during the various wars of 
this period and many who came to St Barthélemy came as refugees.159 It 

                                                        
157 Wilson, Commerce in Disguise, 230–248. 
158 Jarvis, In the Eye of All Trade, 354–356; Goslinga, The Dutch in the Caribbean and in the 
Guianas 1680–1791 (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1985), 127. 
159 Jordaan and Wilson, ‘The Eighteenth-Century Danish, Dutch, and Swedish Free Ports’, 
298–299. 
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would also be appropriate to view St Eustatius and Curaçao as free ports 
whose traders naturally were interested in the Swedish transit trade. These 
smaller islands had populations less dependent on plantation-based work and 
their skills were probably more relevant for St Barthélemy. Saba is even 
smaller than St Barthélemy, and was according to a contemporary source 
home to ‘about 120 European families’ in 1792.160 It was mainly an agricul-
tural island, although not based heavily on plantation labour. Unlike both St 
Eustatius and St Martin, in 1789 there were more whites than slaves on the 
island.161  

Of the 643 naturalization protocols from 1800–1825, 93 were for 
native Swedes or people from Swedish territories. There was continual Swe-
dish immigration to St Barthélemy, seeing as it was a rare opportunity to 
engage in the Caribbean colonial trade under Swedish protection. Still, it was 
not until 1813 that Swedes represented the biggest share of naturalizations 
on St Barthélemy. Of the 93 Swedes seeking naturalization, 55 did so in 
1813–1814. One explanation could be the occupation of the province of 
Swedish Pomerania by France in 1812, as well as the subsequent Prussian 
acquisition.162 However, Pomeranians seeking naturalization had mostly 
come by 1809 and were not very numerous. 70% of all Swedes who became 
naturalized were specifically recorded as born in what we today consider 
Sweden, mostly from port cities such as Gothenburg, Stockholm, Karlskro-
na, and Visby. Only 15% were born in either Finland or Pomerania. One 
Swede, Carl Beck was born as far north as Luleå, which at the time had a 
population of just below 1000. He applied for the small naturalization in 
1813 and the grand naturalization in 1814.163 The main explanation for this 
migration is most likely the fact that in 1812, St Barthélemy was seeing its 
greatest profits since its acquisition.164 Those born in Sweden saw their Swe-
dish birth as a crucial aspect of why they should be granted naturalization. 
Some believed that since they were already Swedish subjects, they did not 
need to wait a year in order to apply for naturalization documents. It was, 
however, still important to declare your intention to stay in St Barthélemy as 

                                                        
160 David M’Clure, A sermon, delivered at Ellington in Conneticut, at the interment of the 
Reverend John Elsworth, A.M. late Minister of the Presbyterian Church in the island of Saba, 
in the West-Indies, who departed this life Nov. 22, 1791, aged 29 years (Hartford: Hudson and 
Goodwin, 1792), 27. Read on March 1, 2015 at Eighteenth Century Collections Online: 
http://find.galegroup.com/ecco. 
161 Goslinga, The Dutch in the Caribbean 1680–1791, 152. 
162 Magnus Ressel, ‘Swedish Pomeranian Shipping in the Revolutionary Age (1776–1815)’, 
Forum Navale 68 (2012): 65–103. 
163 Naturalization application of Carl Beck, January 5, 1813, images 323–324, vol. 169, PJ, 
FSB; naturalization application of Carl Beck, March 29, 1814, images 272–274, vol. 278, N, 
FSB. 
164 Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 106–107. 
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a mariner.165 In previous research, the participation of mariners from Sweden 
in St Barthélemy’s trade has been largely underplayed. Although it is true 
that native Swedes were in the minority, even among the white mariners, 
previous expressions by, for example, Hellström that the colony at times 
seemed like a North American colony rather than a Swedish one are inaccu-
rate.166  

The mariners who were born in Europe but outside of Sweden 
came mostly from Italy, France, Great Britain, and the Iberian Peninsula, 
possibly escaping the turbulent European wars and Napoleonic occupations. 
Italians seeking naturalizations mainly came from Genoa.167 The diversity of 
St Barthélemy’s population should be seen through the perspective of a larg-
er Euro-American trading network. There were traders from Central Europe, 
such as Germany, Switzerland, Poland, but also areas such as Malta, Ireland, 
or the short-lived Septinsular Republic, a Greek island republic that was 
founded in 1800 and taken over by the French in 1807.168 A similar devel-
opment could be seen in Corsican migration to St Thomas in the same time 
period, where the pull of trade with colonial goods and the push of increas-
ing population in the late eighteenth century led many Corsicans to find a 
new home in the Caribbean.169 Immigrants from some of these areas might 
seem out of place in an Atlantic community, but there was a common mer-
chant culture with elements of religious tolerance and belief in liberal trading 
policies that united Central European and American merchants.170 

South and Central European mariners were not numerous, but 
some were very influential. Jean Bernard Elbers was perhaps the most fa-
mous one, a German trader born outside of Cologne who, after his time in St 
Barthélemy, started a steamboat company in the Magdalena River in the new 

                                                        
165 Naturalization application of Hendric Düncken, April 7, 1809, images 32–34, vol. 277, N, 
FSB; naturalization application of Johan Öjerstedt, November 5, 1812, images 330–331, vol. 
277, N, FSB; naturalization application of Carl Gustaf Sandén, November 23, 1812, images 
339–341, vol. 277, N, FSB. 
166 Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 106–107. 
167 There was also a prior Swedish–Genovese trade connection involving St Barthélemy. 
Sweden had earlier tried to pay back their government loans to Genovese merchants by buy-
ing coffee from Martinique, shipping it through St Barthélemy to Gothenburg, and from there 
trying to get it through the blockade. See Patrik Winton, ‘Svenska utlandslån och den internat-
ionella kapitalmarknaden’, in Global historia från periferin: Norden 1600–1850, ed. Leos 
Müller, Göran Rydén and Holger Weiss (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 2010), 166–168. 
168 While I recognize that Germany was not a nation state at this time, some traders noted 
their birth region as ‘Germany’ prior to this state’s conception. Those traders noted their place 
of birth as Westphalia, Remscheid, Beiersdorff, Friedberg, and Karlsruhe, all described as 
belonging in ‘Germany’. 
169 Birgit Sonesson, ‘Corsican Traders at Saint Thomas, Crossroads of the Caribbean’, The 
Journal of Caribbean History 38, no.1 (2004): 49–74. 
170 Sam A. Mustafa, Merchants and Migrations: Germans and Americans in Connection, 
1776–1835 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001), 53–59. 
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Columbian Republic.171 He would also become active in politics in Gustavia, 
just as many other merchants did. Another example of a successful European 
merchant was Gabriel le Coq from Switzerland, who in 1809 applied for the 
small naturalization, having property of ‘Some Day Goods and Provi-
sions’.172 When he applied for the grand naturalization in 1812, his property 
had amassed to 10,000 dollars.173 One mariner, Joseph Manchi, defied na-
tionality altogether and listed as his place of birth: ‘Born at Sea under the 
Spanish Colours’.174  

When comparing place of birth with the choice of grand or small 
naturalizations we can see that mariners from some areas were more inter-
ested in owning ships in St Barthélemy than others, as shown in Figure 3.3. 
Overall, around 75% of naturalizations were small, based on available statis-
tics.175 In the case of naturalized subjects born in the United States, around 
80% of given naturalizations were small, meaning a larger proportion of 
North American naturalized subjects applied to be captains, rather than ship 
owners and merchants. Only six merchants born in Sweden, applied for 
grand naturalizations. Of those born in Europe but outside of Sweden, the 
number who sought grand naturalization was 26%, the overall average. 36% 
of applicants from the Greater Caribbean applied for the grand naturaliza-
tion, above average. 

Those born in the Caribbean more frequently applied for the grand 
naturalization both proportionally and in absolute numbers and were pre-
sumably wealthier or more committed to owning ships or warehouses in St 
Barthélemy. One interpretation of this is that North American and Swedish 
mariners were, to a greater degree than the European and Caribbean traders, 
composed of cheaper labour without the capital to invest in grand naturaliza-
tion or ships. Another interpretation is that since the American trade was 
based on export from the United States to the Caribbean, there was no need 
for American investors to reside in St Barthélemy or conduct their business 
from there. They could handle their affairs from the American mainland 
instead. 

                                                        
171 Ricardo Garcia Bernal, Juan Bernardo Elbers: Del Rhin al Magdalena (Bogota: R. García 
Bernal, 2007). This entrepreneurship earned Elbers a place in Gabriel García Márquez’s novel 
Love in the Time of Cholera from 1985. 
172 Naturalization application of Gabriel le Coq, December 13, 1809, images 228–229, vol. 
277, N, FSB. 
173 Naturalization application of Gabriel le Coq, June 29, 1812, images 10–11, vol. 276, N, 
FSB. 
174 Naturalization application of Joseph Manchi, July 15, 1812, images 18–20, vol. 276, N, 
FSB. 
175 Some subjects applied first for small and then a grand naturalization; I only considered all 
subjects who applied for a small naturalization and never subsequently applied for a grand 
naturalization. Those who later applied for grand naturalizations are counted under that spe-
cific category.  
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Looking at the property of naturalized mariners, we find that most 

of them were not wealthy. In around 65% of all naturalizations referring to 
property, the applicant stated that he had none. This should probably not be 
taken literally, in the sense that they had no money or any place to live, but 
that whatever wealth they had was just enough to get by. There were some 
who applied for a grand naturalization listed as having no property, which 
would lead us to believe that either they spent all their belongings hoping to 
become rich or that there was quite some freedom in how one interpreted 
having property. 

There were a few persons listed as having property under the 
amount of thousands of dollars and some who reported their property as 
being ‘Merchandize’, ‘Some Goods’, or simply ‘Some.’176 Other listed their 
house, such as George Cannon from Antigua who owned ‘House Lot No. 
444’.177 Both John Cunningham from Tortola applying for the small naturali-
                                                        
176 Naturalization application of Joseph Garrout, June 21, 1809, images 245–246, vol. 277, N, 
FSB; naturalization application of J. Bretonnie, March 4, 1811, images 25–26, vol. 276, N, 
FSB; naturalization application of Hendrick Hansen, March 21, 1812, images 397–398, vol. 
277, N, FSB. 
177 Naturalization application of George Cannon, September 8, 1812, images 380–381, vol. 
277, N, FSB. 

Fig. 3.3. Proportion of grand and small naturalizations based on place of 
birth 1800–1825. Source: FSB, vol. 144–145, 147–148, 151, 153, 161, 169–
170, 172, 276–279, 298, 325. 
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zation in 1814 and Frederick George Clark Spencer from London applying 
for the grand naturalization in 1809 listed their property as ‘nine slaves’.178 
The lowest entry was Carl Carlsson from Stockholm, sailing a small schoon-
er owned by P. and B. Bigard, who applied for the small naturalization, list-
ing his property as 100 dollars.179 Still, most of those who were listed as hav-
ing property had more than 1000 dollars or listed their houses and slaves. 
The person with the highest amount was Anthony Williams Somarshall, born 
on St Kitts and claiming to have £20,000 worth of property in the West In-
dies.180 When compared to plantation economy in Jamaica during this period, 
property-owning merchants were roughly comparable to planters of mid-
dling wealth, with estates valued around £1000–10,000, making up the vast 
majority of slave owners.181 

Nearly all naturalized citizens stated their profession as mariners or 
merchants, although there were a few exceptions, such as the fisherman 
Nicholas Potter, the sailmaker Samuel Simmons, the tailor Antoine Soucil, 
and the shoemaker Othniel Catlin. There were also two Swedish naval offic-
ers who decided to switch professions to become mariners, but for the most 
part those seeking naturalization seem to already have been involved in 
maritime trade to begin with. 

A fleet of bachelors 
Since marital status is only known for about 53% of those who applied for 
naturalization (358 naturalizations), it is difficult to conclusively prove 
whether it was common for the newly naturalized Swedes of St Barthélemy 
to be married or not. It is also difficult to comment on how many of those 
who were unmarried remained so for their entire stay on the island. That 
being said, one can see a clear trend of unmarried men in the naturalization 
protocols, with 263 unmarried men, 89 married, and six widowers. Four of 
those registered as unmarried claimed to have children, who could have been 
illegitimate children, but even then it seems clear that those who moved to St 
Barthélemy for work generally did not have a family. Of those who were 
married, 52 had children, generally between one and three. The average age 
at the time of naturalization was around 25–30 for the unmarried and 35 for 

                                                        
178 Naturalization application of Frederick George Clark Spencer, January 4, 1809, images 
24–26, vol. 277 N, FSB; naturalization application of John Cunningham, March 8, 1814, 
images 295–299, vol. 278, N, FSB. 
179 Naturalization application of Carl Carlsson, October 14, 1812, images 364–365, vol. 277, 
N, FSB. 
180 Naturalization application of Anthony Williams Somarshall, January 11, 1809, images 89–
91, vol. 277, N, FSB. 
181 Christer Petley, Slaveholders in Jamaica: Colonial Society and Culture During the 
Era of Abolition (London: Pickering and Chatto, 2009), 23–24. 
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the married. However, there was a great spread of age among the unmarried. 
There were 25 unmarried men who were aged 40 or older, compared to 23 
married men. Of the unmarried men, the oldest at the time of naturalization 
was Alexis Serres from St Giniez, France, aged 71, applying for the small 
naturalization.182 

There seemed to be a large portion of unmarried, relatively young 
men seeking naturalization in St Barthélemy who were active in maritime 
trade. In part this could be because migrating according to the economic 
trends of the region made it difficult to marry and raise a family. As previ-
ously mentioned, the island’s population, particularly in Gustavia, went 
through ebbs and flows according to Sweden’s neutral status. That being 
said, since becoming a Swedish citizen required that you had lived in or 
served St Barthélemy for a year, moving to the island to trade was an in-
vestment that was perhaps not thrown away lightly. While mariners were 
expected to enter and leave the colony, naturalization involved a commit-
ment to reside in the colony, in the interest of security, taxation and political 
duties. Most mariners probably did not intend to stay there for their entire 
life, but it was not a seasonal job like salt-raking or turtling.183 In naturaliza-
tion documents, the new subject had to sign an oath, declaring, besides their 
loyalty, that ‘if for the future I shall take the resolution, to quit this Colony, 
in order to settle in foreign Dommions [sic], I shall not do so, until I have 
declared such my resolution before the Government of this Island and paid 
the duty of emigration.’184 In 1820 however, the fee associated with emigra-
tion was revoked, in order to further encourage mariners to move to St 
Barthélemy, ‘[c]onsidering what advantages must result to a Commercial 
Island like St. Bartholomew from granting [...] the right of disposing of their 
property freely...’185 The balance of freedom of movement with control over 
Swedish subjects was a point of compromise between mariners and officials. 

It could be that certain mariners were saving enough money for 
marriage and that naturalization was an investment for this purpose. Yet 
when we consider that the median age of marriage for mariners in Salem in 
the eighteenth century was 24, it does seem as if most naturalized Swedes 
were not interested in marriage.186 While not in the majority, there were sev-
eral bachelors who were listed as having property of thousands of dollars, 
definitely enough to support a family. There were also those who were older 
than the average age of marriage and where inability to make a living does 
not seem like the logical explanation. An example of both of these aspects is 
                                                        
182 Naturalization application of Alexis Serres, January 5, 1808, image 276, vol. 276, N, FSB. 
183 Jarvis, In the Eye of All Trade, 188–199, 233–235. 
184 For example, naturalization application of Nicholas Potter, May 10, 1809, image 9, vol. 
277, N, FSB. 
185 Proclamation by Governor Norderling, October 31, 1820, image 210, vol. 135, L, FSB. 
186 Daniel Vickers, Young Men and the Sea: Yankee Seafarers in the Age of Sail (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2007), 116. 
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James M. Greggar, who described himself as a ‘Bachelor- aged thirty eight 
years, born in Salem, State of New Jersey, United States of America, resi-
dent on this Island Fifteen Months and possessed of Property to the Amount 
of Twelve Thousand and five hundred Dollars.’187 This was a man who could 
presumably both support a family and had had the time to form one. As John 
McCurdy has shown, while many North Americans regarded bachelordom 
as improper and young men were expected to one day settle down and form 
a family, many young men resisted these norms. They relished their freedom 
as single men and, given that they had property, a certain leeway in terms of 
patriarchal norms was afforded.188 

Some men left a family behind, such as Gustaf Runquist, a Swe-
dish navy sublieutenant who, after a trip to the United States in 1812, decid-
ed to stay in St Barthélemy and work as a mariner. He did not have any pa-
pers to confirm his identity, as he had intended to return to Sweden on the 
same ship that had brought him, but he did mention that he had a wife and 
family living in Karlskrona, the main naval port of early modern Sweden.189 
In general, though, those seeking naturalization were young unmarried men 
who had little to no property, which would lead us to believe that Gustavia 
was viewed as a port city for temporary labour. When comparing time spent 
on the island to marital status, we can see that bachelordom was less com-
mon among those who had lived longer in Gustavia. 

A port of higglers 
While many naturalized men were unmarried, this should not be mistaken 
for there being a lack of women living on the island. In 1821, 5,003 persons 
were living in St Barthélemy, of whom 2,860 were women. White, free 
black, and enslaved women outnumbered their respective male categories, in 
both the countryside and in the city. While there were 415 white men, 459 
free men of colour, and 529 male slaves living in Gustavia, there were simul-
taneously 463 white women, 670 free women of colour, and 872 female 
slaves living there. In the countryside there was a closer gender balance: 464 
white men, 44 free men of colour and 232 male slaves compared to 530 
white women, 47 free women of colour, and 278 female slaves.190 According 
                                                        
187 Naturalization application of James M. Greggar, July 15, 1812, images 494–495, vol. 277, 
N, FSB. 
188 See John Gilbert McCurdy, Citizen Bachelors: Manhood and the Creation of the United 
States (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2009). 
189 Naturalization application of Gustaf Runquist, April 30, 1813, images 430–431, vol. 278, 
N, FSB. 
190 Population of St Barthélemy census resume of 1821, vol. 8:A, SBS. For more on the gen-
der demographics of St Barthélemy, see Lavoie, Fick and Mayer, ‘A Particular Study of 
Slavery’. 
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to Bergius, there was a tendency in St Barthélemy to have relationships with 
women of colour as a substitute for wives. This he asserts was a result of the 
traders’ changes in residence as trade patterns changed, making it inconven-
ient to have a family.191 There were also reports of child prostitution from the 
Methodist church on the island, where black parents had no options to sur-
vive other than to prostitute their daughters to white men.192  

For all of 1800–1825, almost all those who sought naturalization 
were men, as not only maritime trade, but also citizenship itself, was a male 
arena. One exception to the male dominance in naturalization occurred at the 
end of 1827, when the widow of merchant Charles Kirby, Eliza Kirby, ap-
plied to be considered a naturalized subject. She considered her 18-year-long 
marriage to Charles Kirby and his position as a public asset to the Swedish 
administration sufficient to justify her being considered a naturalized Swede 
without paying the fee.193 Although it is not mentioned, most likely she be-
came a subject in order to legally be able to take over her late husband’s 
affairs. Another exception was Mary Lee, who was later known as Polly 
Wardrobe, who according to a court document in 1821 was ‘a free woman of 
Colour holding the Grand Naturalisations Brief as a subject of His Majesty 
the King and a house holder’. She was the owner of a slave woman called 
Felicity, who had died and she wanted to grant manumission to her two sons 
Charles and Jean.194 She was also the owner of the 4-ton schooner Emelie.195 
While she was not as influential as owners of more and larger ships, Mary 
Lee stands out as a woman of colour in a profession dominated by males.196 

Neither should male maritime dominance be mistaken for a lack of 
businesses owned by women or female industriousness. Taverns in particular 
were often owned by women. According to official records, there were thir-
teen taverns and three billiards halls operating in Gustavia in 1802, out of 
which five taverns were registered to women.197 Dr Christopher Carlander’s 
description of St Barthélemy from 1788 notes: 

 

                                                        
191 Bergius, Om Westindien, 206–207. 
192 Rolf Sjöström, ‘Conquer and Educate: Swedish colonialism in the Caribbean island of 
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193 Naturalization application of Eliza Kirby, November 29, 1827, images 407–408, vol. 279 
N, FSB. 
194 Letter by Polly Wardrobe, July 17, 1821, image 382, vol. 206, PJ, FSB. 
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omew, no. 51, May 11, 1805. 
196 Maria Vann, ‘Sirens of the Sea: Female Slave Ship Owners of the Atlantic World, 1650–
1870’, Coriolis 5, no. 1 (2015): 22–33. For other evidence of black female presence at sea, see 
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Tavern keepers: 
Cellars held by Alex Dawis, Jordan’s widow, Le Roux, the jewess 
Dewero, whom all have billiards. [...] Madame Westerberg, the tall 
kind old lady, kindly gives food to the Swedes; she also makes good 
punch and is like a mother to her friends.198 

 
While women did not dominate in ownership of taverns, female ownership 
was certainly common. Compared to the strictly masculine world of mari-
time trade, local businesses offered opportunities for women to participate 
and earn their living, especially women of colour. In her will and testament, 
the free woman of colour, Maria Hazel, divided her three slaves among her 
three sons, as well as the remainder of her merchandise. Her shop was taken 
over by another free woman of colour, Martina Avila. After the debts were 
paid, however, practically nothing was left for Hazel’s sons.199 Three years 
later, Martina Avila took out a license for keeping a billiards hall.200  

For many women of colour, not only in Gustavia, but also across 
the Caribbean, small-scale retailing and entrepreneurship gave greater eco-
nomic and social freedom to both the free and enslaved population.201 Tav-
ern-keeping was not necessarily a profitable profession in America, howev-
er, and many undertook it out of desperation rather than to make a profit.202 
The class difference between higglers, selling food and smaller items on the 
street, and merchant wives cannot be overstated, as the inventory of the lat-
ters’ estates with thousands of dollars to their names demonstrates.203 Wom-
en’s share in the internal commerce of St Barthélemy should not be exagger-
ated; many of the artisanal professions and larger shops were still operated 
and owned by men. However, there was a stark contrast between the non-
maritime world, where women undertook a significant portion of commer-

                                                        
198 Christopher Carlander, Resan till S:t Barthélemy: Dr Christopher Carlanders resejournal 
1787–1788 (Stockholm: Vetenskapsakademin, 1978), 80. Original quote: ‘Krögare: Källare 
hålles af Alex Dawis, Jordans änka, Le Roux, Judinnan Dewero, hwilka alla ha Billard. [...] 
Madame Westerberg, den långa goda gumman, ger mat för Swänskarna och det ganska 
beskedligt; hon gör också god punch och är som en mor för sina wänner.’ 
199 Will and testament of Maria Hazel, December 15, 1815, images 96–101, vol. 307, Succes-
sions (S), FSB. 
200 The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 326, April 20, 1818. Note that there are two issues 
with this date and issue number, due to mistakes in printing. 
201 See for example Lorna Simmonds, ‘Slave Higglering in Jamaica 1780–1834’, Jamaica 
Journal 20, no. 1 (1987): 31–38; Hilary McD. Beckles, Natural Rebels: A Social History of 
Enslaved Black Women in Barbados (London: Zed, 1989), 72–89; Mair, Beckles and Shep-
herd, A Historical Study of Women in Jamaica 1655–1844, 258–264.  
202 Peter Thompson, Rum, Punch and Revolution: Taverngoing and Public Life in Eighteenth-
Century Philadelphia (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1998), 21–51. Thomp-
son demonstrates that women owning taverns was quite frequent in North America as well. 
203 See, for example, will and testament of Maria Winfield, September 7, 1804, images 362–
370, vol. 303, S, FSB; inventory of the estate of Mary Smith, April 13, 1815, images 371–
377, vol. 306, S, FSB. 
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cial activity, and the maritime world, where very few women were seen as 
active participants.204 This division would be reflected in the economic polit-
ical activity of the island, which was heavily based on maritime trade. 

The white rule and the black exceptions 
If we look at how often race is specifically mentioned in these applications, 
there were 35 whites and 18 people of colour who became naturalized citi-
zens. However, due to the nature of racial discourse, I believe it is fairly safe 
to assume that the majority of the time that race is not mentioned, the person 
in question is white. As Du Bois wrote in 1920, ‘The discovery of personal 
whiteness among the world’s peoples is a very modern thing, – a nineteenth 
and twentieth century matter, indeed.’205 While many mariners would con-
sider themselves white if asked, the normalization of whiteness meant that it 
was assumed for those seeking naturalization.206 17 of the persons referred to 
as white were naturalized between January and April of 1814, when men-
tioning race in naturalization and protection protocols was more common. 
During the same period, five persons were referred to as people of colour. If 
we were then to assume that those not specifically mentioned as persons of 
colour were white, we will see that people of colour comprised 3% of all 
naturalizations in 1800–1825. All were born in the Caribbean, except for one 
Richard Burk, born in Baltimore. While large numbers of people emigrated 
from the United States, many free people of colour may not have had the 
economic or judicial status to be able to migrate to St Barthélemy. 

The apparently small number of free men of colour applying for 
naturalization has to be taken with a grain of salt, however, as some mariners 
managed to pass as white. One example is John Allan, who would come to 
be the editor of The Report of Saint Bartholomew in 1811. While he would 
later be referred to as a ‘mulatto’ once the newspaper fell under censorship, 
in his naturalization letter he is simply referred to as ‘a Native of Antigua’.207 
Similarly, when the merchants Vaucrosson and Son were accused of com-
mitting counterfeiture, justitiarie Bergstedt also claimed that they might be 
people of colour. While Jean Jacques Vaucrosson dismissed this accusation 
in his petition to the Swedish king, since it was ‘so easily illuminated and 
                                                        
204 For a more indepth analysis of women within the maritime world, see Douglas Catterall 
and Jodi Campbell, eds., Women in Port: Gendering Communities, Economies, and Social 
Networks in Atlantic Port Cities, 1500–1800 (Leiden: Brill, 2012).  
205 W. E. B. Du Bois, Darkwater: Voices from within the Veil (New York: Harcourt, Brace 
and Howe, 1920), 29–30.  
206 For more on the normalization of whiteness, see Cynthia Levine-Rasky, Whiteness Frac-
tured (Farnham: Ashgate 2013), 43–55. 
207 Naturalization application of John Allan, May 27, 1813, images 281–283, vol. 169, PJ, 
FSB. 
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immediately determined’ by looking at him, it shows the ambiguous nature 
of race in the Caribbean at this time.208 As Vaucrosson and Allan fell from 
grace in the eyes of Swedish officials, they would become (either accurately 
or inaccurately) more black than white. 

The fact that most naturalizations of people of colour appeared ra-
ther late in the 1800–1825 period could be connected to the growth in num-
ber of free people of colour in comparison to white people. Only three free 
people of colour applied in the otherwise popular year 1809, while seven 
applied in 1814. From 1806 to 1812, free people of colour began to slightly 
outnumber white people in Gustavia, although they were still very close in 
numbers.209 This trend can be observed in many parts of the Caribbean, in-
cluding Jamaica, where free people of colour faced discrimination in spite 
of, or perhaps because of, their growing financial independence.210 This may 
very well be connected to the increasing free black and biracial population, 
or at least an increasing financial independence among the non-white popu-
lation of Gustavia, which gave certain individuals the opportunity to invest 
in naturalization. In terms of naturalizations Swedish captains of colour were 
still a rarity; however, there was not a lack of black seamen. According to 
Victor Wilson, nearly 18% of the crew members sailing out of Gustavia 
were black according to the muster-rolls of 1814–15.211 This was reflected in 
the list of protections awarded between July 1814 and June 1815 as well, 
where 18% of sailors seeking protection were people of colour, including 
Henry Smith, a Malay born in Batavia.212 In this list we can also see that the 
proportion of native Swedish sailors was higher than that of captains, with 
more than 25% born within the Swedish realm.213 

It seems that people of colour who wanted to become naturalized 
citizens often had to be endorsed by others. There were white persons who 
included letters of endorsement in their appeals, but these were more fre-
quent among people of colour, considering the proportion of naturalizations 
for white people and people of colour. For example, the ‘free coloured man’ 
John Brown applied for naturalization in 1814 and included a note from 
Charles Simmons confirming that he had ‘sailed onboard the Swedish 
Schooner Spitfire From the Beginning of Dec 1812 to this Day.’214 When 
Edward Marcial applied for naturalization in 1814, he included a letter from 

                                                        
208 Vaucrosson et fils ainé, Stormägtigste allernådigste konung (Stockholm, 1800), held at 
Swedish National Library, 20. Original quote: ‘så lätt uplyst och genast vederlagt.’ 
209 Lavoie, Fick and Mayer, ‘A Particular Study of Slavery’, 382–384. 
210 Gad J. Heuman, Between Black and White: Race, Politics, and the Free Coloreds in Ja-
maica, 1792–1865 (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1981), 3–15. 
211 Wilson, Commerce in Disguise, 94. 
212 Henry Smith’s oath of allegiance, September 17, 1814, image 46, vol. 278, N, FSB. 
213 This statistic is based on a list of 160 sailors swearing loyalty to Sweden, from July 27, 
1814, to June 2, 1815, images 39–62, vol. 278, N, FSB. 
214 Note from Charles Simmons, January 12, 1814, image 195, vol. 278, N, FSB. 
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his militia captain, who claimed that Marcial had ‘always behaved worthy of 
honour and public esteem.’215 George Ludvig Groobe from St Thomas had 
included in his naturalization a reference from John Joseph Cremony, an 
influential merchant from Naples, that Groobe had ‘been doing duty as a 
private in [his] Company from its original organization.’216 The naturaliza-
tion application of Richard Burk from Baltimore included his protection 
certificate, where the justitiarie Paul Ollongren wrote that Burk was ‘a black 
man well known to [him].’217 Even as individuals in the black and biracial 
population of Gustavia managed to get enough financial capital to afford 
becoming masters of ships, they would often have to prove their trustworthi-
ness by receiving endorsements from whites. 

Stereotypical captains 
There are several ways to interpret the statistics of naturalizations in St 
Barthélemy in the early nineteenth century. If we look very generally, it 
would be fairly accurate to say that a typical naturalized Swede sailing from 
Gustavia was born in North America in a port on the U.S. East Coast, was 
unmarried, white, 30 years old, and had no property besides his personal 
belongings. He had probably moved to St Barthélemy in order to escape the 
American embargo and after the British occupations of other free ports he 
decided to become a naturalized Swede, seeing as he had lived in Gustavia 
for the necessary period of time and St Barthélemy was the only free port in 
the Caribbean outside of British control. Perhaps he stayed in St Barthélemy 
throughout the Swedish war with Great Britain, and once the War of 1812 
between Great Britain and the United States broke out, he used Swedish 
neutrality to his advantage in order to ship goods between the United States 
and British Caribbean islands. 

However, this narrative does not deal with the diversity of origins 
of those seeking naturalization. Around 60% of naturalized mariners with a 
known place of birth were born elsewhere than North America. Those com-
ing from Saba, St Eustatius, St Martin, Curaçao, and other islands in the 
Caribbean were as engaged in trade as the North Americans, not to mention 
more likely to seek the grand naturalization and invest in ships, stores and 
warehouses. Besides these applicants, there were Englishmen, Frenchmen, 
Scots, Italians, Germans, Irishmen, Portuguese, Spaniards, and people from 
                                                        
215 Naturalization application of Edward Marcial, April 6, 1814, images 300–302, vol. 278, N, 
FSB. Original quote: ‘toujour comporter cômme un homme digne du merite, et d’estime 
public.’ 
216 Naturalization application of George Groobe, August 8, 1814, images 453–456, vol. 278, 
N, FSB. 
217 Naturalization application of Richard Burk, December 6, 1814, images 443–446, vol. 278, 
N, FSB. Original quote: ‘en svart man väl känd af mig.’ 
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various other European regions who came to Gustavia to trade under the 
neutral Swedish flag. Perhaps some were escaping the turmoil of the Napo-
leonic Wars or the French Revolution; perhaps some had lived in the Carib-
bean before moving to St Barthélemy. We know that French people in the 
Caribbean moved to St Barthélemy in the 1790s as a result of fights between 
royalists and revolutionaries; at one point a revolutionary party was formed 
on the island.218 Dutch emigration from St Eustatius, involving many emi-
grants who were part of the Jewish Atlantic diaspora, was also most likely a 
result of the British occupations.219 Most importantly, we should definitely 
not overlook Swedish emigration to St Barthélemy. While the Swedes were 
by no means the majority of the island’s population, I believe they have had 
a clearer presence within St Barthélemy than has been usually described. 
Christopher Carlander’s statement that there were 127 Swedes living in St 
Barthélemy in 1788 has often been considered the highest number of Swedes 
there ever were on the island.220 However, when we consider that 56 Swedish 
captains and merchants applied for naturalization in 1813–1814 and that 43 
Swedish sailors applied for protection in July 1814 – June 1815, totalling 99 
persons, it becomes hard to imagine that there were not at least 150 or so 
Swedes residing in St Barthélemy during this time. While this number is not 
much higher than 127, I contend that we must consider 1812–1815 as the 
apex of Swedish presence in St Barthélemy, instead of 1787–1788. I also 
consider 150 Swedes to be a conservative estimate. 

For the Swedish colonial government, it was not possible to control 
who wanted to become a naturalized Swede, although they could deny appli-
cants. The ebb and flow of war and blockades made Swedish naturalization 
more appealing to certain groups from time to time. However, I believe that 
we can see, from the overwhelming majority of white mariners applying and 
the tendency for mariners of colour to include endorsements, how a structure 
of difference separated the white ship captains from the black seamen. This 
was to a large degree based on suspicion surrounding the growing population 
of free people of colour, which required them to certify their honesty and 
that they were not runaway slaves trying to start a new life. 

                                                        
218 Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 74–75; Hildebrand, Den svenska kolonin S:t Bart-
hélemy, 289; Dubois, A Colony of Citizens, 417–420. Besides agitation and refusing to repair 
roads, little revolutionary activity was however undertaken by the party. 
219 Barry L. Stiefel, ‘Jews as Neutral Middlemen in the long XVIIIth century Atlantic World’, 
in Neutres et neutralité dans l’espace atlantique durant le long XVIIIe siècle, ed. Eric 
Schnakenbourg (Bécherel: Éditions Les Perséides, 2015), 159–184. 
220 Carlander, Resan till S:t Barthélemy, 75; Per Tingbrand, Who was who in Saint-
Barthélemy during the Swedish epoch? 3rd edition, (Stockholm: Swedish St. Barthélemy 
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The cosmopolitan environment formed in Gustavia, with mariners 
migrating to the free port from various places in the Atlantic World, would 
not just create new trading connections under the neutral Swedish flag, but 
would also impact the colony politically. The political culture of the natural-
ized Swedes of St Barthélemy must therefore be assumed to have its back-
ground in various parts of the Atlantic world, of which the new North Amer-
ican republic and the Dutch Caribbean were particularly strong influences. 
Their presence and their experiences with previous political systems would 
have an impact on interactions with local native Swedish officials. Their 
expectations of political rights as naturalized Swedish citizens would also 
prove to be different from that of the Swedish officials. To exemplify this 
political environment, let us turn to perhaps the most dramatic occasion in St 
Barthélemy’s history, the Mutiny of 1810. 
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4. Militias and mutiny 

It appears, upon dispassionate Inquiry, that Mr. Bergstedt and Mr. Falberg, sought to 
unite the Country Milicia against their Brethren in town, and to deprive them of their 

Arms; – and, had they succeeded in this very improper Attempt, there is no Ques-
tion, but the Former would have been used as Instruments, to extend their Tyranny, 
and still further to enslave the Inhabitants, with new Impositions, Fines and Extor-

tions.221 
 

On September 22, 1810, Gustavia’s merchants and mariners took up arms 
against the Swedish authorities of St Barthélemy: Governor Hans Henrik 
Ankarheim, government secretary Samuel Fahlberg, and justitiarie Anders 
Bergstedt. The mutineers’ motives were initially unclear, other than that they 
were reacting to Ankarheim’s order that the town militia, which he claimed 
was unruly, disorganized, and rebellious, was to be disbanded. The muti-
neers captured Bergstedt and as soon as Ankarheim heard news of the muti-
ny, he ordered Fahlberg to run to the nearby fortification. Ankarheim, who 
suffered from gout, could not run fast enough to escape the mob and was 
captured. The mutineers claimed, according to Ankarheim, to have ‘a thou-
sand reasons for complaints against [Bergstedt] which they humbly wished 
to put before His Royal Majesty to consider’.222 Later that evening, after the 
governor had negotiated with the militia, Fahlberg was ordered by Ankar-
heim not to attack and to return home. A few days later, Sergeant August 
Nyman claimed that Fahlberg had ordered him to fire on the militia with the 
battery cannons, against the orders of the governor. August Nyman said he 
had refused to fire on his own countrymen. For this Fahlberg faced the ha-
tred of the community of Gustavia, just as Nyman received their praise and 
blessings. Fahlberg was exiled to St Eustatius and later accused of high trea-
son in the court of Gustavia, of which he was convicted in absentia in 1813. 
The three captains of the town militia, John Joseph Cremony, Johann Ber-

                                                        
221 The St. Christopher Gazette Extraordinaire, October 22, 1810, Fahlberg Biographica, The 
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, Stockholm, Sweden. This archive will referred to as 
KVA from now on. 
222 Governor Ankarheim’s report on the mutiny, September 24, 1810, vol. 127, Rolf Lam-
borns samling rörande S:t Barthélemy, Swedish National Archives, Stockholm, Sweden. This 
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nard Elbers, and Johan Philip Krafft, had led the mutiny.223 This event was 
one of the most dramatic in the history of the colony and had lasting conse-
quences for its political structure, but has been practically unexamined by 
historians. 

The previous narratives of the events of 1810, based heavily on 
Samuel Fahlberg’s accounts, have largely replicated its depiction as an upris-
ing, with no concrete exploration of the motives behind it. The intentions, 
communications, and even names of mutineers have been ignored or misin-
terpreted. When examined more critically, however, the mutiny provides a 
very telling image of the political culture of St Barthélemy: responsive to 
outside influences and events, yet firmly embedded in local circumstances in 
a unique way. In light of the lack of previous research, I will also discuss the 
chain of events that led up to the mutiny, providing the proper framework to 
understand these events and the veracity of claims made by various actors. 

I will show that beyond a shift in political and military power, the 
Mutiny of 1810 lends a perspective on the nature of the relationship between 
the Swedish colonial government and its subjects, as well as highlights how 
local politics intersected with larger questions about ethnicity, race, and cul-
tural influences. By considering the political language and thought within 
this local conflict, we can see a complex and unique struggle. It is necessary 
to remember that it happened in the shadow of the Napoleonic Wars, but I 
believe we should resist the urge to view it as simply a part of the struggle 
between empires or an extension of the French or American Revolutions. It 
is only by thoroughly examining the lives of the naturalized population of 
Gustavia and their relations with the Swedish administration in 1810 that we 
can understand the motivations and actions of the mutineers. 

Mutinies, rebellions and riots 
Earlier works have offered some explanations as to why the Mutiny of 1810 
happened, but they have lacked detail and context. Jan Arvid Hellström 
writes that the new militia ‘gave rise to worry and suspicion in Gustavia.’ He 
does not go into detail, likely due to the limited role it plays in his book.224 
Sten Lindroth, who has written a thorough history on The Royal Swedish 
Academy of Sciences, of which Fahlberg was a member, describes how 
Fahlberg was ‘pulled into the confusing political game around [Sweden’s] 

                                                        
223 Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 104; Samuel Fahlberg, A Narrative Relating to the 
Insuration in the Island of Saint Barthelemy and its unfortunate Consequences to Doctor 
Samuel Fahlberg in the year 1810, undated, Fahlberg Biographica, KVA, 2. I will use the 
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lowing the mutiny, see Appendix B. 
224 Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 104. 
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West Indian settlement, helped the English and was convicted of high trea-
son (1813)’.225 It seems that Lindroth was also reluctant to give a definite 
explanation for the conflict, although he does place it within a larger political 
context. Aleksander Loit claimed in 1984 that it was ‘an open conflict 
whereby a fraction led by the Swedish doctor Samuel Fahlberg attempted to 
liberate the island from “revolutionary” Sweden following the coup of 
1809...’226 Architectural historian Jenny Stening has written that ‘strong an-
tagonism between French and English friendly groups in Gustavia finally led 
to an upraise [sic] in September 1810.’227 Here we can see an explanation for 
national and imperial conflicts being recreated on a smaller scale on the is-
land. Samuel Fahlberg himself, however, did not place the blame on national 
conflicts, but rather on cosmopolitanism:  
 

it may [...] safely be coniceved [sic] that an armed Community, Com-
posed of men from the Inferiour Classes of so many Nations, influ-
enced by as Various motives and Opinions, as self interest and mo-
mentary advantages presented to their Views, Would not Readily 
submit to Order and one way of thinking, niether [sic] Could such 
poeple [sic] tamely be induced to implicite Obedience, so absolutily 
[sic] requise for to answer the purpose of affording aid, strenght [sic] 
and stability of a government Reduced to the miserable alternative of 
placing a precarious dependence on such a protection!228 
 

Fahlberg’s narrative reveals the belief that a population who shared the same 
place of birth are more likely to submit to obedience than a disparate group 
from various ethnicities, especially if they are lower class and driven by self-
interest rather than duty. The narrative offered by Stening is not necessarily 
based on ethnicity, but nonetheless puts the rebellion within a context of 
allegiances to France and England. However, as will be demonstrated, it is 
hard to argue that differences within the militia lay at the centre of this con-
flict.  

Descriptions of the events of 1810, have also been coloured by the 
contemporary accounts of Swedish administrators, and are commonly de-
scribed in previous research as ‘riots’ or ‘an uprising’, and the militia mem-

                                                        
225 Sten Lindroth, Kungl. Svenska Vetenskapsakademins historia 1739–1818: 2, Tiden 1783–
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bers as ‘rebels’. These descriptions are strongly influenced by the connec-
tions the local government made to the revolutions of the time. Fahlberg, 
Bergstedt, and Ankarheim characterized the events as a rebellion. By por-
traying the events as a ‘riot’ or ‘rebellion’, the insinuation is that it was a 
violent, prolonged struggle organized beyond official military structures. 
Here we should consider three descriptive features that will be evident in 
more detail in this chapter. First, the attacks were most likely organized by 
senior officers of the town militia and were not spontaneous acts of aggres-
sion. The attacks against Swedish officials took place within a military struc-
ture and there was no civilian involvement. Second, the events happened 
quickly, without the use of excessive force or resulting in the death of any-
one in the government or population. There were no executions or destroyed 
buildings. Third, the militia leaders were against what they believed to be 
corrupt colonial officials and not against systemic problems, such as slavery 
or colonial servitude. Neither did they swear allegiance to any other revolu-
tionary movement. This does not mean that the mutiny did not have revolu-
tionary potential. Had subsequent events played out differently, the mutiny 
may very well have become the start of a larger revolt. Yet I believe that it is 
more correct to refer to the events of 1810 as a mutiny, rather than a riot or a 
rebellion. 

There has been extensive research into slave rebellions and con-
flicts between the enslaved and the free population, or between whites and 
people of colour in the Caribbean.229 Rebellions and conflicts between the 
white population and the local governments have not been studied as exten-
sively, to a large degree because they were less common. The white popula-
tion depended heavily on the government for protection from the enslaved. 
In North America, however, especially in coastal regions, many riots and 
conspiracies prior to the American Revolution were connected to a cosmo-
politan maritime environment.230 The year 1797 saw two mutinies on the 
Royal Navy ships Spithead and Nore off the English coast, as well as the 
Hermione patrolling the West Indies.231 Many French-Caribbean and other 
islands were also affected by the spread of revolutionary ideology in the late 
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eighteenth century.232 As Paul A. Gilje points out: ‘each of these three events 
– the French Revolution, the Haitian Revolution and the great British muti-
nies – had a profound, if difficult to define, impact on the [North] American 
waterfront.’233 The difficulty in defining the impact applies to St Barthélemy 
and similar maritime environments as well. It must be kept in mind that the-
se revolts were highly affected by local circumstances, for example, in the 
1796 Patriot coup in Curaçao: 

 
The political power struggle of 1796 was very much a local affair. In 
this sense it was strikingly similar to the contemporaneous struggles 
in Dutch cities, where engaged and quite radical movements also 
proliferated [...]. However, the context of slavery, racism and intense 
imperial competition in the region did give the Patriot movement a 
very specific form on the island.234 
 

Similarly, the events of 1810 in St Barthélemy were a local affair that reso-
nated with larger Atlantic questions about colonial government, ethnicity, 
political culture and race. 

Militias in America understandably have a long history, given the 
difficulties faced by European armies in defending colonial territories effi-
ciently. The Seven Years’ War saw an increase in militias in Spanish Ameri-
ca, for example, after the British captured Havana in Cuba and Manila in the 
Philippines. This meant arming free people of colour, which lead to opposi-
tion from the white population who feared that it would allow people of col-
our to advance in society.235 At the same time in the French Caribbean, Min-
ister Duc de Choiseul disbanded the colonial militias in 1763, due to their 
poor military performance and ‘English hearts.’ They were replaced by the 
maréchaussés, a paramilitary organization. Recruitment proved difficult, 
however, and many criticised the inclusion of people of colour in the force. 
In 1765 and 1766 the maréchaussés was again replaced by militias in Marti-
nique and Guadeloupe, although with people of colour in the ranks. While 
their composition and responsibilities was often cause for debate, they were 
important as defenders against internal and external enemies of colonial 
rule.236  
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Sources and method 
When examining the events of 1810, I have found no documents sent be-
tween the mutineers. Thus, their intentions and beliefs have to be interpreted 
from their communications with the authorities, as well as the authorities’ 
interpretation of events. This requires a careful reading of the sources. One 
should neither fully trust the officials’ narratives, nor the narrative as told by 
the mutineers themselves, since they were to a certain degree rhetorical, in 
order to portray their cause as valid in the Swedish court. 

A large number of documents regarding the mutiny are held in the 
archives of The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences.237 Within this collec-
tion is Fahlberg’s own interpretation of the events, A Narrative Relating to 
the Insuration in the Island of Saint Barthelemy and its unfortunate Conse-
quences to Doctor Samuel Fahlberg in the year 1810. This document is an 
undated document in which Samuel Fahlberg describes his own view of the 
events leading up to the mutiny, his move to St Eustasius, and the subse-
quent trial. While Fahlberg’s narrative is very detailed and has had a clear 
impact on previous research on St Barthélemy, it is mainly useful in provid-
ing a general understanding of the events, as well as showing Fahlberg’s 
relations with the militia leaders. As will be evident, it is heavily biased 
against them. The archives of The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences also 
hold two newspapers from St Kitts, as well as several copies of letters and 
testimonies, presumably saved by Fahlberg to prove his innocence.  

A variety of materials have been used to provide a more nuanced 
explanation for the mutiny. Court cases regarding the militia, Ankarheim’s 
reports, and the militia’s communications with Ankarheim provide a coun-
ternarrative to the one offered by Fahlberg. The mutiny must partly be inter-
preted in terms of the chain of events occuring on September 22, as well as 
what caused and followed the violent outburst by the militia. It must also be 
partly understood in terms of what the militia’s political intentions were and 
how this related to the political culture of the colony as a whole. 

Defending the colony 
While the mutiny unfolded in just a matter of hours, explaining the underly-
ing conflicts regarding its organization and purpose requires us to step back 
a few years. As regards the establishment of the town militia, Fahlberg 
claims that it was formed in response to the French attack on the island on 
November 12, 1807, when they were searching for William Israel. The at-
tack itself was not particularly aggressive and was most likely meant to in-
                                                        
237 These documents were given to Dr. Axel Goës by Samuel Fahlberg’s daughter Maria 
Theresia in 1870. Goës was a doctor who served in St Barthélemy and wrote Minnen från vår 
förra besittning St. Barthélemy (Stockholm: Norstedts, 1878). 
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timidate rather than to cause harm.238 The Stockholm authorities were pri-
marily concerned with the complex political game of the Napoleonic Wars 
and it must have seemed unlikely that Swedish reinforcements would be sent 
to the island. With only twelve ‘invalide soldiers’ left from the original Swe-
dish garrison, Ankarheim organized a town militia to patrol Gustavia.239 Up-
on examining Ankarheim’s reports to Sweden, though, it seems that Fahl-
berg left out a crucial part of the story. The militia was indeed set up as a 
result of the French attack, but not before subsequent attempts to restore 
order through British aid. Prior to the attack, a French privateer called Jo-
seph Benny had patrolled the waters off St Barthélemy. According to 
Ankarheim, he was Italian born and had in 1805 become a naturalized 
Swede, yet had rejected his Swedish naturalization to become a privateer for 
France. The mood had become tense on the island since war between Swe-
den and France had been announced. Previously neutral, St Barthélemy was 
now caught in a transatlantic conflict with little to no possibility of defend-
ing itself.240 

Ankarheim considered forming a militia from the population of 
Gustavia, but the merchants were unwilling, since their trade depended upon 
peaceful relations with the French-Caribbean islands. Ankarheim insinuated 
in his report to Stockholm on November 6, 1807 that there were many who 
had adopted ‘the French Revolution’s horrible principles’, especially among 
the slaves and free people of colour. He also mentioned that French subjects, 
as well as those from ‘other less reliable nations’, outnumbered Swedish and 
British subjects and that if he was given a bigger garrison he would be able 
to deport them.241 This was most likely an expression of frustration rather 
than a serious suggestion, yet it speaks to his and the other officials’ suspi-
cions of the population at this time, in which their ethnic difference became 
an indication of their lack of allegiance. After the attack, Ankarheim was 
sure that ‘the number of Frenchmen, Italians and Spaniards, who are not 
only spies but enemies, greatly exceeds those you can expect to trust.’242 He 
sent a request to the British Admiral Alexander Cochrane to station some 
ships off the colony’s coasts as a part of the Swedish-British alliance.243 

                                                        
238 Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 104. 
239 Fahlberg, A Narrative Relating to the Insuration, Fahlberg Biographica, KVA, 1. 
240 Report from Governor Ankarheim to Stockholm, November 6, 1807, vol. 1:C, SBS. 
241 Report from Governor Ankarheim to Stockholm, November 6, 1807, vol. 1:C, SBS. Origi-
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243 Copy of Governor Ankarheim’s letter to Alex Cochrane, November 19, 1807, vol. 1:C, 
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Admiral Cochrane deployed Captain John Bowker, who would lat-
er be replaced by Captain Andrew Hodge. The situation, however, became 
hostile between Hodge and Ankarheim, as the ships under Hodge’s com-
mand searched merchant ships, going so far as to tear up naturalization let-
ters. While Sweden and Great Britain were diplomatically amicable on a 
national level, in the Caribbean the neutral Swedish free port and the contra-
band-patrolling British navy worked at cross-purposes. On April 23, 1808, a 
vessel flying a white pennant captured the Swedish ship Abyla, owned by 
merchant John Joseph Cremony. Swedish cannoniers in the artillery batteries 
fired at the ship, which got away. Later Captain Hodge would demand to 
know why the Swedish cannoniers fired at a British ship. Ankarheim, fur-
thermore, wanted to know why they had seized a ship with a Swedish flag 
leaving Gustavia without any cargo.244  

                                                        
244 Report from Governor Ankarheim to Stockholm, May 12, 1808, vol. 1:C, SBS. Ankarheim 
defended his actions with the claim that even if the ship had a British flag, which he claims it 
did not, anyone could use a British flag without necessarily being a British ship. Carrying 
several nations’ flags and using them to one’s advantage was common practice during this 
period. See Dan Hicks, True Born Columbians, 46–52. 

Fig. 4.1. List of companies within the town militia and their duties, from The 
Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 107, January 17, 1810, Uppsala University 
Library. 
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Cochrane replaced Captain Hodge with Captain George Alfred 
Crofton after Ankarheim complained about Hodge’s behaviour. In his letter 
to Ankarheim Cochrane apologised, but pointed out that the ships captured 
by British cruisers were legal prizes, as they carried enemy goods. He men-
tioned that ‘much suspicion will always attach to the Vessels said to belong 
to Mr Cremony, as it is Notorious, that He is in the practice of covering en-
emy’s property’.245 It would not take long before Captain Crofton left for 
Antigua, leaving Midshipman Bennet in charge, who was as eager as Hodge 
to seize suspect ships.246 Ankarheim asked for clarification on which trade 
would be allowed to pass by the British cruisers, to which Cochrane an-
swered that no French trade was allowed, while trade with Dutch and Span-
ish colonies would not be interrupted.247 As frustration grew over the seizures 
of Swedish ships, the burghers of the town said that they were willing to 
defend the island themselves given that the British patrols would cease. By 
that time, the only French military presence in the Caribbean was on Guade-
loupe, which reduced the risk of French attacks greatly. Ankarheim asked 
Cochrane to recall the patrol ships from waters around St Barthélemy and 
the town militia was formed as an alternative form of defence.248  

Forming a militia required that the merchants be willing to partici-
pate in its organization, as previous failed attempts can show. Ankarheim 
had wanted a militia after the French attack, but it was not until they experi-
enced the damage to trade wrought by British protection that the traders 
were willing to organize militarily. The Gustavia community seemed to set 
up the town militia as a last resort. Similar problems in organising merchant 
militias were seen in Danish St Thomas. There the Danish Governor Casimir 
von Sholten suspected that the militia was more willing to protect the island 
from slave uprisings than from an invasion, given that the occupiers would 
protect their property. Similarly, there was a fear that French elements on the 
island would encourage slave revolts. Von Scholten also went further than 
Ankarheim and deported Frenchmen and free men of colour suspected of 
revolutionary action. On the eve of the island’s occupation by the British in 
1801, conversations in the burgher council suggested that the merchants 
would prefer surrender to serving as militia-members. Danish officials 
claimed that this had to do with the English-speaking merchants’ unwilling-
ness to fight the British. This was denied by the merchants.249 

Cooperation between the population and the government in organ-
izing the militia proved to be difficult, however, as the Swedish leadership 
expected strict obedience, while the members preferred a more relaxed struc-
                                                        
245 Copy of Alex Cochrane’s letter to Governor Ankarheim, July 11, 1808, vol. 1:C, SBS. 
246 Report from Governor Ankarheim to Stockholm, September 2, 1808, vol. 1:C, SBS. 
247 Copy of Governor Ankarheim’s letter to Alex Cochrane, August 10, 1808; copy of Alex 
Cochrane’s letter to Governor Ankarheim, August 14, 1808, vol. 1:C, SBS. 
248 Report from Governor Ankarheim to Stockholm, September 12, 1809, vol. 1:C, SBS. 
249 Hall, Slave Society in the Danish West Indies, 25–26. 
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ture of self-organization. This militia was not the first militia on the island. 
In 1789, a militia drawn from the St Barthélemy population had been estab-
lished by Governor Pehr Herman von Rosenstein (1787–1790) to protect the 
island from Danish attacks. Within Gustavia, this militia was divided in two, 
placing the Swedes and the French in one division and all other ethnicities in 
the other, where the first division was considered more disciplined than the 
second.250 However, given the lack of Danish attacks, the militia was dis-
banded just a few months later.251 In 1795, Governor Carl Fredrik Bagge 
(1790–1795) organized a new 250-man militia using people from the coun-
tryside. He did not want to create a militia comprising the merchants of Gus-
tavia ‘due to the misunderstandings that can not always be avoided among so 
many different nationalities that make up [Gustavia’s] population.’252 Gover-
nor Ankarheim, a few years later, had trouble keeping the country militia in 
line and getting enough recruits, which he attributed to the poor character of 
the white population in the Caribbean. He also mentioned that they would 
rather fight as spread out skirmishers than as a regular troop. While he 
blamed this on laziness, he did concede that they were good marksmen and 
could manoeuvre well through the steep terrain. They were offered service in 
the Swedish garrison as soldiers, as they could deal with the tropical climate 
better than the native Swedes, but many declined, wishing to be farmers and 
fishermen instead.253 When the town militia was created in 1809, this country 
militia acted in parallel with the new one. 

As a result of the demographic makeup of the island, the members 
of the country militia were generally French-speaking, whereas the members 
of the town militia spoke English. Within the town militia, there were six 
companies, three white and three coloured. Within each of those groups of 
three, two were infantry companies and one was an artillery company. In 
January 1810 there were a total of 250 men in the white companies and 165 
in the coloured companies.254 Given the size of Gustavia’s population, almost 
every second free man in Gustavia was enrolled in the town militia. Anders 
Bergstedt was major of all the companies and captain of the 1st White Com-
pany and Samuel Fahlberg was in command of the country militia.255 

                                                        
250 Report from Governor Pehr Herman von Rosenstein to Stockholm, January 31, 1789, vol. 
1:B, SBS. 
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The captains and liutenants of the rest of the companies were cho-
sen by the ‘assembled populace’.256 Johann Bernard Elbers, captain of the 2nd 
White Company; John Joseph Cremony, captain of the 1st Coloured Compa-
ny; and Johan Philip Krafft, captain of the 2nd Coloured Company.257 Elbers 
and Krafft were both born in Germany and led the merchant house Elbers 
and Krafft, while Cremony was from Naples and was also a prominent Gus-
tavia merchant. Naturalized Swedes of many origins could be found within 
the rank and file, including people from the United States, Europe, and the 
Caribbean. The town militia companies had a set schedule of patrolling and 
parading about every six days, so that every day one company was on guard. 
When compared to the Jamaican militia, which had drills every month and 
field inspections every three months, it is clear that the militias in St 
Barthélemy were expected to maintain a comparatively high level of attend-
ance.258 

The personnel in this militia were referred to as ‘volunteers’, but it 
is doubtful how voluntary the service was. Due to the disorganized condi-
tions of the archives and the short duration of the town militia, I have not 
uncovered many rules of conduct or recruitment, especially concerning the 
original organisation and membership. When John Conklin, born in Hamp-
ton, New York, applied for naturalization on February 21, 1810, it was noted 
that ‘before expedition hereof is granted, one year’s service in the island’s 
militia corps, bail for 50 Spanish dollars is set.’259 Similar decisions are seen 
on February 22 and on March 23.260 These may be isolated occurrences, but 
considering the lower number of naturalizations in 1810, forced service in 
the town militia as a condition for Swedish citizenship was not rare. Also, 
while joining the militia was quite possibly voluntary, patrolling and exercis-
ing was obligatory and failure to show up for service was punishable by 
fines, with jail time for those who could not pay.261 
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Disobedience 
The town militia was not an efficient military body. Many militia members 
did not show up for duty, either as a result of sickness, forgetfulness, or defi-
ance. Conflicts between the town militia and the governor emerged very 
early on. A letter was presented by several officers on August 31, 1809, just 
as the militia was being founded. They seemed annoyed and frustrated with 
Anders Bergstedt:  

 
We resumed our respective Stations in the 1st Colour’d Company of 
Town militia, on the sole condition, that His Excellency, the Gover-
nor would in compliance with his most sacred promise and his Word 
of honor on the First General Meeting expunge from our said Com-
pany the stain he had thrown on it. This not having been accom-

                                                                                                                                  
given. Otherwise they will be referred to as ‘militia members’, by their rank, or by name. The 
term ‘soldier’ refers to Swedish soldiers of the local garrison. 

Fig. 4.2. The uniforms of the Swedish garrison and the country militia, drawing 
by Gustaf Wilhelm af Tibell from 1805. The uniform of the town militia is unfor-
tunately not pictured, as it had not been formed at this time. Source: Uni-
formsritningar, serie. 4, vol. 1, Military Archives of Sweden, Stockholm.  
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plish’d we refer to our Letter on said subject to beg you to lay before 
His Excellency our Resignation.262 

 
The letter was signed by Cremony, Alex Hancock, Emmanuel Rey, John 
Imlay, and James Jackson, lieutenants of the 1st and 2nd Coloured Company. 
It is unclear what the issue was, but it seemed as if the officers’ honour had 
been impugned. On another occasion, four men were fined for insubordina-
tion; as they were unable to pay their fines they were jailed and some of 
them were sentenced to banishment. This led Cremony and Krafft, as well as 
several officers of the coloured companies, to write a letter to Bergstedt 
where they claimed the behaviour was caused by ‘intoxication’ and that the 
incarcerated militia members were ‘well known to us to be quiet and peace-
ble [sic] Citizens’. They also mentioned that if the militia members were 
given a pardon or a partial remission of their punishment, it would ‘add to 
the many Obligations to which we are & will be under to you.’263  

Even though the militia officers ultimately did not resign, these let-
ters demonstrate the clear divide between the town militia and Bergstedt, 
which went as far as active resistance on the part of the captains. Bergstedt 
was also direct in his attempts to establish discipline in the militia. On No-
vember 15, 1809, he issued an order for stricter obedience in wearing the 
correct uniforms, after some militia members wore an incorrect blue and red 
uniform. In Bergstedt’s opinion, ‘the wearing of such an [sic] uniform can be 
considered only as an open contempt of the Orders and Regulations now 
standing for the Militia of the Town’ and all who failed to wear the correct 
uniform were to be arrested and put in prison.264 While not explicitly said by 
Bergstedt, we should consider that the colours red and blue were associated 
with revolutionary movements at this time, both in France and in the United 
States. That the correct uniform had the Swedish colours of blue and yellow 
is known from another court case on March 21, 1810, in which inhabitant 
Edmund Davis quarrelled with temporary corporal Carl Berg of the 1st White 
Company. Davis said that ‘if it weren’t for the piece of blue and yellow he 
had on him (meaning his uniform) he would have struck him.’265 Regardless 
of the intentions behind not wearing the correct uniform, it seems that what-
ever frustration was felt by the burghers of the island towards Swedish offi-
cials was equal to the frustration felt by the officials towards the operation of 
the militia. 
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Disobedience would continue and the Swedish government insti-
tuted fines in order to enforce discipline, charging militia members either 
five or twenty dollars for not showing up for duty. The problems were not 
limited to absence from duty: privates would directly challenge orders, show 
up drunk or get into fights. In 1810, from the start of the year until the muti-
ny of September 22, twenty cases of drunkenness, insubordination, faulty 
arrest, not showing up for duty, or similar behaviour were brought before the 
court. For example, on May 20, Private René Gegen of the 2nd Coloured 
Company showed up drunk, asked for a drink and drew his bayonet when 
asked to be quiet or face arrest, for which he was sentenced to banishment 
from the island.266 On July 26, Private Jean Martin and Corporal John 
Lordick of the 1st White Company were sentenced to 14 days in prison for 
leaving their posts at the battery to have breakfast and returning at ten o 
clock in the evening.267 Several of the court cases involved group disobedi-
ence. On August 5, 19 militia members of the 1st Coloured Company failed 
to show up for exercise, including two sergeants and a corporal. Ten of them 
were acquitted as they could prove that they had been given no information 
or were sick. The remaining nine, including the two sergeants, claimed to 
have been ill, but could not prove it and were fined 20 Spanish dollars 
each.268 

There was little difference in disobedience between members of 
the white or coloured companies. Members of all companies of the town 
militia were at some point brought before court. Members of the 1st White 
Company, led by Bergstedt, were frequently brought before the court, which 
seems to be because Bergstedt was stricter than the other captains. There 
were also disputes within the country militia, but to a much smaller degree. 
In fact, on August 25, 1810, the second lieutenant of the 1st Company of the 
country militia, James Bernié, appeared in court and accused the 2nd White 
Company of the town militia of firing on them a few days before. A private 
of the town militia had shouted the code word ‘Balahoo’, but believed that 
he had heard ‘Halloo’ back and shot at the guard of the country militia.269 At 
times like these it seemed that the town militia was not displaying a reluc-
tance to serve in the militia so much as an inability to organize efficiently. 

The country militia did seem more competent, organized, and dis-
ciplined than the town militia, but here two factors should be taken into con-
sideration. First of all, the country militia had been active much longer than 
the town militia, giving both the officers and privates more experience and 
more time to solve issues of command and discipline by 1810. Secondly, and 
more importantly in my opinion, the country militia had a clearer purpose. In 
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1810, the country militia was active in organizing road repairs, which were 
of obvious benefit to the population in the countryside. The militia was also 
active in catching runaway slaves. The captain of the country militia, Jean 
Louis L’Orange, reports catching slaves who had run away from their mas-
ters.270 ‘Slave patrols’ were an important function of American militias, 
where white communities feared slave rebellions.271 While the overrepresen-
tation of the country militia in slave captures may partially be because it was 
easier to hide in the countryside than in the city, we should also consider the 
demographics of St Barthélemy. The race relations of the countryside were 
different from those of the city; with few exceptions, there were free white 
masters and black slaves. It was quite possible that the militia members were 
looking for their own slaves who had run away or those of their neighbours. 

Rights 
Further to disobedience due to poor organization, there were several ques-
tions regarding the rights and obligations of the militia members. For exam-
ple, two militia members David and Mathew Clarkson claimed that as volun-
teers they had the right to choose which company they would serve in. They 
did not want to serve in the 1st White Company under Anders Bergstedt but 
rather in the 2nd White Company under Captain Elbers. They were denied 
this and fined 20 Spanish dollars for insubordination or 14 days in jail if they 
could not pay.272 According to Ankarheim’s proclamation on December 21, 
1809, Bergstedt was responsible for assigning soldiers to companies.273 This 
stands in stark contrast to Fahlberg’s narrative, where he claims that the 
naming of Bergstedt’s company ‘the First [was] productive of much mis-
chief and evidently laid a cause to the subsequent discontent, if not animosi-
ty.’274 While Fahlberg suggests that militia members wanted to be in the first 
company, court records point to the opposite. On March 19, 1810, militia 
members John Sandiford and John and Jacob Simmons refused to stand 
guard before Röhl and Hansen’s warehouse, as they did not believe it was 
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their duty to protect private property. For this they were also fined 20 dollars 
or 14 days in jail.275 

However, the conflict directly related to the mutiny concerned the 
appointment of militia officers, which arose as Samuel Fahlberg was ap-
pointed captain of the 1st Artillery Company, also known as the White Artil-
lery Company. According to both Ankarheim and Fahlberg, there had been 
many problems trying to find a captain for the company. This was partly 
because of the difficulty in commanding the insubordinate militia members 
and partly because the previous native Swedish militia captains had not had 
the technical knowledge necessary to lead an artillery company. Fahlberg 
was thus appointed captain, but as he met with his company in September 
20, 1810, he claimed that several militia members were mocking him and 
questioning his leadership. Four persons in particular, the brothers John and 
George Baker, as well as Constantin Grec and John Portelly, ‘appeared to be 
the Principal actors or Ringleaders in this mutinous Riot.’276 What exactly 
happened that day remains unclear, but Ankarheim and Fahlberg both claim 
that the group was violent and that John Baker in particular ‘not only drew 
[his sabre] but also cut and stabbed into the stony street.’277 

Rights were central to the dispute between militia members and the 
officials and compromise was not possible. The very notion of militia mem-
bers setting the terms for their service was upsetting for Ankarheim and the 
other Swedish officials. Shortly after the dismissal of Fahlberg, Governor 
Ankarheim wrote a letter to the court of the island, in which he mentioned 
how Portelly, Grec, and the Baker brothers had been ‘shouting and demand-
ing rights which they did not have, nor would they ever have’.278 

While the idea of rights for rank and file militia members might 
seem unfamiliar from a Swedish perspective, it was actually not uncommon 
in North America. For example, ‘as early as 1636 the men in the Massachu-
setts militia companies nominated their own officers. [...] “Voting” for offic-
ers was so common that most men believed that they were actually electing 
their officers outright.’279 The same practice continued up to the American 
Revolutionary War, where some companies ‘elected new officers each time 
they assembled.’280 The basic organisation of North American militias was 
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democratic and they often acted autonomously from Patriot leaders. In 1775, 
during the Third Virginia Convention of the Continental Army: 

 
[t]he delegates ended once and for all the popular election of officers 
of any rank. Though these terms of services followed Virginia’s mil-
itary tradition, they went against the precedent established in the in-
dependent companies.281  

 
Even at this point however, there was a vote among the delegates for choos-
ing the colonelcy.282 The custom of elected officers was not present in Carib-
bean militias. In the British and French Caribbean militias, there was a clear 
differentiation made between the privileged white officers and the rank and 
file, with the governor appointing the officers.283 

Given that St Barthélemy had experienced a large influx of immi-
grants from the United States, in particular in 1808–1809, many members of 
the militia were most likely at least aware of the North American custom and 
considered elections of officers, if not common, at least possible. Elections 
of officers was practiced outside of North America as well. Rank-and-file 
elections of officers occurred in the British Loyalist Volunteers protecting 
Great Britain against a French invasion. This practice was criticized by, for 
example, Loyalist William Cobbett, who feared that this ‘mass of newly-
created armed democracy’ would threaten the monarchy. However, this was 
not a radical militia.284 Similarly, the discussion of rights, privileges and duty 
was not radical in the sense that militia members wanted to revolt against 
monarchy. Rather, many saw the militia as a communal effort, without the 
hierarchical structure that the administration wanted. Governor Ankarheim 
was not unfamiliar with the popular election of militia officers, such as those 
held at the militia’s initial formation, but these elections were held at his 
behest, not at the request of the militia. Because of this basic difference in 
military culture, tensions continued to mount. 
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Economy and liberty 
Besides the issue of rights, many were worried about St Barthélemy’s econ-
omy. There was a fear that Sweden might join Napoleon’s Continental Sys-
tem after the Treaty of Paris on January 6, 1810. In this treaty, ending the 
1806–1809 war between France and Sweden, the French demanded that 
Sweden instead declare war against Great Britain.285 The dominance of Great 
Britain in the Caribbean meant that trade under a Swedish flag could poten-
tially be severely limited. In The Report of Saint Bartholomew on March 22, 
1810, a notice was published: 
 

Several alarming Rumors in respect to Our relations with Great-
Britain have been, it would seem, very officiously spread during the 
last Eight days. The minds of the Public we hope will be set at ease by 
the following Extract from His Royal Britannica Majesty’s speech.286 

 
This notice was followed by a quote from a speech that indicated continued 
friendship. Less than two months later it was announced that Sweden had 
joined the Continental System, thus banning all trade with Great Britain.287 In 
retrospect, the ban was highly inefficient, suffered from corruption, and gen-
erally posed little threat to Swedish–British trade.288 When we consider cus-
toms revenues in Gustavia, there was still plenty of traffic to St Barthélemy 
in 1810 and 1811.289  

Still, there were concerns from the merchants about the economy. 
A petition protesting that American traders were selling merchandise from 
their ships, was signed by 36 traders in January 1810, including militia cap-
tains Cremony, Elbers, and Krafft.290 As the island’s economy was heavily 
dependent on Sweden’s trading ability, Swedish embargo policies could 
financially impact not only merchants, but all free members of the colony, 
especially those working by the harbour. 

The economic worries of Gustavia’s population influenced rela-
tions between the militia and Swedish officials on a practical scale. After 
nine militia members from the 1st Coloured Company were sentenced to 20-
dollar fines for not attending an exercise on August 5, 1810, Captain Cremo-
ny wrote a letter to Anders Bergstedt, asking him to forgive them. Cremo-
ny’s reasoning was that they could not pay the fine, which would mean a 
prison sentence of 14 days, which ‘would expose them to still greater dis-
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tress, as their dayly labour, can alone, supply their dayly wants [sic]’.291 It is 
rare to find a mention of the economic effects of the disciplinary sentences, 
but it is clear that to day-labourers, for whom 20 dollars was an impossible 
sum to pay, losing half a month’s worth of work was a significant punish-
ment. Attempts to discipline the militia may have thus had the opposite ef-
fect, essentially turning the militia against the government it was meant to 
defend. 

In addition to the economic problems, there were many who did 
not care for the administration of Ankarheim, Bergstedt and Fahlberg. As 
satirized by The Report of Saint Bartholomew, there were many who disa-
greed with the decision to suspend the council of elected members from the 
population.292 Stricter laws on social life in Gustavia were also enforced. On 
February 26, 1810, a curfew was issued of 9 o’clock for any ‘stranger of 
what quality or colour soever’ and 8 o’clock for slaves. All gambling was 
forbidden after 9 o’clock, persons were banned from carrying weapons, 
‘Military and Civil Officers and men on duty excepted’, no one could ‘Har-
bour or Lodge any Stranger’ without giving notice, and all smaller boats had 
to be hauled in front of the guard house.293 Just five days after the ban on 
gambling, the penalty was increased from 100 to 500 Spanish dollars for 
hosting games, playing, or even being in the gambling room.294 

These rules were most likely introduced due to the increased traffic 
to Gustavia, which brought undesirable elements to the port. On the night of 
February 20, 1810, the schooner Diane, near St Jean in the countryside of St 
Barthélemy, was captured by Swedish patrols. The schooner had earlier been 
captured by a French privateer, La Superieure, but the two ships had lost 
each other at sea.295 As the legality of the prize and its auction was discussed 
in Gustavia’s court, La Superieure, with privateer captain Goyon and crew, 
arrived in Gustavia. Fahlberg claimed, ‘[t]he crew there of being disbanded 
gave an additional gang of one hundred Idlers, the immense Number [...] 
were swarming in the streets and taverns, particularly at night’.296 It is most 
probable that curfews and gambling laws were not created to keep the crew 
of La Superieure in particular in check, but that the increase in trade from 
1809 and onwards introduced more temporary visitors to Gustavia. Knowing 
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the lifestyle of sailors, this most likely increased gambling, violence, and 
unruly behaviour.297 

The vagueness of the word ‘stranger’ was not without consequence 
for the curfew. Less than a month after the proclamation, militia member 
John Watley of the 2nd Coloured Company was brought before the court. He 
had tried to arrest the polisgevaldier Per Fredrik Milander, as Milander did 
not give a password past the curfew. While Milander claimed Watley had 
evil intentions, Watley explained that he had been given the orders to arrest 
anyone who did not give the password, which Milander had not done. Wat-
ley was released without punishment for his erroneous arrest.298 It is difficult 
to tell what effect these new regulations had, but in light of the troubled 
economy of the island and the tense relationship between the town militia 
and the government, it fed the image of the Swedish governor and the rest of 
the officials as tyrannical despots. Pressure and frustration was mounting 
among both parties, until it finally erupted. 
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Fig. 4.3. Painting of Fort Gustaf III in 1866, by Anton Molander. Pictured in the 
center is the memorial urn of Sergeant August Nyman. Source: S 5483, The Mari-
time Museum, Stockholm.  
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The mutiny 
After the members of the 1st Artillery Company had refused to accept Fahl-
berg as their captain on September 20, he talked to Ankarheim, who ordered 
the town militia to disband. On September 22, Ankarheim wrote to the court 
asking for an investigation into the militia’s behaviour. In this document he 
wrote especially about the 1st Artillery Company, as rebellious and threaten-
ing, accusing the militia members of acting according to a premeditated 
plan.299 The same day, the order to disband the town militia was formally 
announced at half past 3 o’clock and was to be carried out at 6 o’clock, ac-
cording to a news report from St Kitts. Simultaneously, the country militia 
was ordered to ‘repair, armed and accoutred’ which no doubt increased sus-
picions among the militia. The newspaper also writes that Bergstedt rode 
past the militia as the orders were given, insulting and sneering at them.300 

When the companies were about to parade and hand over their 
arms to Bergstedt, they instead rushed and captured him and alarm drums 
were sounded through the streets. Ankarheim tried to escape to Fort Gustaf 
III, but was intercepted by the 1st Coloured Company near his house. 30 or 
40 men surrounded him and a young Frenchman tried to wrestle his sword 
out of his hand while Elbers himself held Ankarheim’s right arm. Brought 
back into his house, Cremony and Elbers explained that the mutiny had been 
caused by the public’s disapproval of Bergstedt’s ‘manner of commanding 
as major of the militia, as well as his general behaviour’. Bergstedt, Pastor 
Johan Eric Forsström, and other officials were imprisoned or put under 
house arrest. Ankarheim believed that unless a Swedish ship with 200 men 
was sent to the colony, it would be lost.301 

As the town militia moved to the governor’s house, Fahlberg was 
joined by the country militia, which had descended on the town from the 
countryside. They then retreated to Fort Gustaf III on Ankarheim’s orders.302 
Here two different stories emerge: according to Fahlberg, he held out in the 
fort awaiting a storming party from the town militia, accompanied by two 
lieutenants and ten privates, ‘who refused to quit me; all the Rest having 
abandoned their post for fear of being murdered by the insurgents.’ About 
half past ten in the evening ‘Peter Milander’ managed to sneak past the mili-
tia guards to give Fahlberg the orders from Ankarheim to come down from 
the battery, but to leave the country militia to guard the battery. However, 
Fahlberg doubted the town militia’s intentions and, indeed, Lieutenant Vau-
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crosson, one of the leaders of the mutiny, took the battery around midnight, 
without casualties. The next morning Fahlberg was put under house arrest.303 

The testimonies of Sergeant August Nyman and Private Peter Da-
vid show a different version of events. According to Peter David’s testimo-
ny, he had been stationed at Fort Gustaf III during the afternoon and was 
approached by Sergeant Nyman who ordered him to clean up and bring 
some live rounds. Soon afterwards Fahlberg rode up, said that he meant to 
fire against the town, to which Nyman had answered that it could not be 
done and that he ‘did not want to fire on his countrymen’, presumably mean-
ing the mutineers.304 During this time, part of the country militia had arrived 
at the battery and Fahlberg had said something in French to the militia mem-
bers. David did not understand, but saw them ‘with anger put away their 
guns [...] as if [Fahlberg] had proposed to them something, to which they did 
not agree...’ As the argument between Nyman and Fahlberg continued, most 
of the soldiers picked up their guns and left the battery. Later that night the 
town militia took the battery without any violence.305 

Fahlberg later claimed that the leaders of the mutiny, knowing that 
they had committed a criminal act, bribed ‘Sergeant Nyman and two insane 
Drunkards and invalid soldiers, to give an insidious Deposition agains [sic] 
me, in favour of the insurgent Chiefs’.306 Regardless of whether this was true 
or not, Fahlberg feared for his safety and requested leave for a neighbouring 
island.307 Fahlberg would spend the rest of his life in exile in St Eustatius and 
other neighbouring islands as a result of the accusations made against him. 
He was sentenced to death for high treason in 1813 in Gustavia’s court. This 
sentence was based on suspicions that he tried to take control of St 
Barthélemy and reclaim it for Gustav IV Adolf, using British forces. On 
March 23, 1811 he sent a letter to Ankarheim, expressing this possibility: ‘It 
is generally supposed that, if your Excellency would promote a declaration 
in favour of the unfortunate Gustavus Adolphus, it would preserve the neu-
trality of St Bartholomew under British protection.’308 Fahlberg denied all 
allegations right up to his death in November 1834, just a few weeks after 
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his pardon from King Carl XIV Johan. Due to the time it took for news to 
cross the Atlantic, Fahlberg never learned of his pardon. 309 

It is hard to conclusively determine whether or not Fahlberg com-
mitted the crime he was convicted of. After all, Nyman testified a few days 
after the rebellion and did so after encouragement from not just Cremony 
and Elbers, but also the other leaders: James Prince, Jean Jacques Vaucros-
son, and Emmanuel Rey as well.310 At no point in the correspondence be-
tween Fahlberg and Ankarheim did either of them claim that Fahlberg actu-
ally ordered the cannons to be fired. If Samuel Fahlberg lied, he did so con-
sistently until his death. In the end, it is the word of Samuel Fahlberg against 
the word of two witnesses. As September 22 came to a close, the main ques-
tion on St Barthélemy was however what would come next. 

Aftermath 
Following the mutiny, the sitting government remained in place on the is-
land, despite a shift in power. The mutineers did not remove the government, 
choosing rather to keep it under strict control: 
 

The fiscal Thomas Schomberg; the marshal Charles Kirby; the Ser-
gent of police A. Löfman and the usser in the session of police H 
Lüplan were all prisoners in the milicia Guard House and the Rever-
end John Eric Forsström commended to be under Civil Arrest in his 
own Residence [sic].311 

 
Eventually the prisoners were freed and government resumed as usual, but 
the militia leaders had proven that they were in control of the island for now. 
Bergstedt fled St Barthélemy for Salem, Massachusetts shortly after the mu-
tiny on September 28, escorted for a certain distance by Elbers, who wanted 
to ensure that Bergstedt would not return.312 He was replaced as justitiarie by 
Carl Fredrik Werderman, the public notary of St Barthélemy.313 Once Berg-
stedt was in the United States, he met with Henrik Gahn, the Swedish consul 
in New York, who forwarded Bergstedt’s letters to the king.314 Bergstedt 
received several letters from St Barthélemy, including one from Damas Ber-
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nié, a lieutenant of the country militia who believed many people from the 
countryside would welcome him back if he returned as a civilian.315 

In the letters from Sven Kindberg, customs controller for the colo-
ny, to Bergstedt, the mutiny leaders were portrayed as both cautiously pro-
tective and apologetic. For example, a guard was stationed in Kindberg’s 
home, according to Lieutenant Vaucrosson, for Kindberg’s own protection. 
The guard left, however, when Kindberg insisted that he wanted to be left 
alone. According to Kindberg, the mutiny leaders regretted not being able to 
resolve the situation diplomatically, while they trained the militia, ‘probably 
out of fear of a counterrevolution.’ He also described Ankarheim as being 
‘as docile as a lamb.’316 The merchants did not want to argue with or antago-
nize Ankarheim or the other Swedes, while at the same time they were un-
willing to hand back command of the militia. An undated letter from Ankar-
heim shows the governor being forced to tolerate the ‘rabble’ and asking 
Bergstedt to try and send American ships to attack what he suspected were 
pirates on the island.317 

On October 22, an anonymous letter was published in the St. 
Christopher Gazette under the pseudonym ‘An Inhabitant’, accusing Fahl-
berg of being corrupt and claiming that his appointment as Captain of the 
White Artillery Company was an attempt on his part to gain more power 
over the colony. The author of the letter believed that he ‘sought to extend 
his influence’ to become government secretary and commander of the coun-
try militia as well as captain of a company of the town militia. He also de-
scribed the meeting between Fahlberg and the White Artillery Company as 
such: ‘They met accordingly – but, one and all, refused to sanction the Ap-
pointment, and retired, indignant at the Attempt which had been made upon 
their Rights and Privileges.’ The gendered dimension of this incident, as well 
as the mutiny as a whole, is also reflected in the pseudonymous writer’s de-
scription of it as a ‘Manly Stand against [Fahlberg’s] Arrogance and Arbi-
trary Views’.318 While Ankarheim and Fahlberg described Fahlberg’s dismis-
sal as destructive and unreasonable, the image that the mutineers had of 
themselves was one of masculine political subjects standing up for their ide-
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als.319 On October 30, an anonymous letter from ‘An Inhabitant’ was sent to 
Fahlberg containing the aforementioned notice in The St. Christopher Ga-
zette Extraordinaire together with the address:  

 
‘Man! Read these facts – attrocious as they are, and God will act the 
rest – to give you a new conscience to remorse you!!! [...] To that 
man that used to stand so stiff at the head of the Chainchaws compa-
ny when parading’.320  

 
Fahlberg wrote an answer to this letter, which was published in the St. Chris-
topher Advertiser of January 22, 1811. In this letter he denied taking the 
position to gain power, but he also wrote: 
 

And although I was rejected with as much indecency as acrimony by a 
few of the most violent [members of the company], I had the satisfac-
tion that it was not unanimous, and that the principle upon which their 
objections were founded was, that they claimed the right of choosing 
their own Officers.321 

 
The identity of ‘An Inhabitant’ was revealed in the same issue to be James 
Prince, one of the mutiny leaders. His answer to Fahlberg, asserting the unity 
of the community and praising Sergeant Nyman, as well as Fahlberg’s an-
swer that he had the right to a fair trial, were similarly published in this issue 
of the paper. 

In a damaged document that lacks signatures and dates, the people 
who we can assume were responsible for the mutiny also refer to the mutiny 
as an issue of civil liberty. They call themselves ‘Citizens’ and explain that 
the mutiny was based on ‘the necessity of resorting to the last means that 
were left us to preserve the remnant of our feelings from further violation, 
Insult and degradation, and our expiring rights from compleat [sic] over-
throw.’ Here the more specific problem was that Bergstedt was both major 
of the militia and justitiarie: 

 
The Town Militia whose object it was understood to be the preservation 
of tranquillity was burthened with regulations some of them kept in re-
serve, till the moment arrived when they were to be applyed, and penal-
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ties devised which multiplied the causes of disquieth and defeated the 
very object assigned for its organization, and individuals quickly saw 
that there was nothing to hope for when he who had devised the Penal-
ties was to sit in Judgement over them, and to give them application.322 

 
While we can neither assign this letter to a specific person or group of peo-
ple, nor know the full extent of the complaints, there was clear dissent 
against Bergstedt and suspicions of corruption held against him and other 
Swedish officials. The authors claimed that the initial purpose of the militia 
had been to keep the peace on the island, but that fines and restrictions had 
made this unbearable. Also, ‘every attempt to remonstrate and to go back to 
the first object [of the militia was] treated with contempt and scorn, hotings 
[sic] and jesticulations, wounding and degrading to the most valuable of the 
Humane feelings.’323 The legitimacy of the government officials and their 
ability to serve justice was clearly challenged by the members of the militia, 
who felt unjustly treated. 

While Governor Ankarheim still sympathized with Fahlberg and 
Bergstedt, he was at the mercy of the burghers of the island who commanded 
the militia. On December 5, 1810, George Baker, one of the men who spoke 
against Fahlberg just before the mutiny, threatened the governor. Baker had 
been charged 4 Spanish dollars for the recovery of his slave who had been 
captured in the countryside. Baker went to Ankarheim’s house, insulted him, 
followed him down the street, and called him ‘damn old rascal, scoundrel 
and other such English compliments’. When Ankarheim mentioned this to 
Elbers, he responded that as regrettable as it was, he did not intend to stop 
Baker.324 Without control of the militia and no chance of regaining govern-
ment authority, the governor could do little else but wait for his eventual 
replacement. 

The exile of Fahlberg and Bergstedt also created problems for the 
administration, as only native Swedes were viewed as eligible for official 
positions. On September 7, 1811, Ankarheim complained that there were not 
enough native Swedes to fill the administrative positions. The Swedes elect-
ed for these positions by the governor were sick, old and had asked to not 
serve. Fredrik Ludvig Thenstedt, vice government secretary, had taken a 
month’s leave of absence due to sickness. He pleaded to resign the position, 
but Ankarheim denied his request, as there was no one else able to take his 
place.325 So firmly connected was Swedish ethnicity to the political right of 
office that Ankarheim would rather let those not willing or able to serve 
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remain in office than fill the positions with naturalized Swedes. The natural-
ized Swedes would however turn to Stockholm for support of the mutiny. 

The letter to the prince 
On November 14, 1810, six representatives of the community of Gustavia 
wrote a letter addressed to the prince. They claimed that they were planning 
to submit a letter to explain their actions, but needed time to go through the 
documents necessary to plead their case. They hoped that the king would 
have the forbearance to delay his judgement until they could explain the 
events and stressed that civil war had been avoided, since no one had been 
killed. The petitioners believed that within 20 days, they would have finished 
their letter.326 On December 20, 1810, the next letter was presented. In this, 
they said that they were unfortunately delayed in sending their letter to Swe-
den because one of the persons appointed to write, Joseph Garrou, had fallen 
ill and died. They asked, via Ankarheim, for the king’s protection and 
claimed to have ‘evidence that the state of suffering found in this city was 
caused by Bergstedt and Fahlberg’. 327 They believed that the situation had 
worsened for the traders ever since the dissolution of the SWIC in 1805, 
with ‘multiple restraints following its suppression.’328 

Their petition to the prince would not be written until September 
12, 1811. The letter was signed by ‘the representatives of the inhabitants of 
Gustavia’, Johann Bernard Elbers, Jean Jacques Vaucrosson, John Joseph 
Cremony, Emmanuel Rey, and James Prince.329 It was meant to explain the 
events of September 1810 and expressed loyalty to the crown prince. They 
put the blame instead on corrupt government officials, meaning Bergstedt 
and Fahlberg, although they did ask whether Ankarheim should be seen as 
responsible for their actions. They claimed that the officials had ‘intentional-
ly formed factions, tried to seduce individuals, wanted to corrupt loyalty, 
disturbed the peace of coloured people and derived cruel pleasure from keep-
ing the community in a constant state of agitation and alarm.’330 The repre-
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sentatives also claimed that they had tried to send an agent to the prince to 
warn him about corruption on the island, but that the agent had been cap-
tured and imprisoned. The representatives claimed that from the government 
‘there is only talk of gallows’.331 Fahlberg’s supposed attempt to fire on the 
mutineers is also mentioned. The petitioners spared no drama in their de-
scription of how Fahlberg tried to ‘in cold blood engulf [the city] in flames 
and carnage’.332 

There is no description, name or other details of the agent sent to 
Sweden in any other source, so some scepticism is advisable. However, I do 
want to point out two important aspects of the letter. First of all, it is clear 
that the mutineers want to place the blame at a local level and stress their 
loyalty to the prince. They do not question the legitimacy of Swedish rule in 
St Barthélemy and use the advantage of a lack of knowledge of the mutiny in 
Sweden to claim loyalty while still overthrowing representatives of the Swe-
dish state. They believe the prince would rule fairly if he had the option, but 
they could never tell him the details, since the government had allegedly 
captured their agent. This was typical rhetoric for its time, and while this 
tactic was not always successful, it showed a willingness to de-escalate the 
situation.333 

Second, in contrast to Fahlberg’s description of the mutineers as 
disparate people from different ethnicities, the mutineers claimed that the 
Swedish officials themselves fomented division. In much early modern polit-
ical thought, dissension and factions in and of themselves was considered a 
problem.334 It was crucial to state that the community was united and that 
Bergstedt and Fahlberg were to blame for division and causing ‘party’ spirit. 
This was true not just of supporters of monarchy, but within oppositional and 
revolutionary thought as well. South American revolutionaries portrayed 
different racial groups as united subjects against oppression, instead of di-
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vided classes.335 In The History of Jamaica from 1774, Edward Long claimed 
that ‘factions’ within Jamaica were not caused by an oppositional character 
within West Indian planter societies, but by the corruption and tyranny of 
governors. The planters and merchants would rather not argue at all, since: 

 
[t]he effects of [uninterrupted trade], in punctual and satisfactory re-
mittances to the mother country, must (we may suppose) be more 
pleasing and desirable to the British merchant, than to suffer under 
those frequent disappointments, alarms, delays, and short consign-
ments, which are usually the consequence of political distraction in a 
colony: by these, the hours, days, and weeks, that should be devoted to 
business, are consumed in the vehemance of party wrangle and elec-
tion contests; the mills stand still; shops are shut up; and the whole 
country becomes a scene of tumult and litigation.336 

  
Similarly, while defending their cause, the mutineers distanced themselves 
from the fomenting of division. Additionally, by claiming that government 
officials ‘disturbed the peace of coloured people’, they were able to repre-
sent justice for people of colour, while still playing on the racist myth of 
black people as violent and unruly. Bearing the Haitian Revolution in mind, 
the mutineers could claim to stand for unity, peace and tranquillity, while the 
governor stood for division, chaos and riots. One implied message was that 
by taking control, the traders were able to stop a rebellion by people of col-
our on the island. 

However, before their letter had reached Sweden, an answer was 
sent from Minister of Foreign Affairs Lars von Engeström, written on Au-
gust 11, 1811. Engeström’s response proclaimed that Prince Charles Jean 
Bernadotte found the mutineers to be in the right and new government em-
ployees would soon arrive to return justice and order to the colony. The let-
ter contains an underlined statement that the mutineers were considered to be 
‘good and faithful subjects.’337 In Ankarheim’s report to Stockholm written 
on December 30, 1811, he showed his ability to adapt to the king’s decision. 
He reported that the leaders of the mutiny had received Engeström’s letter, 
read it to Ankarheim, and were pleased ‘to find that His Royal Majesty had 
so gracefully approved of what they had done, and had already concluded 
Bergstedt’s and Fahlberg’s criminality.’338 Whether out of obedience or res-
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ignation, Ankarheim abided by the royal decree that found the mutiny to be 
justified. 

The most probable reason for the prince’s approval of the mutiny 
was the state of Sweden after the 1809 coup. Between regaining control over 
the military, bringing order to the government, and dealing with the occupa-
tion of Pomerania as well as the Napoleonic Wars that still raged in Europe, 
a small mutiny across the Atlantic was not the prince’s main priority. In June 
1811, riots and looting had broken out in Southern Sweden as farmers were 
being conscripted without proper compensation. The military was sent in, 
killing 30 peasants and later sentencing several more to death or prison.339 
The Swedish regime was not above meeting force with force, even though 
military forces as well as diplomatic attention were sorely needed for use in 
Europe at this time. 

Additionally, suspicions that Samuel Fahlberg was a loyalist of the 
old Gustavian regime had emerged, which did not help matters either.340 
Since there was no demand for independence, the sensible thing to do would 
be to install a new governor and appease the mutineers. That the response 
was to the shorter letter rather than the longer, more explanatory, letter indi-
cates that the Swedish state was not overly concerned with conclusive evi-
dence. This proclamation by the prince was, however, perfect for the muti-
neers to create a framework in which they were in the right. They could now 
maintain loyalty to Sweden as Swedish subjects while also challenging what 
they believed to be corrupt local officials. The island government would also 
change, giving them new possibilites to express themselves politically. 

Voting rights and a new form of government 
On September 25, 1811, a renewed colonial form of government for St 
Barthélemy was declared in Stockholm, as the form of 1805 ‘[did] not fully 
fulfil the benefits the colony currently requires.’341 In this new form of gov-
ernment, the governor became responsible for military and diplomatic duties, 
as well as overall management of the colony. The council was now responsi-
ble for legal, judicial, civil, economic, and police matters on the island. The 
composition of the council took a similar form to the court of 1805, with the 
governor, an adjutant, government secretary, justitiarie, and elected repre-
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sentatives, the exception being that the adjutant was now the placemajor. 
The number of elected representatives from the population remained three. 
The official positions were still implicitly reserved for native Swedes. An-
other major change was the reinstitution of the commercial committee, 
where eleven elected merchants were to suggest appropriate changes con-
cerning the administration of St Barthélemy every three years.342 The form of 
1811 remained in place in St Barthélemy until the colony was returned to 
France in 1878. It was amended in 1825, however, when the justitiarie be-
came the president of the court, instead of the governor, thus separating the 
legislative and judicial functions.343 When compared to the government form 
of 1805, the 1811 form once again gave merchants the opportunity to influ-
ence the political situation of the island. The Swedish officials still had the 
final say, in that they outnumbered the elected members. The governor al-
ways had two votes and in the case of a tie, he had the casting vote. Thus, 
the elected council members did not have any opportunity to alter political 
decisions unless there was a division among the Swedish officials.344 Still, 
compared to the form of government of 1805, the political influence of the 
merchants did increase. 

A sub-council was also introduced, which regulated financial deal-
ings on the island. This was separate from the economic discussions in the 
main council (regeringskonselj), which generally concerned the economic 
matters of merchants. For example, repayments of debts between two parties 
were done via the main council or the court of justice. Repayment of debts 
from the town chest, containing the funds of the Swedish colony, was done 
via the financial council. In this financial council (financekonselj), one of the 
elected representatives from the main council was present, as well as the 
governor, the justitiarie, and the placemajor. It was clear that in the financial 
council, which concerned the budget of the colony’s administration, the cen-
tralisation of power was crucial. Within the form of government it was also 
noted that, since the governor also had two votes in this council, as long as 
any one member agreed with his decision, he had the final say.345 

The mutiny was also followed by a renegotiation of voting rights. 
Previous elections for representatives to the court enjoyed significant partic-
ipation and appeared to be broadly discussed within the community. For 
example, when we look at the court election in 1806, The Report of Saint 
Bartholomew lists a total of 988 votes, in which John Martins de Clarecieaux 
and Abraham Runnels each received 201 votes and John Phillip Krafft 136 
votes. When we consider that each candidate had 3 votes each, about 330 
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voters participated. As the total white population in Gustavia in 1806, in-
cluding women, was 835 people and most likely around the same in the 
countryside, if not less, it seems safe to assume that no more than 900 white 
men resided in St Barthélemy at this time. Therefore, around 30% of white 
men participated in the election, if not more.346 As not all white men were 
eligible to vote, I think we can assume that voting participation among those 
allowed to was high. To compare, in Kingston during this time, which had a 
white population about four or five times of St Barthélemy, voting numbers 
of around 200–300 were common, and only once during the period of 1790–
1820 (in 1809) did over 550 persons vote.347 

The rules for voting for members of the council were vague, since 
the new form of government of 1811 stated that members of the council 
should be elected ‘as has been done before’, without specifying what the 
previous election procedures were.348 When elections were announced, the 
governor called for the votes of: 

 
all Native or Naturalized Subjects of His Majesty, or Owners of 
Houses or landed property in the island, or persons otherwise quali-
fied, according to what has been established by the Resolve of Gov-
ernment of the 9th of September 1811.349  
 

As a result, discussions regarding the right to vote often dealt with interpre-
tations of what the correct procedure was. On July 27, 1811, before the es-
tablishment of the 1811 form of government, a new member of the court was 
to be elected. According to a proclamation of July 24: 
 

all Landholders in this Town of Gustavia as well as Owners of 
Houses built on the Kings land for which rent is paid are hereby in-
formed that the Election [...] will take place in Government House 
on Saturday the 27th instant at 9 o clock in the forenoon.350  

 
Before the election could take place, however, militia captain and merchant 
Johann Bernard Elbers and several other militia officers reported to the gov-
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ernor at 8 o’clock in the morning on July 26 to voice their disapproval. Two 
petitions were also submitted, one from the people in the countryside with 
over 70 signatures, demanding that ‘all free residents have a right to vote’351 
and a similar one from the city population with over 140 signatures.352 Ac-
cording to them, in 1788 the former Governor Pehr Herman von Rosenstein 
had based the election system on the council system of St Eustatius. There-
fore, their interpretation of ‘as has been done before’ was that the same 
council rules as in St Eustatius should apply in St Barthélemy. The election 
was postponed until a later date.353 

On September 17, 1811, five merchants who had taken leading 
roles in the mutiny of 1810, sent a petition to Ankarheim that they wanted 
him to forward to the prince, in which they had three specific changes in 
mind. The first was that the council should be able to vote for a change of 
governor. They compared this power, as well as the overall council system, 
to the council system employed in St Eustatius. Secondly, they wanted vot-
ing rights for all free males, not only for people who owned property. The 
current voting system disenfranchised those who rented housing and could 
not afford to buy property. Third, they wanted to make sure that voting rights 
for council members was also available to free people of colour on the is-
land. By reasoning that people with bad intentions could interpret ‘free resi-
dent’ as separate from ‘free coloured man’, they urged the prince to clarify 
his position on the matter. It should be noted, however, that although both 
petitions, with more than 70 signatures, argued for the right of free inhabit-
ants to vote, the petition from the five merchants was the only one that 
claimed that this should include free people of colour. 354  

Merchants most likely wanted the ability to vote for replacing the 
governor in order to secure political power, by becoming able to replace 
governors who interfered with their political rights, but also to control policy 
making by replacing governors who did not support their political agendas. 
In 1812 the regulations for voting rights were discussed by the Swedish 
Board of Commerce in Stockholm. The demands of the petitioners were 
partially met and suffrage rights were clarified, although free people of col-
our were not given the right to vote and the appointment of governor was 
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retained by the authorities in Stockholm.355 After 1810, the militia was more 
firmly within the control of the inhabitants. For example, elections for lieu-
tenant and sub-lieutenants of the first company of the town militia were held 
in May 1829, at which point merchant Peter Petersen served as the major of 
the entire militia.356 From being a military branch solely controlled by native 
Swedish officials, the militia organization became more reflective of the 
wishes of the naturalized population, while of course not autonomous. 

Jan Arvid Hellström connects the change of form of government of 
1811 to the increased role of the Diet in Swedish politics. I believe that in-
stead we can see in this new form of government an attempt to appease the 
burghers of Gustavia by giving them more say in the rule of the colony, cre-
ating a new balance of power.357 This does not, of course, mean that the re-
gime shift in Sweden did not influence this decision, but rather that political 
conflicts on both sides of the Atlantic should be taken into account. We 
should also consider the demands from political elites for voting rights for 
free people of colour in light of their command of the coloured companies. 
Mainly we can see in these petitions the population’s exploration of the po-
litical landscape in St Barthélemy, while still remaining faithful to Sweden. 

Both sides seemed to be searching for a new balance of order after 
the mutiny, with merchants trying to renegotiate the established political 
system and the Swedish government trying to appease them. This appease-
ment can be seen as a genuine reaction to the harsher rule of Ankarheim, 
Bergstedt, and Fahlberg, but was most likely a way for the Swedish govern-
ment to buy time. A new group of Swedish soldiers would not arrive until 
1815 to reinforce the defences on the island.358 However, by 1812, the econ-
omy was already booming and Ankarheim had been replaced by Governor 
Berndt Robert Stackelberg (1812–1816).359 Conflicts between the naturalized 
population and the Swedish officials would continue to arise, but merchants 
had access to the council and conflicts did not take the form of armed re-
sistance after 1810. Their political power was limited, however, as will be 
seen in the next chapter. 

As council elections took place, merchants involved in the mutiny 
gained support from the voters. During the election of three representatives 
in 1812, Emmanuel Rey received 167 votes, Johann Bernard Elbers 157, and 
Jean Jacques Vaucrosson 136 votes. The next runner-up garnered only 53 
votes.360 Twenty-six voters of the 1812 election had their votes considered 
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illegitimate by the council, the most common reasons being either that the 
voter could not show property ownership or naturalization, or that they voted 
on behalf of someone else without proper power of attorney. This accounted 
for over half of the illegitimate votes. Other reasons were, for example, the 
voter was a person of colour, or voted in a district he did not live in, or was 
not yet 21 years of age.361 

Public interest in the elections would later be put in question. On 
May 17, 1815, there were two empty seats on the council, and Stackelberg 
called for elections of new members.362 However, only eight people voted in 
the election. This election was thus declared null and void, since this small 
number could not ‘be considered to express and convey the sentiments of the 
community at large’.363 Instead of announcing a new election, the two re-
maining members of the council stayed in their seats, since Governor 
Stackelberg did not want another election to be disregarded and ignored. 
Overall, participation varied and it is difficult to talk of a decline or rise in 
political participation during this period. While only eight voted in the elec-
tion in 1815, in February 1817, 124 votes were received, out of which about 
101 voted for Jean Jacques Vaucrosson.364  

The language of revolutions 
The Mutiny of 1810 can be linked to the larger revolutionary struggles of the 
Americas and Europe, even though it was not in itself revolutionary. It was 
not a fight for independence or a break from the metropole, nor was it based 
on visions of a republic of equal men. Still, this did not stop the Swedish 
officials from accusing the rebels of ‘Jacobinism’365 or comparing the mutiny 
to the French Revolution.366 Also, the language and arguments of the muti-
neers shared clear similarities with revolutionary movements. Revolts had 
proven to be viable means to achieve political goals, but the goal of Cremo-
ny, Elbers, Vaucrosson, and the other rebel leaders must be placed within its 
local context. They wanted a greater say in local politics, a new governor, 
and would later ask for voting rights for free men of colour and men without 
property. No sympathies were expressed with other contemporary revolu-
tionary movements, either in Europe and North America or within the Car-
ibbean. At the core of the conflict lay the difference in political rights given 
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to native and naturalized Swedes, with native Swedish officials awarding 
little influence or say to naturalized citizens. The frustration of this lack of 
influence was exacerbated by the weak economy and harsh punishments for 
unsatisfactory service in the militia. 

However, even if we separate the mutiny from the contemporary 
revolutions, we should consider that the political framework was one of rev-
olutionary language, both in terms of the accusations against officials and in 
the defense of mutineers. It is not a coincidence that rights were discussed on 
both sides of the conflict. The actions and demands of the militia were un-
derstood and discussed through the language of other radical movements 
while not being particularly radical themselves. The local paper, which will 
be more thoroughly explored in Chapter 6, printed news from Haiti, the 
United States, and Europe and challenges to government authority were dis-
cussed frequently. There were however no demands for radical transfor-
mations on St Barthélemy. No demand for the abolition or amelioration of 
slavery was made and merchants still made their money buying and selling 
within an economy based on slave production. Sympathy towards the prince, 
or at least support of the monarchy, existed even if the political situation was 
tense. 

The major difference between the Mutiny of 1810 and the larger 
revolutionary movements, besides the obvious difference in scale and inten-
tion, was the lack of escalation between the two parties. As Wim Klooster 
has shown in his comparison of the French, American and Haitian revolu-
tions, they ‘were not foreordained. They could have been prevented, de-
railed, or postponed.’367 One of the critical aspects for the peaceful resolu-
tion of the mutiny was the lack of state violence. The original mutiny was 
clearly armed and violent, but well-organized enough that no actual harm 
came to any Swedish officials, even as a group of 30 people wrestled with 
the governor armed with a sword. Communication between mutiny leaders 
worked better than between militia members and government officals. Had 
August Nyman fired on the mutineers (regardless of whether those orders 
were real or not) or had Charles Jean Bernadotte decided to suppress the 
rebels with Swedish reinforcements rather than pardon them, as done in 
Southern Sweden, St Barthélemy may very well have seen the emergence of 
a radical or even revolutionary militia. As it was, the moderate demands of 
the militia captains were partially met and a larger conflict was avoided. 
Such contrafactual history is hard to accurately predict, of course, but it is 
important to see the political potential within the mutiny, even if it did not 
blossom. 

The Swedish context might not be of the highest importance for 
analysing the political culture of St Barthélemy, but it is important to re-
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member that the Swedish crown had authority over the island. This may 
partly be because merchants relied on their status as Swedish subjects for 
neutral trading, but also because communication between authorities in 
Stockholm and militia captains worked much better. 

 The pardon from the crown prince de-escalated the situation and 
reaffirmed Swedish authority. The mutineers won a partial victory, by gain-
ing legitimacy for their actions, as well as proving themselves loyal Swedish 
subjects, while the Swedish authorities did not have to worry about further 
violence and maintained control of the island. While communication be-
tween the governor and the naturalized population had broken down and 
thereby weakened local authority, communication between the crown and 
the mutiny leaders had been maintained and reaffirmed Swedish authority, 
provided that Ankarheim was replaced.  

In the mutiny, we can see a cosmopolitan community united. While 
there may be some disagreement in the tone used against Fahlberg in some 
letters, we see no internal struggle, as far as ethnicity goes, between the 
leaders.368 Although the origin of the militia must be placed within a larger 
context in order to be understood, the conflicts and tensions between the 
militia and the officials were entirely based on local issues and personal con-
flicts. As such, putting the Mutiny of 1810 within terms of struggles between 
French and British ethnic groups confuses more than it clarifies. Even if we 
consider the struggle as divided between the English-speaking Gustavia and 
the French-speaking countryside, the country militia seems hardly to have 
been encouraged to fight against the town militia. Neither can any noticeable 
division within the militia be seen. While we should consider the racial divi-
sion of the different militia companies, it is hard to argue for tensions be-
tween them.  

We should not assume unity and lack of conflict, of course. The 
major reason that we do not see a range of opinions expressed among the 
militia is the lack of written sources. Conflicts between the white and col-
oured companies were very likely present. Still, Fahlberg’s argument about 
ethnic diversity causing discord and disobedience begs the question: why did 
the mutineers not factionalize, and how could the leaders launch an orga-
nized attack, described by Fahlberg as ‘that Rash Decision, which afterwards 
became so productive of Misfortune and Desorganization [sic]’?369 Whatever 
differences may have existed within the militia, the bond of a common ene-
my in the Swedish officials was stronger. The militia captains seem to be 
consistently sympathetic towards the members of the coloured companies. 
Voting rights for those renting property was also definitely a matter of inter-

                                                        
368 Letter to Samuel Fahlberg from John Joseph Cremony, November 17, 1810; letter to Sam-
uel Fahlberg from Johann Bernard Elbers November 17, 1810, Fahlberg Biographica, KVA. 
These letters both advise Fahlberg not to return to St Barthélemy. 
369 Fahlberg, A Narrative Relating to the Insuration, Fahlberg Biographica, KVA, 8. 
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est for ship captains and mariners more than merchants. While the militia 
captains and officers tended to express themselves in letters and petitions 
and the rank-and-file instead directly confronted Ankarheim, Fahlberg, and 
Bergstedt, their intentions were consistent and they could unite across their 
differences. 

August Nyman can be seen as an example of this united front. Re-
gardless of whether his and Carl David’s testimonies were false or not, Ny-
man’s siding with the mutineers, as well as calling them his countrymen, is 
an indication of the cosmopolitan environment. Stockholm-born and a mili-
tary officer, he if anyone would be the one the Swedish colonial government 
would rely on to obey Swedish government authority. It could be that he told 
the truth and stood in direct defiance to Fahlberg to protect his ‘countrymen’, 
as Carl David said. Alternatively, bribed or not, he made up a false story to 
slander Fahlberg. In both of these scenarios, ethnic difference between na-
tive and naturalized Swedes became irrelevant as a measurement of alle-
giance, as his connections with the naturalized population were stronger than 
his obedience to local government authority. 

Memorial urn and revolutionary memories 
On November 1, 1814, August Nyman died. He was mourned by many in-
habitants of Gustavia.370 A collection was made to order a memorial urn. 
Five contributors were elected to inspect its design and collect ideas from 
other contributors. This request was then passed on to justitiarie Olof Erik 
Bergius to find a sculptor on May 2, 1815.371 The design that was chosen had 
a frame with the following verses in Swedish: 
 

Here was followed in the year 1814 
August Nyman 
By many friends 
Separated in language and colour 
United in tears 
Good it is to die as such372 

 

                                                        
370 The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 169, November 5, 1814. 
371 ‘Notice’, The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 170, November 19, 1814. Johan Niklas 
Byström, a famous Swedish sculptor who at the time resided in Italy, sculpted the urn. In a 
letter to Fredrik Ridderstople he claimed that it was done for honour rather than profit. See 
Thure Nyman, Johan Niklas Byström: Ett konstnärsöde (Uppsala: Lundequistska Bokhandeln, 
1939), 174; Johan Byström to Fredrik Ridderstople, December 28, 1815, in Arvid Ahnfelt, Ur 
svenska hofvets och aristokratins lif, vol. 7 (Stockholm: Lamm 1883), 118. The petition 
signed on October 22, 1816 from representatives Dejoye and Turenne asking Bergius to con-
tact a sculptor in Rome for the monument can be found in: images 66–67, vol. 179, PJ, FSB. 
372 Original quote: ‘Hit fölgdes år 1814 / August Nyman / Af många wänner / Skildge till 
språk och färg / Enige i tårar / Godt är att så dö.’ 
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The message on the memorial, evidently approved by elected members of 
the community, is one of unity in the face of racial and ethnic division. It 
does not explicitly refer to all people as equal, but it counts both white peo-
ple and people of colour as Nyman’s friends. Even in marking these differ-
ences though, it has a hopeful and bittersweet tone at the end, as everyone 
can unite during this sad event. It was a call for ethnic unity, in stark contrast 
to the political division between native and naturalized Swedes. The memo-
rial said that Nyman would have wanted all of us, regardless of race or lan-
guage, to be united. Nyman’s symbolic role as the saviour of Gustavia in the 
Mutiny of 1810 and the egalitarian message of his memorial is in my opinion 
not a coincidence; the mutiny was affected by the unity between various 
ethnic groups in Gustavia, although it was not initiated as a result of it. 

The urn has another side, though. If we look at the opposite side of 
the text, we see the relief of a small black child and a white woman. The 
child is carrying a handful of wheat or sugar cane, with more growing in the 
background. He or she is on one knee and looks up towards the woman, who 
is at least three times larger. The woman is sitting with her face turned away; 
semi dressed in cloth, carrying the caduceus, the staff of Hermes in one 
hand. Her facial expression is hard to make out, since the urn has been van-
dalized. Still, there is a clearly unequal relationship between these two fig-

Fig. 4.4. The memorial urn of August Nyman, photographed in Musée Territorial 
de St Barthelemy at the Wall House in Gustavia. 
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ures. The African child presenting the crops is reminiscent of metaphors of 
African people as childlike and inferior, submissively presenting its crops 
literally at the feet of the white woman. The use of women as representatives 
for Europe, or any other continent or country for that matter, is very com-
mon, especially in colonial motifs. The caduceus, though often mistaken as a 
symbol for medicine, symbolizes commerce and negotiation. The African 
child presents the fruit of its labour to the European trader, a common theme 
in colonial art. However, on top of the caduceus is a Phrygian cap, also 
known as a Liberty cap. A well-known symbol of liberty and freeing of 
slaves, it was used frequently in both the American and French revolu-
tions.373 Since we know that this imagery was based on a collective effort, we 
can assume it to be symbolic of the Mutiny of 1810 for the community of 
Gustavia. While using radical symbolism and language, the call for racial 
and ethnic unity was still firmly established within an environment of colo-
nialism and slavery.  

Here we see the crux of the radicalism of master subjects, such as 
the merchants of St Barthélemy. Even though messages of unity and racial 
equality may present a forgiving and sympathetic view of the merchants, 
they still acted within a colonial setting, with colonial ideals and goals. Just 
as on one side of the urn we can see a message of hope and brotherhood, 
there is a clear inequality pictured on the other side, and just as on one side 
we can see a depiction of slave labour, the other side portrays ideologies of 
unity and friendship. It is impossible to separate one from the other without 
misinterpreting the setting, the motivations, and the outcome of the mutiny, 
or even the larger history of St Barthélemy. The racial and economic ine-
qualities and the cosmopolitan setting existed simultaneously, without one or 
the other being truer or closer to the actions or beliefs of its inhabitants. In 
the end they are both part of the same urn. 

While the mutiny reveals much about the relations between local 
authorities and the population in St Barthélemy, the majority of communica-
tions between them was of a much more peaceful and diplomatic sort. Mov-
ing forward, we will examine the communications of the naturalized Swedes 
through their petitions to the governor and to Stockholm, a medium that had 
its own inherent dangers, but of a very different kind than that of armed mu-
tiny. 

                                                        
373 For more on revolutionary symbols, as well as goddesses’ symbolic representation, see 
Lynn Hunt, Politics, Culture and Class in the French Revolution: Twentieth Anniversary 
Edition (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004), 57–66, 93–97. 
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5. Petitions and prosecutions 

 
To His Most Gracious Majesty Sire The people of this little portion of Your Majes-
ty’s dominions, removed from Your Majesty’s immediate notice, by place and dis-

tance, struggling with disadvantages peculiar to their condition but not less an object 
of your parental care; yielding to none in loyalty and affectionate attachment to your 
royal person and Government, beg leave, once more, to approach their sovereign in 
all the confidence with which his great and generous mind cant fail to inspire every 

Class of his faithful subjects.374 
 
By submitting a petition to the king, the people of St Barthélemy reestab-
lished and reinforced a connection across the Atlantic. They of course had a 
message, whether it was a protest, a request for royal favour, a declaration of 
allegiance or a question of the king’s opinion. Yet petitions were also politi-
cal links, reminding the king of the colony’s existence and the colonial sys-
tem under which they served. At times, a declaration of allegiance in itself 
was enough of a reason to send a letter. At other times, these declarations of 
humility and allegiance were necessary introductions in describing their 
opposition to local administration, before which the naturalized population 
often was politically vulnerable. 

In examining the political culture of St Barthélemy, petitions pro-
vide rich material that reveal the practical concerns of the colony’s popula-
tion. As a political form of expression, they were based on negotiation, as 
well as pragmatic and realistic demands. While not always successful, they 
differ from more radical and even utopian political expressions. By studying 
petitions, we can understand how the population believed that they could 
negotiate their everyday reality and which changes they not only believed to 
be for the better, but also realistic enough to ask for. In this sense, when 
compared to other sources, we can see a petitioning culture that expressed 
much more diplomatic language. While fundamentally political, petitions 
could be compared to favours. They depended on both parties agreeing to an 
action, which at times of political dominance could be pushed through, but 
more often than not required a specific language and reasoning. Especially 

                                                        
374 Petition from Haddocks, Petersen, Leuren, et al. to Charles Jean Bernadotte, February 25, 
1822, vol. 8:A, SBS. In this petition, they asked the king not to send justitiarie Thenstedt back 
to Sweden. 
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among underprivileged groups, such as people of colour, language and rea-
soning were very carefully articulated in order to support the argument, as 
they could not expect favours to be granted to them unless their arguments 
were solid. Even then, petitions were not always guaranteed to succeed and 
depended on the benevolence or mutual benefit of the recipient of the peti-
tion.375 

When examining the political culture of St Barthélemy, petitions 
show a diplomatic and cooperative side of political life in Gustavia, both in 
the sense of collective political action among naturalized Swedes, but also in 
the relations between the colonial subjects and the local government. As will 
be shown, petitions were often far more successful in obtaining concrete 
change than other forms of political action. However, the relationship be-
tween the colonial subject and the colonizer was still one of unequal power, 
even for the white merchants. Wrongly-worded petitions, which did not pay 
proper respect to officials, resulted in the authors being at times prosecuted 
for insolent behaviour. In analysing petitions, I will show the colonial sub-
ject position as a strategically chosen and rhetorically reinforced position in 
which Swedish subjecthood was important for political aims. I will examine 
the strategies for operating within the political field of petitioning and what 
happened when the relation between the humble colonial citizens and the 
Swedish officials was compromised. 

Understanding petitions 
In this chapter I discuss 25 collective petitions, including copies in other 
languages and petitions that complement each other.376 I have found approx-
imately 30 collective petitions in total for 1800–1825, of which these 25 are 
a representative sample. I will not examine the petitions sent in relation to 
the mutiny any further in this chapter, as they have already been sufficiently 
covered. The majority of petitions selected are found enclosed in govern-
ment reports in the Swedish National Archives. We must take this into con-
sideration when discussing petitions as a form of political expression, since 
it demonstrates the governor’s central position in communication between St 
Barthélemy and the Colonial Department. Even when petitions were directed 
towards the king, language and content had to be acceptable to the admin-
istration or somehow delivered through alternate routes. Petitioners had to be 
careful not to offend the governor or express too radical opinions, of which 
we will see a few examples. Some petitions were not presented to the king, 
and can be found in court or council protocols, or reprinted in the local 

                                                        
375 David Zaret, Origins of Democratic Culture: Printing, Petitions, and the Public Sphere in 
Early-Modern England (Princeton University Press: Princeton, 2000), 81–99, 217–265. 
376 For a chronological list, see Appendix A. 
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newspaper The Report of Saint Bartholomew. While these are few in num-
ber, the reasons why they were not reported to Sweden must be considered. 

When analysing petitions within a community as small as St 
Barthélemy, we should also consider the close distances within the colony. 
When, for example, farmers in southern Sweden sent a petition to Stockholm 
or even to the local authorities, it could be excused as one of very few op-
tions for expressing their political opinion, since they did not have the possi-
bility of expressing it in person. Considering that Gustavia was less than a 
square kilometer in size, petitions to the governor and local Swedish officials 
must be primarily understood as public political actions. While conditions in 
St Barthélemy might escape the attention of officials in Stockholm, all local 
matters could very easily be discussed in public. When a petition was sent, it 
was a deliberate decision and formulation, done in consideration of the pub-
lic and official nature of petitions, separate from private or anonymous 
communication. As will be demonstrated in the next chapter, there were 
other forms of protests, complaints, or approval, such as pamphleteering and 
participation in the press. Thus, we should consider that the petitions were 
not the full extent of popular expression, but a specific public form of ex-
pression. 

Petitions can be seen as an almost universal feature of literate soci-
eties. While it has been claimed that petitioning emerged as a form of com-
mon social protest in the nineteenth century, there is plenty of evidence of 
early modern petitions.377 Men and women, whites and people of colour, and 
people from various social positions wrote and signed petitions, making 
them a varied source for social historians. For example, Potukuchi Swarnala-
tha discusses the petitions of weavers in colonial India in Andhra in 1770–
1820, who were forced to produce goods of poorer quality, as demand for 
coarser fabrics rose in Europe. Weavers were thus ordered to create fabrics 
with lower thread counts, and were exploited by British as well as local 
copdar officials who inspected the cloth. Swarnalatha points out that peti-
tions were a form of political communication used by the colonial state in 
order to avoid violent confrontation and to create a legal framework to avoid 
protests, strikes and other disruptions.378 She also discusses how colonial 
subjects would quickly adapt to this new form of political genre, ‘realizing 
that posing as humble supplicants is a necessary aspect of petitioning.’379 
Even then, the weavers had to adapt to colonial stereotypes, as the officials 
did not believe these poor weavers could write their own petition.380 This 
                                                        
377 Lex Heerma van Voss, ‘Introduction’, in Petitions in Social History, ed. Lex Heerma van 
Voss (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 2. 
378 Potukuchi Swarnalatha, ‘Revolt, Testimony, Petition: Artisanal Protests in Colonial An-
dhra’, in Petitions in Social History, ed. Lex Heerma van Voss (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 2002), 109–110. 
379 Swarnalatha, ‘Revolt, Testimony, Petition’, 114. 
380 Swarnalatha, ‘Revolt, Testimony, Petition’, 117. 
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stereotype was, however, an advantage to the weavers, who used it to ex-
plain why their petitions had to be submitted collectively and not individual-
ly. They could thus petition as a larger group and ask for their demands to be 
collectively addressed.381 Colonial petitions therefore have to be understood 
as an alternative to violent and confrontational political expressions, but also 
as a reproduction of the colonial relationship between subject and ruler. In 
making their requests, petitioners could either take advantage of stereotypes 
of ignorance and illiteracy or try to challenge them. 

Within the Nordic countries, petitioning was a common strategy 
during the early modern period. In Sweden the peasantry was recognized as 
its own estate, giving farmers a pathway to voice complaints to the state 
through petitions.382 Petitioning was also a common strategy among mer-
chants in the Caribbean. Andrew Jackson O’Shaughnessy has discussed lob-
bying in the British West Indies, where collective petitions from planters and 
merchants played a central role. Henk den Heijer has discussed promotion of 
merchant interests in the Dutch West India Companies, including merchants 
in free ports such as St Eustatius.383 Yet neither O’Shaughnessy nor den Hei-
jer discuss petitions as a genre, with rules, norms, and limitations. While 
they acknowledge the strategic elements involved in the promotion of inter-
ests, petitions are often regarded as a form of true interest. They are analysed 
as a symptom and reflection of popular opinion, although among an elite 
group, rather than as a contextual document in and of itself. How petitions 
were presented, worded, and collectively created and altered is not analysed 
to the same extent as their position in regards to various factions within the 
imperial structure. While I would not suggest that a petition would present 
an opinion or request it does not stand for, the form in which it was con-
structed and presented was as crucial as the opinion itself. David Lambert 
has analysed British West Indian pro-slavery petitions as not just rhetorical 
addresses, but also their materiality and their placement within an Atlantic 
network of communication. I find this approach to be enlightening and it 
helps contextualise the act of petitioning, especially within colonial set-
tings.384 
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There are three basic analytical elements to petitions, which I will 
use as a framework for the following chapter. First of all, there is the recipi-
ent of the petition; the person(s) to whom it is addressed. By seeing who was 
responsible for and deemed qualified to address the issue, we can see the 
practical power structures involved in administration. Also, ‘[p]etitions tried 
to use perceived fissures within ruling classes, for instance, by addressing a 
central authority with complaints about a local authority, or addressing a 
colonial power with demands based on the metropolitan system of justice.’385 
Second, the issues presented and the motivations for the petition are of 
course important, as they can provide several insights into the needs, beliefs, 
and ideologies of the petitioners. Still, here one must be careful to consider 
both political strategy and overall context of the petition. Third, the petition-
ers themselves should be analysed, as their social and economic position can 
provide context for the petition, the political culture, and the society as a 
whole. We should also consider their rhetorical description of themselves, as 
well as which inclusions and exclusions their petitions were based on.386 In 
writing about petitions from St Barthélemy, I will try to incorporate these 
analytical tools into the empirical descriptions, but will also return to them in 
the end. 

All petitions were to be formally directed to the governor. This was 
established in the 1805 form of government and reiterated in the 1811 form 
of government. As was indicative of the general non-discussion of political 
rights in the forms of government, the petitions discussed dealt with matters 
of protests against court cases with damages above 300 riksdaler, in which a 
petition could be presented within 14 days of the sentence.387 When a person 
wanted to send a letter to the king or other authorities in Stockholm, this was 
delivered through the governor. This function depended on trust. For exam-
ple, during a conflict between Governor Rosensvärd and Abraham Runnels, 
Runnels asked Rosensvärd if he had actually delivered the correspondence 
between them to the king, to which the governor answered that he of course 
did.388 In general, the governor was approached the most and authorities in 
Stockholm were primarily contacted when disagreements arose between 
local administrators and merchants. As will be seen, such conflicts had nu-
merous different outcomes. 

I will focus on collective petitions signed by more than three peti-
tioners. This is to ensure that the opinions expressed in the petition can be 
seen as if not representative of the whole community then at least indicative 
of a group within the community. I have excluded the formal oaths of alle-
                                                        
385 van Voss, ‘Introduction’, 6. 
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giance connected to the coronation of Charles Jean Bernadotte, as these doc-
uments were not formulated by those signing. Many petitions with one or 
two petitioners were strictly personal matters, such as a merchant feeling 
cheated out of a business contract with the local government or one or two 
persons feeling unjustly treated. While these existed within a political con-
text and could have political connotations, the material is too large and con-
text-bound to be able to be analysed sufficiently within the confines of the 
following study. Additionally, in focusing on collective petitions, the inclu-
sion and exclusion of members, as well as their own presentation become 
even more critical points of analysis. I will, however, make certain excep-
tions when discussing prosecution of insolence, for example in the case of 
the petition of Emanuel Stuart, because of the insight it gives into the nature 
of petitions, communication, and the political relationship between mer-
chants and Swedish officials. The petitions have been primarily sorted ac-
cording to their subject matter, of which the petitions discussing economic 
policies were the most numerous. 

Economic politics 
Many of the petitions, if not the majority, sent to the governor sought to 
change policies that affected trade in Gustavia. They varied in scope and 
subjects, but carried the common rationale that by supporting the individual 
trade of the merchants of Gustavia, the entire island would be supported. In 
1806, as Sweden had entered a war against France, trading opportunities on 
St Barthélemy were declining, since Swedish neutrality had become com-
promised. Many merchants traded with French Caribbean islands and har-
assment from both French and British ships was becoming a serious problem 
for trade. Governor Ankarheim reported, however, that although war had 
been declared, many merchants were still able to sail to French Caribbean 
islands and continue to trade, as the local governments on those islands were 
also opposed to restricting trade because of the war. A group of merchants 
sent a petition to Governor Ankarheim asking for a local peace treaty be-
tween St Barthélemy and the French Caribbean islands. The governor dis-
missed it as impossible, maintaining that even if the treaty was successful, 
Swedish ships would still be taken by British cruisers, but the merchants 
insisted that they had to at least try; one enemy was better than two.389 The 
local French officials almost immediately dismissed the treaty as impossible 
as well. Swedish and French Caribbean officials maintained good relations 
until 1807, but a formal peace agreement was not possible.390 
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The merchants’ petition for a peace treaty began by portraying the 
economic consequences of the war, as St Barthélemy was in need of the 
colonial supplies from French-Caribbean islands in order to trade. The peti-
tioners then explained that they were distinct from Sweden ‘including politi-
cally’ and that there was no need for them to be concerned with the circum-
stances in Europe. The petitioners thus believed that for themselves and for 
‘the love of the Fatherland’ they should ‘try something for [themselves].’391 
The petitioners believed that neutrality was the key to the economic success 
of the island and that the situation on the island would deteriorate if nothing 
was done: 

 
The alarming emigration of several worthy inhabitants; the number of 
empty houses; of idle sailors; of ships sold to the Danish islands; the 
disappearance of proper currency; the ceasing of credit and an unvisit-
ed port, are the effects and consequences of the unfortunate misunder-
standing, which day by day threatens us with ruin.392 
 

From the wording, we can understand that the priorities of the petitioners 
were economic. Emigration was a problem for the community, but their 
main concern was that trade would become impossible. We should also con-
sider the ideological separation from Europe that the merchants displayed. 
As they placed themselves in a peaceful Caribbean context where trade be-
tween the Swedish and French islands was desirable to all parties, the war 
was seen as a ‘misunderstanding’. It should also be noted that they did not 
propose a peace treaty between Sweden and France, but one specifically for 
the Caribbean islands. Over 50 persons signed the petition, so it should not 
be seen as a suggestion by an isolated group of merchants. While Swedish 
officials sympathised with the petition, the idea was rejected by French offi-
cals.393 

In better times, more successful petitions were presented. On May 
26, 1814, a petition was sent to the council by 15 traders, asking for assis-
tance in cases of unpaid debts of foreign traders that were owed in St 
Barthélemy. The traders wanted these traders to be sent summons in proper 
time and that in case of default, the debtor’s property on St Barthélemy 
would be confiscated and sold to pay debts. From the council protocol, we 
                                                        
391 Translation by Samuel Fahlberg of petition to Governor Ankarheim, December 6, 1806, 
vol. 1:C, SBS. Original quotes: ‘Frånskilde som Wi äro, äfwen i Politiskt afseende’, ‘af 
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can read that the justitiarie Bergius was in favour of the idea and suggests 
that the proper time should be based on the distance it would take for a 
summoning advertisement to be printed in the local newspapers. Thus, three 
months’ notice would be given for those in the West Indies and six months’ 
notice for those living in the United States.394 Four days later, the council 
voted through the demands of the petition.395 

Two things should be taken into consideration here. First of all, this 
petition was addressed to the Governor, ‘[his] Excellency and the Honorable 
the Council of this Island’.396 At this time, there was still genuine trust in the 
council as a functioning government body. Since 1812, when Sweden no 
longer was at war with Great Britain and the War of 1812 broke out, the 
economy had greatly improved. The following years showed an increase in 
trade and profits in the colony. Given the positive economic situation, not 
many petitions were put forward. This could also be a result of the council 
functioning properly, making petitions unnecessary for political change. 
Second, similarly to the previous petition, we can see how the commerce of 
St Barthélemy was tied to the Greater Caribbean as well as the United States. 
Far from an isolated community, the administration operated within a larger 
network of information, a necessity for inter-imperial business. Newspapers 
played an important role in this communication, which I will expand upon in 
the next chapter. 

As previously mentioned, on January 31, 1810, a petition was pub-
lished in The Report of Saint Bartholomew signed by 36 petitioners. Among 
them we can find John Joseph Cremony, William Cock, Joseph and Anthony 
Marcial, and William Israel, who insisted that laws limiting trade with for-
eign vessels be enforced more strictly, arguing for a mercantilist approach. 
The increase in North American trade and immigration following the Em-
bargo Act of 1807 and Non-Intercourse Act of 1809 had brought competition 
to the established merchants in Gustavia. In their petition, traders in St 
Barthélemy complained that American ships did not dock in the harbour to 
sell their goods in Gustavia, but traded directly from ship to ship off the is-
land, most likely on the small Five Islands about three nautical miles off the 
port. This outcompeted naturalized Swedish magazine owners and burghers, 
who had to pay tolls, making their naturalizations less useful. The traders 
claimed the colony as a whole had lost three million Spanish Dollars as a 
part of this trading in the last four months and asked the governor to ‘public-
ly and solemnly reinstate’ the customs laws that forbade trading between 
ships.397 They also asked that the commercial committee be reinstated, tasked 
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to report on trading matters and suggest measures for commercial encour-
agement and protection. William Israel had attempted to become a consul for 
the United States in St Barthélemy in 1809 and sent letters to the United 
States Department of State as late as August 1810. In this petition he repre-
sented the established merchants of Gustavia.398  

This petition was not included in the reports from Governor 
Ankarheim to Sweden, so we can assume he did not deem it important 
enough to report to the king and Board of Commerce. From the response, 
published simultaneously in the The Report of Saint Bartholomew, we can 
see another possible explanation. In his response, Ankarheim wrote that he 
‘thought proper to re-publish that part of the said Ordinance, which concerns 
the Retailing on board foreign vessels, to wit.’ followed by a quote from the 
law against foreign vessels trading outside the port. He stated that this trad-
ing was indeed illegal according to ‘the renewed Custom-House and Excise 
Ordinance of the 23d December, 1807, Prohibiting the Retail on Board of 
Vessels at Anchor in this Port.’399 These regulations stated that any foreign 
ships carrying over 15 tons selling goods ‘either on board, or on shore, with-
out having put the same in store, shall have forfeited, not only the sum of 
one hundred Dollars in fine, but also the goods retailed or their value, if they 
cannot be seized upon’. The same applied for those buying the goods.400 

Ankarheim also proclaimed that the customs office and police had 
been ordered to be stricter in enforcing this law. The proposal for a commer-
cial committee, however, was not mentioned, which would suggest that it 
had been dismissed. Perhaps this is the reason the petition was not sent to 
Sweden, as demands from merchants to be more involved in the government 
and represented differently could be interpreted by officials in Stockholm in 
ways that would make the governor lose power. As shown in the previous 
chapter, relations were strained at this time, to say the least. After Ankar-
heim left however, the commercial committees returned. 
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Committees 
The commercial committee, reformed after the 1811 colonial form of gov-
ernment, wrote expansive petitions seeking more liberal trading policies as 
well as cost-cutting. Every three years a committee of merchants were to 
assemble to advise the colonial government. While I have not found any 
petitions from the commercial committees before 1811, John Joseph Cremo-
ny’s letter on January 8, 1803 to justitiarie Bergstedt, suggests that he was a 
member of one such committee: ‘We shall, without delay, lay before the 
Honorable Court such representations as our Judgement may support for the 
Welfare of the Community.’ He also confirmed that the committee con-
curred ‘with the Honorable Court in the tax laid on the Sale of Foreign sea-
soned negroes (of five percent) & likewise on that of two & ahalf percent on 
the sale of Foreign vessels, Lotteries and Raffles.’401 

The committee seemed not to have met in 1814, but in 1817 a 
committee consisting of 9 merchants sent in a 38-page petition to Governor 
Johan Samuel Rosensvärd. As the economy had slumped, the petition argued 
for a radical cut in tolls, easing controls by harbour officials, dismissing the 
militia, allowing merchants to trade in all parts of the world (in particular the 
Mediterranean), and a permanent commercial committee instead of a tri-
annual one. In particular, freedom of trade seemed to be argued from a posi-
tion of liberal trade philosophy:  

 
He who has capital to improve, and talent to improve it, if shackled at 
home will seek employment for it abroad, under a foreign flag and a 
more tolerant state of things; and he will finish by following it up with 
his presence: because it will be his interest to do so!402 

 
The movement of trade and political flexibility necessary for a port was a 
central concern of this committee’s petition. Very little seemed to be done, 
however, and a new petition would follow in 1819, this time signed by 34 
merchants. Here, the petitioners lamented ‘Governor Rosensvard’s reluc-
tance to act upon the points suggested and respectfully recommended to him 
by a select committee soon after he entered upon his Administration’.403 The 
critique was much harsher towards Governor Carl Fredrik Berghult (1818–
1819), suggesting that St Eustatius and St Thomas outcompeted St 
Barthélemy as a port not only by having lower fees, but also by ‘a reputation 
for liberallity’ and that ‘they knew how to relax not only in matter and 
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amount, but what was still more hostile to us, in manner.’404 The implication 
was that the strictness of Swedish administration was actively detrimental to 
commerce, as it scared off traders. While the petition reiterated the demands 
made by the previous committee, they now also suggested that St Barthéle-
my should have a governor with a civilian rather than military background: 
 

It is viewed, on our side of the Water, as an error involving conse-
quences not generally, if at all, perceived on your side of it, that our 
Governor’s should have been constantly selected from the Military 
walk of life, and sent to engage in civil affairs with no more prepara-
tion in the theory or practice of them, than is acquired in the bustle of 
Camps and Dins of Arms.405 

 
The petitioners therefore requested a governor ‘from the middle rank of civil 
life’, whom they suggested would be much better suited for ruling a free 
port.406 Their wish was granted, as their next governor was Johan Norderling, 
the first governor of St Barthélemy who was not a military officer. 

What we can tell from the committee’s petition is that as the econ-
omy of Gustavia worsened, the political community became more critical of 
not just the economic regulations, but, when they felt ignored, the Swedish 
officials themselves. Far from a position of political apathy, they intensified 
their demands and suggested a more liberal attitude towards trading, as well 
as reduced trading fees and minimising expenditure. As the committees were 
part of the form of government, there was an opportunity for sanctioned 
criticism without legal repercussions, which will be noted later in this chap-
ter. This may explain the petition’s harsh tone, in comparison to other peti-
tions, with calls for changes in government structures and taxation. After 
1819, there seems to be no trace of further commercial committees, which 
could suggest either a loss of incentive for trading reforms as the economy 
declined even further, or that Swedish officials decided to ignore that part of 
the form of government in favour of more centralized rule. 

There were other committees besides the commercial commitees, 
however, often instituted around a specific task. However, their political 
power was undefined and as such unclear. This would become evident in 
1824, as a committee was created for input regarding the creation of a fire 
watch in Gustavia. The fire watch was intended to patrol Gustavia at night 
and guard against accidental fires. Fires constituted an enormous potential 
for damage and fire engines had existed on the island since at least 1805.407 
In August 1815, regulations had been established and printed for the use of 
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fire engines in Gustavia.408 The committee presented a suggestion on July 5 
for how the fire watch was to be established, in which all house owners were 
to take turns serving the watch. They noted that they wished for disabled 
men and women, especially widows, to be excluded from the watch.409 When 
a decision was made by Governor Norderling and the court on August 9 and 
announced on August 12, there were, however, some differences. The most 
obvious one was that ‘[e]very owner of house, whether male or female, and 
all free male inhabitants of the Town are subject to perform or contribute to 
perform the duty as fire-guard’, but also that fines were to be issued for those 
who could not attend in order to finance the fire watch.410 

The committee was not pleased. In a petition signed by 13 mem-
bers on August 13, they asked for the funds for the fire watch to be provided 
from the town chest, for expenses to be kept down by not employing a per-
son to make reports, but for voluntary members to do so for free instead and 
for women not to be required to serve. It is interesting to note that while all 
petitioners, in not just this but all collective petitions I have examined, are 
male, they believed in standing up for women and viewed defending them as 
honorable. The only collective petitions I have noted signed by women were 
from 1841, where members of the Catholic congregation asked for financial 
support after their church was destroyed in the 1837 hurricane.411 Besides the 
support of the female population, a central concern of the firewatch commit-
tee was the choice of the governor to go against their wishes: 

 
That from Your Excellency’s professed deference for the opinion of 
a Committee, they concluded that the measures recommended by 
them with the concurrence and approbation of the Aldermen would 
be adopted and made decisive by the Honorable the Court, as a basis 
for a nightly watch to be performed by them and their constitu-
ents.412 

 
Simply put, the committee expected the governor to follow their advice. The 
alteration of the committee’s plan for a night watch showed clearly how 
limited the political power of the elected members was. The disagreement 
can be further understood through Peter Petersen’s letter to the former 
justitiarie Bergius. Already from the opening paragraph we can suspect that 
there was more to the committee’s anger than the inclusion of women in the 
night watch: 
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As there is an obedience due to regular Authority when temperately 
exercised, which derives dignity from the conviction that much of 
public felicity is staked upon its uninvaded existence, so there is in 
the extravagant use of power, a point when it ceases to be a duty to 
submit without complaining.413 

 
Finding Governor Norderling’s delegation of power to a committee to be 
essentially without consequence, many were upset and hurt. While the ex-
clusion of women and widows from service according to Petersen was justi-
fied by ‘reasons, some of them too obvious to need discussion’ and all cost-
cutting was considered necessary due to the poverty of the island at this 
time, this was secondary to their exclusion from decision-making.414  

When examining many of these petitions, the petitioners can be 
seen as subjects primarily interested in financial gain, seeking to influence 
the local government to adopt policies that would benefit trade and giving 
their expertise to officials less knowledgeable about Caribbean trading. This 
is true to a certain extent. But in these petitions, questions regarding the rela-
tionship between them and the officials can be noted, for example what obli-
gation the governor was under to take the advice offered by merchants, and 
especially by committees. The political relations between the two groups 
will become even more visible as we examine petitions in which the popula-
tion showed their appreciation and allegiance towards Sweden and its offi-
cials. 

Appreciation and allegiance 
There were also many petitions showing appreciation and otherwise trying to 
convince good officials to stay in St Barthélemy. For example, Governor 
Berndt Robert Stackelberg arrived in St Barthélemy in February 6, 1812, 
replacing Governor Ankarheim after the mutiny of 1810.415 With a new form 
of government, a newly recovering economy, and a rise in political activism 
on the island, the tense situation demanded fresh leadership. Stackelberg 
found it hard to adapt to the new circumstances, and already on July 3, 1812 
he asked to be relieved of duty and to return to Sweden, after Elbers’ accusa-
tions of not being sufficiently defended against insult.416 This will be dis-
cussed shortly. Two weeks after Stackelberg’s report to Stockholm asking 
for reassignment, a petition was sent to him, signed by 29 persons. The in-
tent of the letter was very clear from the start:  
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Sir! 
The rumour, which has for several days of late pevailed [sic] in Town, 
that your Excellency has Solicited, the Kings leave to retire from the 
Government of this Colony, has not failed to exite emotions of the 
most painful kind among us. But when it is further added that the mo-
tives which have determined you to quit a People with whom you 
have not yet had time to be acquainted, originated in a discontent, not 
unprovoked; it becomes a duty on that part of the Community which is 
still jealous of its reputation for Loyalty to his Majesty & dignified 
submission to his Government, not to be misunderstood, and perhaps 
by an ill timed Silence, incur the risk of being again included in that 
Number, which did before disturb his Paternal Solicitude, and place it-
self in the predicament of needing the Royal Lenity.417 

 
It seems that while the rumours of Stackelberg’s request to leave were true, 
the petitioners believed it to be partially a result of the Mutiny of 1810, 
which they describe as ‘that Commotion, in which the Multitude was seen 
led by a few’. Overall, they were less concerned about Elbers’ accusation of 
insolence than they were of their reputation as rebels. Afraid that the depar-
ture of Stackelberg would be interpreted as a discontent with Swedish rule 
itself, the petition stressed that the petitioners had ‘no ambition for the fame 
of subverting Government or making revolutions’ and acknowledged ‘the 
Mild and equal Laws under which we have lived and been protected.’ Ac-
cording to them, ‘the great Majority of the Colonists, if they were free to 
express their feelings; are not Turbulent – but are disposed to peace and 
tranquillity; and know, really know, how to value the blessings of good Gov-
ernment [...].’ What they asked for was time and patience to prove them-
selves to be loyal subjects and that Stackelberg had not had time to fully 
appreciate the good nature of the people of St Barthélemy. They ended the 
petition by leaving the decision up to him, knowing that his successor would 
be just as competent. 418 

While Stackelberg did note that Elbers had participated in the Mu-
tiny of 1810, he otherwise did not reflect on the recent events in his reports. 
On the contrary, his report of April 15, 1812 stated that the island was 
calm.419 It seems, though, that the mutiny and fear of repressions from the 
metropole were still fresh in the mind of the merchants of St Barthélemy. 
The petition thus had a dual purpose. The first, which we can see from the 
opening paragraph, was to convince Stackelberg to remain in St Barthélemy 
and allow a continuation of his rule. The second was to reiterate the loyalty 
and submission of St Barthélemy to Swedish authority. Here, we can see a 
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clear example of how the colonial relationship between St Barthélemy and 
Sweden was reinforced by the petition in order to achieve practical goals. 
The petitioners placed themselves in a subservient and dependent position, 
while trusting the final judgement of the officials to be correct. Furthermore, 
it is interesting to note that none of the traders who sent their justification of 
the mutiny to the Swedish prince (Cremony, Elbers, Krafft, Vaucrosson, 
Rey, or Prince) signed this petition. This can be seen as a distancing on their 
part from the sentiment expressed or, perhaps, unwillingness to include the 
signatures of mutiny leaders when declaring the community to be peaceful 
and loyal.  

Another petition expressing appreciation and gratitude was put 
forward in 1816, following Governor Stackelberg’s reduction of import du-
ties and loosening of regulations, based on the suggestions of council mem-
bers Cock and Cremony. On April 29, 1816, a petition with over a hundred 
signatures was given to him by ‘the inhabitants of St Barthélemy’.420 The 
petition expressed gratitude towards the governor for his actions, which 
would ensure the commercial superiority of St Barthélemy. Stackelberg had 
thus ensured ‘the prosperity of the colony and received the eternal love of its 
inhabitants.’421 The petition was printed in The Report, together with Gover-
nor Stackelberg’s response. He thanked the petitioners for their flattering 
letter and said he would be sure to report it to the king. The question of loy-
alty, while not mentioned in the petition, was brought up by Stackelberg: 

 
I have often had the pleasure of putting before the eyes of our Gra-
cious Sovereign my sentiments regarding the respectable and rare 
conduct of the inhabitants of Gustavia, remain convinced, Messieurs, 
that I never miss an opportunity to represent to him your loyalty and 
fidelity.422 
 

While the petitioners described themselves as inhabitants of St Barthélemy, 
the governor responded by referring to them as inhabitants of Gustavia. We 
can assume that the majority, if not the entirety, of the signatures were from 
people living in Gustavia, which would make sense given that the petition 
mainly concerned maritime trading laws and the economic state of the is-
land. As such, those living in the port town would be those most affected by 
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the legislative change. We should also note that in the report the response 
was dated May 1, 1816, just a few days after the petition. Both the petition 
and the response were reprinted in The Report, probably to ensure mass ac-
cess to it, and the petition and newspaper were sent with Stackelberg’s report 
to the Colonial Department. We can see here as well how the public nature 
of petitions and responses were highly connected to newspaper and print 
media. Public gratitude was not just a matter of appreciation, but one of di-
plomacy between merchants and officials, both in St Barthélemy and in 
Stockholm. By demonstrating appreciation and allegiance, the bonds be-
tween the small colony and the large country separated by the Atlantic could 
be reinforced. 

Just a few months later, as Governor Stackelberg retired and was 
succeeded by Governor Rosensvärd, several petitions of gratitude for his 
work as governor were presented. The most significant one, in terms of the 
numbers of petitioners, was presented by the white population on October 
12, 1816 and had almost 250 signatures. In this petition, they showed appre-
ciation for Stackelberg’s service to the community, especially his efforts 
working towards the new prosperity of Gustavia. In order to show their grati-
tude, they gave him a sword as a present from the community.423 As was 
done before, the petition, together with five others, was reprinted in The 
Report. Two of these petitions were from an unspecified number of repre-
sentatives from Gustavia and the countryside; one was from Calverley Riley, 
a local methodist missionary; one was from the refugees from Guadeloupe 
and another one from the free people of colour of the island. The latter peti-
tion had 61 signatures from petitioners who thanked the governor for his 
‘mild and benevolent protection and support’ as well as ‘various local 
measures [...] adopted for the general good of the Colony...’424 They were 
thus thankful both for the service towards free people of colour as a social 
group and towards the colonial population as a whole. The social separation 
seen between white people and free people of colour is revealed here, as well 
as in the fact that no free people of colour had signed the larger petition, 
which presumably was considered to be more general, as well as had the 
honour of presenting the sword. While this type of written appreciation was 
mostly demonstrated by the merchantile elite, the addresses to Governor 
Stackelberg especially with several hundreds of signatures, shows that writ-
ten support was shown among a relatively large group of free men. 

There was also a local dimension to appreciative petitions, as it 
could help to maintain officials that would benefit the colony. For example, 
when the unpopular Governor Carl Fredrik Berghult was replaced in August 
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1819, the newly arrived Governor Johan Norderling was almost immediately 
shown the support of the people. On September 4, he was handed a petition, 
signed by almost one hundred petitioners. Norderling was not new to the 
island, but had been the first justitiarie of St Barthélemy in 1787–1797.425 In 
this petition he was welcomed back and his past on the island was acknowl-
edged and celebrated.426 It is important to note that this is the only petition 
from this period given to a new governor as a welcome. Norderling’s prior 
relationship to St Barthélemy can explain this to a certain extent, but it is 
also important to see this as public approval of the change from Berghult to 
Norderling, as well as disapproval of Berghult. 

Appreciation could also be shown outside of petitions, such as in 
the form of celebrations and rituals. On January 28, 1810, a celebration was 
held in the name of King Charles XIII, which involved several speeches, a 
Te Deum, cannon volleys and oaths of loyalty to the monarch. At the end of 
the day fireworks were shot from Fort Carl and a ball was held for 200 men 
and women that continued until dawn. When compared to the later mutiny in 
September 1810, the relationship between the militia and the Swedish offi-
cials seem friendly and respectable: 

 
At Nine o’Clock, the Battalion of Gustavia’s Militia marched up and 
made halt before the Government House, where his Excellency the 
Governor was pleased to Honor the Battalion by presenting them in 
the Name of His Majesty, a White Standard, bearing the Initial Let-
ter of His Royal Majesty’s Illustrious Name; which Standard the 
Battalion received with cordial acclamations, promising to defend it 
at the Peril of their Life and Blood in their Country’s cause.427 

 
Similar celebrations could be seen in for example in the travel writings of 
James Hackett from 1818, who passed through St Barthélemy with a number 
of British volunteers in support of the South American revolutionaries. 
Greeted by Governor Rosensvärd, they were invited to celebrate Charles 
Jean Bernadotte’s birthday, where ‘[i]mmediately after supper the health of 
the Crown Prince was drank [...] with unfeigned sentiments of devotion and 
attachment.’428 The complicity and respectfulness of the population was not 
unnoticed by the officials. When Charles XIII died, a day of grief was an-
nounced by Governor Rosensvärd on August 10, 1818, where men were to 
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wear short crape round hats and women black silk robes on the following 
Sunday.429 On August 17, Rosensvärd announced his deep appreciation for 
the good behaviour of ‘all the inhabitants of this Island of what class and 
condition soever as well as to every stranger present...’ He also notes that 
‘[i]t must be as pleasing to the community at large as it has been to Me, to 
learn that not a single breach thereagainst was during the whole day re-
marked.’430 Loyalty to and respect for the Swedish monarchy, despite its 
immense geographical distance, was a recurring form of appreciation and 
loyalty among St Barthélemy’s population, revealed not just in writing, but 
also in action. Such celebrations were common in the development of early 
nationalist sentiment, both in United States and France. In Sweden, celebra-
tions also helped legitimise the new Bernadotte regime.431  

These demonstrations of appreciation among St Barthélemy’s pop-
ulation do not suggest that there were no conflicts, but that when the ideals 
and actions of the merchants and the government aligned, it was important to 
demonstrate this. The colonial relationship of subject and ruler was rein-
forced, as the petitioners took the opportunity to display their loyalty and 
how they were good colonial subjects. In this sense, they were just as much a 
formation of the political culture in the colony as letters of protest or asking 
for favours.  

Conflicts and opposition within and outside the council 
This type of appreciation was also connected to conflicts, which can be seen 
from the petition addressed to the king on February 25, 1822. Almost 50 
petitioners asked the king to reconsider replacing the justitiarie Fredrik 
Ludvig Thenstedt. They said that while they respected his decision, it: 

 
has its origin in the discontent and complaints of another officer sub-
ordinately connected with the judicial body, founded in his own too 
tenacious views of the prerogative of his office, and promptly acted 
upon, from solicitude to redress what appeared to be a wrong, and 
which drew upon the subject on whom that wrong was charged, the 
royal displeasure.432 
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Thenstedt had earlier been involved in a number of arguments where he 
stood in opposition to both government secretary Carl Ulric von Hauswolff 
and Governor Berghult.433 This petition in particular, though, referred to an 
ongoing conflict with public notary Erik Dalbeck. A few months later, a 
letter was sent directly to the head of the Colonial Department and court 
chancellor, Gustaf af Wetterstedt, by an anonymous writer who referred to 
himself as ‘A Burgher of the Island of Saint Bartholomew’ accusing the 
petition of being written by Norderling and not representing the community. 
Furthermore, he accused the petitioners of being involved in privateering, 
specifically William Haddocks, William Cock, Dejoye, Debouille, and Da-
nouille. The burghers’ reason for keeping the judge was supposedly because 
he looked the other way regarding their illegal activities. Norderling was 
accused of being friends with pirates and privateers, drinking gin and wine 
early in the morning, nepotism, and all forms of corrupt behaviour.434  

In his report back to Sweden, Norderling complained about this let-
ter, as well as other insults and oppositional activity, which he attributed to 
an oppositional group called the Sainte Clique: Fredrik Adolf Lönner, the 
vicar David Ludvig Falkman, and other native Swedes, who were friends 
with the American consul Robert M. Harrison.435 He also included in his 
report a petition signed by 60 names, including Harrison himself, calling for 
the search and trial of whoever wrote that most ‘scandalous (we scarcely 
know how, adequately, to stigmatize it) Libel’ which had been put up in 
several places in Gustavia.436 The libel in question was much more scandal-
ous than this petition and will be discussed in the next chapter. Publicity here 
worked both as a form of support and public distancing from the previous 
message. That many were outraged is not hard to imagine, but Harrison, for 
example, most likely signed the petition in order to publicly declare himself 
not part of this type of libel. 

Personal attacks on the governor were not only made by outsiders 
though. Conflicts between native goverment officials had been going on ever 
since Governor Stackelberg’s arrival in 1811 and would continue under 
Governor Rosensvärd and Governor Berghult.437 When Governor Norderling 
came to St Barthélemy in 1819, one of his first reports talks about how it 

                                                        
433 Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 132; Högström, S. Barthélemy under svenkt välde, 
55–58. 
434 Letter from ‘A Burgher’ to Gustaf af Wetterstedt, undated, vol. 8:A, SBS. The letter ar-
rived in Sweden on June 11, 1822. 
435 Report from Governor Norderling to Stockholm, June 4, 1822, vol. 8:A, SBS. For more 
information on Harrison, see Edward B. Rugemer, ‘Robert Monroe Harrison, British Aboli-
tion, Southern Anglophobia and Texas Annexation’, Slavery & Abolition: A Journal of Slave 
and Post-Slave Studies 28, no. 2 (2007): 169–191. 
436 Petition from the population of St Barthélemy to Governor Norderling, May 18, 1822, vol. 
8:A, SBS.  
437 Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 108, 131–132. 
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was not unusual ‘to see slaps and insults delivered at several of the council’s 
meetings.’438 While he was referring more specifically to the court of justice 
and not necessarily to the members of the council, he definitely blamed this 
on the merchants’ kannstöperi, a Swedish term meaning loose and unsub-
stantiated political discussion. Most opposition was based less on ideological 
motives and more on personal conflicts. The political opposition against 
Norderling, emerging from the Sainte Clique, was not an ideological move-
ment, but a group of Swedes who did not care for Norderling’s leadership. 
The group’s leader, Lutheran minister Fredrik Adolf Lönner, had since his 
arrival in St Barthélemy in 1815 caused problems for the governors, for ex-
ample by refusing to preach in English, asking for raises, and criticizing 
government policies. Governor Norderling and Lönner both considered 
themselves to be the highest authority of the Swedish State Lutheran church. 
When Lönner left in 1822, Norderling wrote that he was happy to have ‘got-
ten rid of that Jesuit’ while Lönner claimed that Norderling’s ‘deaf mute soul 
knows nothing more than blood and violence’.439  

Some insight into the personal nature of political opposition in St 
Barthélemy can also be seen in the report to Stockholm from government 
secretary Carl von Hauswolff on May 8, 1819. He wrote that there was a 
conflict between Governor Berghult and justitiarie Thenstedt, which on 
Berghult’s side was ‘to an overall degree based on [...] self defence against 
humiliation, under impressions of inferiority and lack of the authority his 
former position granted.’440 Von Hauswolff makes reference to the fact that 
Berghult been promoted to governor as a result of Governor Rosensvärd’s 
death, not by being selected by the Colonial Department. Thenstedt had had 
opportunities to fix this and ‘create the unity, at least a superficial [unity], 
between them, as in his relationship to the late Governor before him [...].’441 
Von Hauswolff claimed that although he had constantly tried to resolve this 
conflict, if for no other reason than for the sake of government efficiency, it 
would not work: 

 
In the council Lieutenant Berghult had no friends, no support – I did 
not join him there and there were commonly disagreements, which 
then had to be resolved for the best, for no one of them would give 
way to the other, and if one was eager to keep himself and his office 

                                                        
438 Report from Governor Norderling to Stockholm, November 16, 1819, vol. 6:A, SBS. 
Original quote: ‘at se några örfilar och skällsord uptaga flera conseillens séanser’. 
439 Hellström, Åt alla christliga förvanter, 133–139. 
440 Report from Carl von Hauswolff, May 8, 1819, vol. 6:A, SBS. Original quote: ‘till en 
övervägande del haft sin grund i [...] sjelfförsvar emot förödmjukelse, under intryck af under-
lägsenhet och under brist af den authorité som sista posten medförde.’ 
441 Report from Carl von Hauswolff, May 8, 1819, vol. 6:A, SBS. Original quote: ‘han skolat 
kunna stifta den enighet, åtminståne yttre, emellan dem, som likväl hans förhållande till fram-
lidne Herr Gouverneuren i dennes senare tid’. 
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in good light, the other was more than happy to use the weak points 
the other showed...442 
 

One of these conflicts concerned the advance salaries requested by Lieuten-
ant Colonel and Commander Carl Fredrik Bagge, a former governor of St 
Barthélemy, which Berghult always granted and Thenstedt always disagreed 
with.443 When discussing the ‘opposition’, meaning the merchants and elect-
ed members who opposed Berghult, von Hauswolff’s description moved 
away from the different officials’ rivalries in the council and towards the 
merchants questioning the governor’s legitimacy. According to von Haus-
wolff:  
 

[t]he opposition realized that Berghult was not a real governor and 
had no more authority and legitimacy, than what he himself as-
sumed, that he was an insignificant and unknown person at home, 
who surely would not be recognized or taken notice of, their regret 
was that they had let themselves be subdued and were not in charge, 
but their desire to rule increased in consideration that they had noth-
ing to fear and that their victory was secure...444 
 

What is striking is that no concrete political disagreement seems to be re-
ported by von Hauswolff. Rather, it is disagreement in and of itself that 
seems to have been the issue. While Swedish officials had structural political 
power, they had little to no authority to counter political disagreement out-
side the council. Von Hauswolff complained that when: 
 

                                                        
442 Report from Carl von Hauswolff, May 8, 1819, vol. 6:A, SBS. Original quote: ‘Det var i 
Conseilen der Lieutnant Berghult ej hade någon vän, något stöd – dit följde jag ej honom och 
der uppstodo vanligtvis de tvister, som sedan måste styras till det bästa; ty ingendera af dem 
ville gifva vika för den andre, och var den ena ifrig att hålla sig och sin myndighet uppe, så 
var den andre väl ej mindre glad begagna sig af de svaga sidor den förres öppna’. 
443 § 3, financial council protocol, June 6, 1818, image 39, vol. 60, Procès-verbaux du conseil 
de finance (PF), FSB; § 2, financial council protocol, December 7, 1818, image 90, vol. 60, 
PF, FSB; § 1, financial council protocol, June 5, 1819, images 332–333, vol. 60, PF, FSB. 
Once Berghult was replaced as governor by Norderling, Bagge’s request was unanimously 
rejected. It should thus be noted that elected member Haddocks abided by both governors’ 
votes, despite being a vote against something he voted for just three months earlier. This 
should again underscore the governor’s political power. § 1, financial council protocol, Sep-
tember 6, 1819, images 389–391, vol. 60, PF, FSB. 
444 Report from Carl von Hauswolff, May 8, 1819, vol. 6:A, SBS. Original quote: ‘Opposi-
tionen kom nemligen underfund att Berghult ej var verkelig gouverneur och hade ingen au-
thoritet och myndighet, annan än den han tog sig, att han var en obetydlig och okänd person 
hemma, som säkerligen ej skulle blifva erkänd eller tagen notice utaf, deras harm utbrast 
öfver att de låtit kufva sig och ej voro rådande, men deras begär att styra ökades vid be-
tracktande af att de hade ingenting att befara och att deras seger voro säker’. 
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the usual complaints about the actions of the council were not bal-
anced by fear and respect, it became easy to arouse the higher and 
lower classes to self harm and defiance, through which the double 
goal was achieved that they celebrated harm and incivility, caused 
anger, problems and sorrow and also received clearly illusory evi-
dence of common dissatisfaction.445 

 
While this statement largely comprised rhetoric meant to ignore popular 
disagreement with the council’s politics, it seems as if the disagreements of 
the council were not primarily based on ideological divisions. For example, 
according to Norderling’s description of the merchants’ political actions, 
they did not intend to achieve changes in trading policies or civil legislature, 
but to gain power over the council and the Swedish officials: 
 

…every phrase, every word that could be interpreted to their ad-
vantage, affected Rosensvärd’s sickly, and Berghult’s precarious, 
council, excerpts from letters flew across the city, greatly distorted, 
curtailed and with impertinent comments, conciliables were held, 
and plans were made, for what? For a damned merchant council, 
where the chief would be made a city servant, depending on their 
mercy for his livelihood like a coaler for his patron, and the judge in-
to a mannequin, which the present, blinded by his hate, did not real-
ize.446 

 
What can be seen in both quotations is that the political power of the mer-
chant elite did not lie within the council, but in creating political opposition 
through the forming of public opinion outside the council. Norderling was 
clear that the Swedish officials, under Rosensvärd and Berghult’s poor lead-
ership, had been divided through ‘party spirit’. Using this political discord, 
merchants were able to gain political power through letters and secret meet-
ings, weakening the authority of the governors. Further, giving merchants 
political representation was not a problem for Norderling because of prob-
lematic ideological beliefs among the merchants, or because their representa-
                                                        
445 Report from Carl von Hauswolff, May 8, 1819, vol. 6:A, SBS. Original quote: ‘det vanliga 
klandret öfver styrelsens åtgjärder ej uppvägdes af frucktan och vördnad, blef det lätt uppägga 
den förnämare och sämre pöbeln till sjelfsvåld och uppstudsighet, hvarigenom det dubbla 
ändamålet vanns att man hyllade sin harm och ovänskap, förorsakade förtret, besvär och 
ledsnad, och tillika fick eclatanta skenbara bevis på allmännt missnöje.’ 
446 Report from Governor Norderling, November 16, 1819, vol. 6:A, SBS. Original quote: 
‘hvarenda phrase, hvartenda ord som de kunde hårdraga til deras avantage, drabbade 
Rosensvärds sjukliga, och Berghults precaira, styrelse, utdrag ur brefven flögo kring staden, 
merändels vrängda, stympade och försedde med impertinenta comentairer: conciliabuler 
höllos, och planer upgiordes til hvad? Jo til en sacramentskad köpmans styrelse, hvari chefen 
borde omskapas til snart sagdt en stads betjent, beroende, för sit lifs uppehälle, af deras nåd, 
liksom en kohlbonde af sin brukspatron och Domaren snart bli en manequin, hvilket den 
närvarande, förblindad af sit hat, ej insåg.’ 
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tion opposed the interests of Swedish officials. Rather, Norderling was 
against giving political power to a ‘merchant council’ and giving naturalized 
Swedes the ability to set the agenda for political discussions. 

The majority of the questions raised in the council were based on a 
practical realpolitik, with the traders being more inclined to believe in reduc-
ing fees and restrictions while the administration more often suggested im-
posing new structures and institutions. However, as long as an idea worked, 
positive development of the island in general and the encouragement of trade 
remained a common goal. The discussions aimed to reach a conclusion that 
all members could approve of, preventing disagreement. Dissention often 
occurred over whether officials or representatives were suited to putting 
forward suggestions and performing administrative tasks. For example, the 
only noted occasion in the financial council when the other participants out-
voted the governor was in the elecction of the next customs controller in 
1819. Governor Berghult suggested town cashier Wilhelm Plagemann, while 
justitiarie Thenstedt suggested inspector Sven Kindberg, whose long service 
entitled him to this position. Berghult, however, claimed that although he 
was a friend of Kindberg, he was ‘an old man who wished for a certain com-
fort and who it would be no surprise if he was not as correct or active as His 
Majesty would expect the customs controller to be.’447 Thenstedt and elected 
member William Haddocks voted against Berghult, resulting in a tie, as the 
governor had two votes. Nine days later, doctor Jacob Leurén was invited as 
a temporary member and after a lengthy defense by Berghult, he was outvot-
ed 3 to 1.448 

While these personal conflicts between Swedish officials and polit-
ically involved naturalized Swedes may seem to invalidate the appreciative 
petitions, I believe that they illustrate the function and necessity of these 
documents. Within a colony of close political bonds, the necessity of proving 
one’s allegiance to government officials and the mother country became 
even more pronounced. As the naturalized Swedes were perceived to have a 
tenuous relationship to Sweden, repeat establishment of trust was necessary, 
especially in light of the previous mutiny. Demonstrations of loyalty and 
appreciation strengthened colonial bonds that personal conflicts and council 
arguments could weaken. 

                                                        
447 § 5, financial council protocol, April 5, 1819, images 264–266, vol. 60, PF, FSB. Original 
quote: “Herr Kindberg voro en gammal man som önskade en viss värd bequämlighet, och som 
det ej vore att förundra sig öfver, om han som oftast vore incorrect och ej så actif som 
vederbör. Kongl. Majts intresse fordrade likväl motsatta egenskaper af Tullförvaltaren.” 
448 § 2, financial council protocol, April 14, 1819, images 267–273, vol. 60, PF, FSB. 
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Rights of people of colour 
From the beginning of the 1820’s, free men of colour in Gustavia began to 
petition the Colonial Department in Stockholm and the Swedish king in 
quest of rights given the white population of St Barthélemy. However, they 
had submitted their first petition to the governor years earlier, when nine free 
men of colour on February 19, 1812 presented two petitions, one in English 
and one in French, to Governor Stackelberg. They complained that the Swe-
dish state ‘hath drawn an inseparable line of distinction between us and 
thousands of our fellow men!’ which has ‘introduced maxims of political 
disparity and unequal right.’ Intriguingly, the petitioners showed support for 
limiting the voting to native and naturalized Swedes and the at the time re-
cent extension to those owning property. However, they humbly asked that: 

 
the disqualification of Colour and Complexion, and the disparities of 
it, may not be extended further than to our persons and that so many 
of us and no more, as own fixed and landed property in the Island 
may upon the principle which admits property, at all, to be repre-
sented, be allow’d to vote from among the higher ranks of the 
Community for fit and able Deputies to the said Royal Council.449  
 

It should be noted that the request was not for all people of colour to get 
permission to vote. Neither was this a call for the end of all political disqual-
ification based on ‘colour and complexion’, but rather for those men of col-
our who owned property to be given voting rights and representation. On 
February 25 the petitioners were brought before the council, where Governor 
Stackelberg explained that he did not have the mandate to grant voting 
rights, but would present their request to authorities in Stockholm. The peti-
tioners said that they were pleased with the decision and assured the council 
of their loyalty to Sweden.450 In Stockholm, the request was denied, fearing 
that voting rights for men of colour would ‘if not cause all the horrors of St. 
Domingue, with the passing of time put all property in the hands of the free 
coloured.’451 

After nine years, the question was raised again, but this time ad-
dressed to the Colonial Department. A petition was sent to Stockholm, 
signed on March 5, 1821, by 23 men of colour who asked for the right to 
vote in the elections for the local council. Among the petitioners were those 
who had signed the previous petition as well. The petition was fairly short 
                                                        
449 Petition from Bigard, Bigard Jr., Chadwick et al., February 19, 1812, images 41–43, vol. 
128, PG, FSB. 
450 § 2, council protocol, February 25, 1812, images 38–40, vol. 128, PG, FSB. 
451 Protocol, March 11, 1812, Statsrådsprotocoller, Handels och financeexpeditionen, Swedish 
National Archives, Stockholm. Original quote: ‘om den ock ej föransakade alla de 
grusligheter som på St Domingo, i tidens lopp möjligen föranleda dertill, att all fast egendom 
komma i fria Couleurtas händer.’ 
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and did not explicitly state the reasons for their demands or list how they had 
served the state, but ‘hastened to put the evidence of their devotion to the 
[King], the dynasty and the metropole before the throne.’452 

Their wish would soon be granted and the same year they were 
given the right to vote in council elections. On February 20, 1822, Norder-
ling announced free men of colours’ right to vote, signed by the head of the 
Colonial Department, Gustaf af Wetterstedt on behalf of the king. The right, 
however, was limited to free men with residency and five years of property 
ownership, who were not ‘animadverse’ towards the council or court. They 
had the right to vote for a white inhabitant as council members, had to report 
their intentions early, and if anyone in the council or court could ‘bear testi-
mony of irregular conduct’, their right to vote would be repealed.453 In the 
election following this proclamation, no free people of colour voted. Norder-
ling claimed that they had ‘pretensions [...] of voting on the same day as 
white people.’454 In the proclamation for a council election in August 1822, 
no distinction was made between free black and white voters in terms of 
dates. However, they were to report the day before to have their titles recog-
nized.455 Whether these strict voting rights should be considered a victory is 
debatable. It is true that the representation of free people of colour was ex-
panded. However, the council’s ability to revoke the right to vote of any free 
man of colour deemed troublesome to officials shows a clear unwillingness 
to give them much actual influence. The continued differentiation between 
white and black subjects was most likely also insulting for many free people 
of colour, who were hoping for genuine political equality. 

The two following petitions were essentially two parts of a one 
larger request. The first was a letter to Gustaf af Wetterstedt, from Septem-
ber 9, 1822, where twelve free men of colour asked for their second petition 
to be sent to the king. As the petition concerned ‘their grievances [...] for the 
arbitrary acts [the Governor] executed recently’, they did not consider it wise 
to send their petition directly to Governor Norderling.456 The petition did not 
go into more detail, but asked for a copy of their other petition to be shown 

                                                        
452 Petition from Hodge, Balbordan, Falson et al. to Charles Jean Bernadotte, March 5, 1821, 
vol. 7:B, SBS. Original quote: ‘Ils se hatent de porter aux pieds du Trône lés témoignages de 
leur dévouement à Votre personne Sacrée, Ou Votre Dynastie, et à la Métropole.’ 
453 Proclamation by Governor Norderling, February 20, 1822, image 223, vol. 135, L, FSB. 
Original quote: ‘portent quelque témoîgnage contre la conduite régulière’. 
454 Report from Norderling to Gustaf af Wetterstedt, March 6, 1822, vol. 8:A, SBS. Original 
quote: ‘Ce sont des gens à prétentions [...] qu’ils eussent préféré de se legaliser, comme les 
blancs, le jour de l’election au Gouvernement.’ 
455 Proclamation by Governor Norderling, August 13, 1822, images 229–230, vol. 135, L, 
FSB. 
456 Petition from Falson, Bigard, Breemer et al. to Gustaf af Wetterstedt, September 9, 1822, 
vol. 8:A, SBS. Original quote: ‘les griefs dont nous nous plaignions contre lui pour les actes 
arbitraires qu’il a fait Execúter depuis peu.’ 
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to the king. The second petition was directed to the king and signed by 28 
free men of colour. They presented themselves as ‘faithful subjects, men of 
colour of this island, their hearts appalled by the humiliations they believe 
they would deserve were they not to address them to his Majesty’.457 They 
referred to three free men of colour being whipped without any judicial pro-
cess. Horrified by the bloodshed of their fellows, they believed that prejudice 
was the principal cause of these punishments. They claimed that these types 
of actions were ‘subversive against the colonial system, where no free man is 
allowed to hit another, except in the form of legal punishment where all pro-
tective forms of law have been observed.’458 This connection, the petitioners 
contended, separated them from the slaves. 

This tactic, of calling for the protection and enforcement of their 
rights within the principle of the colonial system, was common in many co-
lonial settings.459 The petition did not seek any changes in law, but asked that 
the basic principles of Swedish colonial law be respected. Otherwise, they 
were more or less slaves. The petitioners hoped that the king would ‘not 
tolerate seeing a large class, called to fulfil all their duties as subjects, be-
coming the object of odious discrimination and contempt more damning than 
treating them as their own slaves.’460 Referring to themselves as subjects of 
the king, just like the white subjects, was important in establishing their 
identity as free men. Similarly, separating themselves from the enslaved 
population was a crucial position, both in terms of identity and as an argu-
ment for their rights.461 

These petitions were part of a larger political movement in the Car-
ibbean, where free people of colour sought improved legal, economic, and 
political rights. The number of free people of colour was equal to the number 
of white people in many places, and sometimes outnumbered them. Follow-

                                                        
457 Petition from Falson, Gibbes, Heyliger et al. to Charles Jean Bernadotte, July 31, 1822, 
vol. 8:A, SBS. Original quote: ‘Vos fideles sujets les gens de coleurs de cette Ile le cœur 
ulceré des humiliations qu’ils épruvent croiraient les mériter s’ils n’addressaient point leurs 
juste plaintes à Votre Majesté’. 
458 Petition from Falson, Gibbes, Heyliger et al. to Charles Jean Bernadotte, July 31, 1822, 
vol. 8:A, SBS. Original quote: ‘Ils sont subversifs du systéme colonial qui veut qu’aucun 
homme libre puisse être frappé qu’en vertu d’une sentence où toutes les formes protectrices 
de la loi aient été observeés.’ 
459 See for example Frederick Cooper, ‘Alternatives to Nationalism in French West Africa, 
1945–60’, in Elites and Decolonization in the Twentieth Century, ed. Marc Frey and Jost 
Dülferr (Houndsmill: Palgrave Macmillan 2011), 110–137. 
460 Petition from Falson, Gibbes, Heyliger et al to Charles Jean Bernadotte, July 31, 1822, vol. 
8:A, SBS. Original quote: ‘ne souffrira pas qu’une classe nombreuse appellée à remplir tous 
les devoirs de sujets devienne l’objet d’une distinction odieuse et d’une mepris dáutant plus 
accablant qu’en les assimilant à leurs propres esclaves’. 
461 For examples of similar rhetoric in petitions from free people of colour, see Melanie J. 
Newton, Children of Africa in the Colonies: Free People of Colour in Barbados in the Age of 
Emancipation (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2008), 65–67. 
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ing this there was a series of petitions seeking increased rights in many plac-
es.462 In Jamaica, petitions for equal treatment were sent to the local House of 
Assembly in 1792, 1813, 1816, and to the British Parliament in 1823, some 
signed by over 2000 petitioners.463 In 1810 a similar petition was sent from 
Trinidad to King George III.464 In 1804, just after the Louisiana Purchase, 
officers of the free pardo and moreno militias in New Orleans petitioned the 
United States government, simultaneously expressing their loyalty and their 
expectations to gain political rights.465 Free men of colour in Martinique peti-
tioned the visiting French envoy Baron Delamardelle in 1820 to protest 
against extrajudicial deportations.466 From the Danish West Indies, a long 
petition was sent to the king in 1816, with similar demands for citizenship 
and the right to a fair trial without extrajudicial punishment, but also the 
right to operate inns and equal treatment within the militia. Like the free 
people of colour in St Barthélemy, just and full inclusion based on the terms 
established by the colonial power, as well as separation between them and 
slaves were central parts of the petition.467 Given the frequent movement and 
interaction between the different islands, news of these petitions no doubt 
spread among the free people of colour in the Caribbean. 

The Swedish Colonial Department responded to the petition of 
1822 by reprimanding Norderling and expressing the necessity of relying on 
the legal system, especially with free people of colour whose importance and 
civilization were seen as ever increasing. The department also warned 
Norderling that if free people of colour did not feel they received just protec-
tion from Sweden, a situation such as that in Haiti could happen at St 
Barthélemy.468 Although Norderling was at the mercy of the will of the Co-
lonial Department, he sought to defend his actions by claiming that free peo-
ple of colour were guilty of brutality and rude behaviour.469 He was aware of 
the petition of 1822, although he had not stopped it. He discovered that a 
group of free men of colour had begun to meet at the house of Carl Tybell, 
one of the members of the Sainte Clique: 

 

                                                        
462 See Cohen and Greene, Neither Slave nor Free. 
463 Heuman, Between Black and White, 21–41. 
464 Murray, The West Indies and the Development of Colonial Government, 79–80. 
465 Kimberly S. Hanger, ‘Conflicting Loyalties: The French Revolution and Free People of 
Color in Spanish New Orleans’, in A Turbulent Time: The French Revolution and the Greater 
Caribbean, ed. Patrick Barry Gaspar and Patrick David Geggus (Bloomington: Indiana Uni-
versity Press, 1997), 191–192. 
466 Hartkopf, Sweet Liberty, 90. 
467 Hall, Slave Society in the Danish West Indies, 169–174. 
468 Protocol from the Colonial Department, December 7, 1822, vol. B II:4, Pomeranian Expe-
dition and Colonial Department, Swedish National Archives. This will be referred to as PEKD 
from now on. 
469 Report from Governor Norderling to Stockholm, August 11, 1821, vol. 7:B, SBS.  
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The fruit of this plot was a very humble request to Your Majesty, 
where I am accused of violating the rights of free people of colour 
by punishing a negro from the countryside with 24 strikes of the 
whip, as well as a scoundrel from the city with twelve. 470 

 
He condemned the authors as dishonourable men, including Philippe ‘Titus’ 
Bigard for his participation in the Ducoudray Holstein Expedition, where a 
group of South American revolutionaries attempted to establish a republic in 
Puerto Rico.  

In August 1822, shortly before the petition was sent, Norderling 
reported having arrested ‘Titus’ Bigard, a free man of colour ‘suspected of 
plotting a revolt against the whites on [Guadeloupe]’ together with a group 
of accomplices.471 In a letter to the Governor of Guadaloupe Antoine 
Philippe de Lardenoy, Norderling reports that a schooner and two brigs had 
arrived in Gustavia, with provisions and munitions, which he suspected 
those he had detained would use to attack Guadeloupe, although he con-
fessed that their plan seemed quite ridiculous. He also mentioned that once 
the schooner arrived people of colour left for St Kitts, St Eustatius, and St 
Martin ‘with an ambassadorial air.’472 Norderling suspected that a larger 
network of resistance was plotting an attack.  

In a later report from October, Norderling mentions that ‘one of 
[Bigard’s] envoys to St. Martin was arrested and put in jail for thirteen days’ 
tearing up his letters before they could be recovered.473 He would later re-
ceive a written testimony from Abraham Balborda of St Martin, a man of 
colour, who claimed that Bigard had recruited his brother Samuel Balborda 
to join their attack, which was headed for Puerto Rico. Samuel Balborda was 
likely the envoy captured in St Martin. Abraham claimed that the expedition 
consisted of ‘twenty four vessels fitted out from the Haytian Government, to 
make the Conquest of the Island of Portorico [with] four thousand five hun-
dred Haytian Troop.’474 This would turn out not to be true, as the ships were 
much fewer in number and had departed from the United States. Norderling 

                                                        
470 Report from Governor Norderling to Stockholm, September 10, 1822, vol. 8:A, SBS. 
Original quote: ‘[L]e fruit de ce complot à ete une très humble requête à Votre Majesté, oû je 
suis, dit-on, accusé d’avoir enfreint les droits des gens de couleur libres en faisant punir un 
Negre de la campagne de vingt quatre coups de la Galôn, et un polisson de la ville de douze.’ 
He did not deny punishing them, one of them for refusing to follow orders within the country 
militia, the other for hitting a guard with a stick. 
471 Norderling’s report, August 2, 1822, vol. 8:A, SBS. Original quote: ‘soupçonnes de medi-
ter une revolte contre les blancs dans les dites colonies.’ 
472 Copy of Governor Norderling’s letter to de Lardenoy, undated, vol. 8:A, SBS. Original 
quote: ‘Cela a l’air d’ambassades.’ 
473 Report from Governor Norderling to Stockholm, October 15, 1822, vol. 8:A, SBS. Origi-
nal quote: ‘En av deras utskickade till St. Martins blef där fängslad och quarhållen i tretton 
dygn.’ 
474 Abraham Balborda’s testimony, September 15, 1822, vol. 8:A, SBS. 
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suspected that ‘Louis Villaume Ducoudray’ was behind the plot and alerted 
de Lardenoy and the governor of Puerto Rico to this.475 The three ships leav-
ing Gustavia hit a storm on the way to Puerto Rico and headed for Curaçao, 
where they were arrested.476 While fundamentally rivals, it was not unknown 
for governors of different empires to help each other against rebels and revo-
lutionaries.477 

Norderling used this episode as a rhetorical tool against increasing 
the rights of free men of colour. Thus, even if St Barthélemy was not the 
target of the attack, the attack had consequences for the political environ-
ment. While he did not specifically mention the Haitian Revolution, free 
men of colour were depicted as unreasonable and violent. At this time, the 
petitioners’ use of a sensible and diplomatic approach seems to have been 
the right method, as well as invoking the colonial system and legal represen-
tation. However, the fear of rebellion was often an unspoken factor in politi-
cal questions regarding people of colour in the Caribbean. Even if free peo-
ple of colour did not mention or even support the idea of taking up arms, the 
silent threat occasionally worked to their advantage. 

Voicing opposition to Swedish officials was dangerous for natural-
ized Swedes, but it was typically not free people of colour who did so. As I 
will demonstrate, dissenting voices were often punished, typically for no 
other reason than their tone. 

The importance of respectfulness 
Petitions often employed a quite elaborate language of respect, which to our 
contemporary senses may seem needlessly ornate and pandering. When this 
decorum was not followed, however, and the petitioner used blunter and 
even aggressive language, it had serious consequences. 

For example, directly after the establishment of the 1811 form of 
government, a conflict arose regarding the rights of the elected members. In 

                                                        
475 Letter from Governor Norderling to de Lardenoy, September 18, 1822, vol. 8:A, SBS. He 
received responses from them on October 14 and November 8, 1822. Also found in vol. 8:A, 
SBS. 
476 See Federico Cedó Alzamora, Mayagüez: Capital de la República Boricua (Mayagüez: 
Departamento de Arte y Cultura, 2010), 
http://mayaguezsabeamango.com/images/documentos/capital.pdf. The expedition, as well as 
Ducoudray’s ideology, is also mentioned in Vanessa Mongey, ‘Les vagabonds de la ré-
publique: les révolutionnaires européens aux Amériques, 1780–1820’, in Les empires atlan-
tiques des Lumières au libéralisme (1763–1865), ed. Clément Thibaud, Federica Morelli and 
Geneviève Verdo (Rennes: Presses universitaires de Rennes, 2009), 67–82. 
477 Patrick David Geggus, ‘Slavery, War, and Revolution in the Greater Caribbean’, in A 
Turbulent Time: The French Revolution and the Greater Caribbean, ed. Patrick Barry Gaspar 
and Patrick David Geggus (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1997), 20–21. 
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June 1812, a man called Chevailler de Serviuz had insulted the local mer-
chant Krafft and accused him of being an imposter, demanding compensa-
tion. Although the governor wanted no part in this, the situation escalated to 
a public argument in the government house between Krafft and Serviuz, as 
well as Krafft’s friends, one of them being council member Elbers. When 
Governor Stackelberg took Elbers aside to discuss some of the topics in that 
day’s meeting of the financial council, Serviuz came in from the other room, 
insulting Elbers. Stackelberg told Serviuz to calm down and that Elbers had 
nothing to do with his disagreement with Krafft. The argument continued in 
the other room without any proper conclusion. Elbers would later comment 
at the beginning of the council meeting that he felt insulted and Stackelberg 
told him to seek amends from Serviuz. On June 29, however, Elbers stood 
before the court and accused Governor Stackelberg of not providing him 
with the protection from insult that he as member of the council had the right 
to expect.478 

In his memorial, read before the court and copied by government 
secretary Thenstedt, Elbers claimed that the governor had been silent when 
Elbers was insulted and that he ‘had not received from the Governor the 
satisfaction he had a right to demand.’479 He claimed to have joined the 
council, ‘in adherance of his fellow citizens’ choice [...] sacrificing his own 
interests and business...’ but was happy to work in the service of the king.480 
The role of usefulness and service was central to being a council member. 
The spatial place of insult and the symbolic role of his position was especial-
ly important in this matter: ‘The insult being made towards the undersigned 
in the Government Hall in his capacity as council member, the ordinary 
forms of justice cannot and should not be applied when offending a member 
of the court.’481 The position of council member had important symbolic 
value, according to Elbers, and he argued that the insult, especially within 
the spatial context of a government building, should be viewed as directed 
towards him as a political figure and not as an individual.482 

                                                        
478 Report from Governor Stackelberg to Stockholm, July 3, 1812, vol. 2, SBS. 
479 Johann Bernard Elbers’ memorial to the court, written by Thenstedt, June 29, 1812, vol. 2, 
SBS. Original quote: ‘n’ayant point depuis obtenû de M. le Gouverneur la juste satisfaction 
qu’il a droit d’exiger’. 
480 Johann Bernard Elbers’ memorial to the court, written by Thenstedt, June 29, 1812, vol. 2, 
SBS. Original quote: ‘en adherent au choice que ses concitoyens [...] a sacrifié ses propres 
interêts & ses affaires’. 
481 Johann Bernard Elbers’ memorial to the court, written by Thenstedt, June 29, 1812, vol. 2, 
SBS. Original quote: ‘L’Insulte faitte au Soussigné l’ayant été dans la Salle du Gouvernement 
ou il étoit comme Conseiller, ne peut ni doit être demandée dans les formes ordinaires de la 
justice au nom du membre de la Cour offensée.’ 
482 For more on the importance of spatiality in political culture, see Sennefelt, Politikens 
hjärta.  
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In his report to Stockholm, Stackelberg announced that he wished 
to return to Sweden. He complained that despite not being in St Barthélemy 
for more than five months, he was already not given respect. He also noted 
that Elbers was ‘known as the instigator and leader of a past uprising’ mean-
ing the Mutiny of 1810, discussed in the previous chapter.483 The response 
from Stockholm was to ban Elbers from the council and strike his memorial 
from the record. The prince also made his views clear on such conduct: 

 
H.R.H. assumes that no officials could forget their duty, so as to dis-
cuss such a criminal dictation, as that of Mr. Elbers, and if, contrary 
to expectations, this had happened, H.R.H. does not fail to sanction 
such behaviour.484 

 
Five years would pass until the next case of insolence occurred in March 
1817, when the merchant Abraham Runnels was elected to the council. Upon 
receiving the news from Governor Rosensvärd, he accepted the position, but 
mentioned in his letter to the governor that during a previous election when 
he should have been offered the position, he had been accused of voting 
fraud. The candidate with the most votes, Jean Jacques Vaucrosson, had 
refused to serve, but instead of electing Runnels, the election was rerun, 
where Runnels received the majority of votes. The governor did not take 
kindly to being accused of trying to influence the election, and wondered 
why Runnels had even brought it up in the first place. He insisted that the 
courtroom was the appropriate space for such accusations. He agreed that he 
had removed those votes ‘whose impropriety was obvious’, but that there 
was no intention on his behalf to alter the election. Runnels, on the other 
hand, believed that since most people no longer remembered the previous 
election, bringing the matter to court was not necessary.485 

The letter exchange escalated and the governor warned Runnels 
that his tone was improper. Runnels resigned from the council in protest. 18 
signatures were sent to Runnels from influential merchants on March 17, 
claiming that they had voted for Runnels and intended for him to be on the 
council: ‘Sir, when we offer’d our suffrages, for your nomination for a coun-
sellor, we saw in the measure, our, and our fellow citizens’, true interest.’486 
The entire communication was copied and sent to Stockholm, together with 
                                                        
483 Report from Governor Stackelbergs to Stockholm, July 3, 1812, vol. 2, SBS. Original 
quote: ‘känd för stiftare och anförare af et föregångit Upror’. 
484 Protocol from the Colonial Department, September 21, 1812, vol. A I:3, PEKD. Original 
quote: ‘K.M förmodar att ingen af dess Embets eller tjenstemän kunnat vara nog förgätes af 
dess pligt, att till öfverläggning vilja upptaga ett så brottsligt dictamen, som det Hr. Elbers 
afgifvit, och om emot förmodan sådant skedt, lärer K.M. ej underlåta att det beifra.’ 
485 Correspondence between Governor Rosensvärd and Abraham Runnels, from March 17 to 
March 22, 1817, vol. 5:A, SBS. 
486 Copy of letter from Cremony, Israel, Winfield and Haddock et al. to Abraham Runnels, 
March 17, 1817, vol. 5:A, SBS. 
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a letter where Runnels claimed to show that the governor was guilty of im-
proper conduct. He also included the fact that his son had been, in Runnels’ 
view, falsely accused by Rosensvärd of faking illness to avoid celebrating 
the king’s birthday and getting drunk the same night with government secre-
tary von Hauswolff.487 The Colonial Department in Stockholm did not take 
kindly to these accusations and not only made Runnels resign, but banned 
him from participating in future elections.488 

Another example of the importance of propriety was when re-
strictions were made against dancing and gambling. On January 30, 1819, 
Governor Berghult and government secretary Carl von Hauswolff made a 
proclamation regarding dancing. There had been several parties and dances 
in the countryside as of late that disturbed public order. Gambling and the 
presence of slaves at these parties made matters worse. Berghult thus de-
clared that all parties must first be reported in advance to the captain of the 
local district under penalty of sixteen dollars. Any party found to include 
gambling would be punished with a twenty-dollar fine and any slave found 
at a party would be given 29 lashes.489 

Only a few days afterwards, inhabitants of the countryside protest-
ed against the ban. They did not believe their behaviour was so suspicious 
that they should have to ask for permission for dancing. As the decision had 
been made without a prior investigation, they asked Governor Berghult to 
reconsider and to seek advice from the Swedish authorities.490 On February 
12, the memorial was given to the governor, who decided not to bring the 
petition before the council, ‘with the explanation that as it concerned himself 
and his administrative position, the council had nothing to do with it.’ The 
council instead encouraged the petitioners to bring their case before the 
king.491 We can see clear tension between the council and the governor, as 
their responses to the petitioners contradicted each other. The motivation 
behind the law itself was not dealt with at all and the issue seemed to have 
been swept aside.  

A petition was later written and addressed to the king, in which 
around 14 petitioners from the countryside protested against the proclama-
tion once again. The tone of the petition was harsh and at nine pages, it was 
four times as long as the initial petition. The petitioners found the law insult-
ing, both because it had ‘been made public without consulting the council’ 

                                                        
487 Letter from Governor Rosensvärd to Abraham Runnels, October 10, 1817, vol. 5:A, SBS. 
488 Protocol in the Colonial Department, July 25, 1818, vol. A I:6, PEKD. 
489 Proclamation by Governor Carl Fredrik Berghult and Carl von Hauswolff, January 30, 
1819, images 413–414, vol. 134, L, FSB. 
490 Petition from inhabitants of the countryside to Governor Berghult, February 2, 1819, vol. 
6:B, SBS. 
491 Excerpt from the court protocol in Gustavia, February 12, 1819, vol. 6:B, SBS. Original 
quote: ‘med förklaring at som det rörde honom sjelf och dess embetsbefattning, Conseilen 
intet hade därmed at sköta.’ 
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and because they did not see any reason for why the people in the country-
side should be suspected of illegal activity.492 They protested against the law 
itself using three main arguments. First of all, they believed quite simply that 
the law was degrading. Since it was normally free people of colour and 
slaves who had to apply to the government for public meetings, the law ‘was 
treating us like slaves, who are the only ones on the island who have to noti-
fy the police of their meetings and dances.’493 The white inhabitants appeared 
to view their placement in a legal position comparable to people of colour as 
an attack on their honor. Second, it was bothersome as well as dangerous to 
give the captains too much power over decisions as to how people should 
meet and dance. Every time someone wanted to invite their neighbour or 
family over to a party, they would have to notify their local captain, which 
the petitioners believed no one would bother to do. Should they decide to do 
so anyway, the captain had the power to stop the party for his own personal 
reasons. Third, even if dances with games were banned, people could still 
meet and gamble ‘clandestinely and without anyone knowing.’494 The peti-
tioners were sure that when the king found out about this infringement of 
people’s rights, he would overturn the law as soon as possible. While the 
petitioners were very humble in the face of addressing the Swedish king, 
they seemed positive that he would be interested in local matters in St 
Barthélemy.  

The response came not from the king, however, but from the gov-
ernor. He saw the petition as libel and brought three of the petitioners (Nico-
las Vantre, St Catharine Deravin, and Robert Petersen, the brother of Peter 
Petersen) before the court on March 26. The brother of Nicolas Vantre, 
Pierre Vantre, was also accused but was absent from the island at the time. 
According to the prosecution they were: 

 
guilty of the gross crime and misdemeanour, to traduce and to put a 
false interpretation upon a enactment of the Government to insinuate 
to the most simple and ignorant part of the inhabitants of the interior, 
that their right and liberties were infringed upon by the Government 
and themselves degraded to the rank of slaves...495 

 
The petitioners were thus accused of wilfully misinterpreting the law in or-
der to cause chaos. However, it is not hard to see how the law could be in-

                                                        
492 Petition from inhabitants of the countryside to Charles Jean Bernadotte, undated, vol. 6:B, 
SBS. Original quote: ‘elle à été Publicé sans consulter le conseil’. 
493 Petition from inhabitants of the countryside to Charles Jean Bernadotte, undated, vol. 6:B, 
SBS. Original quote: ‘car elle nous assimille aux Esclaves qui Seuls aux isles sont obligès 
d’avertir la police de leur rèunion pour danses’. 
494 Petition from inhabitants of the countryside to Charles Jean Bernadotte, undated, vol. 6:B, 
SBS. Original quote: ‘Clandestinement et vous n’en sauriez rien’. 
495 Excerpt from the court protocol in Gustavia, March 26, 1819, vol. 6:B, SBS. 
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terpreted problematically, given that it was taken to its logical conclusion. 
While Berghult most likely meant to shut down the gambling and dancing 
houses, the petitioners seemed to literally believe that he meant to infringe 
on the right to dance altogether. 

Early on in the court case, council member Alexander Danouille 
claimed that since it was Governor Berghult’s law that was being petitioned 
against, the governor should be considered biased and could not be a part of 
the court. Berghult protested, but at the insistence of several members of the 
court, he stepped down as judge. Danouille was then also considered biased, 
as he said that he had written a memorial to the king on behalf of the accused 
and resigned from the court. The petitioners responded to accusations of 
soliciting signatures by stating that they had not pressed anyone, and that all 
who signed did so willingly. Vantre claimed that some petitioners had come 
to the accuseds’ houses to sign the petition. Petersen, who was accused of 
writing the document, claimed that he had done so as a favour and that he 
did not share the opinion of the petitioners, but simply copied an original.496 

The court was soon interrupted, as an order arrived from Berghult, 
who presumably had left the courtroom. The order brought a stop to the 
court proceedings, as Berghult found that the exclusion of the judge, 
Berghult himself, rendered the court unable to handle the court case. The 
whole case was declared a mistrial and the authorities in Stockholm were 
asked what they should do in case of future events such as this. The Colonial 
Department tabled the case and it was never brought up again.497 This case is 
a good example of the political chaos at the time: as the economy went into 
decline, the merchants felt ignored by the council and Governor Berghult’s 
rule was disapproved of both outside and within the island administration. 

The trial of Emanuel John Stuart 
The conflicts within the council, and the precarious situation of the elected 
members within it, can be seen in the accusations of insolence from Peter 
Petersen and Emanuel John Stuart in 1818. Suspicions had been raised re-
garding a Portuguese ship, which, according to rumours in Gustavia, had no 
Portuguese sailors. When the governor brought this matter before the council 
on July 10, having first heard it from the janitor of the government house, 
council member Peter Petersen ‘extensively’ confirmed that there had been 
rumours that the ship was a captured prize. His comments were noted in the 
protocol, where he stated that there was anger in Gustavia against ‘the 
marked silence and remissness of our police officers in this respect, of whom 
very unfavourable opinions [were] formed’ and that ‘an investigation of the 
case ought to take place immediately’. Governor Rosensvärd responded that 
if Petersen had known about this, he had a responsibility to report it to the 
                                                        
496 Excerpt from the court protocol in Gustavia, March 26, 1819, vol. 6:B, SBS. 
497 Protocol from the Colonial Department, December 6, 1819, vol. A I:6, PEKD.  
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police. The case moved on after this and an investigation was held, to show 
that the ship had indeed been captured by privateers sailing under an Arti-
guan flag. 498 

Soon afterwards, a memorial was sent by Emanuel John Stuart to 
Governor Rosensvärd on July 17, 1818. In his memorial, he said that a cap-
tured Portuguese ship had been brought to the harbour, but that no-one in the 
administration had acted on it. He argued that ‘[t]he high police, if any such 
exists’ should have noticed suspicious activity and that if the Portuguese 
were to hear of this, it would have further consequences: 

 
Is it to be supposed that the Portuguese government will quietly look 
on at the capture of the property of its subjects by pirates? No it will 
take its steps against them; but what will that government say to 
ours, who under the cloak of ignorance admit the spoils of those pi-
rates and even suffer them to be publicly exposed to vendue? We 
must presume that it will begin by securing what is in its reach, 
namely, sequestering all the Swedish property in Portugal, and by 
that mean defray itself for the booty which we have harboured.499 

 
In his answer to Stuart’s memorial, Governor Rosensvärd was clear that such 
memorials would not be tolerated, as can be surmised from the opening line: 

 
In response to your memorial, I declare, that it is no business of 
yours whether government employees or officials fulfil their duties 
or not: you have no right to such questions and I am sure if you were 
to ask them in this manner, they would show you the door.500 

 
Stuart’s accusation that the Swedish government was harbouring pirates 
insulted the police and the governor’s authority; it was not looked upon 
kindly, and Stuart himself wrote that when he entered the government house 
‘presuming that His Excellency approved of Your petitioners remonstrances 
dictated by the most loyal principles, altho’ perhaps not couch’d in the terms 
the form requires’, he was instead accused of high treason, threatened with 
being thrown in jail, and eventually kicked off the premises. He denied at-
tempting to insult the government and asked for mercy and for the stain on 
his character to be removed.501 

                                                        
498 Excerpt from court protocol, July 10, 1818, vol. 5:B, SBS. Original quote: ‘vidlyftigen’. 
499 Copy of Emanuel Stuart’s memorial to Governor Rosensvärd, July 17, 1818, vol. 5:A, 
SBS. 
500 Copy of Governor Rosensvärd’s answer to Emanuel Stuart, undated, vol. 5:A, SBS. Origi-
nal quote: ‘En reponse à vôtre mémorial, je vous declare, qu’il ne vous regarde nullement si 
les officiers et employés du gouvernement remplissent leurs dévoirs ou non: que vous n’avez 
pas le moindre droit de faire de telles questions, et je suis sûr, que si vous vous auriez adressé 
à eux d’une telle manière, ils vous auroient montré la porte’. 
501 Copy of Stuart’s petition to the council, July 23, 1818, vol. 5:A, SBS. 
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The prosecution of Stuart would take several sessions, some as 
long as ten hours. Although Stuart apologized for his tone, he claimed that 
he was not guilty of treason, as he was trying to defend the community 
through his memorial. However, after a prolonged investigation and three 
weeks in jail, Stuart asked to be sentenced, believing that the public accuser 
was prolonging the case to punish him.502 Stuart would one month later be 
sentenced to pay 100 dollars for his insolence, as well as to publicly apolo-
gize to the government secretary von Hauswolff.503 

From the prosecution we learn something of the political interac-
tions within the community, as Stuart showed his memorial to several other 
traders, either publicly or in private. Runnels was shown the memorial when 
visiting Stuart’s store and would later write the final version, while Cremony 
read the memorial after a dinner at Stuart’s house. Vendue master Gustaf 
Ekerman confirmed that the memorial was ‘very much the topic of conversa-
tion’ lately and that those who spoke about it appeared ‘to be acquainted 
with the outlines of the memorial, but none of them seemed to witness to 
have seen or read the memorial itself.’504 We can here see how even individ-
ual memorials and petitions were created within a larger political communi-
ty, which included not only personal meetings seeking advice and feedback, 
but also rumours about different persons’ political actions and addresses to 
the government. This, in fact, became a matter of discussion in the court, as 
Stuart was accused of spreading disorder and hurting the community through 
showing his petition in public. Petersen, however, argued for fundamental 
differences between memorials and libel:  

 
Mr. Stuarts communication to his confidential friends in private, 
does not make it a libel which is never before shewn to the person it 
concerns, & bears very different qualities, and generally is circulated 
or spread out in public before a mob, or otherwise in Gazetts, 
Pasquells & I am of opinion it was shewn only to gain the opinion of 
his friends, respecting the right of addressing it to the Governor and 
not with a view to create disorder in the Community.505 

 
That Petersen defended Stuart was probably one of the reasons Rosensvärd 
would accuse him of improper conduct. On September 17, 1818, as the in-
vestigation was concluding, Governor Rosensvärd revisited Petersen’s com-
ment from July 10 to give it a more elaborate response. He then proceeded to 
accuse Petersen of improper behaviour, of coming to the court with a heated 
and already accusatory mind. He criticized him for jumping to conclusions 

                                                        
502 Excerpt of court protocol, August 19, 1818, vol. 5:A, SBS. 
503 Court sentence, September 15, 1818, vol. 5:B, SBS. Stuart would however die before the 
sentence could be enacted. 
504 Excerpt of court protocol, August 7, 1818, vol. 5:B, SBS. 
505 Excerpt of court protocol, September 4, 1818, vol. 5:B, SBS. 
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regarding the apparent nationality of sailors and commented that Petersen 
clearly stated ‘police officers’, when he knew that there was only one officer, 
as well as insinuating that Petersen was guilty of slander: ‘That it is peculiar 
that the fear of the consequences that Mr Petersen expressed occurred at the 
same time to the author of the letter to the St. Kitts newspaper and Mr Stuart, 
as if all three of them had been struck by a single electric shock’.506 
Rosensvärd finished his speech by commenting that he thought about remov-
ing Petersen’s comment as irrelevant, but decided to keep it, in order for the 
king to see it: ‘As this case will most likely come before the eyes of His 
Royal Majesty, I humbly request, in consideration of what I have presented, 
his decision, so that I may act correctly on future occasions.’507 Petersen did 
not answer at this time, but asked to comment on a future occasion. 

On September 25, when the governor was not on the island, Pe-
tersen answered the accusations, claiming that he had done no wrong, but 
concluding that he could not stay on the council while under the governor’s 
accusations and would resign as both member of the court and council ‘until 
the complaint preferred against me be removed, and it be known whether for 
partaking in the discussions of the Court I am deserving of such strictures 
and censures of the President.’508 The deputy president of the council, 
Berghult, who was the placemajor at the time, commented that it was peculi-
ar that Petersen did not make this declaration before the governor had left the 
island. However, it may be that it was only under these circumstances that 
Petersen felt able to stand up against Rosensvärd. There seemed to have been 
no response from the Colonial Department. This could in part be because, 
although Rosensvärd sent a copy of Petersen’s statement and the governor’s 
response on July 10, he did not actually comment on it in his report, and in 
part it could be because of the general chaos surrounding the case or 
Rosensvärd’s death soon thereafter. Still, we can see how the political ac-
tions of Petersen, Runnels, and Elbers within the council led to accusations 
of insubordination and the central role the Colonial Department played in 
disciplining these actions. The actions were not forgotten however. When 
Petersen, in 1824, stood up against Governor Norderling for ignoring the 
wish of the fire watch committee, the Governor summoned him and scolded 
him for past behaviour: 

 

                                                        
506 Excerpt from court protocol, September 17, 1818, vol. 5:B, SBS. Original quote: ‘At det är 
besynnerligt at den frugtan för fölgderna som Herr Petersen yttrat inträffat hos honom på 
samma gång, som hos författaren till brefvet i St. Kitts tidningen och Herr Stuart liksom hade 
de alla tre blifvit träffade af en elektrisk stöt’. 
507 Excerpt from court protocol, September 17, 1818, vol. 5:B, SBS. Original quote: ‘Som 
detta mål troligen kommer inför Eders Kongl. Majts ögon, så anhåller jag i djupaste under-
dånighet, at i anledning af hvad jag haft nåden anföra, om Eders Kongl. Majts nådiga decision 
häruti, så at jag en annan gång kan handla rätt vid slika tiltag.’ 
508 Excerpt from court protocol, September 25, 1818, vol. 5:B, SBS. 
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And as if His Excellency would leave me in no doubt that the sole purpose of 
his order to me, to see him, was to compel me to listen to harsh and unkind 
Epithets, he did not refrain from reproaching me for the opinion I entertained 
as a Member of the Court in common with other Members, in the case of a 
Criminal Process against Mr. E J Stuart, a Case which was disposed of & de-
cided some years before the Governor’s return here and in which, if I was in-
clined to clemency, I did no more than follow the lenient temper of the Swe-
dish Code.509 

 
It should not be seen as a coincidence that so many cases of insubordination 
appeared at the end of the 1810s. Political cooperation between the Swedish 
officials and the merchant community was clearly fraught, with neither side 
trusting each other. The conflict between the council and the governor was 
even more evident in the case of the dance petition, where the governor was 
indirectly opposed. We can see here the necessity of diplomacy and humble-
ness in putting forth petitions, since overstepping the boundaries could result 
in accusations of libel. The court case also raises larger questions about the 
necessity of trust in petitions, as the petitioners were dependent on the gov-
ernor to deliver petitions to Sweden and to lay criticism of their rule before 
the king. Within official communications with the officials, one had to ac-
count for the possibility of the recipient taking criticism as insult.  

Petitions as a form of political activism 
Collective petitions were not always the most effective form of political 
change, but it was one that many in St Barthélemy held on to and relied on 
throughout the early-nineteenth century. Frequently it did work to their ad-
vantage. Collective petitions were usually addressed directly to the governor, 
in order to raise certain subjects and also to officially announce dissent or 
approval. While some petitions had more signatures, even a few signatures 
from the wealthy trading class was often deemed sufficient to present to the 
authorities. 

The governor was the person who was most frequently approached, 
understandably due to his official position but also because he was physical-
ly present on the island, unlike the distant Colonial Department. The king 
and Swedish authorities were generally only addressed when communication 
with the governor had broken down, such as after the mutiny, the dancing 
ban, or when free people of colour were believed to have been mistreated. 
This line of communication was a gamble, however, and sometimes back-
fired, such as when the petitioners in 1819 were prosecuted. The petition in 
1814 concerning unresolved debts is unique in that it was addressed to the 
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governor and the council. I believe we can accredit this to the strong political 
position of the council, seen as a legitimate ruling authority alongside Gov-
ernor Stackelberg. This could partially explain the relatively few petitions 
sent in between 1812 and 1817, as the council’s power rose under the new 
colonial form of government and concerns could usually be dealt with 
through that channel instead. That the economy was flourishing should, of 
course, also be considered as a factor behind the calm state of affairs. 

In terms of content, the petitions were mainly concerned with ei-
ther economic matters, such as tax and trade regulations, unsettled debts, or 
local politicians and officials. The trading community, which valued mobili-
ty, low fees, and liberal trading policies, tried to both push for change, but 
also to publicly acknowledge when good changes had been made. It was 
important to maintain a public image of cooperation and good faith, which 
can especially be seen in the petition of 1812 regarding Governor Stackel-
berg’s plans to resign. There were petitions concerning social matters, such 
as free people of colour asking for the right to vote, but the protests seemed 
more often to be concerned with bad authorities than unjust laws. Legal ar-
guments were not always based on judicial principles, but rather on practical 
outcomes, which should be expected in local politics. Seeking the enforce-
ment of already established laws, such as the merchants’ petition from 1810, 
illustrates how points of politics often were treated as a matter of leadership 
rather than as institutional change. While changes in customs and trade laws 
were certainly requested and appreciated, demands for a governor chosen 
from civilian society, attacks on perceived corruption in 1810 and petitions 
of appreciation for governors and officials who had served the colony well 
were also common political strategies.  

As a result of a small, centralized administration comprising a 
handful of native Swedes, interpersonal relations played a significant role in 
political activity. This personal form of local politics could manifest itself in 
rivalries between officials, as often determined by differences in personality 
as by political disagreements. Therefore, it could be risky to criticize faults 
in the administration, since this could easily be perceived as personal libel. 
While Stuart’s and Petersen’s criticism of how Governor Rosensvärd han-
dled the Artiguan privateers was poorly-worded, the fact that most mer-
chants did not want to report it due to the risk of offending the governor 
shows how dangerous it could be to engage in political communication with-
in small communities. For Swedish officials, their perceived authority was 
essential. Criticism of the colonial government’s policies was seen as a di-
rect challenge to its authority and was punished accordingly. 

Certain names appear in several of the petitions, often the same 
merchants who were highly active on the council. John Joseph Cremony, 
Jean Jacques Vaucrosson, and Joseph Prince are examples of men who were 
also heavily involved in the Mutiny of 1810 but names such as William 
Haddocks, Antoine Runnels, William Israel, and others appear on the ma-
jority of the presented petitions above. If we look at the petitioners among 
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the people of colour we can see two interesting details. First of all, none of 
the names in these petitions are seen in any other type of petition. Even in 
the petitions bearing hundreds of signatures, none of the free people of col-
our are visible. When they petitioned, it was as a part of the community of 
free men of colour. This speaks to the inability of free people of colour to be 
political representatives in matters not directly related to them. This should 
not be misunderstood as a lack of care or interest on their part in the politics 
of white merchants; it most likely meant that as second-class subjects, their 
signatures were not desirable. Not only were they not formally represented 
on the council, but they were also not able to represent any group through 
petitions other than themselves. 

It could also be interpreted as a belief that the petitions should have 
representation in terms of the authors; that free people of colour should peti-
tion for their own community. This was not simply because of lack of sym-
pathy from (parts of) the white population, but also because it was believed 
that free people of colour should present their own wishes, rather than being 
represented by the white elite. This form of corporate political representa-
tion, where white and black subjects were seen as separate estates, was dis-
cussed in the newly established South American republics, for example. 
While not successful, many argued for political representation based on ra-
cial groups as separate but equal estates of society.510 However, while free 
men of colour could in general mostly petition for their part of the communi-
ty, white men, particularly white merchants, often petitioned for the benefit 
of the whole community, or at least the parts they considered relevant. As 
master subjects and white men of some affluence, their opinions and activ-
ism was deemed almost universally relevant. Local peace treaties, enforce-
ment of law, and replacement of governors were topics which white mer-
chants in particular were deemed to have the authority to propagate for, even 
though it affected major parts of the population. Even as free people of col-
our thanked Governor Rosensvärd for his time on the island, their own fair 
treatment and the treatment of the colony in general was considered two 
different issues, in a form unlike that of white petitioners. 

Further, many of the petitioners in these petitions share surnames 
with other petitioners, such as Anthony Vaucrosson, William Runnels, or B. 
Bigard Jr and P. Bigard. It suggests that many of them came from mixed 
marriages and were people of colour growing up in a middle class home. 
Jean Jacques Vaucrosson had a mixed-race wife and had children who were 
also mixed-race. Other petitioners, such as Richard Burk, were black immi-
grants who had become naturalized citizens. Still, we must consider the so-
cial benefit of growing up in a bourgeois home with regard to articulating 
oneself politically, especially considering the critical role of language within 
the public sphere. Anthony Vaucrosson and others had acquired the tools to 
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make themselves heard and respected via normative political language and 
etiquette. They were not alone in needing to understand the proper petition-
ing etiquette as seen by the Swedish authorities. When we view petitions as 
an avenue of respectable presentation, appreciation, and humbleness, they 
can be understood as a strategic method on the merchants’ part to publicly 
display their loyalty and a peaceful community. This clearly became im-
portant after the Mutiny of 1810. Failure to submit to these norms had clear 
and direct consequences in terms of accusations of insolence, but there was 
also a necessity to reinforce positive colonial relations between Sweden and 
St Barthélemy. 

We can see that country of origin was not an important categoriza-
tion in petitions. There were no petitions from the ‘French’, ‘English’, or 
‘American’ communities in St Barthélemy. Neither did they ever refer to 
themselves as non-Swedish, except possibly when discussing themselves as 
Creoles, which was distinct from Europe both geographically and politically. 
Most of the time however, as the petition of 1822 from the free men of col-
our stresses, even if they were geographically separate, they considered 
themselves legally and politically connected through the colonial system. 
Similarly, when petitioners in 1806 referred to the Napoleonic Wars as a 
discrete conflict, it was one that should be distinct from the European states 
and the colonies, not specifically St Barthélemy and Sweden. While the peti-
tioners often viewed themselves as separate from Sweden in establishing a 
colonial relationship with Sweden as European and St Barthélemy as Carib-
bean, this geographical and cultural distinction also established a judicial 
inclusion in the colonial system. Thus, since the colony was Swedish and the 
inhabitants were loyal subjects, they were Swedish. 

In terms of race, this connection was important for free people of 
colour, both in St Barthélemy and in the rest of the Caribbean. By pressing 
the legal obligations of the king and state towards their subjects, they could 
receive protection that would not have been granted if they had turned di-
rectly to the local administration. While white men wrote the majority of the 
petitions, we must consider that petitioning was a very successful venture for 
the free men of colour in St Barthélemy. This petitioning did not happen in a 
vacuum, but was related to actions of violence, especially the Haitian Revo-
lution. Whether the petitioning was or was not successful, the threat of black 
violence was a constant factor, although the petitions did not address it at all. 

Masculinity was fundamentally dominant in collective petitions. 
There were no women petitioners in any collective petition from St 
Barthélemy and the concerns of women were rarely considered as a factor in 
any of them, even such general petitions as the economic ruin of Gustavia. In 
terms of political representation, we can see at this time a gradual inclusion 
of free men of colour in this genre, while the wishes of women were still 
represented by men. Still, we cannot deny the strong position of the white 
merchants of diverse origin over both these groups, even as men of colour 
gained new rights in the early 1820s. 
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Petitions were not the only form of public documents the natural-
ized population appeared in, however. The Report of Saint Bartholomew was 
a form of much more candid and satirical political language, while primarily 
serving as a vehicle for government information. Through examining this 
and other newspapers, we can see how Gustavia not only talked to Swedish 
officials, there and in Stockholm, but how they talked, joked and debated 
amongst themselves. 
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6. Printers and pamphlets 

 
Why, good god sir, would any but a stupid fellow engage to devote a whole week to 
one sheet of a report, when in a single morning’s pre-ambulation, around the town, if 

some of the little minds with big bodies have but sallied out before him, he might 
gather as many reports as the biggest carcass of them all could contain.511 

 
The clearest way to see St Barthélemy’s ties to the larger Atlantic World is 
through newspapers, both the local newspaper, The Report of Saint Barthol-
omew, and other newspapers in circulation around the Caribbean. Far from 
being a passive description of colonial life, newspapers influenced local 
politics. They did so both through discursive descriptions and representa-
tions of its subjects, real or fictive, as well as through the circulation of po-
tentially dangerous information or false rumours. Similarly, the use of pam-
phlets and notes, both printed and handwritten, was a common political tool 
throughout the Atlantic World and St Barthélemy was no exception. Alt-
hough the often-anonymous nature and cryptic messages of both media 
leaves many more mysteries than revelations, they formed an important part 
of Atlantic political culture.512 While being a means of political power and 
resistance, the colonial press was also a vulnerable industry. Whereas Amer-
ican steam-powered industrial presses could print millions of newspapers in 
one day by the 1840s, printing in St Barthélemy and the rest of the Caribbe-
an was still dependent on manual labour. Material costs and subscription 
problems meant that a regular and continuous newspaper was not guaran-
teed. Critical opinions within the press were also suppressed by the colonial 
regimes through censorship and government control.513 In examining news-
papers as well as pamphleteering and anonymous debate, we see not just 
reflections of a political community, but media that interacted with this 
community. 
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In this chapter I will primarily analyse the newspaper The Report 
of Saint Bartholomew, published from 1804 to 1819 in Gustavia, with a hia-
tus in publication from 1808–1809 and other occasional month-long gaps. In 
total, 379 four-page issues were published between 1804 and 1819. One year 
into the start of publication it had 50 subscribers. This number did not in-
crease as publication continued.514 It had two main editors: between 1804 and 
1810 the justitiarie Anders Bergstedt edited The Report. He was followed by 
John Allan, of whom little is known other than that he was of mixed race, 
born in Antigua, came to St Barthélemy in 1811, and was the editor of The 
Report 1811–1819. I will analyse the language and subjects in this newspa-
per, interpreting it as an arena of political discourse. The analysis will not 
only concern debate articles and political news, but also fiction, satire, and 
jokes, which I consider to be part of the political culture, even if they are not 
as explicitly political. I will mainly discuss citizenship, political organiza-
tion, and ideology, largely connected to trade and local politics on the island 
and how the contents of the newspaper changed in accordance with the in-
terests of the colony’s population. I will also discuss representations of race 
and gender in The Report, both in terms of discourse concerning, and partic-
ipation by, women and people of colour, as well as the gendered and racial-
ized position of white men.515 Besides The Report, I will analyse the admin-
istration’s interactions with other American newspapers, from St Kitts in 
particular and the nearby Caribbean, but also from the United States of 
America, which often portrayed St Barthélemy as a place of ill repute. I will 
also briefly discuss pamphleteering in St Barthélemy, which was often hand 
written, although there is a surviving example of a printed pamphlet. 

Through the study of written and printed material on the island, we 
can gain more information of the naturalized citizens’ political views and 
how they communicated within the colony and with other communities in 
the Caribbean. Thus, we will learn how political ideas were circulated within 
St Barthélemy and how the local government reacted to the spreading of 
written material. We can also understand how the different political positions 
for men and women, as well as white and free people of colour within the 
colony were reinforced by discourses replicated in The Report. 
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Reading and writing in the Age of Revolutions 
The eighteenth century saw a continual increase in printed media and print 
culture across Western Europe and its colonies. Newspapers, literature, jour-
nals and other forms of communication gained prominence in an progres-
sively bureaucratic and dynamic early modern society, where information on 
market prices, political changes and foreign news became more and more 
important for merchants, politicians, bureaucrats and many other profes-
sions. Literature and literary critique grew as well, encouraging debate and 
discussion, which would take on political forms. The intellectual movement 
that developed in parallel to the growth of print media, the Enlightenment, 
has at times been attributed with being the central audience for fictional and 
non-fictional media. Enlightenment philosophers such as Rosseau, Locke 
and Voltaire are often seen as central to the spread of revolutionary political 
movements at the end of the eighteenth century. Yet, as especially Robert 
Darnton has shown, this literary sphere was equally an arena for illegal, un-
derground publications of pornography, scandals and libel, with as much 
political potential as the publication of the literary and philosophical elite. 
By the end of the eighteenth century, both Great Britain and France were 
seemingly full of Grub Street revolutionaries.516 Studying the role of printed 
media in history requires a constant reflection on the material nature of 
books and newspapers, both in terms of the costs to print and maintain print-
ing as a profession and the journey of printed products as actual material 
objects that travelled, were traded amongst people and were at times simply 
displayed in a library as a matter of prestige. Studying print culture requires 
constant contextualisation of how words were not just read, but printed, 
spread and controlled.517 

Compared to many other areas of early modern Western culture, 
print culture was one that was produced and consumed by and available to 
both men and women. It was common for newspapers and periodicals in the 
early modern period to have articles or whole sections dedicated to women 
and many female novelists gained popularity in public society. In the United 
States around the turn of the nineteenth century, Mary Woolstonecraft’s The 
Rights of Women was circulated, discussed and debated frequently.518 How-
ever, historian Kathryn Shevelow asks us to be careful in overestimating the 
apparent egalitarian nature of this, as the participation of women in print 
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culture in the eighteenth century did not necessarily lead to the breaking of 
norms, but instead tended to reinforce them. Articles dictated proper gender 
behaviour and separated men and women into two different beings in order 
to meet the expectations of a growing literate female market: 
 

Although many of the features of this construction, such as the partic-
ular associations of women with love and romance, matrimony, chil-
dren, and the household, were by no means new in the eighteenth cen-
tury, their representation in popular literature contributed powerfully 
to a developing discourse surrounding women that was reformulating 
sexual relations and the family based on new criteria.519 

 
Even if this discourse was not new by the nineteenth century either, the es-
sential point remains: participation and enfranchisement should not be seen 
as the same. The gendered ground against which women were regarded and 
on which they participated was as important, if not more so, than whether the 
content was negative or positive. I believe that we should think similarly 
when considering the appearance of people of colour in media at this time. I 
do not mean this in the sense that the presence of women and people of col-
our in print was the same, but that appearance and participation were not 
necessarily the same as enfranchisement; indeed, possibly lead to the 
strengthening of stereotypes. We should therefore carefully consider the 
appearance of people of colour in media at this time and what images were 
created and presented. 

The creation of modern nationality at the beginning of the nine-
teenth century was strongly linked to newspapers, as Benedict Anderson 
claimed in Imagined Communities from 1982. Common language, details 
about provincial life, and a sense of simultaneity created a community that 
increasingly came to be perceived as natural and obvious, although the terms 
and internal rules for this national community would change.520 In Sweden, 
Henrik Edgren’s study of the formation of a nationalistic discourse in news-
papers in Stockholm from 1810–1831 shows a struggle between a civic na-
tionality based on rights and citizenship and an ethno-cultural nationality 
based on language and community. This process was strongly linked to the 
loss of Finland and the attempt to create a new national community. The 
ethno-cultural nationality would come to dominate and lead to the Swedish 
national identity we see today.521  

However, we should be careful in overestimating the power of 
newspapers, especially in terms of how far they spread. As Trish Loughran 
has noted in The Republic in Print: Print Culture in the Age of U.S. Nation 
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Building 1770–1870 (2007), while the educated middle class of the late 
eighteenth and nineteenth century praised the power of the newspaper, it is 
easy to forget how regional the United States still was at this time. A news-
paper was for many reasons not able to create the national community many 
aspired to. For example, while Benedict Anderson claimed that national 
‘simultaneity’ strengthened a sense of community within the sovereign state, 
news in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century was hardly simulta-
neous across the United States. It could take months for news from one end 
of the union to reach the other. As Loughran puts it: 

 
[a]rguments that foreground the importance of print, making it a mon-
olithic and representative cultural practice across differentiated locales 
and populations, also necessarily foreground these highly literate clas-
ses – (men) who either were wealthy enough to amass private libraries 
or inhabited an early urban cash economy that allowed them to buy 
and read print products regularly or to join circulating libraries. [...] It 
is [...] only when we begin to think about what print meant outside of 
the coastal urban loop that dominates this country’s official history 
that we will finally be able to scrutinize in new ways the more limited 
meaning of printed texts from inside the urban loop, breaking up the 
fiction of their nation-making embrace from within.522 

 
While Swedish nation-building was not based on the same premises as in the 
United States, I believe that this is a helpful perspective in order to under-
stand print culture outside of Stockholm. Edgren himself notes that many 
Swedes, especially in the countryside, never came in contact with newspa-
pers at all; that subscriptions outside of Stockholm were more expensive and 
made difficult by the road network and by the fact that only a small percent 
of the Swedish population read newspapers.523  

When considering the geographical separation between Sweden 
and St Barthélemy, this distance becomes even more significant. The flow of 
English language newspapers to St Barthélemy, both originals and reprint-
ings in The Report, and the lack of Swedish newspapers show that the Swe-
dish colony was left out of the simultaneity and discourse of Swedish news-
papers.524 Fundamentally, it is important to stress, the print culture of St 
Barthélemy and that of Stockholm did not communicate. While this was 
partially due to differing political discourses and cultures, it was also a mat-
ter of the difficulty in circulating the newspapers to the other side of the 
Atlantic.525 The Swedish colony’s political conception of citizenship did not 
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impact Stockholm’s and vice versa. While some would argue that this is 
indicative of St Barthélemy's non-Swedish status, I believe it is most useful 
to consider it as an alternative form of Swedish subjecthood, with a different 
conversation on Swedish citizenship and race than that in Sweden.526 

Atlantic newspapers 
One of the most symbolic and crucial aspects of the rise of the bourgeois 
public sphere is the newspaper. Emerging from early capitalism’s need for 
up-to-date information on economic and political matters, merchants and the 
press developed an almost symbiotic relationship: ‘On the one hand [...] the 
political journals responded to a need on the part of the merchants; on the 
other hand, the merchants themselves were indispensable to the journals.’527 
Through the press, a public arena grew for first literary, then political, criti-
cism. In colonial North America, the press was closely tied to pro-
independence activity. Most famously, Benjamin Franklin spent his early life 
as a publisher for The Pennsylvania Gazette, and Isaiah Thomas, Samuel 
Adams, and Thomas Paine were influential journalists and writers who aided 
the American Revolution through print media.528 British radical John Wilkes 
also used his connections with printers to spread his political message be-
yond the British parliament and to a nation-wide audience. Many other poli-
ticians used pamphlets for promoting their parliamentary interests, with var-
ied results.529 It is important to point out that newspapers were not media of 
rational arguments followed by structured debate. Instead, news, articles and 
satire created interest that did not necessarily lead to debates, but to casual 
conversations and jokes that in turn spread political discourse. Social interac-
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tions in, for example, cafés and taverns sometimes led to disagreements, 
which were often polemic and without real conclusion. These conversations 
were then carried over into print, creating a public debate.530 

In the 1700s, presses and newspapers began to emerge in the Car-
ibbean in several places. The first Caribbean press and newspaper was estab-
lished in Jamaica in 1718.531 By 1800, Jamaica had fifteen newspapers.532 
Presses were often created for a variety of reasons, but were usually con-
trolled by the government in some capacity. Readership, however, was not 
limited to one colony. The newspapers travelled from island to island, as 
merchants needed news from other ports. Printers could also print papers for 
smaller islands, such as Jamaican printers printing for the Bay of Honduras 
and the Cayman Islands, or move for political reasons.533 Printers, newspa-
pers and printing media, like people and goods, were fluid and ever moving 
in the Caribbean. The newspapers usually relied on subscribers for income, 
but also sold single issues. Financial problems were common for Caribbean 
printers, who would plead with readers to subscribe and for subscribers to 
pay, at times threatening subscribers who were late on their payments with 
legal action.534 

The amount of printed material that literate people read in St 
Barthélemy varied from person to person. By examining inventories of de-
ceased merchants, information on their social and cultural life can be under-
stood further. In some merchants’ estate inventories, little more than their 
logbooks, accounts, and charts survived in terms of written documents.535 On 
the contrary, for example, John Joseph Cremony’s inventory included books, 
maps and gazettes worth almost $230, including 18 volumes of Encyclopae-
dia Britannica, 52 issues of Universal Magazine, 13 pamphlets, Spanish-
English and Italian-English dictionaries, as well as several novels, poetry 
and history, theology and philosophy books in English, French, Spanish, 
Italian, Portuguese and Latin. As can be seen in the appendix, most of the 
books were not particularly radical works, but generally liberal and from the 
anglophone cultural sphere. Cremony had also notes in his bookcase, to re-
mind him of books he had lent, for example to justitiarie Thenstedt. We 
should not assume that these works universally reflected Cremony’s beliefs, 
since he, for example, had a volume of British politician James Stephen’s 
War in Disguise; or The Fraud of the Neutral Flags from 1805, a work few 
in Gustavia would agree with. Yet we can tell that St Barthélemy was not 
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separate from but involved in a broader intellectual process across the Atlan-
tic world, which encompassed literature as well as pamphlets and newspa-
pers.536 

In the period during which The Report of Saint Bartholomew was 
printed, printing was changing in the United States and Britain, as free Afri-
can-Americans and Afro-Caribbeans started to enter the literary world. The 
Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the 
African was perhaps the most famous example, published in 1789 by the 
former slave Olaudah Equiano, becoming a bestseller and influencing the 
abolitionist debate in Britain. Black poetry also became more common and 
an African-American publishing house, the African Methodist Episcopal 
Book Concern, was established in 1817 in Philadelphia, as well as the first 
African-American newspaper in 1827, Freedom’s Journal, in New York 
City.537 The Black American press remained closely connected to the Carib-
bean, where the Haitian Republic and the developments of Caribbean slavery 
were used for comparison in commentary on the situation for people of col-
our in the United States.538 Little is known about the Afro-Caribbean literary 
sphere in the early nineteenth century, but considering the wide circulation of 
newspapers and literature, we should view the American and Caribbean lit-
erary spheres as connected, as will be evident when discussing The Report. 
Later in the nineteenth century, intellectual and cultural life would become 
crucial for the growing Afro-Caribbean middle class. Bridget Brereton states 
that since many people of colour in late-nineteenth-century Trinidad ‘lacked 
the “colonial passport” of a white skin [...] they elevated “culture” into a 
supreme value because, in the circumstances of nineteenth-century Trinidad, 
this was the only field in which they appeared at an advantage in society.’539 
This advantage should not be exaggerated, but it is important to understand 
the utility and potential of public displays of intellectual capacity within 
colonial societies, although it would become more clearly apparent later in 
the nineteenth century. 
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The Report of Saint Bartholomew 
Anders Bergstedt applied for rights to start a newspaper in 1804, and these 
were awarded to him on the condition that the paper would not discuss poli-
tics or diplomacy.540 The Swedish press was under several restrictions at this 
time, whereby all periodicals needed royal printing privileges from 1785, 
and several restrictions existed on reporting political news from France. By 
the end of 1804, there was censorship of all foreign press and a ban on all 
news and texts from France.541 The first issue of The Report of Saint Bar-
tholomew was published on April 2, 1804. The newspaper was fairly modest 
in scale and quality. It comprised four pages, 31.5cm by 21cm in size, no 
illustrations, and was intended to be published once a week. Six volumes of 
the newspaper were published until June 15, 1816. From that issue onwards, 
there were no specified volume numbers.542 In total, 379 issues were pub-
lished between 1804 and 1819. The primary language of the newspaper was 
English, although proclamations and advertisements in French and Dutch 
were also reprinted at times.543 It is safe to assume that most readers were 
bilingual to a certain degree. For example, when the trial of Louis Antoine, 
Duke of Enghien, was published in The Report, it was done in French in 
order ‘to avoid erroneous translations.’544 While The Report was at first pub-
lished regularly and seemed to receive attention from the local community, it 
quickly ran into problems. In June 1805, an announcement from the editors 
said that it had 50 subscribers, which was not enough to make a profit and 
that ‘Severe Judgements have been past [sic] on the innumerable imperfec-
tions, whereof some of our Publications must abound.’545 On August 16, 
1806, the editors apologized for the irregularity of the newspaper, blaming 
the printer for being lazy, which meant news items ‘lost the nature and inter-
est of novelty and ceased to be an object for a Gazeteeer [sic]’.546 The Report 
was at this time published once or twice a month rather than weekly. This 
irregular publication continued until July 1807, when The Report became 
suspended until a new printer could be found.547 

The first issue of The Report began with a fictional dialogue be-
tween the ‘Reader’ and the ‘Editor’, where the ‘Editor’ portrayed himself as 
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an enlightened individual and the reader as a gossiper. Already here many of 
the newspaper’s recurring topics were presented: 
 

Editor. ‘Accounts, You mean, of Ministerial and Military differences, 
Extra ordinary accidents, Cases of Law, Matters of Police’ oh! my 
Report shall mind all these matters; J’ll tell You for instance, How 
Sweden is at war and at peace again with the Belligerent Powers twice 
a day; How St. Martins has been taken and retaken in one day by Ca-
pitulation and Recapitulation between no parties at all; Of Battles & 
Duels fought in the air or elsewhere; Of matters of Government, of 
Justice, Laws and ordinances; How the Officers of Police cannot pass 
the streets, some times because the passage is stopped by Lumber & 
rocks, some times because the hogs run them down, some times be-
cause they must wait till the Black Gentlemen have finished their 
game or fought out their Battles or the Jolly Tars ended their fun; 
Commercial matters will not be neglected. 
Reader. J hope You will give us some thing Satirical too. 
Editor. When any comes within my reach.548 
 

The newspaper served a broad range of interests and reports and printed 
proclamations, military and commercial news, jokes, satire, and advertise-
ments. Disseminating government information was an important function, 
especially considering the large population in St Barthélemy at this time. As 
can be seen from the quote as well, the situation in the Caribbean and within 
Caribbean societies was chaotic. Allegiances changed, wars ended and began 
and strangers, people of colour and animals were portrayed as disrupting the 
community. Hence, it was important to be read up on what was occuring in 
the Atlantic world. A good piece of satire was an added bonus for the gossip-
ing merchants. 

As has been pointed out by book historian Roderick Cave, the re-
placement of ‘I’ with ‘J’ shows Bergstedt’s Swedish hand in the editorial 
process.549 The paper was printed at the ‘College print’, a building commis-
sioned and largely paid for by Bergstedt and connected to the Freebuilders’ 
society that Bergstedt was a member of.550 When he returned to Sweden, 
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Bergstedt would start the newspaper Aftonposten in 1814, which was discon-
tinued after just one year, largely due to a saturated newspaper market in 
Sweden.551 

In 1810, The Report returned. At this time, Anders Bergstedt was 
officially listed as the printer of The Report.552 However, in May the same 
year, the publication of The Report stopped, without any explanation, after 
publishing the Swedish Form of Government of 1809 over the course of four 
issues. The Mutiny of 1810 marked a watershed in the publication of The 
Report, as Bergstedt left the island. When the newspaper returned with a 
single issue on February 14, 1811, it continued its publication of the Form of 
Government of 1809, as well as publishing several news articles regarding 
the new Swedish crown prince Charles Jean Bernadotte, such as his opposi-
tion to Napoleon’s Continental System. There was no explanation for why 
the newspaper had temporarily ceased publishing and it was not published 
again until three months later. On May 4, 1811, The Report reappeared with 
an expressed desire to return to a normal frequency of publication. This is 
the first reference to the publication break between 1810 and 1811. The 
printer was listed as ‘Micolas Pettersen’, most likely Niklas Petterson, a 
Swedish soldier.553 

It is unclear who the editor was at this time, given that Anders 
Bergstedt was in exile. In issues 131 and 132 on June 1 and June 8, 1811 it 
stated ‘Printed in GUSTAVIA, 1811. By ANDREW BERGSTEDT.’ How-
ever, a later issue claimed that he only arrived in St Barthélemy on June 14 
from Boston. He was not allowed to land, due to the risk of assassination by 
‘some of the Inhabitants’ and instead sailed on to St Eustatius.554 

Gösta Franzén claims that Bergstedt was the author of Political 
and commercial review of the Island of St. Bartholomew, an interesting his-
torical narrative printed in The Report ‘from the cession of it by Lewis the 
16th of France, to Gustavus the 3d of Sweden untill [sic] to the present time 
– 1810.’ It spanned 18 issues and was written ‘[b]y a Member of the Court 
of Justice.’555 Franzén claims that it is fairly obvious that the author was 
justitiarie Bergstedt, based on his knowledge of the politics of the colony.556 
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There are, however, two aspects that make this doubtful. First of 
all, Bergstedt was in exile and would have had difficulty transmitting this 
history to the editors or convincing them to print it, given his politically sen-
sitive situation at the time. Second, in several issues the narrator talks about 
how after Anders Bergstedt became major of the militia, he succumbed to 
greed and corruption.557 While the narrative is not without sympathy for 
Bergstedt, portraying his role as major as a tragic fall from grace rather than 
a tyrant’s rise to power, it does cast a doubt on his authorship. I agree with 
Victor Wilson that the author was most likely Abraham Runnels.558 There is 
evidence that the printer was a native Swede, however, as when an article 
entitled ‘Sense and Eyebrows’ was lost, the printer ‘exclaimed in his own 
Mother’s tongue: ‘The devil take me, if I understand the conversation, when 
a hundred living witnesses (yourself included) can prove without your 
damned conversation that sense is not always followed by eyebrows.’559 
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Fig. 6.1. Editors and number of issues of The Report of Saint Bartholomew 
1804–1819. Source: Swedish National Library, Uppsala University Library, 
American Antiquarian Society, FSB vol. 187. 
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John Allan became the editor and printer in November 1811, rein-
stating the newspaper after a three-month hiatus to a regular weekly publica-
tion. This schedule was maintained until February 17, 1812, when it was 
temporarily discontinued due to a lack of subscribers.560 When it was again 
resumed in July 23, 1814, Allan wrote that as he was foolish enough to re-
vive a newspaper on an island where all news was heard through hearsay, he 
was believed to have ‘more [...] mucilage than brain!’561 On October 22, 
1814, he publically calculated the income and expenses of the newspaper. 
With 43 subscribers paying 2 dollars per quarter and additional income from 
advertisements and compensation for public announcements, and paying for 
materials, rent and labour, the income was 151 dollars per quarter and 149 
dollars and 50 cents in expenses.562 John Allan compensated the lack of in-
come through illegal work on the side. On May 12, 1815, he was sentenced 
to eight days in prison on water and bread for illegally printing and selling 
government documents and seals.563 After he was released, the newspaper 
was if not regularly, at least continuously, published until 1819. 

As we can see, material conditions, in terms of economy, person-
nel, and actual printing technology, affected the newspaper’s regularity, size 
and, crucially, content. Editors were dependent on subscribers not only as 
readers, but for contributions of poems, satire, debates, letters, reviews and 
advertisements as well. Besides the content created locally, either through 
government information or local creativity, significant portions of The Re-
port under both editors were reprinted segments from primarily North Amer-
ican and British newspapers. Almost all issues had a section, titled with the 
place and date of publication, such as ‘Gustavia the 28 February 1807.’ This 
was often the only thing published in the editor’s own words, often describ-
ing local news and events, but also reflections of larger issues from the edi-
tors and comments on reprinted content from other newspapers.564 As with 
most unsigned editorials, it is difficult to know whose opinions are being 
expressed, but it is generally assumed that these are the opinions of the ed-
itoral staff. The same is done in the following analysis. When opinion mate-
rial is described as written by Bergstedt or Allan, it is because it was written 
under the headline of place and date of publication, without an ascribed au-
thor. The reprinted newspapers were both crucial to create content for The 
Report, while simultaneously competing with it for readership. While it 
would be impossible to publish the newspaper without gathering information 
from newspapers across the Atlantic World, as the opening quote suggests, 
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the question had to be asked why anyone would start a newspaper when 
news was so easily obtained through these very Atlantic connections? 

Thus, it was hard for the editor to sustain the business. He did not 
want to risk printing controversial material that could alienate potential sub-
scribers. Neither could he print material that was dull and uninteresting. 
Therefore, the content had to reflect a variety of opinions, yet be largely 
close to the general social and political norm. The result of this balancing act 
was that the newspaper and its content were highly reflective of Gustavia’s 
political environment. 

In defense of Swedish neutrality 
In the first issue of The Report, published on April 2, 1804, we can see that 
the newspaper acted as a propaganda tool against the capture of neutral 
Swedish vessels. Some recent seizures had been deemed illegal, and to make 
this public, The Report was ‘not only intended for the use of this Colony, but 
therebesides for spreading knowledge of her situation to as wide a circle as 
We can, and especially to the Mother Country’.565 Neutrality was important 
to Gustavia, as the economy of the town depended on being able to trade 
between belligerent powers. Reports of ships being captured, laws and in-
structions from belligerent powers, and satirical material about the war and 
neutrality were printed in order to strengthen the case for Swedish neutral 
shipping.566 An opinion piece from The London Star supporting the Rule of 
1756 was reprinted in The Report on April 30, 1806. The Rule of 1756 was a 
British doctrine contending that neutral traders trading in markets during war 
which were closed to them during peace, especially colonial markets, should 
not be considered neutral and were eligible for capture.567 At the end of the 
defense of this doctrine was the comment:  

 
We have given this a room in our Paper in order to show, to what a 
degree a false self-interest may pervert human reasoning. Let us only 
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reverse the case, and we shall hear the Author call out for the Law of 
Nations and all that is fared. Editors568 
 

While it is difficult to know to what degree the opinions of The Report 
spread geographically to the rest of the Caribbean, Bergstedt actively en-
gaged in debates on neutrality and the rights of trade. The newspaper also 
issued warnings and instructions concerning the relative status of Swedish-
ness of Swedish vessels. For example, there was an accusation on April 6, 
1805 that British and French captains counterfeited Swedish documents.569 
An official warning was also given by Bergstedt on May 4, 1805 that a for-
mer privateer who had become a naturalized Swede might ‘impeach the 
property of Swedish subjects, but also in some measure contribute to lessen 
the respect due to the Naturalization’.570 Swedish traders were advised on 
March 23, 1805 to not speak French, as the British ‘would make a French-
man of you’.571 

The newspaper took a clear stand in favour of naturalized Swedes 
being viewed as Swedish citizens. When the property of Louis Bigard, a 
naturalized merchant, was deemed a legal prize, as he was born in Guade-
loupe, the editors of The Report sarcastically suggested on August 16, 1806 
that Swedish merchants ‘ought to take particular care of their conduct and 
besides contrive so as never to get themselves born in Guadeloupe’.572 Even 
if this stance was for propaganda purposes, politically it supported a non-
essentialist view of citizenship where it was perfectly legitimate to become a 
Swedish citizen, even if you were not born in Sweden. 

There were, however, attempts by the editors to raise awareness of 
Sweden among the readers, through a series of ‘Accounts of Sweden’ quoted 
from geographer Jedidiah Morse’s The American Universal Geography from 
1801.573 In the opening paragraph, printed on September 12, 1804, Bergstedt 
made clear that Swedish nationality required at least some knowledge of the 
mother country: 

 
Although the Island of St. Bartholomew is a Swedish Colony, there 
are few Countries in Europe less known to her Inhabitants at Large, 
than Sweden. Swedes as they call themselves, at least when it is con-
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venient so to do, they know to talk, some of England, some of France, 
others of Holland, Germany, Italy, America &c. but as to Sweden, the 
Mother-Country, the Moon is better known; at least a Distant View 
thereof can be frequently had...574 

 
Morse’s descriptions were published in seven parts and discussed Sweden’s 
borders, climate, population, culture, industry, and commerce. What is inter-
esting to note is that half of Morse’s accounts was left out. This could be 
taken as a lack of space or interest, but I think we should also note the cul-
tural focus of these accounts. Apart from Swedish history, language, and 
religion, the second half of Morse’s account, which was not reprinted, was 
concerned mostly with laws, administration, education, and politics. The 
educational portrayal of Sweden through The Report consisted largely of the 
climate, people, culture and commerce. We could question whether the fail-
ure to educate the readers on political aspects of Sweden as a country was 
deliberate or simply a matter or lack of interest on behalf of the readers or 
editors. However, this omission shows that popular customs, culture, and 
nature were important aspects of Sweden to show the naturalized citizens of 
St Barthélemy. 

It is clear that knowledge of Swedish government stuctures was 
limited, such as when a song composed by Samuel Augustus Mathews in the 
honour of Gustav VI Adolf praised the Swedish Senate on May 14, 1804. 
The editor noted at the bottom: ‘Error: for want of Local knowledge. There 
is no Senate in Sweden.’575 As we can see here as well as in presenting 
Morse’s description of Sweden, Bergstedt could at times suggest that there 
was little knowledge of Sweden and that the merchants’ national identity 
was a matter of convenience. Yet this convenience and their non-Swedish 
origins was not in contradiction with the naturalized subjects’ status as Swe-
dish citizens, at least publicly. If anything compromised the status of Swe-
dish citizenship, it was the counterfeiting of legal documents and the respect 
they were given by British cruisers. Knowledge of Sweden was not crucial. 
Overall, as neutrality became less important, so did the defence of Swedish 
citizenship as well. News and proclamations from Sweden were still report-
ed, in addition to, for example, statistics of the population of Sweden and its 
major cities on November 17, 1817 or a translated joke from a Gothenburg 
newspaper on January 12, 1818.576 While newspapers in Stockholm debated 
what the essence of being a citizen of the Swedish nation should be, in The 
Report this question was not discussed. 
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During 1804–1806, as Sweden was a neutral power caught be-
tween France and Great Britain, neutrality and the legitimacy of Swedish 
citizenship was repeatedly stressed. British maritime doctrines were criti-
cised, as well as the actions of privateers. When Sweden became an active 
part of the Napoleonic Wars, arguments for the legality of Swedish citizen-
ship disappeared and Sweden was mentioned less and less. However, loyalty 
to Sweden was continually demonstrated through the reprinting of celebra-
tions of royal birthdays and name days, as well as petitions of allegiance. 

International news and opinions 
The Report followed the Napoleonic wars closely, reprinting news from 
London, Paris, the United States, the Caribbean, and many other places. Ro-
derick Cave has identified 50 different newspapers from 1804–1819 that 
were cited at least once, of which 18 were from the United States with 7 of 
those based in New York and 4 in Philadelphia. 23 of the newspapers were 
from the Caribbean, primarily from British islands, such as Antigua, Barba-
dos and St Kitts.577 The Report often reprinted international political news, 
such as an open letter lambasting Napoleon from the London Star,578 details 
from battles,579 the introduction of new commercial laws and much more, 
ranging from trivial to crucial information.580 For example, on December 15, 
1804 the description of a statue raised in the memory of Alexander Hamil-
ton, who had been killed in a duel, was reprinted from ‘the New-York Pa-
pers.’581 With massive global development and shifting diplomatic conditions 
between the Atlantic powers, there was almost always something to report. 

As the Napoleonic Wars came to a close, neutrality was discussed 
less frequently. News of international developments and negotiations still 
formed a major part of the reporting, especially peace treaties. The July 30, 
1814 issue of The Report consisted entirely of the Treaty of Paris signed on 
May 30, 1814, together with an appendix.582 There was also an opinion piece 
on the concept of ‘heroes’, a claim from John Allan that ‘Bonaparte never 
did any thing good’, a joke about an Irishman asking two gentlemen why we 
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had fought for peace when ‘we had pace [sic] before the war was com-
menced’, and mocking poems about Napoleon’s exile.583 Reports from Eu-
rope were not limited to war and trade, but important events, court politics 
and social conditions were reported on as well. For example, on March 2, 
1818, The Report chronicled Spanish financial problems, the suppression of 
the free press in Weimar and a storm in the English Channel.584 

News and debates were highly international, although they often 
had some local connection to St Barthélemy. For example, the South Ameri-
can revolutions were debated and discussed, frequently connected to the 
privateers who used St Barthélemy as a base under Artiguan flags. However, 
although these topics were of local relevance to St Barthélemy, discussions 
also involved international and often philosophical aspects. On November 
16, 1818, an article from the National Intelligencer, a Washington-based 
newspaper, was reprinted in The Report, discussing the border claims of the 
Rio de la Plata between Brazil and Uruguay and supporting the latter’s claim 
for independence and right to letters of marque. The author quoted Emer de 
Vattel from the influential Law of Nations, published in 1758: ‘A drawf [sic] 
is as much a man as a giant, and a small republic is as much a sovereign state 
as the most powerful Kingdom.’ The author also compared José Artigas to 
Benjamin Franklin issuing commissions after the American Declaration of 
Independence:  

 
[…] although now that our government is firmly established and 
acknowledged, no congress would confer such authority on any indi-
vidual. The reason is that civil wars, partake more of the nature of pri-
vate quarrels [...] supported with a great measure, by individual cour-
age and contribution. It is, besides, a very difficult and dangerous task 
to draw the line between legal insurrection and rebellion, which in fact 
depends in public opinion too much on the issue, for it is the interest 
of republics, and of mankind at large, to reject the strict ideas and 
principles which accords more property with views and interests of le-
gitemate [sic] despots.585 

 
Artiguan independence and the issuing of Artiguan letters of marque to de-
fend itself was thus defendable, since similar actions had been taken by Ben-
jamin Franklin during the American Revolution. Both ideologically and 
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practically, the actions of Artiguan privateers were thus justified. This argu-
ment was quite radical, not only as a defence of rebellion, but also as locat-
ing the rights of national sovereignty in public opinion rather than the inter-
est of rulers and the ideologies supporting them. 

The next week, on November 23, 1818, an answer to this opinion 
piece was printed bearing the signature C. H., who most likely resided in St 
Barthélemy.586 He argued instead that the Artiguan rebels were not compara-
ble to the American revolutionaries and ‘might as well be a defence set up 
for a set of robbers in possession of a wood or a rock in the sea.’ This argu-
ment was based on the principle that a state must be responsible for the ac-
tions of its citizens and that ‘when a nation cannot guarantee the conduct of 
its members, either from infancy or decay, it is de facto no state, and cannot 
exercise all the rights of sovereighty [sic]’. As such, since the privateers 
were not actually controlled by General Artigas and had little connection to 
the Artiguan state, they were in fact pirates. The comparison between Arti-
gas and Franklin was also highly objectionable to C. H., largely because the 
two were considered to be on two different levels of civilization. Artigas 
‘seems to be a chief of Bedouins, and whose territory, wild and unoticed 
[sic] does not produce any more celebrated beings than its cattle!’ and to 
compare Franklin to Artigas was to ‘[drag Franklin] from [...] sacred height 
and [pollute] the respected origin of American freedom’. The letter was fin-
ished thus: 

 
The moral of this is exceedingly bad, and I dare say you would find 
it detestable yourself, were the Spaniards and Portuguese to buy 
commissions from a Seminole chief, and under his colours to plun-
der your cargoes and destroy your ships.587 
 

Since the Artiguan rebels were clearly marked as uncivilized, their inde-
pendence was illegitimate. The American Revolution, however, was legiti-
mate as the United States was ‘in the very beginning of her independence 
already a flourishing state.’588 C.H. lay closer to a stadial view of sovereign-
ty, where a society would grow to become civilized enough to become de-
serving of sovereignty, common among Scottish enlightenment philosophers 
such as Adam Smith and Adam Ferguson. One representative work by Fer-
guson, An Essay on the History of Civil Society, was reprinted in The Report, 
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587 The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 340, November 23, 1818. 
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as will be soon discussed. While stadial views of history were not directly 
related to white supremacy, it is hard not to see how it justified the sover-
eignty of white men over those considered unworthy of equal political 
rights.589 Here we can see the intersection of racial ideology and international 
law, where the expectation of the populace and belief in their civilization 
made the difference between whether it should be treated as an insurrection 
or an independence movement. 

Regardless of whether one side of the debate or the other was more 
prevalent among the merchants of Gustavia, it speaks to the intellectual cli-
mate of St Barthélemy just how internationally connected the debate articles 
were. Placing South American revolutionaries on the same civilizational 
level as Seminoles and Bedouins shows a compartmentalization of different 
peoples into a philosophical world-view. While the philosophical ideas of, 
for example, Ferguson or de Vattel were processed in bits and pieces, de-
bates in The Report were much more ideological and less practical than that 
of petitions seen in the previous chapter. In this way, the awareness of con-
flicts and political processes beyond St Barthélemy can be seen more clearly 
than in the straightforward and pragmatic processes of petitioning or militia 
organization. 

What is also interesting to note is that contrary to what one may 
think, the defence of Artigas did not come from the Caribbean where the 
South American privateers acted. Neither did the rebuttal defending Frank-
lin’s honour come from the United States. This is not to suggest that those 
living in the Caribbean were necessarily more critical of the privateers than 
those in the United States, but rather that it was a contested and discussed 
issue throughout the Greater Caribbean area. The question of whether or not 
Artiguan privateers were justified and had legitimate vessels was debated 
and unclear. The Report was often opposed to the South American priva-
teers. When the privateer La Republicana, ‘one of those Cruizers from Bal-
timore under Artigas’s colours’ was captured in St Barthélemy by Swedish 
authorities, Allan commented on November 23, 1818 that: 

 
We have been sorry to see this Island mentioned in English and Amer-
ican papers, as a place where the business of these cruizers has been 
carried on; we feel now so much more happy that this event has taken 
place, as it will shew, evidently, in foreign countries, that the said 
business either must have been done in such manner, that legal author-
ity could not interfere, or that it has not existed at all.590 

 

                                                        
589 Roxann Wheeler, The Complexion of Race: Categories of Difference in Eighteenth-
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590 The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 340, November 23, 1818. For more on La Republi-
cana, see David Head, Privateers of the Americas: Spanish American Privateering from the 
United States in the Early Republic (University of Georgia Press: Athens, 2015), 77–80. 
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It is clear that the privateers (or as some would suggest, pirates) who sailed 
under Artiguan colours were generally deemed as unlawful. According to 
John Allan, the population did not side with any one particular combatant. 
The main concern was instead the problems the conflict could pose for local 
neutral trade: 

 
Respecting the part which which [sic] our countrymen may be induced 
to take in these quarrels, which appertain not to them personally, we 
feel great anxiety – that is, on their account – and have always ex-
pressed a wish that they would not hazard their lives or even their 
property. Some Spanish ships are already ordered to this country, to 
intercept any vessel proceeding with arms, &c. to join the South 
American insurgents, the Spanish government being perfectly aware 
of the proceedings of a certain General and his partisant, in Eng-
land.591 
 

The quote refers to the Gran Reunión Americana or ‘Lautaro Lodges’, an 
organization of secret societies striving for South American independence, in 
which, for example, General Francisco de Miranda spent much time.592 As 
with the Napoleonic Wars, while St Barthélemy was a node of transit trade 
with belligerents, it outwardly deemed itself beyond the conflict. Yet as out-
side observers, the South American rebel leaders were often depicted in The 
Report in positive terms. Simón Bolívar was depicted as ‘[t]he indefatigable 
promoter during 15 years of the frerdom [sic] of his country, [now assuming] 
the attitude of a second Washington’ and Minister of Foreign Affairs, Ma-
nuel Palacio, was considered ‘a man of an elevated and enlightened mind.’593 
There were earlier positive depictions of Venezuelan revolutionaries as well, 
such as two issues in 1810 primarily printing ‘An Account of the Sufferings 
of the Crew of two Schooners, part of Squadron [sic] of General Miranda, 
which were taken by two Spanish Guarda Costas, in June 1806. Written by 
one of the Sufferers who made his escape.’594 This narrative was told by a 
New Yorker sailing with General Miranda who was captured and imprisoned 
by the Spanish. The story is mostly descriptions of interrogations, hangings 
and attempts to escape prison, meant to evoke sympathy for the revolution-
ary cause and antagonism against the Spanish. 

In general, The Report was conscious of news and discourses with-
in the Atlantic world, as the economy and security of such a small island was 
heavily dependent on international events. That being said, there was a defi-
nite space for local opinion about politics and the legitimacy of wars and 
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policies. Differing opinions, from not just St Barthélemy, but also the wider 
Atlantic sphere, were voiced in the newspaper. For example, there was ‘an 
article on the “contention of Spain with the United States and Portugal”’ by 
‘M Saulnier’ reprinted, a reprint from the Courcier containing ‘liberal re-
marks on the subject of a recent act of oppression exercised by the Senate of 
Lubeck towards the Jews’ and excerpts from the writings of Abbé de Pradt 
on the recent changes in Europe.595  

The Report acted as an instrument for opinions and discussion with 
regards to political principles, international conflicts, and local politics. 
However, information did not flow equally to and from St Barthélemy. It 
gathered information and political opinions from a larger print sphere, con-
nected to countries like France, Great Britain and North America, while di-
rectly communicating mostly with the neighbouring Caribbean islands. 

Publicity, censorship, and libel 
When the newspaper returned in 1811, it was noted in the opening paragraph 
that The Report ‘like many of our other Concerns, has of late been neglected, 
and absorbed by our Public ardour, and our Search after change and Innova-
tion.’ The editor states that not all change is for the good and that it is natural 
to want to exchange something bad for good, in the hope ‘that what We de-
sire to get in Exchange, may not be worse than what We part with?’596 It 
seems to be a clear reference to the mutiny, with an expressed desire to re-
turn to the old order. 

The renewed publication of the newspaper was also a response to 
accusations made by Samuel Fahlberg after the Mutiny of 1810 that the col-
ony was now under French control. An extra issue was also printed on May 
6, titled The Report (Extraordinary) of St. Bartholomew, in which it was 
explained that the St. Christopher Gazette had published a notice on May 3 
that ‘A Swedish officer’ had arrived in Barbados. This notice was reprinted 
from the Barbados Mercury of April 20. The Swedish officer, referring to 
the exiled Samuel Fahlberg, had asked British authorities to help St 
Barthélemy to submit to the old king, Gustaf IV Adolf, ‘the Inhabitants ap-
pearing not inclined to submit to the existing authority of the Mother Coun-
try, under the Crown Prince Bernadotte’. The editors of The Report claimed 
that this ‘[was] not true, [was] unwarranted and unauthorized’. This extra 
page also included news that relations between the warring nations Sweden 
and Great Britain were improving, in order to: 
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tranquilize [the readers’] mind as to the State of Affairs between this 
Country and Sweden, which still continue in statu-quo, as the Letters 
from Sweden represent the conduct of Bernadotte to be such as be-
comes a Swedish Prince, and not that of a Vassal of the French Em-
pire, here is reasons to hope that the present Calm will Continue un-
disturbed.597 
 

Political publicity, in the sense of reaching out to the public, was a crucial 
aspect of The Report. The public was not just the population of St Barthéle-
my, but the also the surrounding islands. The various newspapers communi-
cated with each other across imperial borders. It was primarily within the 
Caribbean that the Swedish editors took an active role in addressing other 
publications, in order to protect the reputation and honour of St Barthélemy. 

Newspapers from other islands were an important source of intelli-
gence for the administration, both in St Barthélemy and the Colonial De-
partment in Stockholm. They were often attached to governor’s reports, ei-
ther in the form of cut-out snippets, quotations, or whole papers.598 While 
some of these were interesting because they carried news of new legislation 
and price lists of goods, there were also several examples of officials com-
plaining about newspapers spreading libel and propaganda about the state of 
St Barthélemy. The most common source of this was newspapers from St 
Kitts, which occasionally prompted replies, such as on March 15, 1810, 
when the editor Bergstedt rebuked a ‘dreadful Anathema against our King 
and Nation’ from the St. Christopher Advertiser, about the Swedish king 
receiving a passport from Napoleon to travel to Switzerland.599 The unstable 
relations between Sweden and Great Britain meant that the Swedish-British 
alliance was depicted according to what Bergstedt believed to be false prem-
ises, suggesting that the Swedish king was siding with the French. While this 
would later prove to be true, at the time, this argument between two colonial 
newspapers shows how close proximity between borders encouraged region-
al propaganda battles. As seen during the mutiny, news spread from St 
Barthélemy to St Kitts within a week.600 

Newspapers from the North American mainland also commented 
on the Swedish colony. For example, in 1823 an article in The Federal Ga-
zette & Baltimore Daily Advertiser that attacked Governor Norderling for 
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treating American consul Harrison badly and protecting pirates was copied 
and sent to the Colonial Department.601 In 1822, Norderling had attached to 
his report an anonymous letter, stating: ‘Sir, The Protest of Burr, as also, The 
whole of your conduct, has been Published in AMERICA as regards That 
Nefarious the capture of our Brig will not at this late day avail you any thing. 
[sic]’602 In the same report, Norderling included a reference to an issue of 
New England Palladium & Commercial Advertiser. In this issue, a snippet 
from the Norfolk Herald was quoted:  

 
The present Governor of St. Barthélemy is Sir John Norderling, who 
deserves to be remembered in this country with feelings of respect 
and gratitude, for his benevolent, generous and disinterested exer-
tions on behalf of the American captives in Algiers in 1813 and 
1814, while resident there as consul of his Swedish Majesty.603 
 

Newspapers, and control of the press, were part of a larger propaganda war, 
where compromising news in foreign media could endanger Swedish pres-
tige.  

In the first issue after the Mutiny of 1810 we can also see respons-
es to handbills that were circulated in Gustavia by a person referring to him-
self as Friend of the Community. There were accusations that he was a ‘Dis-
ciple of the Revolutionary School of France’, something The Report suspects 
was not true.604 It is difficult to discuss these handbills without knowing their 
content, but the distribution is an indication that Gustavia was a political 
community where discussions occurred and an active print culture existed, 
even beyond government control. Several issues afterwards saw references 
to the pseudonyms Ignoramus, Fair-Play, Community’s Friend, and a poem 
by True-Blue, calling out Ignoramus.605 The editor noted that this poem was 
‘copied from some lines which were wafered, a few nights ago against a 
window of Mr. Reys store and there seen the following day.’ It is hard to 
determine exactly the writers’ political opinions, but they were clearly tied to 
the political organization of the colony. Sly-boots suggests Friend to the 
Community wanted the members of the current council to be dismissed.606 
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One printed pamphlet has survived in the collection of The Report 
in the Swedish National Library, simply entitled ‘St. Bartholomew, the 19th 
May 1811’ and signed by Philo-Ignoramus. It uses the same size and font as 
the papers and is also printed on four pages. The contents of the pamphlet 
were in response to previous writings: 

 
However much the publick mind may have been agitated by the 
scribling controversies of the Community’s Friend and Ignoramus, 
and however great the danger may be of affording new provocations 
to the spirit of “animadversion”; I can not but consider myself in 
common with “Fair-play”, entitled to disseminate my opinion of 
public measures, and to vindicate the principles of political and civil 
justice advanced by Ignoramus, as often as their truth and validity, 
shall be questioned and denied.607 
 

It is hard to deduce the exact opinions of the different pseudonyms within 
the pamphlet, but we can tell that Philo-Ignoramus was defending Ignora-
mus from accusations made by Community’s Friend and Fair-Play, that he 
was a defender of the corrupt officials. We can also deduce that these discus-
sions were connected to the Mutiny of 1810: 
 

‘Tis objected to “Ignoramus” that he tacitly approved of the pro-
ceedings of the convened multitude; – does “Fair-play” know of his 
deportment on the memorable night of September; when the big 
cloud blackened, and all seemed confusion, whose confounded; 
when he turned from the extravagance of the measures about to be 
pursued and executed under the effervesence of passion, and in mo-
ments when the best minds might be hurried to do, what in the calm 
of reflection they would recoil at.608 

 
Philo-Ignoramus also reminded Fair-Play that the events were actively be-
ing investigated by the king and ‘that guild will not escape the sovereign’s 
vigilance, nor the penalties of the Law.’ As previously mentioned, the politi-
cal situation in St Barthélemy stabilized after Governor Stackelberg assumed 
power and Governor Ankarheim retired. Previous to these events, the present 
and future political order of the island was discussed between anonymous 
contributors, of which at least one had access to the printing press of The 
Report. These debates were to a large extent about personal animosities and 
accusations of arguing in bad faith, as well as insulting poems about a politi-
cal opponent being ‘a tackbrain hardly decent’.609 
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Political discussions in The Report also took on more philosophical 
form. On May 25, 1811 an opinion piece called ‘Thoughts on Civil Liberty’ 
was published.610 On August 3 of the same year, a section on Rome from the 
enlightenment philosopher Adam Ferguson’s An Essay on the History of 
Civil Society was printed. The sentence ‘The populace became a faction, and 
their alliance was the surest road to Dominion.’ was put in italics.611 We 
should not exaggerate the egalitarian nature of this statement. The ‘populace’ 
was still viewed as white, middle class and male. Neither was Ferguson him-
self a supporter of democracy, considering it to be a major cause for increas-
ing state militarization and warfare.612 Still, we should not dismiss the politi-
cal significance of this statement, published after the mutiny of 1810, as it 
was highly connected to radical ideas of republicanism and democracy. 

There were not many discussions regarding political representation 
under Bergstedt’s editorship. On the contrary, the pseudonym S.A.M. sati-
rised upset feelings regarding the new form of government on August 15, 
1805, in which elected members no longer served in the council and the 
commercial committee was disbanded. According to S.A.M. an association 
called the Street-Corner-Club had formed, where Mr. Curilurio complained 
about the officials holding all the political power in the colony: 

 
Why Gentlemen how is this? Police and Oeconomy left in the hands 
of three persons. How will that succeed? I look upon the Country as 
ruined, and it will be ruined, and shall be ruined as sure as - as - as 
my name is - as - Curilurio...613  
 

He is clearly depicted as foolish and ignorant of politics. Thus, while politi-
cal opposition did exist in the community, Bergstedt’s editorship made it 
difficult for these opinions to be formulated and displayed in The Report. 
The impact of the Mutiny of 1810 in politicising the content of The Report is 
clear. 

Satiric content and entertainment was frequent before 1810, but 
would become even more so under Allan’s editorship, especially with the 
publication of songs and poems. For example, starting in 1817 there was a 
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series of stories by ‘Godfry Brainless’ and ‘Cymon Crackle alias Cheese-
face’ who lived in ‘Boeotia’ and told stories about the theatre, parties, and 
dances.614 However, some references such as ‘Chief Justice Snakeface has 
taken his departure for his Estate in the country’ seemed to lie between gos-
sip and political agitation.615 

Most of the more biting satire came from outside St Barthélemy, 
such as when a poem was sent in anonymously from St Martin signed off as 
‘A.B.’ called ‘The DEVIL among the TAILORS’. It tells the story of a man 
who was mistakenly believed to have been shot by a pistol, when it was in 
fact only flatulence, inciting panic in the people around him until the truth 
was revealed. It was compared to the Battle of the Kegs in 1778, where gun-
powder-filled kegs were floated down the Delaware River.616 But while the 
actual kegs were full, in the song: ‘[i]n Del’ware’s stream did hundreds flow 
/ of empty kegs to frighten Howe’. A.B. claimed that the people of St Martin 
had ‘some knowledge of what passes in your Island’.617 The song may have 
been a satirical jab at political panic and the spreading of misinformation on 
St Barthélemy or simply a crude joke about Gustavia residents mistaking 
farts for gunshots. It was quite possibly a little of both.  

In two instances, rewards were offered in The Report of Saint Bar-
tholomew to identify the author of libellous pamphlets: a 200 dollar reward 
was put up for reporting the author of a libel against the customs controller 
in September 1817 placed outside his door618 and a 100 dollar reward was 
promised for the identity of the author of libellous pamphlets against the 
governor found in a store in January 1818.619 In the first case, an anonymous 
author ‘H.E.’ wrote to the Report on September 29, 1817 that while the re-
ward was not enough for him to give up the name of the author, he had 
warned him to stop such activities.620 The libel did not stop however; on July 
27, 1818 the Swedish officials offered 500 dollars for whoever revealed the 
identity of and captured those responsible for a libel in the St Christopher 
Advertiser and Weekly Intelligencer published a week earlier on July 21, 
1818.621 
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Gustavia seemed to at this time be filled with popular political ac-
tivity that took place through a literary culture of libel and agitation. While 
not equivalent, it most likely carried on the agitation culture of the early 
modern period, where publicly attacking honour was more common than 
countering arguments.622 Small notices could have larger implications, such 
as the notice on the front page of The Report on March 31, 1817: ‘I think it 
is “Goldsmith” who has said that the triumphs of power over the cautions 
necessary to individual safety, will never win a laurel; And that victory 
without combat is worse than defeat with it.’623 John Allan often added small 
passages or long arguments on philosophy and Christianity, to the point 
where he was once sarcastically asked why he had not added any moralizing 
pieces in the paper lately.624 However, this passage, paraphrasing poet Oliver 
Goldsmith, was troubling enough to be included in Governor Rosensvärd’s 
monthly report to the Colonial Department. Rosensvärd claimed that it was 
added by Abraham Runnels as an answer to the accusations of voting fraud 
against him.625 

Other libels were more direct, such as the anonymous handwritten 
notice that was put up on May 8, 1822 in several places in Gustavia, called 
‘Extract of a Lettre [sic] from Little Algiers’. The letter talks of the ‘Drunk-
en and Despotic Dey’ who spends time with pirates and privateers, his son-
in-law Mussah, (backwards for Hassum) his privateer friend the ‘comical 
Don Quixot P. Nesretep’ (backwards for P. Petersen), and how ‘even the 
Moors, hates and dispices him. [sic]’626 (‘The Moors’ refers to people of 
colour) The letter was full of insults and sexual innuendo and even went so 
far as to say that Norderling’s wife ‘has all the qualities necessary for the 
Seraglio, except la Jeunesse. It is said, that she took good care, before the 
marriage of her DAUGHTER, to convince HERSELF first, of the future son 
in laws PHYSICAL CAPACITIES.’627 The letter ended by claiming that any 
day now, the Dey would receive news from Constantinople that his reign has 
ended, but that he would build a palace from all the money he has received 
from privateers, pirates, and prizes.  

The analogy should be fairly obvious. Governor Norderling was 
accused of corruption, drunkenness, and nepotism, as well as having a sex-
ually promiscuous spouse. However, once the authorities in Sweden heard 
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about this behaviour, he was fired. In the meantime, he was amassing 
wealth. As mentioned before, this libel was deemed so inappropriate that a 
petition was started to find the author and put him on trial. The gender di-
mensions of the libel should be fairly obvious, and it was common to accuse 
government officials and their wives of inappropriate sexual behaviour. The 
sexual propriety of the governor’s wife was as much an attack on his honour 
as on hers.628 

Anonymity was central to the publication of controversial opin-
ions, often through the use of pseudonyms. In the end, more was sent in than 
was published. On January 17, 1810, the editors addressed a number of un-
published correspondences: 

 
THE Letter signed ‘the Devil’ is come to hand, but the Editor de-
clines Publishing it for two reasons, 1st. He will have nothing to do 
with Devils, real or fictitious, and 2nd. The Author of the Letter is 
too poor a Devil. 
A Grin from Milton’s Satan, is postponed till Milton shall have 
owned it. 
Mr. Double Trouble’s Epigram, too rich in point of Paper and Ink, 
too poor in point of Wit. 
Mr. Butterfly will do well not to expose himself to the blast of the 
North. He is saved for this time.629 

 
The editors’ response suggests that they were not too fond of the corre-
spondence, yet there was a general jargon of comedy and criticism that was 
only possible to print under the pseudonyms. The editors could mock the 
writers since they were unable to step outside their pseudonyms. The refer-
ences to for example John Milton show the influence of the Anglo-Saxon 
cultural sphere. Yet this should not be confused with an exclusively Anglo-
Saxon audience. After all, it was still the native Swede Bergstedt who edited 
the newspaper at the time of the above quote and no doubt many of his read-
ers and content providers hailed from outside North American and British-
Caribbean circles. 

At times, another degree of separation from the printed material 
could be achieved, by the already anonymous contributor claiming that he or 
someone else had somehow acquired a manuscript they themselves had not 
written. For example, ‘A Subscriber’ wrote to John Allan and claimed that a 
child had given him a manuscript in exchange for money, which the sub-
scriber sent in to Allan to do with as he pleased. The content was a letter 
from Godfry Brainless to Simon Crackle, two satirical characters mentioned 

                                                        
628 See Lynn Hunt, ‘The Many Bodies of Marie-Antoinette: Political Pornography and the 
Problem of the Feminine in the French Revolution’, in Eroticism and the Body Politic, ed. 
Lynn Hunt (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991) 108–130. 
629 The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 106, January 17, 1810. 
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earlier. The child served the purpose of continuity for the story, since the 
subscriber could distance themselves from the contents of the letter.630 

As the 1810s came to a close, the Swedish officials reacted more 
often to the content of The Report. In his report from March 20, 1819, Gov-
ernor Berghult stated that: 

 
The book press and newspaper here have for a long time been highly 
neglected and completely left to a mulatto who publishes without any 
editing. Because of this, for a long time not only indecent and libel-
lous matters against individuals have been published, but even against 
the Governor, and occasionally pieces were inserted or published con-
trary to the responsibility the colony has towards the government at 
home and other governments, for the press served as an organ for 
whomsoever, without any accountability.631 

 
The governor mentioned in this report that all things printed had thereafter to 
be inspected and approved by the government secretary. No proclamation of 
this new policy was made. As seen in the conflicts regarding the dance peti-
tion in the previous chapter, Berghult had a tendency to pay little regard to 
standard political procedure and enacted policies through personal authority. 
In the archive, there are four issues of The Report missing directly after this 
report, suggesting that they were in some way interfered with by the admin-
istration.632 We can suspect government interference before then. While pub-
lishing was uneven throughout The Report’s history, it is not until 1816 that 
issues are missing. Three issues are missing from that year, four from 1818 
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and another five from 1819.633 We of course have to be open to the possibil-
ity that some issues were simply lost from the archives, without any gov-
ernment censorship. However, the only issues lost are from those years when 
the editor was not connected to the government and political tension was 
increasing. Censorship was criticized by John Allan, such as when limits to 
the freedom of the press were set by the new Bourbon regime in France. 
Allan refers to Benjamin Franklin’s opinions regarding the freedom of the 
press and claims that it was abused under the French laws, similarly rejoic-
ing when censorship laws were repealed.634 

Not long after the administration decided to introduce inspections 
of the newspaper in 1819, publication of The Report was paused for three 
months and, when it resumed, John Allan revealed that the cause had been 
his poor health.635 The newspaper had been struggling and in 1817 the num-
ber of subscribers was down to 26.636 The government’s need for The Report 
however, despite its low subscription rate, cannot be stressed enough. When 
John Allan became sick and temporarily discontinued publication of the 
newspaper in July 1819, the financial council had to find alternative means 
to publish the details of a recent Swedish–American trade treaty. While suc-
cessfully translated and printed in French, the council was not sure how to 
properly proclaim the trade treaty now that the newspaper was not being 
published.637  

The presumably final issue of The Report, October 28, 1819, gave 
no warning that it would be the last. No reference can be found to the closing 
of the newspaper in Governor Norderling’s reports and no announcement 
was made in the newspaper. It is uncertain whether John Allan died, was 
forced to quit, simply gave up, or if future issues were retracted, un-
published, or are simply not preserved in the archives. The severe hurricane 
striking St Barthélemy in September, coupled with Allan’s apparently de-
clining health, may have caused him to give up his business. However, 
                                                        
633 By ‘missing’, I am referring to the fact that they cannot be found in the archives of Uppsa-
la University Library or at the Royal Swedish Library, whose collection is otherwise quite 
thorough. When an issue number is skipped, with two weeks between the publishing of the 
previous and the subsequently numbered issues, I consider this to be a lost one. The exception 
is the four aforementioned missing issues, in which number 353 was published in March 15, 
1819 and number 358 was published in April 19, 1819, five weeks later. A previously be-
lieved missing issue from 1819 has been found in the Archives nationales d’outre mer, Aix-
en-Provence, vol. 187, PJ, FSB. Also, two issues previously believed missing from 1816 can 
be found in the American Antiquarian Society. 
634 Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 160, August 27, 1814; The Report of Saint Bartholo-
mew, no. 164, September 24, 1814. 
635 The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 362, August 12, 1819. 
636 ‘Report’s Office, June 16th 1817’, The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 287, June 16, 
1817. 
637 § 1, financial council protocol, July 1, 1819, images 340–341, vol. 60, FSB; § 1, financial 
council protocol, July 10, 1819, images 342–345, vol. 60, FSB. 
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Franzén has pointed out that the last known issue contained a strong criti-
cism of intrusions on the freedom of press in London and the Peterloo Mas-
sacre on August 16, 1819, where cavalry charged a crowd of tens of thou-
sands of civilians who were demanding parliamentary representation, killing 
fifteen and injuring hundreds.638 This was not the first time that Allan had 
argued for the freedom of the press, however, and little suggests that the 
newspaper was stopped by the Swedish administration. 

We can see a variety of opinions presented in The Report, which 
increased with the editorship of John Allan. Yet The Report was not a radical 
newspaper and it closely followed the generally liberal opinions of the popu-
lation. Bergstedt’s editorship had tended to match the opinions of the Swe-
dish administration, especially in its dismissal of the criticism of the changes 
in government done in 1805. More than a vehicle for propaganda, the news-
paper was an avenue for political discussion. Yet as the island’s economy 
was beginning to slump after 1815, The Report also became a way to express 
discontent Libels and the St Kitts newspapers were more clearly critical of 
the colonial government, yet Allan faced the consequences of the irritation 
of Swedish officials. 

Writing gender 
Women were frequently depicted in The Report, and also supplied contribu-
tions. Much of the content in which women were depicted was based on 
gendered ideas of women’s interests, such as when a fashion expert was 
introduced on July 6, 1818 to inform the women of the community of the 
latest fashions,639 or when a letter was published under the pseudonym Miss 
Pangloss on January 10, 1810, whose ‘constant study and amusement be-
sides housekeeping, has been, and is, Fortune Telling.’640 The latter was also 
said to have ‘copied the worst quality of her model, that is to say, the fond-
ness of the male sex’ and had a child out of wedlock with a soldier. Yet no 
actual fashion columns were published. This was not unusual, there were 
several ambitions for segments that were never followed through on and 
stories which ended abruptly. However, on April 27, 1816, the pseudonym 
Timothy Frizzle commented on the omission of fashion advice in the paper:  

 
I have never yet noticed any observations in your paper on the Fash-
ions, and I can not help thinking that this is singular, for almost eve-

                                                        
638 Franzén, Svenskstad i Västindien, 68. For more on the Peterloo Massacre, see for example 
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639 The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 334, July 6, 1818. 
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ry Editor of a Newspaper seems to think it a duty he owes to the Fair 
Sex, to dabble a little in the art of Dressing.641  
 

He then sarcastically applauded the women of the island for wearing corsets 
tight enough to make them faint and said that he detested the English style of 
dressing according to the shape of your body. In the following paper, on 
May 4, 1816, he received an answer from Samuel Stitch, who complained 
about the fashion of men on the island and gave him the advice ‘that charity 
generally begins at home.’642  

Discussions on the sexual morals, clothing and behaviour of wom-
en were abundant in The Report, while they were generally less moralizing 
than mocking and satirical. In the first dialogue introducing the newspaper, 
from April 2, 1804, when the ‘Editor’ asks the ‘Reader’ if he disagrees with 
calling the newspaper ‘The Report’, he answers: ‘J am a Reader Sir, and 
consequently have no more business to tell, why J approve or disapprove, 
than a Young Lady, why she loves a Coxcomb and dislikes a Decent man.’643 
While complaints that women do not appreciate nice men continue to this 
day, some of the gender discourses were more specific to the time and place 
of the early modern Caribbean, such as the lack of manners in women raised 
in the colonies. The anonymous satirist S.A.M. wrote on November 17, 1804 
about a European who came to the Caribbean and was shocked at how rude 
the ‘Creole Ladies’ were by not bowing, eventually becoming so enraged as 
to utter: ‘O my God, should I live to see Cows in Muslins & Medaillons [sic] 
with fans & womens faces!’644  

This joke did not, however, go unchallenged. Some women on the 
island reacted and in a subsequent response on January 26, 1805, S.A.M. 
said that he had ‘offended certain Ladies in such a degree, that they have 
resolved never to appear in company with any person, whom the [sic] sus-
pect to have been the Author.’ While the initial suspicion might be that 
S.A.M. was Samuel Augustus Mathews, S.A.M. claimed that there was a 
rumour going around that a ‘Mr. M – s’ had put up notes on houses claiming 
that he was not the author and that he had only published a song in The Re-
port, mentioned earlier in this chapter.645 S.A.M. also suffered criticism from 
an anonymous contributor who signed off as signature M.A.S on December 
22, 1804. M.A.S. defended the women of the Caribbean, by saying that ‘Po-
tatoes are more welcome here in barrels and make then a much better mar-

                                                        
641 ‘”Veniam petimus”’, The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 234, April 27, 1816. 
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ket, than if fixed in form of heads on Young mens’ shoulders’.646 Although 
the gender of M.A.S. is never revealed, we should not discard the possibility 
that a woman responded anonymously. 

We can compare this to when a vendor in the neighbouring Five Is-
lands put out an ad on April 13, 1805 for several products, including ‘1600 
Fashionable Paper-Skulls for Young Ladies, & Young Gentlemen courting 
Mulatto Girls’.647 Two weeks later another ad by the same vendor was pub-
lished, saying that the skulls sold very well, ‘notwithstanding all the offence 
some Coloured Ladies took at the advertisement thereof.’648 While we can 
see that in both instances, women responded to the contents of the newspa-
per in an unprinted format, it is clear that the honour of women of colour 
was not publicly defended, while the honour of white women was. 

Women of colour, whether free or enslaved, were rarely referred to 
in The Report, one exception being the horror story called The Witch of St. 
Martins. In the first part, printed on October 8, 1806, a planter in St 
Barthélemy turns to a black woman to find out why his slaves are sick. The 
woman, called Rosalie, uses her magical objects to reveal that it was two 
slaves who had poisoned the rest.649 In the second installment, printed on 
November 15, this poisoning is also referred to as ‘witchcraft [...] mischie-
vous Drugs and obeamatters’ and was done by hair and roots that were 
burned in the middle of the street, causing people around to shiver and one 
slave to nearly perish by touching the objects.650 Obeah, Afro-Caribbean 
religious practices often connected to the poisoning and cursing of slave 
owners as well as inciting rebellion, was a very real fear among Caribbean 
slave societies.651 Even as the woman protects the planter, there is a sense of 
danger connected to the woman, as well as implications of greed, as she 
demands 300 dollars for helping him. I believe the story falls within the gen-
re of Caribbean Gothic, coined by Howard L. Malchow, in which people of 
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colour were depicted as connected to witchcraft, demons, and uncivilized 
terror.652 

When compared to, for example, descriptions of free women of 
colour as temptresses whose influence corrupts the minds of white men, the 
witch was instead depicted as an asexual being. However, they were both 
portrayed in accordance with their intersectional position as both people of 
colour and women, in that they were simultaneously regarded as dangerous 
to the community, and outside of the political realm.653 The invisibility of 
women of colour was not just present within the print sphere, but was an 
ideal for them as servants. An article on West Indian manners on July 17, 
1805 warned in fact against treating them as if they were not there: 

 
It is a very bad Custom amongst some Creole Ladies to bring their 
favorite Negroes or Mulattoes with them, on visiting their Ac-
quantances. Kitty & Nancy & Patty although mute always constitute 
a part of the Company, and they are generally looked upon as deaf 
or non existents during the conversation – some time after it is won-
dered how this scandal & that scandal have originated – this confi-
dence & that confidence betrayed.654 

 
In these ways, women of colour were consistently viewed with suspicion. 

There were also jokes attacking men and the honour of men, such 
as ‘Definition of a Husband by his Wife’, printed on July 20, 1818, where a 
woman claims her husband was ‘an abhorred, abominable, acrimonious, 
angry, arrogant, austere, aukward [sic], barbarous, bitter [...] vexatious, vio-
lent, virulent, waspish, worrying, wrangling, wrathful, yarring, yelping dog 
in a manner who neither eats himself nor will let others eat.’655 The full sen-
tence contains over 150 adjectives, all of them negative. Yet attacks on 
men’s honour would often be simultaneously tied to that of women. In an-
other example, printed December 16, 1816, the honour of the man is directly 
related to the honour of the women in his family, in a fashion that will no 
doubt seem contemporary to us: 

 
A lady in a large company, was attacked by a chap of high rank, 
(whose mother was remarkable for her gallantries) with this question, 
‘pray madam tell me now, was not that fine gown you have on given 
you by one of your lovers?’ – ‘No my pretty little fellow,’ replied she, 
‘you think you are talking to your momma.’ 
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Just above the quoted joke, we can see a poem that ridicules women’s fash-
ion: 
 

If Eve in her innocence could not be blam’d 
Because going naked she wa [sic] not ashamed 
Whoso’er views the ladies, as ladies now dress, 
That again they’ve grown innocent sure will confess; 
And that artfully too the [sic] retaliate the evil 
By the the [sic] Devil once tempted, they now tempt the Devil.656 

 
We can see here how both in ridiculing and being ridiculed, the sexual hon-
our of women was central. Male honour was more often connected to rela-
tions between and behaviour towards other men, for example in duelling, 
toasting, or other aspects of the male social code of conduct. As one letter to 
the editor put it, it hurt a man’s honour less to be unfaithful than to refuse to 
drink to the health of his friend’s mistress.657 

Male virtues and masculinity were also more firmly attached to the 
political sphere than femininity. To be described as a man or manly was an 
indication of one’s ability to take firm political actions. On September 30, 
1806, a meeting was called to discuss necessary security measures in the 
town. However, ‘very few real Inhabitants appeared; but the house abounded 
with strangers and young Gentlemen, whose Legal title is Boy.’ Most likely, 
the non-merchant community (that is sailors, free people of colour, and pos-
sibly even slaves) had come to the meeting. Instead of a political conversa-
tion being held within a merchant community of naturalized citizens consist-
ing of white master subjects, the outsiders to this quite small political com-
munity interrupted the merchants’ political space. While a committee was 
formed to discuss security, The Report of Saint Bartholomew complained: 
‘the Spies of Antoine Fuet are not sorry for [the community’s] inactivity.’658 
Political duty was in this way often a motivation for participation, especially 
regarding questions that the government considered to be of importance. We 
should note the difference made between the ‘boys’ and the ‘real Inhabit-
ants’. Gustavia was a community in constant change and flux, and political 
decisions had to be made under the assumption that those who participated 
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and contributed were dutiful, steadfast, and property-owning citizens. While 
it was understandable that merchants migrated, other temporary residents, 
such as sailors, were often seen as political and social threats. Here, the gen-
dered language around the proper masculine political subject cannot be ig-
nored. Political duty was a positive masculine concept, to be contrasted with 
the dangerous masculinities of irresponsible sailors and slaves. If ‘men’ were 
not willing to serve, ‘boys’ would disrupt the community. 

When women were praised, it was usually for embodying tradi-
tional virtues. For example, L.B. wrote on December 3, 1814 to direct atten-
tion to ‘a certain Lady in this community’ who had plans to set up a school 
for small children. She was praised for her domestic talents and L.B hoped 
that ‘her excellent understanding and her ample ability to inform their minds, 
and to form their manners, happily exemplified in the improvements of her 
own child, would soon awaken a common interest for the success of the 
undertaking.’659 Her pedagogical talents are thus related to her domestic du-
ties and motherhood. The woman, who was revealed to be Polly D. Kidder, 
answered humbly on December 24, 1814 and said that she intended to start a 
day school, teaching 18 girls, with her husband teaching 12 boys. They 
would all be taught grammar, reading, writing, and arithmetic, but where the 
boys would learn ‘the elements of Mathematics’, the girls would learn ‘as a 
relaxation from study and application [...] those minor accomplishments 
which are not without their use in domestic life, and which are considered 
and ranked with ornamental acquirements.’660 From an early age, the stage 
for differing gender roles were set. 

That is not to say that women were a homogenous group, with eve-
ryone living up to the bourgeois standards of the nineteenth century. Evi-
dence of women’s employment and financial independence can be seen 
more clearly in The Report than in the records of the male-dominated mari-
time trade. Thus we find an Esther Öström renting out or selling her late 
husband’s house on May 11, 1805, the ads of S. A. and Jane Bonnet on 8 
June 1805, later simply under the name of Jane Bonnet on June 15, 1805 or 
the several women who owned licenses to sell liquor on January 31, 1807.661 
Still, the female norm presented in The Report, produced both by men and 
women, placed women outside of the political world, incapable of higher 
learning, and more involved in fashion, sexual virtue, and domestic care than 
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changing the world around them. There were exceptions, such as a descrip-
tion of Lady Hester Stanhope on August 24, 1816, an explorer and archaeol-
ogist in Syria: 

 
Living for whole months on rice and water, and accustomed to the 
frugality of Oriental habits, from being feeble and debilitated, she 
became a strong and vigorous Amazon. According to letters which 
she has addressed to her family in England, she is now at the head of 
three tribes of Bedouin Arabs, who regard her as a being of a superi-
or order.662 

 
Even in this example though, the paper takes care to mention that ‘[s]he has 
had several children whom she was fond of, brought to her from England’.663 
The maternal role was inescapable. While there were plenty of women who 
rebelled against gender roles in the Atlantic World, the absence of political 
participation among women in St Barthélemy must be understood against the 
discursive limitation as demonstrated in The Report.664 As a poem taken from 
The New-York Spectator illustrated, reprinted on January 31, 1807, a woman 
should be indoors like a snail, speak when spoken to like an echo, and be 
regular as a town clock. However, she should not keep all her wealth on her 
back like a snail, demand the final word like an echo, or be heard around 
town like a town clock.665  

Writing race 
While portrayals of gender remained constant throughout the publication 
output of The Report, depictions of race did change to a less negative per-
ception of people of colour as time went on. However, the public image of 
race continued to vary under both Bergstedt’s and Allan’s editorship, reflect-
ing the diversity of opinions within the colony. Both a change of editors and 
shifting attitudes towards Haiti and free people of colour should be taken 
into account. 

The topic of slavery was often brought up in The Report. For ex-
ample, in an early issue of the newspaper, on May 7, 1804, the contributor 
‘Antibarbarian’, stated that ‘It is provoking to rage, to hear insignificant 
wretches, only because white, swear, that they shall punish the impertinence 
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of every black or colour’d Rascal in spight of Law’.666 However, The Report 
under Bergstedt did not take an anti-slavery stance, but instead reflected the 
discussions on St Barthélemy and, to a certain extent, the wider Atlantic 
World. On August 28, 1804, the newspaper reported on rumours that the 
slave trade was going to be abolished. Bergstedt stated that if the colonies 
were not provided with slaves, they would be abandoned, yet ‘it is also just, 
that rather than the principles of humanity should be violated, all the colo-
nies must be Sacrificed.’ This was followed up the next week with a denial 
that the newspaper was abolitionist and that abolition ‘would be inconsistent, 
unjust, inhuman and cruel in regard to the British colonies’. Bergstedt 
seemed to advocate a middle of the road approach, where the interests of 
everyone involved, slaves and masters, should be accounted for. 667 

One of the main debates after the 1814 Treaty of Paris between 
France and the Sixth Coalition was the article that stipulated that the French 
slave trade should be banned within the next five years, reprinted on August 
1.668 The Report, under John Allan, at this point took a much more clearly 
oppositional stance to slavery, yet it wondered if the conditions of slaves 
were worse than those of soldiers.669 A contributor who signed him- or her-
self ‘Creole’ similarly suggested on September 3 that if slavery was to be 
considered ‘compelling one man, or one class of men to serve the other 
without their consent’, then the state forcing rules on its subjects and drafting 
them to war should also be considered slavery: 

 
Let your Rulers abandon their oppressive practices on the privilege 
*(they say right) of seizing and confiscating private property and 
compelling their fellow-men to risk their limbs and lives to settle their 
broils and contentions, and then, no doubt all men will be obedient to 
their call in the practice in humanity.670 
 

The defence of private property and the freedom from enlistment speaks to 
the position of Swedish neutral merchants against the naval might of Great 
Britain. Those who felt that they had been treated unjustly by the British 
were offended by their perceived attempt to take the moral highground in 
abolishing slave trade. Another similar view was given by ‘B. L. A. Creole 
of Guadeloupe’ on November 26, 1814, whose letter to the Journal de Paris 
was reprinted in The Report. The author considered the slave trade to be 
beneficial to Africans, and claimed that British slave trade abolition was 

                                                        
666 ‘To The Editors of the Report of St. Bartholomew’, The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 
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hypocritical and entirely based on national interests. Furthermore, he consid-
ered it humiliating and unfair towards France for this type of legislation to be 
demanded by a foreign power.671 The inclusion of this opinion piece should 
not necessarily be seen as an endorsement, but as an indication of the wide 
variety of opinions allowed in the debate. 

John Allan would most likely not agree with the notion that the 
slave trade was of benefit to Africans. He had previously come to the de-
fence of Governor Hugh Elliot of the British Leeward Islands regarding the 
trial and punishment of Arthur William Hodge, the first West Indian slave 
owner to be executed for the murder of one of his slaves. This verdict caused 
much debate within the white Caribbean community and received support 
from British abolitionists. This was not only because of the unprecedented 
execution, but also because of Governor Elliot’s communication with the 
Earl of Liverpool, calling for stricter enforcement and further extension of 
British amelioration policies regarding slaves and free people of colour.672 
The Report represented a variety of views. It is also important to recognize 
that criticising the mistreatment of slaves should not necessarily be consid-
ered a call for the abolition of slavery. 

A clearer difference in tone between Bergstedt and Allan can be 
seen regarding the Haitian Revolution. During Bergstedt’s editorship from 
1804–1810, The Report was clearly opposed to the Haitian Revolution, pub-
lishing reports and speeches that portrayed the revolutionaries as violent and 
brutal, even enslaving whites. However, later on we can see a normalization 
and acceptance of the new Haitian republic.673 For example, John Allan de-
fends the Haitian government’s right to defend itself from France on De-
cember 10, 1814, who wished to recolonize ‘a population instructed by many 
years enjoyment of them, how to value their rights and how to appreciate the 
precious boon of liberty and independance. [sic]’ He also praises Henri I: 

 
As virtue and talents belong to no particular complexion, and im-
provements are common to all who have industry to seek and to ac-
quire them, it is of no little consequence that the MAN who is exer-
cising the Sovereign Authority over a people destined, perhaps, be-
fore long to take an acknowleged [sic] rank among the nations of the 
Earth, is virtuous and enlightened: fitted alike to cultivate the arts of 
peace or to endure the turmoils of a Camp, inspiring by good faith 
and by a regard for justice, confidence in all with whom he has any 

                                                        
671 ‘From the Journal de Paris of September 11’, The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 171, 
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672 The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 148, January 4, 1812. For more on the Hodge trial 
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intercourse or connection! Intelligent gentlemen (one of them a pub-
lic character) who have lately returned from that country, and who 
speak in high terms of the hospitality and urbanity of the Govern-
ment, corroborate and confirm this statement of things.674 

 
Besides the obvious assertion that race was not connected to ‘virtue and 
talents’, we can see a gendered dimension in the capitalized assertion of 
Henri I as a ‘MAN’. We must understand it as a response to the dehumaniza-
tion of Africans, but also within a context of men as political subjects, in 
contrast to women. Like black newspapers in the United States, Allan did 
not focus on the division and conflict within Haiti, divided in a civil war 
between the Kingdom and Republic of Haiti, but sought to portray the area 
as peaceful, righteous and functional.675 

We can compare Allan’s descrition of Henri I with that of Madame 
Dessalines, wife of Haitian Emperor Dessalines, reprinted by Bergstedt from 
The New York Morning Chronicle. In this description, Madame Dessalines 
and Madame Christophe were attending a party, when the bench they were 
sitting on broke and both of them fell down. Masses of people rushed to-
wards them to help and see if they were hurt, to which Madame Dessalines 
answered with ‘a loud horse laugh’. The author continues: 

 
Now the idea, that the mere tumble of a stout strapping negro wench 
should occasion so much confusion and anxiety in so large an assembly, 
was laughable, and the contempt one would conceive towards a compa-
ny that would so basely degrade themselves, as to pretend uneasiness 
upon the account of it, may be easily imagined.676 

 
Despite the fact that the party was in her honour and that she was the wife of 
the leader of Haiti, the very notion of a woman of colour being attended to as 
a person of some political importance was unthinkable. While this must be 
understood from Bergstedt’s editorial position towards Haiti at the time, her 
intersectional position as a woman of colour makes even pretensions of hon-
our and virtue comical for the average white male reader. 

There were several jokes in The Report covering a wide variety of 
topics. We can, for example, find jokes about national stereotypes,677 the 
stupidity of the Irish,678 American greed,679 taxes,680 the nobility,681 or the 
                                                        
674 The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 173, December 10, 1814. The italics and capitaliza-
tion are included in the original text. 
675 Yingling, ‘No One Who Reads the History of Hayti’, 331–332. 
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677 ‘Character of the Principal Nations of Europe, by Kotzebue’, The Report of Saint Barthol-
omew, no. 262, November 23, 1816. 
678 ‘Anecdote’, The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 17, July 19, 1804. 
679 ‘American Honesty; Related by a Dutchman’, The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 10, 
June 4, 1804. 
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local militia’s incompetence.682 A clear difference can be seen in the tran-
scription of dialogue, although fictional, of people of colour. We know that 
poor use of language was disapproved of, since a woman called Sarah Trol-
lop, publishing a petition in The Report on July 17, 1805, was mocked by 
Bergstedt for poor spelling. He warned ‘all others, who may undertake to 
write, especially in Law Suits, to acquire a full Orthography of the Language 
they make use of.’683 While jokes were frequently made at the behest of stu-
pidity, jokes about black men and women were often enhanced by the use of 
dialects representing their speech. For example, this joke was printed twice: 
once on July 17, 1805 and once on February 22, 1806: 

 
‘Sancho,’ said a dying planter to his slave, ‘for your faithful services I 
mean to do you an honour, and I leave it in my will, that you shall be 
buried in our family ground’ – ‘Ah! massa,’ replied Sancho, ‘Sancho 
no good be buried – Sancho rather have de money or de freedom; be-
sides, if the devil come in the dark to look for massa, he make mis-
take, and take away de poor negro man!’684 
 

Note that the joke is not necessarily at the expense of the slave. After all, he 
states that the devil will come for the planter, meaning that he is a sinner and 
that slavery is immoral. Still, use of such non-standard language reinforced 
stereotypes. Similar linguistic alterations were made in a joke about Jewish 
people, where a protocol was supposedly found near St Mary Axe in Lon-
don, in which ‘resolvement’ was spelled ‘resholbet’ and the writers criticized 
the setting up of a pork shop: 
 

‘Resholbet, Dat ve promish de beebles dat rost pork, or any ting vat 
has pork vit, is very unshaveri; Resholbet, Dat Moses himself said so 
– and all de Rabbis ever since den, said so – and all de beebles bel-
eef it ever since. Vat! can dere be better antigity as dis?’685  

 
Similarly, when a joke was made about a Native American tricking Gover-
nor Thomas Dudley, the faulty grammar of the Native American creates an 

                                                                                                                                  
680 ‘Anecdote’, The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 13, June 28, 1804. 
681 ‘A Spoon for Hogs’, The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 73, December 14, 1805. 
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684 ‘Anecdotes’, The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 59, July 17, 1805; ‘An Honour Reject-
ed’, The Report of Saint Bartholomew, no. 80, February 22, 1806. 
685 ‘Odd Resolutions of an Association in Duke’s Place’, The Report of Saint Bartholomew, 
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expectation of stupidity, which leads to comedy once the governor was 
fooled.686 

One of the most interesting examples of dialectic spelling is, how-
ever, the reprinting of Samuel Augustus Mathews’s transcription of slave 
songs on May 18, 1805. Mathews is presented as ‘famous for His knowledge 
of the West-India Negro-English’ and the songs were ‘inserted to give dis-
tant Readers an Idea of the common Language of the English Negroes.’687 
The words of the songs were written phonetically in order to portray the 
proper pronunciation. For example: 

 
Sweet Song with Soft Drum 
Shatterday nite aucung lau town 
Chan fine my deery honey, 
Run round de lebin street, 
Chan fine &c. 
Look behind de guaba bush, 
Chan fine &c. 
Vosh me pot, au vosh um clean, 
Chan fine &c. 
Au put in paze, au put in poke, 
Chan fine &c. 
Au bine me pot, au bine um sweet, 
Chan fine &c. 
Au sweep me ouse, au sweep um clean, 
Chan fine &c. 
Au clean me knife, au clean um shine, 
Chan fine &c. 
Au mek me bed, au mek um soff, 
Chan fine &c. 
Au mek um up, au shek um up, 
Chan fine &c.688 

 
A contextual understanding of the printing of these songs is not as easy as it 
may first appear. The four songs were most likely authentic and provide an 
interesting look into Afro-Caribbean culture. The themes of the songs, often 
concerning work, hunger, exhaustion and sorrow, speak to the slave experi-
ence and thus make them important cultural artifacts.689 

There is also another story in The Report printed on December 30, 
1816 in which Mathews translates a letter in Creole English to a doctor in 
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which ‘the Doctor looked with an evil eye on the author of the Lying Hero 
ever after, conceiving him master of more languages than he was acquainted 
with, though in fact the poor ignorant creature scarcely knew his own.’690 
Thus, knowledge of Creole English was seen as an asset. However, the lan-
guage was still contained within a discursive reality of proper and improper 
English, which, especially when connected to race, connoted implications as 
regards mental capacities. Even if we today accept and celebrate the beauty 
of, for example, Patois, we have to realistically appreciate the context in 
which it was written down at this time. For white women in Jamaica, preser-
vation of their language from the perceived ‘corruption’ of Afro-Caribbean 
speech patterns was crucial to maintaining the difference between whiteness 
and blackness.691  

Mathews himself was in no way an abolitionist and wrote The Ly-
ing Hero as a defence against J. B. Moreton’s Manners and Customs in the 
West Indies, which proclaimed West Indian rulers to be corrupt and slavery 
to be inhumane. This in itself does not make the publication of the songs 
problematic, but clearly establishes that it was not done in order to argue for 
abolitionism. In The Lying Hero, Mathews uses his language skills to assert 
that he had spoken to slaves who expressed their love and devotion to their 
masters.692 Neither does the authenticity remove the perceived dichotomy 
created between the literate white and the illiterate black community. 

There was a small, but noticeable shift over time as free people of 
colour became more visible in The Report, quite possibly as a result of Al-
lan’s editorship. In 1816, a letter from free people of colour in St Martin, 
expressing their allegiance to the Dutch Governor Paulus Cantzlaar, was 
reprinted in The Report March 23, 1816, together with the governor’s re-
sponse. Governor Cantzlaar’s appointment brought the return of Dutch order 
to St Marteen, which had previously been under British control.693 While 
seemingly insignificant, this helped to reinforce the image of free people of 
colour as political subjects, capable of expressing themselves in a ‘civilized’ 
manner, in a similar way to other petitions. A letter to the editor, printed on 
January 26, 1818 however was much harsher in its tone: 

 
Please to insert in your next Report the following verses wrote by an 
English lady; that being the only answer we intend to make to the noc-
turnal Author of a Criminal Libel against my brother and self. As to 
that part concerning our Father we dont [sic] intend to take the law of 
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him, if he will give us the satisfaction that such a wanton calumny re-
quires. 
 
We wou’d be glad to know if this illegitimate son of matrimony, but 
lawful one of infamy and slander, has not descended from some sam-
bo, still more sambo than us. If we were to know this dangerous min-
ister of discord, perchance we would find out that he is deep in the 
sambo family, and was saved from a hemp cravat by some sambo or 
the other. 
 
Excuse the language of two illerate sambo’s[sic], but believe that they 
are 
 
Dear Sir, 
Sincerely yours &c 
 
TWO SAMBO’S 
Sons of a virtuous solitary Man 
 

The letter was followed by an excerpt from Hannah More’s poem ‘Slavery, 
A Poem’ written in 1788 and denouncing difference based on skin colour, 
finishing with the lines: ‘Capricious fate of man! that very pride / In Afric 
scourg’d, in Rome was deify’d.’694 It is hard to deduce the details of the con-
flict from the letter, especially given that we know little about the libel. It 
concerned the sexual honour of their father and was also tied to his racial 
status and that of his sons, although the lack of details makes it hard to tell in 
which way these were connected exactly. 

While certainly not common, we can see the beginnings of people 
of colour entering the public sphere and using language to demonstrate their 
equal capacity for rational thought and defence of their honour. While mis-
spelled, the writers’ sarcastic use of declaring themselves illiterate was a 
public answer to accusations of people of colour being ignorant. This repre-
sentation, however, did not exclude other, racist representations mocking 
people of colour as political subjects. The Report printed in the same year, 
on October 12, a satirical depiction of a celebration on ‘the anniversary of 
the Abolition of Slavery, at Boston.’ In it the speaker celebrated the abolition 
of the slave trade and slavery in certain Northern states, using mangled lan-
guage both in the speaker’s voice and in the actions of the audience, such as 
calling the United States, ‘De Nited Tate. De land of liberty, sept he keep 
slave at the sout. / Shake de hand’.695 These ‘Bobalition’ jokes have been 
interpreted in various ways and most likely lay in a disputed discursive posi-
tion. While some writers have considered them to be depictions of black 
organization, attacking the racism of the early nineteenth century, others 
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have viewed them as mockeries of these organisations.696 Suffice it to say 
that if it was meant to be ironic, the irony was no doubt lost on many read-
ers. 

While Allan was a man of colour himself, this did not prevent this 
type of material being printed. These depictions were all part of the continu-
um of political positions that free men of colour were seen as capable of 
holding and were connected to the discursive struggle for the role of Afro-
Caribbeans which Catherine Hall has termed the ‘war of representation’.697 
They could be portrayed in a ridiculing fashion, where they attempted to 
imitate political actions while incapable of rationally understanding them, as 
well as depicted as political subjects worthy of respect, and in the case of 
Henri I, as a competent and enlightened ruler. For women of colour howev-
er, no such political position was given. 

Government and free press 
The Report of Saint Bartholomew was never particularly popular and, as 
previously noted, did not have many subscribers. Under both Bergstedt’s and 
Allan’s editorship, publication was erratic and they had difficulty finding 
subscribers. Still, it was clearly influential within the colony. We can see in 
The Report a reflection of the community who participated by contributing 
poems, jokes, advertisements, quarrels, debate, and gossip. It was dominated 
by white middle-class merchants who were in economic and political control 
of St Barthélemy in general, but The Report is still one of the primary ways 
in which we can hear the voices of women. People of colour would also 
slowly become active in the press, both through an Afro-Caribbean editor 
and occasional representation through contributing material and being de-
picted by others. Still, the dominating political field was white and male. The 
political discussions changed according to the colony’s situation. At first, 
neutrality and neutral rights were the primary issues; by 1811, the restoration 
of order seemed to be more crucial. In 1814–15, the treaty of Paris and the 
future of the slave trade were discussed and by 1817, political participation 
and freedom of the press was advocated by The Report. 

The political concerns of St Barthélemy, as seen through The Re-
port, were neither exclusively local nor global. It was strongly anti-
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Napoleonic, although not conservative. It was initially very critical of Haiti, 
although this eventually normalised and even became positive. We can also 
observe an active culture of pamphleteering, libel, and anonymous govern-
ment criticism, both in print and in handwriting. This culture of criticism was 
not always based on principled debates, but often expressed itself in personal 
attacks and insinuations, and had by 1819 devolved into defamation of the 
governor’s honour. Regardless of what one may think of this criticism, The 
Report was political, if for no other reason than that it reflected the opinions 
of a political community. The differing opinions regarding the slave trade 
and the treatment of slaves reflect a heterogeneous community, caught in the 
middle of tremendous political change. John Allan did not do much editing 
of which opinions were displayed, partly out of the necessity to create con-
tent for the newspaper, partly out of a principle of freedom of speech. He 
was not opposed to the Swedish leadership, but under his editorship the 
broad display of opinions led to inflammatory content being printed, which 
created a schism between the local government and The Report. 

If we examine the newspaper intersectionally, we can see that 
white women had a clear and consistent, although narrow, representation 
within it. They could both be praised and vilified, or even given agency. 
Still, their discursive position was clearly established as belonging to the 
private sphere, as mothers, wives, lovers, and caretakers. They were not giv-
en any political agency and were never referred to as political subjects. Men 
of colour, on the other hand, enjoyed a broader spectrum of representation, 
in both positive and negative aspects. They could be portrayed as naturally 
unintelligent and mocked, while also praised as proud leaders. This was 
clearly connected to language-use as a marker of civilisation. They could be 
portrayed as political subjects, but as can be seen in the discussions about 
Haiti, this could be both as tyrants and as enlightened rulers. While both 
these groups were underprivileged in their representation in The Report, their 
representation differed. Women of colour were, however, barely represented 
at all, and when they were, it was as foolish, greedy, dangerous and ugly. It 
was impossible for them to become political subjects and they were seldom 
depicted as virtuous. 

The Report was largely concerned with news from the United 
States, reprinting the presidential addresses and using several newspapers 
based in New York and on the North American East Coast as sources of 
material. The Report gathered information across the wider Atlantic World 
and disseminated it throughout the Caribbean region. That being said, The 
Report never claimed to be anything other than Swedish and, under Berg-
stedt’s editorship, even acted as an organ to spread knowledge about Sweden 
and its culture internationally. The paper also propagandized for the legal 
right of the population of St Barthélemy to be treated as Swedish citizens. 
Compared to the creation of national self-understanding in Swedish newspa-
pers, which would lead to a cultural and lingual community, the trajectory of 
The Report was the complete opposite, defining Swedish citizenship as 
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based on a legal community. The merchants were not Swedish because of 
their common cultural values, language, tradition, or even geographical posi-
tion. Bergstedt was honest in expressing that the merchants knew as much 
about Sweden as they knew about the moon. What was important was their 
naturalization, their loyalty to the Swedish king, the validity of their docu-
ments and their honourable and legitimate conduct as traders. Because of 
this, they should be regarded as citizens of neutral Sweden, according to The 
Report. 

The Report was simultaneously a reflection of the political culture 
in St Barthélemy and a participant in it. Despite the initial guarantee that it 
would not discuss politics or diplomacy, these topics inevitably occurred, 
either indirectly through reporting on the political events within and outside 
the colony, or through direct agitation for popular rule or neutral rights. That 
is not to say that it was revolutionary or even radical, since it was faithful to 
the Swedish government and did not concern itself very much with the inter-
nal political situation in Sweden at the time. Neither was it without space for 
disagreement on political or personal matters. The political focus was re-
gional, as was its conception of Swedishness. Anonymity enabled writers to 
be blunter, more controversial, and crude in their jokes and opinions, but the 
newspaper remains an essential source for understanding the politics and 
social divisions of the colony, in government, at home, and at the harbour. 
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7. Creoles under Swedish rule 

The city’s inhabitants’ are mostly Englishmen, Frenchmen and Swedes, although 
there are people of all nations and languages, Dutchmen, Danes, Americans, Span-
iards, Germans etc. Of these, there are either Europeans or Creoles, except for the 

Swedes, who have not yet become Creolized.698 
 
Having examined the proceedings of the council, the Mutiny of 1810, peti-
tions to Swedish officials, the content of The Report of Saint Bartholomew 
and other political expressions, it is difficult to detect a general political tone 
across all the media. At times, discussions seem aggressive and taunting, and 
communications between the naturalized merchants and the local officials 
were frequently hostile, most notably in 1810. In many ways, the two groups 
seemed diametrically opposed to eachother. At other times, however, com-
munications were polite and appreciative. Free men of colour in particular 
were very eager to declare themselves loyal and faithful to the Swedish 
crown and state. A united population was seen as critical to stability and 
prosperity, while tensions became apparent in several instances. Let us re-
turn to the research questions from the introductory chapter. 

 
How did the free population of St Barthélemy participate in political discus-
sions and actions? 
 
For the free population, there were a variety of routes available to impact the 
political situation in the colony. From 1811 and onward, representation on 
the council was the clearest way in which especially merchants could be a 
part of political discussions. They could however not receive a majority of 
votes within the council without support from Swedish officials and the gov-
ernor retained a strong political position. This being said, voting for council 
representatives was popular among the white population and actively sought 
after by free men of colour. This may very well be for symbolic reasons, as 
much as for active selections of political representatives. Committees could 
also be formed for input on particular matters. 
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Petitions were an important component of political life on St 
Barthélemy and potentially more crucial for actual political decisions than 
participation in the colonial council. They were mainly addressed to the gov-
ernor, although there were at times petitions sent directly to Stockholm, typi-
cally when the governor was working counter to the petitioners’ interests. 
From the signatures, we can see that the petitioners were often the same men 
who served on the council and who often addressed the Swedish officials in 
letters and in person. Other petitions could however have over a hundred 
signatures, showing the public nature of petitioning. Some petitions were 
known of beforehand by the general public, as they were shown to other 
members of the community for opinions, while other were written in secre-
cy. 

Articles in newspapers and written libels were other forms of polit-
ical expression that were less constructive and more polemic. Depending on 
context, they could be everything from attempts to formulate critiques or 
defences of various political stances to frustrated attacks on a political per-
son’s honour, at times suggesting sexual deviancy. Political frustration could 
also lead to merchants taking up arms against local government, although 
such actions were drastic. As part of a radical Atlantic political culture, tak-
ing control of the government through armed militias was a valid option for 
political change. Yet the Mutiny of 1810, when it occurred, was instigated as 
much by attacks of officials on the personal honour of the militia as by cri-
tique of the central rule of local government. 
 
What were the boundaries of political participation? 
 
While input could be given to Swedish officials for various political deci-
sions, local government had no obligation to follow the wishes of the popu-
lation. While many in Gustavia blamed this on the corruption of certain gov-
ernors and officials such as Ankarheim, Bergstedt, Fahlberg and Berghult, 
this attitude was prevalent among all Swedish government officials. This 
difference in perspective could be seen most clearly in Peter Petersen’s letter 
in 1824 to the head of the Colonial Department Olof Erik Bergius, appalled 
by the fact that Governor Norderling had chosen not to take the advice of 
and to ignore the protests of the fire watch committee. While many natural-
ized Swedes saw the council, committees and even petitions as ways to rep-
resent the opinions of Gustavia’s merchants in particular and thus demon-
strate the expectations and demands of the population, Swedish officials saw 
all these as advisory boards and documents, expressing local views and 
knowledge that could inform the ultimate decision of native Swedish offi-
cials. 

Yet while ignoring the wishes of committes or council members 
was seen as unproblematic, disrespect towards Swedish officials was taken 
very seriously, especially in written form. Elected council members who 
expressed doubts about the credibility or authority of the governor were seen 
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as subversive. Petitions which were considered insulting were often present-
ed before authorities in Stockholm. These authorities were supportive of 
Swedish officials. The official reprisals and punishments of Elbers’ wish to 
have his honour defended by the governor and Runnels’ accusations of vot-
ing fraud were both given by authorities in Stockholm. 

It is clear also that naturalized Swedes had no place as Swedish of-
ficials. As was shown in the beginning of the thesis, despite being active in 
local politics for over 20 years, Peter Petersen never obtained the chance to 
become placemajor. The Mutiny of 1810 shows both how Swedish officials 
wanted to centralize local government and would rather give positions to 
bedridden native Swedes than healthy naturalized Swedes, and how natural-
ized subjects were distrusted in accordance with their native ethnicity. 

If the political role of white merchants in St Barthélemy was that of 
advisors, free men of colour could barely make their voices heard. Through 
petitions, free men of colour declared their will to vote in council elections 
and to be Swedish subjects worthy of political participation and protection. 
The discussions regarding their rights were held in the shadow of the Haitian 
Revolution, which was seen both as an example of the subversive nature of 
African-Americans and as a dangerous precendent of what could happen if 
free men of colour were not given political rights. In The Report of Saint 
Bartholomew, Haiti symbolised both the ability and the inability of African-
American men to be political beings, depending on the editorship of the 
newspaper. 

Masculinity was used by free men of colour to accentuate their po-
litical nature, as political activity was fundamentally connected to gender 
roles at this time. While institutionally oppressed and controlled by racial 
laws, their gender gave them further political access than that available to 
women. For white women of the colony, the newspaper was the only form of 
popular expression available and for women of colour, political expression 
was practically non-existent. As intersectional theory shows, forms of op-
pression resulted in different disadvantages depending on a person’s position 
within the intersections of power. For the enslaved population, yet another 
dimension of oppression took them even further from political subjecthood. 
 
How did the free population of St Barthélemy relate to officials in Gustavia 
and in Stockholm? 
 
The relations between Swedish officials and the free population seem simul-
taneously intimate and distant. By virtue of being naturalized citizens, they 
were unable to gain certain positions within administration and they were 
generally treated with suspicion. Officials continuously complained about 
arguments in the council and that the merchants and mariners could not be 
trusted. Yet, as a result of the small size of the colony, native and naturalized 
Swedes moved within the same social circles. 
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It is difficult to tell what the population thought of the Swedish of-
ficials, but they very likely considered certain officials to be better than oth-
ers. Governor Stackelberg was appreciated, as well as justitiarie Thenstedt. 
When the population did consider an official to be a good ruler, it clearly 
expressed this publicly through petitions. By 1819, the members of the 
commercial committee were, however, clear that they did not want a military 
commander. Yet all they could do was appeal to the wishes of the authorities 
in Stockholm for better leadership. 

Stockholm and its political authorities were unfamiliar to the mer-
chants of Gustavia, yet whenever they felt unjustly treated, they turned to it 
in hopes of different interpretations. Mostly this was done openly, depending 
on the governor to deliver their letters. When free people of colour were 
whipped extrajudicially. however, criticism of this was sent covertly, in or-
der to avoid punishment. After all, only three years earlier in 1819 petition-
ers had been prosecuted for insolence by Governor Berghult for protesting 
dancing regulations. 

The authorities in Stockholm generally wanted nothing more of the 
colony than for it to be peaceful and attract trade, which is in my opinion 
why the Mutiny of 1810 was not punished. The free population could rely on 
the authority of the Colonial Department in Stockholm to intervene not nec-
essarily when they shared ideological beliefs with naturalized merchants, but 
when the governor’s behaviour was deemed detrimental to the colony’s in-
ternal stability. The relations between the colony, the Swedish officials and 
primarily the merchants of Gustavia thus became a three-way power rela-
tionship, where the naturalized subjects and the officials were both under the 
authority of the king, but could attempt to influence the king to act according 
to their wishes. 
 
How was Swedish subjecthood perceived and utilized by the free population 
of St Barthélemy? 
 
Defining an authentic national identity for the population of St Barthélemy is 
hard, if not impossible. It would presumably even have been hard for them to 
articulate their own identity. What is clear is that their status as Swedish 
subjects was dependent on external scrutiny by privateers as well as gov-
ernment officials. While officials in Gustavia would defend Swedish natural-
ization, particularly in The Report of Saint Bartholomew, they referred to 
naturalized Swedes as Frenchmen, Italians or Britons in their communica-
tions to Stockholm, implying that despite being naturalized these individuals 
retained their true loyalties to their mother country. Yet as my naturalization 
statistics show, naturalized Swedes originated from many places and often 
without clear ethnic backgrounds. Men with British names born in Dutch 
colonies comprised a significant part of those seeking naturalization. Some 
men claimed to have been born in the United States of America before 1776, 
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others listed their place of birth as Germany, while still other examples show 
that the compromises placed on an authentic Swedish identity did not mean 
that other possible identities were any less ambiguous. The very concept of a 
modern national identity as we understand it today was foreign to many. 

What is clear is that through petitions and celebrations, the free 
population of St Barthélemy repeatedly expressed their loyalty to Sweden 
and to the Swedish crown. Whether through parades, songs, mourning or 
toasts, they declared their faithfulness. What is more crucial, they often 
made a point of publicly displaying these acts of loyalty, usually through The 
Report. In asking authorities in Stockholm for political favours, the long 
period of residence in the colony as Swedish subjects and the duty shown 
towards the country and colony were especially important rhetorical ele-
ments. These displays of Swedishness may very well be considered inau-
thentic and pandering. In consideration of the vital role Swedish subjecthood 
played for the mariners, being identified as Swedish by others was arguably 
more important that one’s actual Swedish identity. 

The population of St Barthélemy argued that their loyalty to the 
Swedish crown and their part in the colonial system was enough for them to 
be regarded as Swedish subjects. As free people of colour protested against 
the extrajudicial punishments of Governor Norderling, they argued that the 
colonial system gave them a right to be tried in court, in exchange for their 
loyalty to the nation. While they may not have been considered citizens, they 
did have a conception of themselves as bearers of certain rights related to the 
Swedish state. 

 
When placing St Barthélemy within the wider Caribbean context, the con-
nections of this imperial microregion link it to the British, French, Spanish, 
and Dutch Caribbean not only in terms of trade and migration, but also in 
terms of discourse, political culture and norms. News of tensions between 
the colonies and their metropoles, discussions about abolitionism and the 
treatment of slaves, and the international conflicts affecting the Caribbean 
were well-known, debated, and widespread. Yet like most Caribbean islands, 
local circumstances made St Barthélemy different from its neighbours. 
While relations between free people of colour and the white elite were cer-
tainly not amicable, the wave of slave rebellions and conspiracies around the 
turn of the nineteenth century had very little impact on St Barthélemy. The 
economy was based on different contexts; as a result, the island’s social and 
political worlds were different. 

Still, a better understanding of Caribbean political culture can be 
reached as a result of this study of St Barthélemy. While never republican in 
the same sense as the United States, I believe that Gustavia’s belief in local 
political expression and popular unity, within the framework of European 
constitutional monarchies, can be applied to many other Caribbean frame-
works. Influential merchants in Gustavia, such as John Joseph Cremony, 
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may have held a different view on the rights of free people of colour from 
most colonial Caribbean societies, but the ways in which they expressed 
their beliefs were examples of a larger Caribbean political culture. 

Many similarities to the rest of the Atlantic World can be seen in St 
Barthélemy. Yet it is difficult to apply its internal political logic to any other 
environment without excluding or altering some factor. Its glory days were 
short and the Swedish Creoles do not form an essential part of Caribbean 
history. Yet I believe that their history makes the Caribbean richer, adds 
more perspectives, and shows even more than before the dynamics and con-
nections of all the various Caribbean islands, each one of them still in some 
way unique. I am confident that the questions raised about this colony, and 
their subsequent answers, will enrich Swedish and Caribbean history. 
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Svensk sammanfattning 

Den svenska kolonin S:t Barthélemy var under slutet av 1700-talet och bör-
jan av 1800-talet en mötesplats för sjö- och handelsmän från Karibien, 
Nordamerika och Europa. Som ett resultat av svensk neutralitetspolitik under 
de många konflikterna efter franska revolutionen skapades en kosmopolitisk 
befolkning på S:t Barthélemy, som var tydliga med sin lagliga status som 
svenska undersåtar. Den politiska kulturen på S:t Barthélemy var representa-
tiv och influerad av de olika revolutionära rörelserna i Förenta Staterna, 
Frankrike, Haiti och Sydamerika. Till skillnad från de svenska ämbetsmän-
nen var S:t Barthélemys befolkning delaktig i en atlantisk politisk kultur, 
påverkad av revolutionära rörelser. Frågor om politiska rättigheter, samt 
handelsmännens och de fria svarta männens politiska inflytande skapade 
konflikter, som för det mesta ledde till kompromisser och förhandlingar mel-
lan S:t Barthélemy och Sverige. Jag har undersökt hur den politiska kulturen 
som kom till uttryck i dessa möten och konflikter relaterade till etnicitet, ras 
och genus. Tidigare forskning om S:t Barthélemy har inte undersökt den fria 
befolkningens politiska potential, trots att de var vid flera tillfällen högst 
aktiva och närvarande i det politiska livet. Den politiska aktiviteten på ön har 
även reducerats till friktion mellan svenska tjänstemän och relaterat kolonins 
relation till dess revolutionära omvärld endast ur ekonomisk synvinkel. 

Etableringen av den svenska kolonin S:t Barthélemy och dess 
ekonomiska vinst under de franska revolutionskrigen i slutet av 1700-talet 
har tidigare undersökts av Ingegerd Hildebrand och Sture Waller. Däremot 
har den andra lönsamma perioden, under början av 1800-talet, inte granskats 
noggrannare. Denna period, färgat av flera konflikter mellan Storbritannien, 
Frankrike och den nya amerikanska republiken, var ytterst lönsam för den 
fria neutrala hamnen, så länge Sverige höll sig utanför krigen. Dessutom 
skapade den nya haitiska republiken rädsla, men även handelsmöjligheter. 
Den fria befolkningens roll i lokala politiska interaktioner förstås bäst om vi 
har den interimperiella rörelsen till och från S:t Barthélemy i åtanke. Inte 
enbart varor och människor, utan även information och diskurser kunde röra 
sig över gränserna mellan de spanska, brittiska, franska och holländska im-
perierna via öar såsom S:t Eustatius, S:t Thomas och Curaçao. Politiska kon-
flikter förhöll sig därmed inte enbart mellan S:t Barthélemys befolkning och 
de svenska ämbetsmännen, men även mellan de olika sociala grupperna vid 
närliggande kolonier. Utöver detta måste Gustavias handelsmän förstås som 
intersektionella mästarsubjekt, vilket var nära knutet deras ställning som 
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politiska varelser. För andra personer var positionen som politiska subjekt 
inte självklara. Med dessa förutsättningar kan vi närmare undersöka den 
politiska kulturen på S:t Barthélemy. 

Avhandlingens andra kapitel behandlar kolonins historia, dess 
överlåtande från Frankrike till Sverige 1784, Gustavias framväxt och slutli-
gen kolonins återlämnande till Frankrike 1878. Sverige hade under 1600-
talet varit involverat i kolonialism, i och med grundandet av slavkolonin 
Cabo Corso i den västafrikanska guldkusten och Nya Sverige vid dagens 
Delaware. Båda dessa kolonier var dock kortvariga och under större delen av 
1700-talet var Sverige utan kolonier, även om förslag presenterades och 
utforskades i den svenska riksdagen. Under Gustav III utforskades dock en 
svensk närvaro i Karibien. 1784 tog Sverige formellt kontroll av ön från 
Frankrike i utbyte emot handelsrättigheter i Göteborg. Det Svenska Västin-
diska Kompaniet, ett delat aktieföretag, bildades och gavs ansvar för att styra 
kolonin i svenska kronans namn. Ön var dock inte lämplig för planta-
geodlingar på grund av dess mindre storlek och bergiga klimat. På Johan 
Liljencrantz förslag grundades istället Gustavia, en frihamn öppen för han-
delsskepp från alla nationer. Den svenska neutraliteten var en värdefull han-
delsfördel, särskilt då skepp under svensk flagg kunde handla emellan na-
tioner i krig med varandra. Svenska Västindiska Kompaniet gavs rätt till 
lägre tullavgifter, utöver sin kontroll över kolonins styrelse, men fick inte 
handelsmonopol. Efter Napoleonkrigens slut 1815 blev dock kolonin 
olönsam, men försöken att sälja ön gick inte igenom. Först 1878 blev kolon-
in återlämnad till Frankrike. 

I det tredje kapitlet undersöks naturaliseringsprocessen av inflyt-
tade personer till S:t Barthélemy. Denna process fanns i två varianter, den 
större naturaliseringen för 100 spanska dollar, som gav rättigheter till att äga 
ett skepp och varuhus på S:t Barthélemy, och den mindre naturaliseringen 
för 16 spanska dollar, som gav rätt att styra ett skepp under svensk flagg. 
Den mindre naturaliseringen var den vanligaste, särskilt bland sjömän från 
Nordamerika. Den större naturaliseringen utnyttjades mest av de födda i 
Karibien, men även bland de från Europa. Dock förekom en stark blandning 
av människor från flera olika områden och även en mindre andel fria svarta 
personer blev svenska naturaliserade undersåtar. Undersökningen av natural-
iseringsprotokoll visar dock att andelen svenskfödda personer i S:t 
Barthélemy var fler än vad tidigare forskare har förutsatt. Kvinnor förekom 
på ön, numerärt fler än männen, och de var huvudsakligen engagerade i ser-
viceindustrierna på ön, samt småskalig försäljning på gatan. Flera biljardhal-
lar och krogar ägdes av kvinnor, till betydande del fria svarta kvinnor. Den 
största befolkningsgruppen var dock slavar, som bodde både i hamnstaden 
Gustavia och i landsbygden runt omkring. 

Kolonins kopplingar till den kringliggande karibiska omvärlden 
syns här tydligt, samt till Förenta Staterna. Dock kan man se en tydlig heter-
ogeneitet i form av särskilt födelseort. Tidigare beskrivningar av forskning 
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och även svenska tjänstemän, där befolkingen beskrivs som britter, fransmän 
och italienare nyanseras till att visa ett nätverk av kontakter. Kolonins 
politiska kultur måste därmed förstås som en samling av flera olika politiska 
influenser och med en kosmopolitisk anda. 

I det fjärde kapitlet undersöks myteriet av stadsmilisen 1810 med 
helt andra slutsatser än vad tidigare forskning har presenterat. Vad som ti-
digare troddes vara en konflikt mellan de brittiska och franska delarna av 
befolkningen och en vidareutveckling av Napoleonkrigen har visats grundat i 
skilja uppfattningar om rättigheter mellan den naturaliserade befolkningen 
och de svenska ämbetsmännen. Efter ett misslyckat försök att låta brittiska 
skepp patrullera ön från franska attacker organiserades en stadsmilis. Det 
existerade redan en milis i landet, men tidigare guvernörer hade undvikit att 
skapa en milis av stadsbefolkningen, då den ansågs alltför heterogen för att 
kunna organiseras effektivt. Guvernör Hans Henrik Ankarheim (1801–1812) 
och de övriga ämbetsmännen skapade sex kompanier, tre svarta och tre vita 
och skapade schema för patruller och parader. Konflikter om tjänstgöring 
och organisering av milisen uppstod däremot tidigt. 

September 1810 blev konflikten emellan kompanierna och de 
svenska ämbetsmännen ohållbar och Ankarheim beslutade sig för att avveck-
la milisen. Milisen reste sig då i myteri, satte ämbetsmännen i husarrest och 
skickade senare Fahlberg och Bergstedt i exil. Myteriet hade kunnat 
eskalera, men den nya kronprinsen Karl XIV Johan gav milisen rätt och er-
satte Guvernör Ankarheim med Guvernör Berndt Robert Stackelberg (1812–
1816). Ett nytt reglemente infördes, som gav tre folkvalda handelsmän rätt 
att medverka i konseljen och återinförande av en handelsmannakommitté. 
Myteriet demonstrerar de underliggande konflikterna mellan befolkningen 
och tjänstemännen och de symboliska och kulturella dimensionerna inom 
denna kamp för politisk organisation. På många vis var de medverkande i 
myteriet inspirerade av ett nytt politiskt språk, där rättigheter och folklig 
kraft stod i fokus. Symboliken kring en gravurna över en svensk soldat som 
stödde myteriet visar på den politiska symboliken myteriet innebar för be-
folkningen. Samtidigt visar den symboliska maktskillnaden mellan det svarta 
barnet och den vita kvinnan på urnan hur handelsmännens politiska ideal 
ändå var situerad i en kolonial kontext. 

Det femte kapitlet berör kollektiva petitioner som skrevs i syfte att 
skapa politiska förändringar, då det var omöjligt att få en egen majoritet 
inom konseljen. Dessa petitioner analyseras utifrån sin form och som ett 
strategiskt och offentligt dokument och inte enbart som en direkt reflektion 
av befolkningens politiska vilja. Till exempel var uppskattning och välvil-
lighet ett vanligt förekommande tema i dessa petitioner, där handelsmännen 
aktivt demonsterade sin vilja att skapa en bra relation mellan befolkningen 
och de svenska ämbetsmännen. 

För den fria svarta befolkningen var petitioner det huvudsakliga 
medlet för att förbättra sin ställning i S:t Barthélemy, huvudsakligen genom 
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att få rösträttigheter för vilka som skulle sitta i konseljen. Där var separering 
ifrån slavarna och emfas på deras roll som svenska undersåtar inom koloni-
alsystemet viktiga retoriska strategier för att få, ytterst begränsad, rösträt-
tighet 1822. De var även tvungna att kommunicera med Kolonialdeparte-
mentet i Stockholm förbi Guvernör Johan Norderling (1819–1826) för att 
berätta om guvernörens extrajudiciella bestraffningar. 

Både i petitioner och inom konseljen var respektfullhet viktig för 
befolkningen, då flera personer blev bestraffade eller ställda inför rätta för 
uppstudsighet. 1811 anklagade Johann Bernard Elbers, handelsman och le-
damot i konseljen, Guvernör Stackelberg för att inte ha försvarat honom 
ifrån förolämpning i guvernmentshuset. Kolonialdepartementet besvarade 
dessa anklagelser med att utesluta Elbers ifrån konseljen för all framtid och 
var tydlig med att oförskämt beteende inte var acceptabelt. Flera andra per-
soner kom att få sitt beteende bestraffat och handelsmännen undvek att 
uttrycka obekväma åsikter offentligt. För ämbetsmännen var dock sådant 
beteende om inte acceptabelt, åtminstone inte bestraffat. Flera konflikter 
uppstod emellan olika svenska ämbetsmän, bland annat av en grupp ledd av 
prästen Fredrik Adolf Lönner kallad Sainte Clique, som stod i opposition till 
Guvernör Norderling. Vad undersökningen av petitioner visar är hur politisk 
aktivitet bland befolkningen gentemot de svenska ämbetsmännen krävde en 
stor del retorik och strategisk presentation, men även utnyttjande av 
förhållandena mellan lokala ämbetsmän, befolkningen och myndigheter i 
Stockholm. Vi kan även se hur knytet maskulinitet var till petitionering och 
politisk prestige, speciellt med tanke på frånvaron av kvinnors signaturer i 
kollektiva petitioner. 

I det sjätte kapitlet analyseras S:t Barthélemys lokala tidning, The 
Report of Saint Bartholomew  som grundades 1804 för att sprida nyheter och 
proklamation ifrån kolonialämbetet, samt även försvara den svenska neutral-
iteten gentemot brittiska och franska anklagelser och brott mot neutrala han-
delsrättigheter. När den grundades på initiativ av justitiarie Bergstedt var 
tanken att tidningen inte skulle vara ett politiskt organ. Efter myteriet 1810, 
då Bergstedt gick i exil, togs redaktionen av The Report över av John Allan, 
en fri svart man som gjorde tidningen öppnare till satir, kritik och politiska 
diskussioner. 

Genom detta tidningsmaterial kan man se kolonins interna 
skillnader. Flera olika åsikter uppstod angående de sydamerikanska staterna, 
slavhandel och internationella konflikter. I och med att Allan var beroende 
av prenumeranter och att innehåll skickades in ifrån andra personer på ön 
reflekterade The Report befolkningens heterogenitet och influenser från flera 
platser. Passager och artiklar med dubbeltydiga meningar inkluderades, 
ibland för att kritisera de svenska ämbetsmännen, och inspektioner av tid-
ningen infördes av.Guvernör Carl Fredrik Berghult (1818-1819). Dock var 
inte The Report den enda källan till kritik emot S:t Barthélemy och det sven-
ska kolonialämbetet. Kritik tryckt i tidningar från de karibiska öarna S:t 
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Martin och S:t Kitts, samt tidningar i Nordamerika, spreds i det karibiska 
informationsnätverket och nådde den svenska ledningen. 

Undersökningen av The Report demonstrerar även olika 
förutsättningar för män och kvinnor, samt för svarta och vita att positionera 
sig politiskt under det tidiga 1800-talet. Svarta personer, och även irländare 
och judar, beskrevs i flera skämt i rasistiska stereotyper, där särskilt 
förvrängning av språk syftade på en bristande intelligens. Även 
beskrivningar som var menade att kritisera slavägare använde sig av kor-
rumperade versioner av rasifierade personers språkbruk som skämt. Dock 
fanns även sympatiska avbildningar av svarta män som politiska subjekt. 
Framförallt kan man se den förändrade avbildningen av Haiti före och efter 
1810, där från att beskriva massakrer på vita och den nya republikens tyran-
ni, så beskrivs staten som legitim, Henri I som upplyst och befolkningen som 
beredda att försvara sin frihet ifrån den franska armén. Maskuliniteten var ett 
viktigt steg här, där fria svarta män, samt även de vita männen, använde sin 
maskulinitet som rättfärdigande för politiska rättigheter. 

Kvinnor var däremot generellt oförmögna inom den dåvarande 
politiska kulturen att avbilda sig själva som politiska subjekt. Även om vita 
kvinnor generellt sett inte avbildades utifrån samma stereotyper som svarta 
män och visade viss förmåga att försvara sin heder inom The Report, var 
deras avbildning generellt sett utifrån den privata sfären. Kvinnor beskrevs 
sällan som annat än som mödrar, älskare och fresterskor. Uttalat svarta kvin-
nor var nästintill osynliga i The Report, trots att de var högst närvarande i S:t 
Barthélemy. Den mest beskrivande avbildningen var den av en häxa från S:t 
Martin, där hon som representant för obeah avbildas som farlig för samhäl-
let, men ändå inte ett politiskt subjekt. 

Relationen mellan handelsmännen på S:t Barthélemy och de sven-
ska ämbetsmännen var på det stora hela fredlig, huvudsakligen på grund av 
egetintresset från bådas part att Gustavia skulle vara såpass attraktiv för neu-
tral handel som möjligt. Trots detta kan vi se mötet mellan två olika politiska 
kulturer. Den ena var en svensk auktoritär och militär kultur, grundad i gus-
taviansk absolutism men som fortsatte under Bernadotte-regimen efter 1810. 
Den andra var en maritim atlantisk kultur, med influenser från och kopplin-
gar till radikala rörelser i Frankrike, Nordamerika, Haiti och Sydamerika. 
Ansträngningar skedde från båda sidor att samarbeta och att offentligt 
demonstrera samarbeten som skett, men i flera frågor angående rättigheter 
och politisk inblandning syns att de två grupperna talade olika språk. Myter-
iet 1810 var det tydligaste exemplet på kommunikationens kollaps, men även 
inom petitionerna, konseljen och i kampen om The Report of Bartholomew 
syns olika politiska utgångspunkter, mål, ideal och normer. 

Genom S:t Barthélemy får vi en utökad bild av svensk atlantisk 
historia som på sätt och vis är unik, i och med att det var den svenska kolon-
in som varit längst under svensk kontroll. Den var dessutom speciell inom 
karibisk historia, inte bara genom svensk närvaro, men även genom dess 
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plats som frihamn under konflikterna kring 1700-talets sekelskifte. Dock är 
S:t Barthélemy rätt typisk för svensk kolonialism. Den var en kortvarig och 
mindre koloni, som inhämtade trender, system och attityder ifrån andra im-
perier, men inte fullföljde dem till samma grad eller till samma mängd. Ge-
nom S:t Barthélemy kan vi utforska svensk historisk närvaro i en större 
globalhistoria, där Sverige var närvarande vid nästintill alla platser där de 
europeiska imperierna expanderade, men aldrig på samma sätt eller till 
samma grad. Den svenska närvaron i världen, historiskt men även idag, 
menar jag kan förstås bättre när man ser den genom det historiska exemplet 
S:t Barthélemy. På detta vis bidrar kolonin starkt till svensk, karibisk och 
global historia. 
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Appendix A 

List of collective petitions, with number of signatures when available: 
 
December 30, 1806 - Petition for a local peace treaty    50 signatures 
January 31, 1810 - Competition from American traders  36 signatures 
February 19, 1812 - English petition for council voting rights 
for free men of colour              9 signatures 
February 19, 1812 - French petition for council voting rights 
for free men of colour              9 signatures 
July 16, 1812 - Assurance of loyalty to Stackelberg    29 signatures 
May 26, 1814 - Petition for intercolonial debt collection  15 signatures 
April 29, 1816 - Gratitude towards Stackelbergs policies  106 signatures 
October 12, 1816 - Farewell Stackelberg from  
port representatives                 – 
October 12, 1816 - Farewell Stackelberg from  
countryside representatives              – 
October 12, 1816 - Farewell Stackelberg from 
white population                242 signatures 
October 12, 1816 - Farewell Stackelberg from 
free people of colour              61 signatures 
October 12, 1816 - Farewell Stackelberg from 
refugees from Guadeloupe              – 
February 17, 1817 - Commerical committee      9 signatures 
March 17, 1817 - Voter support for Abraham Runnels   18 signatures 
February 2, 1819 - Protest against new dancing regulations   – 
September 4, 1819 - Johan Norderling is welcomed    99 signatures 
Undated, 1819 - Commercial committee petition      33 signatures 
Undated, 1819 - Protest against new dancing regulations  14 signatures 
March 5, 1821 - Council voting rights for free men of colour 23 signatures 
February 25, 1822 - Petition to let Fredrik Thenstedt remain 46 signatures 
May 18, 1822 - Petition for prosecution of harsh libel   60 signatures 
July 31, 1822 - Protest against extrajudicial 
punishment of free people of colour         28 signatures 
September 9, 1822 - Protest against extrajudicial 
punishment of free people of colour         12 signatures 
July 5, 1824 - Fire watch proposal          9 signatures 
August 13, 1824 - Fire watch protest         13 signatures 
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Appendix B 

Timeline of the events preceding and following the Mutiny of 1810: 
 
May 22, 1805 - The SWIC is dissolved after company privileges are not 
renewed. 
 
October 15, 1805 - The 1805 form of government is announced, abolishing 
the election of local merchants to the council and discontinuing the commer-
cial committee. 
 
November 12, 1807 - French privateers attack St Barthélemy in search of 
William Israel, who had traded with Haiti. 
 
November 19, 1807 - Governor Hans Henrik Ankarheim requests that Admi-
ral Alexander Cochrane patrol around St. Barthélemy as part of the Swedish-
British alliance. 
 
September 1809 - British patrol ships are recalled. The city milita is found-
ed. 
 
November 15, 1809 - Stricter uniform regulations are issued. 
 
February 26, 1810 - Curfew and gambling regulations are issued. 
 
September 18, 1810 - Samuel Fahlberg is appointed captain of the White 
Artillery Company. 
 
September 20, 1810 - The White Artillery Company refuses to accept Fahl-
berg as their captain and wants to elect their own captain instead. 
 
September 21, 1810 - Ankarheim announces the disbanding of the city mili-
tia. 
 
September 22, 1810 - At six o’ clock, as the city militia is scheduled to de-
liver its arms to Anders Bergstedt, they capture him, as well as Governor 
Ankarheim. Samuel Fahlberg escaped to Fort Gustaf III. Later in the even-
ing, Fahlberg returns to Gustavia and surrenders to the militia. 
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September 28, 1810 - Bergstedt leaves St. Barthélemy for Boston. 
 
October 22, 1810 - James Prince anonymously writes about Samuel Fahlberg 
and his rejection as officer of the White Artillery Company in The St. Chris-
topher Gazette. 
 
November 14, 1810 - Mutiny leaders announce their intention to explain 
their actions to authorities in Stockholm, after further investigation. 
 
November 22 and 28, 1810 - August Nyman and Peter David testify against 
Samuel Fahlberg. 
 
March 28, 1811 - Samuel Fahlberg is accused of high treason while he is 
away travelling in the Caribbean. 
 
June 14, 1811 - Anders Bergstedt attempts to return to St Barthélemy, but is 
warned that he may be attacked upon his return. 
 
July 26, 1811 - Former mutiny leaders protest after the announcement that 
voting rights would not be extended to rental tenants. 
 
August 11, 1811 - The mutiny is deemed justified by Crown Prince Charles 
Jean Bernadotte and a letter is sent to St Barthélemy. 
 
September 12, 1811 - Mutiny leaders send Charles Jean Bernadotte a peti-
tion justifying their actions and assure him of their loyalty to Sweden. 
 
September 25, 1811 - The 1811 form of government is announced, reinstat-
ing the election of merchants to the council, as well as the commercial com-
mittee. 
  
February 1812 - Governor Ankarheim is replaced by Governor Berndt Rob-
ert Stackelberg. 
 
September 13, 1813 - Samuel Fahlberg is convicted of high treason in absen-
tia by the court in Gustavia. 
 
November 1, 1814 - August Nyman dies. 
 
December 11, 1816 - A memorial urn is placed in Fort Gustaf III in Nyman’s 
honour. 
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Appendix C 

Inventory of the books of John Joseph Cremony, together with prize 
Source: Inventory of John Joseph Cremony’s estate, 19 August, 1820, ima-
ges 193–196, vol. 310, S, FSB. 
 
- Atlas universel par Robert, 1 large folio volume         $10 
- Encyclopedia Britannica, 18 quarto volumes          $60 
- Barilio Spanish & English Dictionary, 1 quarto volume      $4 
- Barilio Italian & English Dictionary, 1 quarto volume      $4 
- Henry’s History of England, 10 volumes octavo        $10 
- Abbé Raynals history of the Indies, 8 octavo volumes      $8 
- Life of Petrarch by Mrs Dobson, 2 octavo volumes       $2 
- Hawkesworth’s voyages, 3 octavo volumes          $4 
- Cruttwell’s Universal Gazetteer with an atlas         $6 
- The Tatler, 4 small octavo volumes             $2 
- The Spectator, 8 small octavo volumes            $4 
- The flowers of Modern travels by Adams, 3 volumes       $1,6 
- A bone to gnaw, 1 small octavo volume           $0,9 
- Anti-Jacobin Poetry, 1 small octavo volume          $0,6 
- Cooks voyages, 2 octavo volumes             $4 
- Henry de Beauvais, 2 small octavo volumes          $1 
- The false friend by Mary Robinson, 4 small octavo volumes    $3 
- Harcourt, A Novel, 4 small octavo volumes          $1,6 
- The Restless Matron, 3 small octavo volumes         $1,6 
- Sounine’s travels, 3 octavo volumes             $3 
- Eva, A novel by I Kelly, 3 volumes             $1,6 
- The History of America by Robertson, 4 volumes octavo     $5 
- Misanthropy, A novel, in octavo              $0,6 
- Baron Munchausen, 2 small octavo volumes          $1,6 
- The East-Indian, A novel by M J Young in 4 octavo volumes    $2 
- Emily Dunderde, A novel by Mrs Thompson, 3 small octavo volumes  
                        $1,6 
- Edmund of the Foust, A novel, 4 volumes           $2 
- Piolho viajante, 4 volumes                $1 
- The Solemn injunction, A novel by A Muryrane, 4 octavo volumes  $2 
- Ellinor, A novel by M A Hansvay,  4 volumes         $1 
- Rose Cecil, A novel, 3 volumes, defect            $0,6 
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- Confessions of a beauty, 2 volumes             $0,9 
- Melbourne, A novel, 3 volumes              $1 
- The Castle of Saint Donato a novel in 3 volumes        $0,9 
- The Turkish Spy 8 duodecimo volumes           $3 
- Works of A Pope 8 duodecimo volumes           $6 
- Peter Pindar’s work 4 duodecimo volumes          $1,6 
- Letters of Junius 1 duodecimo volume            $0,9 
- A map of London                   $1,6 
- Rasselas by Dr Johnson                 $0,6 
- Bayles Historical & Critical Dictionary, 4 large folio volumes    $3 
- Cocks voyages large volume with copper plates         $5 
- A voyage round the World by La Perouse 2 quarto volumes with maps & 
plates in a separate atlas                 $10 
- Edwards West Indies 2 quarto volumes with maps        $10 
- Original letters of Bonaparte in Egypt 1 octavo volume      $1 
- Milton’s work in Italian, 1 volume              $1 
- Berardi’s work, 4 quarto volumes             $2 
- Berardi’s Jus Ecclesia, 2 volumes             $1 
- Memoires de Madame de Maintenon, 8 octavo volumes      $8 
- Guthrie’s Geography                  $1 
- European Magazine, 23 volumes              $5 
- Picture of Paris by Peltier                $1 
- Monthly Revico, 6 scattered volumes            $2 
- Compere Malthiu, 2 volumes               $0,6 
- History of the Revolution of France, 2 volumes         $1 
- European Magazine, 1 volume              $0,6 
- Gentlemen’s Magazine for the year 1800, 1 volume       $1 
- Watson’s treatise on the law of Partnership, 1 volume       $1 
- Heron’s Information of the Power at war           $0,3 
- Universal Magazine, 52 volumes              $1 
- Historie de Malte, 4 volumes, 1 volume missing        $1 
- Cary’s delineation of the great roads of England & Wales     $0,6 
- Aventures de télémacue                 $1 
- De spectaculis theatralibus, by Concina, 4 volumes       $1 
- Harris’s Hermes, 1 volume                $0,9 
- Rosella, A Novel, 4 volumes               $1,6 
- Cicely A Novel, 4 volumes                $0,6 
- War in Disguise, 1 volume                $0,6 
- 12 volumes of defect works               $1,6 
- 13 pamphlets                    $0,6 
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